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PREFACE
This book got its start about seven years ago when Robert

Bakker-the progressive dinosaurologist I studied with for many
years-suggested that I draw up illustrations of some predatory
dinosaur skeletons. About the same time, I started looking into
the problem of bird origins, which I believed was tied to dino-
saurs. One thing led to another and after a while I realized I had
enough material available to put together a book on the dinosau-
rian meat eaters. So I decided to do something that has never
been done before. Most dinosaur books are general books. No
one has done a volume tuned to a particular group, examining
each species in turn. This is rather odd: There are books on
Allied fighter aircraft of World War II, and on waterfowl of North
America; why not one on predaceous dinosaurs? Indeed, it is my
hope that this will be the first in a series of books on the groups
of animals related to dinosaurs-the archosaurs. The herbivo-
rous dinosaurs might make up the next two or three volumes-
there are a lot more herbivorous dinosaurs than predatory ones

-then 
one on the dinosaur's ancestors, the primitive thecodonts

and crocodilians, another on the flying pterosaurs, and perhaps
last the fossil birds.

This is my first book, and in it I have tried to do two things,
one having to do with the text, the other with the illustrations.
Regarding the first, there have been a few good recent books on

dinosaurs, but only a very very few. Most dinosaur books commit
the ultimate sin-they are boring. Dinosaurs were nor boring,
and one can only make them so via ignorance. Which brings us

to the next point: dinosaur books are usually inaccurate. These

twin faults often-not always, but often-result when books are
written by nonscientists who, unfamiliar with dinosaurology,
refer to previous books on the subject as primary sources-
sources that themselves either were written by nonprofessionals
that had done the same thing, or were dated and obsolete. Dino-
saurology has undergone a complete revolution, and works from
the sixties are now more misleading than informative. The con-

sequences of all this have been a repetitive series of books on the
subject, parroting ad nauseum what no one who actually works
on the creatures believes an)'more. New ideas may be explored,
but in a superficial manner that denies the reader an understand-
ing of dinosaur biology in its whole. And even some of the books
that explore the new dinosaur concepts are marred by sloppy
thinking that does more harm to the field than good.

Other problems with dinosaur texts stem from the misuse or



misunderstanding of modern biology. Recent decades have seen
an explosion in field biology, the observations of living animals
in their wild habitats. The same has occumed in biomechanics.
the study of how animals work. A knowledge of modern biology
is vital for understanding extinct animals. Sadly, a number of
false ideas have become established as truisms in the popular
science oriented toward publications and media. Dinosaurology
especially seems stuck with some out-of-date ideas: that preda-
tors never kill for pleasure, for instance, or that land animals can
scavenge for a living, or that big animals cannot run fast and that
they overheat in hot climates. The innocent and professional
alike often pick up these items, and into their books they go.

As for dinosaur illustrations, there is no way to express how
poor is the accurary and workmanship of most. It is very upset-
ting, for people are rendering what I think of as Earth history's
most wonderful beasts insipidly, and dinosaurs were not insipid.
Most notorious of all are "ballon" dinosaur pictures, so called
because they most resemble the floats in the Mary's Thanksgiving
Day Parade. Again, errors committed by dinosaur artists of de-
cades past are repeated, even emphasized. I have a big advantage
here, being a professional paleontologist rvho can illustrate u'hat
I think. Those dinosaurologists who cannot draw often expend
much frustration trying to get artists to translate their work into
two dimensions. The problem is exacerbated by the professional
neglect dinosaur illustrations often receive, as if drawing dino-
saurs is somehow less important than studying them. This atti-
tude can be seen in many book reviews which, after a lengthy
critique of the text, pass over the illustrations with the comment
that they are informative and helpful, or "worth the price of the
book." One of my hopes is that this volume will help set a new
standard for dinosaur illustrations.

So, I have tried to be different in this work. Certainly the
ideas about dinosaurs presented herein are up to date. Many are
controversial, and I have made no attempt to present a neutral
position-others can do that. I have ftied to warn the reader what
are matters in dispute. Another thing I have done is admit that
there is no good answer to a question, when there is none. All too
often readers are given the impression that a paleobiological
problem has been solved when it has not. It is my hope that the
concept of predatory dinosaur biology detailed in this book forms
a logical whole. I asked myself whether what is said here is the
sort of thing I would like to see in a book on whales, or aircraft
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-things 
I am interested in but lack professional knowledge of.

Of course, some of the concepts could not be defended in detail

-that is for technical works. However, much of the information
should be useful for the professional. Indeed, a new scheme for
classifying and naming predatory dinosaurs is presented. I felt
justified in doing this because the traditional system is univer-
sally considered obsolete, and a new scheme has yet to replace
it. To help both the expert and enthusiast alike, an extensive
bibliography is included. By no means is this a definitive work.
As time goes on and the field's body of knowledge grows, it will
become a good idea to update this volume, so criticisms and
notices of omissions will be most appreciated.

Another key aim of this book is to present those who know
and love dinosaurs with something they have never had before:
skeletal restorations of every predatory dinosaur species for
which a restoration can be done. These are very useful to artists,
and have been done to a consistent format to make comparing
them to one another easier. I hope to do the same for all archo-
saurs in subsequent volumes. As for the full life restorations, the

idea is to use art to translate scientific thoughts and concepts into
visual images. Besides, dinosaurs look neat.

This book was made possible by a series of chances. When I
first started to consider it seriously, Steven Stanley at the Johns
Hopkins Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences suggested
I talk to Horace Judson down the hall. He suggested submitting
a proposal to the New York Academy of Sciences book project,
"The Scientific Prospect," under Heinz Pagels. This I did, and my
proposal was accepted. The Academy arranged for an agent,

John Brockman, who in turn arranged for a publisher, Simon &
Schuster. There Alice Mayhew, Erika Goldman, Ursula Obst,
George Hodgman, Veronica Johnson, and others provided excel-
lent editing advice. Many thanks to all these people for their help
and patience, and for allowing this book to be very much what I
had originally hoped.

As for the science behind this book, first thanks go to Robert
Bakker and our years of co-work and discussion when he was at
the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences at Johns Hop-
kins. Many of his teachings on dinosaurs have found their way
into this volume. Many thanks also go to Kenneth Carpenter for
his long co-work and exchanges, especially on protobirds, and
information on many specimens. Many other people have pro-
vided discussion, data, and other assistance and grateful thanks



are due them all. Philip Currie of the Tlnell Museum in Alberta
has supplied much hospitality and information on Canadian di-
nosaurs; Donald Brinkman at the same institution has been help-
fuI, too. Dale Russell at the National Museum of Canada and
Chris McGowen of the Royal Ontario Museum have also told me
much about their dinosaurs. Very helpful with protobirds were
John Ostrom and Bob Allen of Yale, who provided access to and
data on the collections under their care. Alick Walker's corre-
spondence on Archceopferyar was always enlightening. Gunter
Viohl at the Jura Museum in Bavaria, Herman Jaeger at Berlin's
Humboldt Museum frir Naturkunde, and Alan Charig and Angela
Milner at the British Museum (I.{atural History) were helpful and
hospitable when I was examining the Archaeopter;ar specimens
in their care. Angela Milner also sent information on the thero-
pods in her musuem. Philip Powell at the Oxford University Mu-
seum supplied information on megalosaurs and other British
theropods; Philippe Taquet in Paris helped out on the French
collections. Charles Schaff helped with the protobirds and early
dinosaurs in the Harvard collection. Sankar Chatterjee was infor-
mative about his new birdlike dinosaur, "Protoavis." On thero-
pods and their footprints, James Farlow, Hartmut Haubold, and
Paul Olsen provided help. On early theropods, Edwin Colbert,
the dean of dinosaur paleontology, has been helpful, as have Tim
Rowe and Alan McCrady. Of much assistance over many years at
the United States National Museum, alias the Smithsonian, have
been Nicholas Hotton, Michael Brett-Surman, and Arnold Lewis,
and more recently Hans-Dieter Sues. Halszka Osmolska and Ter-
esa Maryanska have been hospitable and most informative, es-
pecially during my visit to Warsaw in 1981. S. Kurzanov assisted
from Moscow on protobirds. Further east, Masahiro Tanimoto in
Japan has fed me facts on Asian dinosaurs I could not have
obtained otherwise. During a visit to the United States, Dong
Zhiming told me many things about Chinese theropods. From the
south, Jos6 Bonaparte, Fernando Novas, and Andrea Arcucci
have sent data on Argentinian dinosaurs. And from down under,
Ralph Molnar has supplied information on Australian species.
Concerning allosaurs, ceratosaurs, and other big theropods,
James Madsen, Wann Langston, and Jeff Pittman have helped.
Information on the new Cretaceous theropods and birds of Ala-
bama came from Daniel Womechel and James Lamb. For facts
on early birds, Andrei Elzanowski, Peter Houde, and Storrs
Olson at the United States National Museum have been vital
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sources. Guy Leahy's discussions on dinosaur biology have been
informative, as have Thomas MacMahon's on animal locomotion
and Daniel Costanzo's on the more philosophical aspects of di-
nosaurology. Lewis Hurxthal provided much fascinating data
from his ostrich studies. Questions about dinosaur taxonomy and
the Russian literahre often ended up in George Olshevsky's mail,
and Donald Glut has been helpful too. As for dinosaur art, Ste-
phen and Sylvia Czerkas, Mark Hallett, John Gurchie, and Doug
Henderson have been inspiring colleagues. In building the full-
size Dilophosourus, Donald Baird, Richard Rush, and Rodger
Walshlager were great fun. Many of the illustrations were repro-
duced at Monotype Composition Company in Baltimore. This is
not a complete list, and I apologize to those I have inadvertently
left off. To everyone, thank you again.

The above and other paleontologists'works are mentioned
throughout the text. Following the premise that what people do
is more important than where they do it from, I list their studies
in the bibliography rather than citing their places of rvork.

GRBconv S. Peul
Baltimore, Maryland
1988
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PREDATORY

DINOSAVRS

1-1

Good rimes in fhe Jurcssic. A W-
ical predafory dinosaur in size
cnd shape was fhe l.1-tonne ther-
opod Allosaurus atrox. Pack feed-
ing allowed a carcass fo be better
defended ogoinst intruders, and
to be finished before it rotted.
These onimols' bellies ore
blo(rted, and theyoungsters cre
shown pqrtly covered in down
feathers. Fernlike qtcads and um-
brello-shaped qrqucqricn conrlers
mcke up part of the flora,

t9

If Dorothy Gale had been swept by the whirlwind to some
Mesozoic glade instead of to the Haunted Forestof Oz, she might
have observed, "Lions and tigers and bears are one thing, but
these predatory dinosaurs are way out of hand!"

The biggest living terrestrial predator, the Siberian tiger, at
about a third of a metric ton (300 kg) pales in comparison to the
biggest of the meat-eating dinosaurs, which reached 5 to perhaps
20 metric tons-the size of elephants and bigger. But while ele-
phants cannot run, the biggest predatory dinosaurs probably ran
as fast as horses, and they hunted herbivores that themselves
were as big as or bigger than elephants. There has never been
anything like Allosaurus, TJtrannoseurus, and their cousins. Of
course, not all predatory dinosaurs were giants; the smallest,
Logosuchus, was only the size of a weasel.

How would we think and feel about predatory dinosaurs if
they were alive today? Humans have long felt antipathy toward
carnivores, our competitors for scarce protein. But our feelings
are somewhat mollified by the attractive qualities we see in them.
For all their size and power, lions remind us of the little creatures
that we like to have curl up in our laps and purr as we stroke
them. Likewise, noble wolves recall our canine pets. Cats and
dogs make good companions because they are intelligent and
responsive to our commands, and their supple fu.ry bodies make
them pleasing to touch and play with. And, very importantly,
they are house-trainable. Their forward-facing eyes remind us of
ourselves.

However, even small predaceous dinosaurs would have had
no such advantage. None \r'ere brainy enough to be companion-
able or house-trainable; in fact, they would always be a danger
to their owners. Their stiff, perhaps feathery bodies were not
what one would care to have sleep at the foot of the bed. The
reptilian-faced giants that were the big predatory dinosaurs
would truly be horrible and temi$ring. We might admire their
size and power, much as many are fascinated with war and its
machines, but we would not like them. Their images in literature
and music would be demonic and powerful-monsters to be
feared and destroyed, yet emulated at the same time.

As interesting as it is to imagine dinosaurs being alive in
modern times, it is just as interesting that, in a sense, predatory
dinosaurs really are still with us-and in a form we find both
familiar and often pleasing-for birds are direct descendants of
predatory dinosaurs. And much as predatory dinosaurs were the



chief land animals of their time, predaceous birds are the main
killers of mammals and reptiles in many places.

"Lions and tigers and bears" and the fantasy animals of Oz

and science fiction are fun, but, as a paleontologist, I prefer the
stranger than fiction animals of the past. Paleontology, the study
of fossil organisms, is, to me, a form of time travel. Dinosaur
bones and the sediments they are preserved in are relics of past
events. One of the fine things about paleo is that all you need is
transportation, tents, a few tools, one person who can cook, the
proper paleontological training, and there you are traveling back
in time 145 million years.

Predatory dinosaurs lived from about 235 to 65 million years
ago-grve or take a million here and there-during the Mesozoic
Era (see the time chart on pages 224-225). The Mesozoic is split
into the three periods. About halfivay through the first period of
the Era-the Triassic, which lasted from 248 to 213 million years
before the present @,,{YBP)-the first dinosaurs showed up, and
they had to get along with a number of nondinosaurian predators.
By the second period, the Jurassic (213-144l\,{\tsP), predatory
dinosaurs had become the sole big killers. The same was true
through the third, the Cretaceous Period (144-65IvIYBP), which
also saw the first flourishing of birds. Dinosaurs were extin-
guished at the end of the Mesozoic Era, and the following era-
the Cenozorc-was the age of mammals. Compared to the brief-
ness of our civilization, the span of predatory dinosaur existence
appears vast. But dinosaurs are recent and short-lived compared
to the Earth itself, which is celebrating its 4.5 billionth or so

birthdav.

1-2
The Greot One. At 6 to 12 ronnes,
Tlrannosaurus rex combined rhe
sbe of an African elephont ond
rhe speed of a tiger with unprece-
dented firepower. The T. rex is
sccled to the sbe of fhe laqgesf
known specimen; the Siberlcn
tiger and elephant are exception-
olly lorge males at 300 kg and 7.5
tonnes, respecfively.



1-3
The sickle-clawed theropod Velo-
ciraptor antirrhopus in a fast run.
The 1960s drscovery of this ob-
vious$ agtle and birdlike preda-
tory dinosaur.helped spur rhe
dinosour revival we ore enjoying
today. Like a bird, Velociraptor
could tightly fold ifs /orelimbs.

The word dinoscur comes from the Greek for "terrible liz-
ard," but despite their name, dinosaurs are not really lizards at
all. Rather, they are members of the animal group called archo-
saurs. Living archosaurs are crocodilians and birds. The extinct
flying "reptiles" or pterosaurs, which flew on batlike wings, are

also in this bunch. All archosaurs descended from the earliest
archosaur group, the rather crocodile-like thecodonts of the
Triassic Period. Usually, archosaurs are considered reptiles, but
some of us progressive tylres think they are too different from
reptiles to be called that. Hence, the reader will find that I never
refer to dinosaurs as reptiles, but as archosaurs.

Predatory dinosaurs came in three basic types-paleodino-
saurs, herreravians, and theropods. The first two, which were
four-toed, were limited in success. The theropods, which had
three toes, were much more numerous and longer lasting; among

the better known genera are Tlronnosourus, Allosourus, Coelo-
physrs, Velociroptor, and Ornithomimus. Sporting a birdlike
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motif, this great group lasted from the Triassic Period to the end
of the Mesozoic. Although they varied much in size and detail,
they were all quite uniform and unmistakable in basic design.
Their heads were deep and narrow, and while most were toothed
predators, a few were beaked herbivores. Their necks were
strongly S-curved, and their short trunks were counterbalanced
by long tails. They were always bipedal, and had birdlike hind
limbs with flexed knees and drumstick shanks. In particu-
lar, take note of the birdlike hind foot, with its three load-
bearing toes. Small species may have been feathered, big ones
scaled, and all were marked by hornlets and ridges on their
heads.

The key word here is birdlike. If not for the long tail, one
might mistake a theropod for a big, toothy, marauding bird in
the dark. That theropods are birdlike is logical, since birds are
their closest living relatives. Remember that next time you eat a
drumstick or scramble some eggs.

Jurassic ArchaeopterSn<, often considered the first bird, is
in most regards a theropod dinosaur, albeit a flying one. And
some theropods are even more birdlike than Archaeopferyx. It is
extraordinary that when one looks at a jewel hummingbird, hov-
ering as it sips nectar, one is seeing a true relative of TJtranno-
scurus rex. It is a wonderful thing, and a superb example of what
random genetic mutations guided by selective forces can do.

The relationship between theropods and birds is so close
that birds can be considered flying theropods, and theropods can

1-4
The little Argentinian paleodino-
sour Lewisuchus admixtus has
picked up its yer smcller cousin
Lagosuchus talampayensis. ?hese
Middle ?riassic predators are
among the very first of the known
dinosaurs. They may already
have been feathered, although a
thin bond of armor ron down
fheir bccks.
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1-5
A black swon. AII birds are direct
descendan ts o/ smal I theropods,
cnd os such ore truIy flying dino-
sours-eyen regal birds like fhrs
one.

in turn be thought of as early terrestrial birds. This may be true
in the formal, literal sense. A good argument can be made that
birds should be classified as dinosaurs, just as the flying bats are
considered mammals. So if someone points to a sparrow and
says, "oh, what a nice little dinosaur," they are quite in line with
the latest thinking.

Dinosaurology is often an exasperating fierd of study, be-
cause so much of the past is buried beyond our reach. I have
stood on the sediments of a dinosaur-bearing formation and felt
palpable frustration at the knowledge that here and there, just a
few yards underground, there are remains of amazingbeasts that
will not be uncovered by erosion for another thousand years.
Since we cannot dig up an entire formation, we must go looking
for the telltale scraps that have come to the surface. usually, it's
hot, ver;z hot during a dig, and the insects can make it hard to
appreciate the beauty of the badlands. Most remains are just bits
and pieces, but these can tell us a lot. one claw of a distinctive
sickle shape can show us that a certain kind of small killer lived
at that place; a tooth can mean a tyrannosaur.

And then there are those spectacular sunsets, with a cool
breeze whipping by, that top off the days that something really
good turns up. For every once in a while the few pieces of bone
lead to a nearly complete skeleton, or to a bone bed thick with
dinosaur remains.

Predatory dinosaurs have been found on every continent-
even, just recently, some bits in Antarctica. The first properly
recognized predatory dinosaur was Megaloscurus of Jurassic

GET"I'INC} TO KNOW
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England, published by the Reverend William Buckland in 1824.

The fragmentary remains were enough to show only its great size,

not its shape. A series of finds from Bavarra in the mid 1800s

shed much hght on the nature of theropods and birds. Of those

small Compsognothus was the first complete theropod skeleton
to be found, and, as we shall see, the discovery of Archceopteryx
was one of the most important in all science.

Things really began to break loose in the 1800s, with the
opening of the Western Territories of North America to paleo-
biologists-most especially Othniel Marsh and Edward Drinker
Cope. Engaged in a bitter feud-almost from the beginning of
their paleontological careers-they competed in opened multiple
quarries in the Late Jurassic Morrison Formation, quarries with
wonderful names like Bone Cabin and Freeze Out Hills. From
them came good skeletons of big Allosaurus, horned Ceratosau-
rus, and small Ornitholestes. The finding of these new dinosaur
skeletons had t'wo effects. First, dinosaurs became immensely
and permanently popular with the American public, which still
associates them with the frontier days. Second, the debate on the

evolutionary significance of dinosaurs was intensified, with some

workers suggesting that dinosaurs were ancestral to birds and
warm-blooded.

By the late 1800s and through the 1920s, when the Great
Depression and World War II put a damper on things, dinosaurs
were being discovered in abundance in other formations in west-
ern North America, formations with more fantastic names:

Lance, Hell Creek, TWo Medicine, Oldman, and others. These

were largely Late Cretaceous forms, among them gigantic Tlz-

rcnnosourus, its somewhat smaller relative Albertosourus, the
ostrich-mimicking Ornithomfmus, and sickle-clawed Dromaeo-
sourus.

In a more exotic locale, Mongolia, the famous American Mu-
seum Expeditions of the twenties led by Roy Chapman Andrews
found three small Late Cretaceous theropods, ones that would
later become important to the question of bird origins: sickle-
clawed Velociraptor and Tloodon, and the very bizarue head-
crested Oviroptor.

By the 1930s, dinosaurology had another problem besides
the Depression. Dinosaurs had become so popular with the pub-
lic that the subject had taken on something of a circus air, and
paleontologists shied away from studying the creatures. They
became reptilian curiosities, gooC for drawing crowds into the

PREDATORY DINOSAURS
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1-6
?he skull, os preserred, of the
ofiginal or We specimen o/Velo-
ciraptor mongoliensis A^[A{H
6515, discovered by theAmerican
Museum expeditions to Mongolia
in 1922. /t rs remoins like rhese
that teII us about dinosaur qnat-
omy and qction.
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museum, but evolutionary dead ends of little theoretical impor-
tance. Besides, the number of dinosaur skeletons that can be
found and studied is always limited. A comparable amount of
work can produce dozens of fossil mammal remains, or tens of
thousands of fossil invertebrates. In an era when mathematical
studies of large populations are preeminent, this is an important
reason why only a few dozen people study dinosaurs full-time.

The beginnings of today's dinosaur renaissance can be
traced to the mid-sixties, when John Ostrom's digs in the mid-
Cretaceous of Montana found examples of a new species of velo-
ciraptor. The remains revealed a strikingly birdlike, agile, and
probably warm-blooded dinosaur. ostrom also reexamined the
Archaeopteryx specimens, and showed that they were theropods
as well as early birds. The controversy surrounding these ideas
did much good for dinosaurology; in fact, of the one hundred two
species detailed in this book, forty-three were described after
L965 (although some of the latter remains were found before this
date). Great gaps are being closed by these new finds. In partic-
ular, we finally have good midlate Jurassic theropods, and know



something about how the very first predatory dinosaurs looked.

Indeed, we are just beginning to understand what the dino-
saurs really were. The view in vogue only two decades ago-that
dinosaurs were slow, sluggish, dull-witted reptilian creatures-
is well out of favor now. Otherwise, almost everything is in dis-
pute. Should dinosaurs be considered reptiles, or do they form a
new group with birds? Were predatory dinosaurs warm- or cold-

blooded, or both? Were the giant tyrannosaurs walkers like ele-

phants, or runners like ostriches? Theories abound, and if you
want to get on the evening news, just come up with a new idea

on what killed them off.
In this book, I offer very strong views on what dinosaurs

were and what they did, and the reader should know that many

will disagree with my conclusions. Things probably will settle

down eventually; most revolutions gradually taper off into un-

easy consensus, at least until the next revolution. But science

does, on occasion, get closer to the truth. We do know nowadays

that the earth revolves around the sun, not the reverse. Likewise,

dinosaur physiology will probably be pinned down someday, and

everyone will look back at the eighties and shake their heads at

whoever turned out to be wrong. In any case, I am very upset at

how little time life gives one to work on the beasts. There is so

much to be done, and it is such fun doing it.
Part II of this book is an illustrated catalog of all important

predatory dinosaurs known to date. It includes the first pub-

lished modern skeletal restorations of such basic theropods as

Allosaurus, Albertoscurus, and Coelophysrs. But I wish to bring
you more than just dry portraits of these animals. When I imagine

dinosaurs, it is like watching a documentary on African wildlife.
There is a feeling of reality to it, with intricate details, color, dust
in the air, and patterns of sunlight. In Part I, I will try to supply
you with the information that you need to do the same. The

metabolics of dinosaurs are explored in Chapter 7, and how sur-
prisingly fast they may have moved is discussed in Chapter 6.

The basics of dinosaur anatomy are to be found in Chapter 4,

their footprints are looked over in 5. Chapter 3 examines who
lived where and when, and asks some intriguing questions about
predatory dinosaur evolution. Who was related to whom is the
subject of Chapter 8, while 9 tells how some theropods may have

turned into birds. But first, let us begin by examining the features

that made predaceous dinosaurs the arch hunters and killers that

they were.
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Crouched down in a flat-footed stalk , the TJnonnosourus rex
cranes its neck to peer around the sable palm. Yes, the Tricera-
fops are still there, up wind, quite unaware of her presence, or
of her cohorts as they slowly come up from behind. It's a hot day,
but her hollow belly growls-got to fill it up. That one Tbicero-
tops looks atad lame, it's a good target.

The T. rex is a monster of ten tonnes, her frightful face
adorned with hornlets and scales and a red stripe before the eyes.
Mottled green and brown camouflage makes her look like a
NATO tank lurking in the brush. suddenly she and her consorts
launch themselves into a horse-speed run, panicking the rhino-
like, elephant-sized ?riceratops into a galloping stampede that
exposes their rnrlnerable rear ends to attack-just the way the ?.
rex want it. The tyrannosaur's S-foot-long jaws and 7-inch teeth
rip open a gaping hole in the herbivore's belly, spilling some of
its moist guts onto the dusty ground. Satisfled with its work, the
T. rex slowly trots down to a halt. Another couple of T. rex snap
at one another in a tiff over who gets the intestines, one asserts
themselves and gobbles them down. fhe theropods can wait to
deliver the coup de grace to the prey. Even though it is hobbling
away, there is no reason to risk entanglement with its horns.
Let its life bleed away. Finally, dazed and wobbly, Tricerofops
slows, its great wound glistening in the sun, and the ty-
rannosaurs judge that things are safe enough. The pack of titans
moves in, yanking, pulling, slicing, and gorging, squabbling over
bits-the biggest gets the most. One of the grown-ups leads in
the youngsters. Having been hiding in the bush, they now chirp
in excitement as they join in the feast.

Not much is left of the Tricerotops, and its consumers drift
off. Some big-eyed sickle-claws, about the size of jackals and of
the same inclinations, come up and pick at the carcass. They
ignore the flies swarming around the remains. Feathers make
them very birdy in looks. So do their jerky, nervous motions;
they fear return of the tyrannosaurs. They need not worry; the
drowsy T. rex are napping as they digest their meal.

Predatory dinosaurs have been gone for 650,000 centuries,
but ihat does not stop us from painting such pictures of horv they
made a living-how they hunted, how they spent their spare
time, their social behavior, reproduction, and the like.iWe are
able to do so by making deductions based on what we know
about their structure and on the fossil records. In describing the
life-styles of the predatory dinosaurs, I am going to work from a27



basic assumption that the dinosaurs were fully warm-blooded in
the way birds and mammals are. As I explain in Chapter 7, I do

not think the alternative physiologies are viable ones.

Let us begin with the one feature that made most predatory
dinosaurs what they were-killers-and that is their teeth. (The

habits of the toothless predators-ostrich-mimics, oviraptors,
and avimimids-are investigated in Part II, page 358). Most typ-
ical theropods had long rows of sharp teeth. This tells us that
they were predators-for herbivores simply do not have such

teeth. The fact that they were predators in turn tells us something
less obvious: that theropods enjoyed much more leisure time
than do most humans, and spent most of it asleep. This is typical

2-1
Tlrannosaurus rex wcs far from o
mere scdvenger; the greatesf dino-
scuricn battles were between
packs of rhis inuedibly powerful
theropod and the equally huge
herbivore, Triceratops horridus.
The Triceratops culled out from
irs companions here rs in deodly
trouble. Surprrsed and attacked
from the reor, if has not ho'd time
to gallop to sofety or wheel obout
ond foce down its atfackers wirh
horns ond beqk. For the resulrs o/
the attock, see Figure 2-5.
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2-2
A Velociraptor mongoliensis pair
doing what large predators aI-
wqys have been very good at,
spendfng time lazing and sleep-
ing. Hunting rckes up only a little
of their day, and the bellies of
these theropods ore still partly
fuII from rheir lasr meo.I.
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of medium sized and big predators-lions and even house cats
for that matter spend up to twenty hours a day napping. Preda-
tors, especially those that kill big game, go out and kill some-
thing, eat it in one quick sitting, and then sleep it off until they
are hungry again. As detailed in Appendix A, big predators can
go for days or, in the case of giants, even weeks between meals.
This is quite unlike herbivores, which must spend long hours
nipping at and chewing large quantities of fodder. In fact, sleep-
ing when there is nothing else to do has an important advantage.
Bedding down helps keep an animal out of sight and out of trou-
ble. This is especially true for small species and the juveniles of
big ones, for big predators are very happy to attack and consume
smaller predators.

But whatever amount of time they spentlazing about, pred-
atory dinosaurs were built for those briefer but much more in-
tense and interesting times-when they went off to kill and eat
other animals. Killing big animals requires firepower, and in
animals such power can only come from muscles. Mammalian
carnivores of today have oversized neck muscles which give them
tremendous biting power, something our household pets can
demonstrate. Feel the neck muscles of a big dog and compare
them to your own. Likewise, the heads of most predaceous dino-
saurs were packed with powerful jaw-closing muscles (see Figure
4-2, page 90), and their neck muscles were well developed, fur-
ther increasing the available killing power.



An obvious difference between a carnivorous mamm al and a

theropod is seen in the form and function of the teeth. Predatory

dinosaur teeth were not aruayed in the short sets of molars, ca-

nines, and incisors seen in modern cats and dogs (Figure 2-3).

Dogs'big, sharp, conical canines are used to puncture flesh; ca-

nids and hyenas like to grab on to various parts of big prey and
pull; weasels and cats deliver precision bites to vulnerable areas

such as the base of the skull or the throat, and then use their
complex slicing molars to cut up the meat. The predatory dino-
saur's long rows of uniform, curved, flattened, serrated blades

were very different, more akin to those of the modern predatory
lizard. (The closest mammalian analogues were the extinct saber-

toothed cats, which, recent research indicates, used a peculiar
pinch-and-slash biting action.2) The key point is that most pre-
daceous dinosaurs were neither grabbers nor precision biters.
The long, irregular tooth rows of the theropods were not suitable

for precision work, and their bladelike teeth would have tended

to slice or cut through the flesh of their prey rather than to hold

tight. In fact, the semations, which were on the keels on the front

2-3
The long, uniform tooth rows cnd
lightly built skulls of lizords such
os fhe Komodo monitor end the
theropod Allosaurus atrox cre
quite dffirent from fhe speciol-
ized teeth and solidly consfrucfed
skulls of big mqmmelian ccrni-
vores like the wolf.
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2-4
The crown 0t nlturol size of a
great mid-row tooth from a 6-
fonne \rannosaurus rex, qnd the
scme from a l.S-tonne Allosaurus
atrox and a 50-kg Velociraptor
antirrhopus. Such blades were
deadly killing fools in the larger
species, able to mortally wound
cnimals of elephant size and big-
ger. Slicing up corcasses and
chewing on bones were secondary
uses..Nlote fhe serrofions running
down the front and, back edges 6f
the tooth, and that fhe frps ore
worn off from wear.
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and back edge of the teeth, enhanced this slicing effect (Figure
2-4). A bit of often-repeated nonsense is that these teeth were as
sharp-edged and pointed as steak knives. Actuaily, one can run
one's finger hard down the serrations with no adverse effects.
But, powered by big jaw and neck muscles, the slicing perfor-
mance of these tooth rows was potent3 (see Figure 2-r, and.Figure
4-5, page 93). The wounds they inflicted would have bled heavily
and readily become infected. Limb muscles could have been



sliced, crippling their prey. Or the belly could have been disem-

boweled-just as the giant Komodo monitors of modern day In-
donesia will cut open the bellies of oxen and deer.

The premaxillary teeth in the snout tip of lJnannoscurus rex

and its relatives had a somewhat different action. In many the-

ropods these teeth were more D-shaped in cross section than the

rest of the teeth, and they tended to cut out a small scoop of flesh
(Figure 2-5).In tyrannosaurs the premaxillary teeth were fully
D-shaped in cross section, with the flat of the D facing inward
(Figure 2-5).Such teeth did not slice; instead, they cut out, like
a trowel in dirt, or a cookie cutter. These D-cross-sectioned teeth

were themselves aruanged in an exceptionally broad, D-shaped,

semicircular array at the front of the upper jaw, and were backed

by slicing teeth behind them. They would have scooped out a
long, deep chunk of flesh, leaving a great, trough-shaped hemor-

rhaging hole in the hapless victim's sidea (Figures 2-l and2-5)-
a diabolically nasty wound, and one rather like those made by

some modern sharks.
There were exceptions to this slicing and punching-out way

of predation. Some small theropods, such as Ornifholesfes, had

more conical teeth that were built for puncturing and grabbing

prey. This suggests they concentrated on picking up small ani-

mals, insects, and fish.s Of course, the blade-toothed dinosaurs

would have picked up small prey also; just as wolves will hunt

field mice, bigger theropods might nibble on the larger lizards
and mammals they came across. Indeed, the early and most

primitive theropods seem to have been well equipped for both
small- and big-game hunting, having conical teeth up front and

big blades aft.
I am amazed and perplexed at continuing claims that the big

theropods were not true predators, but scavengers instead.6 This
unfortunate idea seems to have started tn l9l7 with Lawrence

Lambe's observation that the teeth of big theropods did not show

slgns of wear near their tips. He thought this meant they fed

strictly on soft rotting meat. However, in dinosaurs the teeth were

continuatly and rapidly replaced, like in lizards and crocs, and

this kept most of the working teeth new and unworn. I say most,

because theropod teeth in fact are corrunonly worn down (see

Figure 2-4).A corollary belief is that large theropods were too

big and too slow to actively hunt-a rather strange observation

since those who argue big theropods were slow usually think that

the herbivorous dinosaurs were even slower! In reality, the the-
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2-5
The tooth rows of most theropods
were slicfng olgans that left long,
raking wounds. In Allosaurus
atrox Qeft inset), for instance, the
feefh were blades with the edses

facing fore and aft, and the tooth
rows were foirly stroight.In ty-
rcnnosours the front upper teeth
were D-shaped in cross section,
and fhese teeth were arrayed in a
broad D-shaped arc, forming o
great "cookie cutter" for biting out
chunks of flesh. Here, a Tlranno-
saurus rex hos used rhe powerful

.1'ow muscles fhcf bulge out of its
skull openings to bite out a deep,
yard-Iong chunk from the upper
thigh o/Triceratops (see Figure 2-
1), a crippling, bone-scroping
wound that the latter wiII not
sun4've.
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ropod's long, powerful, and very birdlike limbs were built to do
the same thing that bird limbs do-run fast. The speed issue is
further explored in Chapter 6.

During 1983, Chris McGowen contrasted the lack of good
binocular vision (in which the eyes face forward and provide an
overlapping image) in theropods with its high development in
predatory mammals. But this argument does not mean much.
Predatory lizards do fine without forward-facing eyes, and a
number of theropods did have good binocular vision.

In the optimistic hope of putting the scavenSng myth to rest,
let me present the facts. TJrrannosaurus rex did not have 6- to-8-
inch senated teeth and an arc of D-cross-sectioned teeth set in a
massive, powerful skull just to consurne rotting carcasses! These
were killing tools. In sharp contrast are the weak beaks and feet
of vultures and condors-the only true living scavengers. In fact,
pure scavengers musf be soaring flyers, because they alone can
rapidly look over and cover the great distances needed to find
and reach the occasional carcass.z Thev also have a very qood



carcass-locating system, because when one vulture starts spiral-
ing down to feed, it can be seen by other vultures for miles
around. This is true whether over dense woodlands or open
plains. They do all this at almost no energy cost because soaring
is close to effortless. A land-bound predator would starve trying
to live off what is already dead; they must go out and kill to get

enough to eat. In fact, all mammal predators are killers. Even
hyenas bring down much or most of their own prey. The idea
that animals as big as most theropods were true scavengers is
ecologically unfeasible. 8

Still, most predators do at times feed by scavenging. Chee-
tahs are an exception, as they are too ttghtly built to chase other
carnivores away from a carcass.e Most predaceous dinosaurs
were not so disadvantaged and probably did scavenge. This must
have been especially true in brontosaur-dominated habitats
where their great bodies supplied an abundance of meat for many
predators (see Appendix A).

Most theropods used teeth as their main weapons of preda-
tion. After all, the long rows of teeth were the largest, highest-
powered, and most lethal weapons available. Their arms and the
claws of their hands were less effective for inflicting wounds.
Instead, they helped position the victim during the attack, or
assisted in tearing up the carcass afterward. Note that, being two-
legged, dinosaurs could grab on with their arms much more eas-

ily than any living four-legged meat eater, which gave them a
distinct advantage. The hind legs and toe claws of most thero-
pods were not specialized killing tools either. These were, how-
ever, good weapons of dispute for fights between species over
breeding privileges, hunting temitory, and carcasses. Theropods
fighting among themselves may have kicked out at their oppo-
nents. When at Johns Hopkins, Robert Bakker once pointed out
to me that the earlier theropods may have bounced 'kangaroo-
style" on their stout tails and slashed out with their big clawed
feet. This became the subject of my first published dinosaur
illustrationto (Figurc 2-6). Most of the more advanced theropods
had smaller toe claws and tails, so they must have delivered stun-
kicks like modern ostriches do. Theropods probably did not use
their teeth as much in disputes, where the risk of delivering or
receiving fatal wounds was too great. However, the television
nature-show standard that quarreling animals olways avoid kill-
ing one another is another romantic falsehood. Male lions often
kill one another in fierce battles over domination of a pride.
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2-6
A Ceratosaurus nasicornis
bounces on irs heovy tail kanga-
roo-sfrle to kick out with irs bIg
foot claws cnd inrimidate hvo Al-
losaurus fragilis. The lqtter hed
Iighter tqils and blunter foe claws.

Battles between breeding male hippos are also frequently lethal,
and even stallions are known to flght to the death. Many a the-
ropod probably lost its life to an opponent of its own species.

As we shall see, the peculiar noasaurs and sickle-clawed
protobirds were notable exceptions to the kill-with-the-teeth-
and-not-the-feet mode of predation. Their hunting methods are
discussed in Part II, page 358.

Another key aspect of how theropods lived is revealed by the
trackways that they left behind, and occasionally by the mode of
preservation of these tracks. Very often the tracks of individual
theropods are not laid out singly, but run parallel to neighboring
trackways. John Ostrom's 1972 statistical study of such parallel
trackways showed that this could not be coincidence. Some of
the group trackways are due to their following shorelines and the
like, but as Ostrom showed the majority are attributable to the
theropods being organized in packs. Parallel trackways have

been discovered for theropods from the smallest up to 2 tonnes

or so; group trackways are not known for the most gigantic spe-



cies, but this just may be because such big prints are rare any-
way. Pack behavior in large theropods, and small ones too,
receives additional support from communal grave sites. Such
mass kill sites are difficult and risky to interpret, but some of
these may represent packs that were killed by u sudden event.rr
Even big tyrannosaurs have been found together in such quamies
and bone bed.s.]2 It may be that a very important facet of preda-
tory dinosaur behavior is directly preserved in the fossil record.

It is fair to say that some big theropods must have been
solitary, like most big cats. This is even more true of the small-
bodied, conical-toothed species that led jackal- or small-cat-like
lives. But most species probably practiced a sophisticated level
of social behavior quite unlike typical reptiles. This is to be ex-
pected since herbivorous dinosaur trackways and death sites also
show strong evidence of herding,t3 and it would have been vital
for the predatory dinosaurs to be able to meet numbers with
numbegs.."

ii"'

. .., "-There is possible physical evidence of mass stalking and
'"attacks by theropods on groups of herbivorous dinosaurs. Rich-

ard Thulborn and Mary Wade in 1984 described a multitude of
running, small theropod and small herbivorous dinosaur track-
ways laid down at the same time and place in the mid-Cretaceous
of Australia. They think these trackways were created when a
big theropod moved in and stampeded the small species away
from a communal drinking site. But in fact the large "theropod"
prints were misidentified, for they are really those of a stubby-
toed, blunt-clawed, herbivorous duckbill dinosaur that had
walked through the area earlier (the small dinosaurs even
stepped into the big one's tracks!). Moreover, predators and her-
bivores do not peacefully mix in the manner Thulborn and wade
indicate, even if they are equal in size, because the herbivores
are too frightened of the predators, who deliberately drive them
awat/ from drinking spots. It seems more likely that a pack of
theropods attacked the herbivores, which, of course, did their
best to escape. But this is not certain, because it cannot be proven
that both kinds of small prints did not belong to theropods, or
both to herbivorous dinosaurs!

The trackway evidence for pack hunting among big thero-
pods may, as it happens, be better-coincidentally all these ex-
amples also come from the middle of the Cretaceous. Philip
Currie in 1983 noted that the prints of three medium sized the-
ropods found in Alberta trail those of a herd of iguanodonts (the
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ancestors of duck-billed dinosaurs) out of the water. In 'fexas

there is a well known pair of trackways that seem to show a big
theropod, perhaps an Acroconthosourus, stalking a giant bron-
tosaur.r4 The predator stepped into the latter's tracks, and
changed direction a little at the same time. Roland Bird, who
uncovered the tracks circa 1940, believed that the theropod
missed a step as it actually bit down upon and was dragged along
by the brontosaur, but this point cannot be proven. Less well
known is that there are really four or more theropod trails appar-
ently following about a dozen brontosaurs at this same site.ls A
third set of trackways, in this case from Bolivia, seems to tell an

even more fantastic story, one that stretches the imagination.l6
Here the trackways of a brontosaur herd are followed by those

of fifty large theropods! In none of the above examples does the
pursuit seem to have broken from a stalk into a full fledged

battle; we will never know if they did. We can say that if packs

of great theropods did stalk brontosaur herds, then this is yet

another point favoring their being active hunters-certainly they
could not have been hoping for one of the herbivores to conve-

niently fall dead for them to scavenge.

How did big theropods go about hunting their prey? So far I
have emphasized what we can be pretty certain about, that big
theropods were not strict scavengers, that the D-cross-sectioned
tooth arcades of some theropods were giant "cookie-cutters," and

the like. But there are some things we will never know, because

some aspects of behavior are not preserved in the fossil record.
We have to make educated guesses. Social theropods may have

executed a prehunting "ritual" of signals and displays in order to
organrze the group for the expedition. Wild canids do this.

Being big-eyed, theropods probably did much of their hunt-
ing just before dawn and after sunset. These times can be the

best for the hunt, when it is harder for the prey to spot danger,
and the midday heat has receded. Nocturnal forays lit by the

stars and moon are also likely. As shown in Appendix B, dinosaur
herbivore population densities were probably relatively low, like
the populations in modern game parks. So theropods would often
have to go looking for their prey, rearing up to scan the land-
scape. Important exceptions would have been during unusual
events such as when herds were migrating through an area, when
herbivores were nesting in colonies, or when during droughts
animals concentrated near water holes and died off in large num-

bers.



The exact method of approaching the prey depended partly
on the habitat, and partly on the prey. Juvenile victims must
have been preferred, but adults were common targets too, espe-
cially the ill and aged. The tactics also depended upon the design
and size of the predatory dinosaur. We are familiar with the way
in which supple-bodied cats and dogs grapple with their prey.
But the predatory dinosaur's stiff, birdlike trunks and limbs were
not meant to be dragged and nvirled about by struggling victims.
For the big theropods, a simple fall could be catastrophic. The
giant, big-clawed brontosaurs and the fast-horned ceratopsians
were especially dangerous herbivores. It does a predator no good
to kill its victim if it itself is mortally wounded in the process. So,
the last thing 8-tonne Ilrannosourus rex wanted to do was play
tug with 8-tonne Triceratops, and the Alloscurus amplex"rs that
held onto a brontosaur was a short-lived A. amplexus. Sharks
such as the great white are faced with a similar problem. The
big-tusked elephant seals that great whites often prey upon are
bigger and more agile than the sharks and dangerous to hunt.
The sharks are believed to get around these problems by execut-
ing a surprise attack from below, and cutting out a bleeding hole
that weakens the victim for the final kill.t? On occasion, hyenas
also bite out chunks from their victims and bleed them, and the
giant Komodo monitor often slices up its prey and waits for the
effects.ts

Theropods probably tried to surprise brontosaurs and cera-
topsians-their aim being to hit as hard as possible, as quickly
as possible, and with as little contact with the prey as possible-
a hit-and-run attack.le

Although the tall, bird-limbed theropods could not crouch
and stalk their prey like the supple cats, they could lower their
height and visibility by walking on their heels. It happens thar
there are a surprising number of footprints showing theropods
walking this way, and I have seen film of a heron stalking prey
in a flat-footed crouch.2o So, when hunting theropods were clos-
ing in on their prey, they may have automatically assumed a flat-
footed crouch, much as cats go into their characteristic stalk
when the proper stimulus and intent is present. In heavily
wooded habitats, theropods might not be spotted until fairly
close to their targets, much as big tanks are often able to ambush
opponents from behind cover. Elephants are able to walk very
quietly, and this was equally true of giant theropods. We can
envision predatory and herbivorous dinosaurs trying to hear and
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smell each other, the predator finally getting close enough to
spring up from its crouch for the final dash to reach its victim.

If cover from trees and bushes was lacking, the predators

might attempt to panic the herbivores into fleeing and exposing

themselves to attack from the rear. The packs of large theropods

that made the trackways discussed on page 37 may have been

trying to press the herbivores they were trailing into chaotic

stampedes. Brontosaurs and ceratopsians that faced down or
charged at their tormentors were probably safe from attack;

other, lightly armed dinosaurs, such as the big duckbills, could

be approached more freely. However, in open woodlands the

prey mrght have spotted a crouching theropod at a considerable

distance,2r and started fleeing well in advance. In an extended

chase, the high-volume, long-endurance heart-lung systems and

the high metabolic rates of theropods would be advantageous.

But even such distance-running carnivores as canids and hyenas

glve up the chase if it goes on for more than two to four kilome-
ters, and theropods probably did too.

If a pack of medium-sized allosaurs attacked a far bigger

brontosaur, then many individuals may have struck the victim in
quick succession. When tyrannosaur packs went after a similar-
sized ceratopsian, one big bite from the leader was probably
enough. The other pack members acted as support, distracting
and panicking the victim and his companions. To deliver the

wounding strike, a theropod made a high-speed dash at the prey
before it could protect itself. The theropod then threw its S-

curved neck, propelling its head forward to deliver long, deep

slashing wounds or punch out a great chunk of flesh.22 Bellies
and limbs would have been key targets. Necks were, too, but not

to the degree as with some modern carnivores. The predator then
retreated immediately, leaving the bleeding, festering injury and
accompanying shock to weaken the prey. The latter's agony can

well be imagined. If enough of the victim's limb muscles were cut

through, or if all its guts were spilled out onto the ground, it was

totally crippled. If not, a slow death of hours or even a day might
follow as life drained from the gapingwounds in the victim's side.

This was sudden, swift, and sophisticated predation, with
the predator's fi.repower delivered as strongly, and yet as safely,
as possible. Dinosaurs did not come upon each other, roar away,

and then engage in the simplistic, protracted wrestling matches

portrayed with dull repetitiveness in film and books.23 Far from
it, for the great size and speed of the participants made meetings



between groups of herbivores and theropods fantastic affairs un-
matched in the modern world-great tyrannosaurs versus charg-
ing horned dinosaurs, one or many dozens of allosaurs massing
against a herd of brontosaurs, all followed by a lingering death
watch, await for a well-earned meal.

The ability of blade-toothed theropods to safely deliver hem-
orrhaging wounds allowed them to bring down herbivores much
bigger than themselves. Modern carnivores usually tangle with
prey as big as or smaller than themselves, but by no means is
this a hard and fast rule, especially'uvhen the predators are or-
ganized in a group. In some areas of Africa, Cape buffalo are the
most numerous herbivore, and the much smaller lions are skilled
at preying on them. Saber-toothed cats, using surprise and slash-
ing attacks, may have been able to kill elephants. Of course hu-
mans-able to project everything from knives to nuclear bombs
at their prey-are the ultimate big-game hunters. In 1987, Mi-
chael Earle showed that predator packs easily bring down vic-
tims that weigh as much as all the pack members put together.
Social, blade-toothed theropods could do the same; even a ten-
pack of coyote-sized Coelophysrs could bring down a 150-kg pro-
sauropod.

Once the victim was in a bad enough w45l, the theropods
moved in and safely dispatched it. This was a rather crude affatr,
with the theropods slicing off bolts of meat and the prev still
struggling to escape. It may sound disgustingly reptilian, but
Cape hunting dogs and hyenas often begin to consume wildebeest
and zebra while the prey is still standing. The theropod.'s com-
munal habits had an important advantage during such proceed-
ings. Microbes of decay compete with big predators for carcasses
by producing toxins that poison the meat, and a single tyranno-
saur might have trouble eating a large duckbill before it rotted
(see Appendix A). Besides, it would have to fight off, or share the
feast with, any theropod strangers that came along. A pack of
t5rannosaurs, however, could consume the entire duckbill in one
sitting, while fending off intruders.

It is too bad that the great flightless predatory birds of South
America and the southern United States, the phorusrhacids, died
out just a couple of million years ago. If alive today, these large-
headed, big-game hunters, similar to theropods in design, might
tell us much about how theropods hunted. One wonders if they
used their hooked beaks to inflict precise, quick-killing wounds,
or to tear out slower-acting ones. There is one living bird that
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gives us a good idea of how the small-game hunting predatory
dinosaurs acted: the secretary bird of the African plains (F-igure

2-7). Though a powerful flyer, this large, long-legged raptor
spends most of its time on the ground, searching for and picking
up small reptiles and mammals. Conical-toothed Compsognafhus
and Ornitholesfes may have pursued such a life.

There are documented cases of modern predators hunting
and killing animals that they then made no attempt to consume.
Occasionally they dispatch victims for what seems the pleasure
of it, or in afrenzy caused by unusual circumstances. Theropods
probably did the same on occasion, although it is not likely that
bigger, more dangerous herbivores were the victims in such

cases.



Aside from hunting, conununalism also played a vital role in
the manner of predatory dinosaur reproduction. Most reptiles
lay their eggs and forget them. A few lizards do exhibit some
parental care, and crocodilians show quite sophisticated nesting
behavior and parental behavior in the first months of their young-
sters'lives. As for dinosaurs, fossil nesting sites that include nest
structures, eggs, and juvenile skeletons show that many herbiv-
orous species formed breeding colonies, sometimes enormous
ones. It appears that they practiced extended parental care, at
least until the juveniles were half grown. In contrast, most croc-
odilians abandon their young when they are still tiny.

The predatory dinosaurs were much rarer than the herbi-
vores, so it is not surprising that their nesting sites have not been
identified yet. Fresh news reports cite a possible Allosaurus egg
from Utah, a first for theropods. Live birth is also possible,z4 bttt
it is much more likely that these close relatives of birds, with
their narrow pelvic canals, laid eggs like many of their herbivo-
rous cousins. Since the pelvic canal of even the biggest predatory
dinosaur was rather namow, it is unlikely that they laid really
big eggs. Besides, losses of youngsters to other predators must
have been fairly high, so a large number of relatively modest-
sized eggs would have been more advantageous. Small dinosaurs
could have lain on their eggs to incubate them, but the large ones
were too heavy and would have crushed their eggs. Probably
instead, large predatory dinosaurs, and small ones too perhaps,
built mound nests of vegetation and dirt, relying on the heat of
the fermenting plant debris to incubate the eggs (Figure 2-8).
The parents would have closely guarded their nests, because
small dinosaurs, manunals, and lizards would have been all too
happy to dig up the eggs and eat them.

One point of evidence that supposedly supports a more rep-

2-8
An Albertosaunn arctunguis rests
next to fhe nesf mound of dirt and
vegetation thqt contqins ifs eggs.
The mound rs drcurn after those
knourn /or some herbivorous dino-
scurs; heat from fhe/ermenting
vegetation incubated the eggs.
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tilian adult-juvenile relationship among some theropods is the
presence of juvenile skeletons in the adult skeletons'bellies. But
that may merely be evidence of cannibalism. Mammalian carni-
vores practice cannibalism on their young-bears, lions, and hu-
mans, among others, are reputed to do this (although human
cannibalism has recently been disputed). Usually it occurs when
the adults are under stress, or when males are trying to eliminate
the progeny of other males. Cannibalism sugggests that theropod
pairs may have nested apart in order to keep their progeny safe
from their own species, although it does not preclude the possi-
bility that packs of predatory dinosaurs may have constructed
nesting colonies for mutual protection against other species.

Parental care continued after hatching, for some pack track-
ways show juveniles and subadults accompanying the adults.
Dinosaur youngsters may have been nested and raised by their
true parents. Or dinosaur parents may have done what ostriches
do: a number of females lay their eggs in the nest of a single,
dominant pair. That pair hatches the eggs, and takes the whole
set of chicks with them when they leave the nest. After awhile, a
number of such pairs bring their broods from as far as thirty
kilometers away to meet up with other such families. The adults
display to one another, and in the end one pair or trio of adults
goes off with the whole creche of chicks, from thirty to a hundred
of them! It's an odd system, but it works.

Whether predaceous dinosaurs fed their young, as raptors
and mammalian carnivores do, or let the little ones forage for
themselves like baby ostriches, or did some of both, is not
known. I suspect parental feeding was practiced, because it
would have gotten more food to the young and promoted faster
growth. As the young got bigger, they would have started picking
up small animals on their own.

Just as important as keeping young dinosaurs fed was keep-
ing them from being food for other dinosaurs. Q,rcnnosourus rex
could persuade another big theropod that going after its tiny
young would not be worth all the trouble, but littler theropods
could dash in and pick off a baby T. rex right under its guardian's
nose. Small theropod parents could deal with other theropods of
like size, but they could not drive away big theropods. Nor could
their youngest babies outrun large enemies. Instead, they must
have scattered their young into the brush. The grown-ups would
then try to lure the big theropod away from the hidden juveniles,
returning when the coast was clear.



One thing worth noting is that not all birds take care of their
babies. The strange megapode fowl of the Australian region bury
their large eggs in huge fermenting mounds of vegetation, and
the male goes to inordinate lengths to keep the pile at the right
temperature. When the extremely precocious young hatch, they
dig their way out of the mound and clumsily fly away, never to
associate with their parents again. Megapodes put all their par-
enting into hatching big "ready to fly" eggs, instead of rearing
preflying young. It is conceivable that some theropods did some-
thing of the same sort. Traditionally, it has been assumed that
the young theropods were out on their own very early, hunting
as soon as they hatched from the egg.2s Such hunting youngsters
would have competed with the adults of small species, in effect,
acting as separate small "species." However, since, as we have
seen, adult theropods very likely cared for and fed their young
until they were half or fully grown, other small species could
evolve with little or no hindrance from theropodian youths-an
important difference in ecological impact.

Many predatory dinosaurs had, or may have had, hornlets,
frills, wattles, tall back fins, and bold color patterns on key parts
of the body, especially the head and neck. In living animals, these
are important visual communication devices. Sometimes com-

munication is between different species as they threaten one an-

other, as when cats raise their hair and dogs pull back their lips
in a snarl. Predatory dinosaurs could also bare their teeth, and.

smaller species may have been able to fluff up feathers. By rear-
ing up, they would have looked more impressive to their oppo-
nents. At other times the communication is between members of
the same species that are mating, or contending for mates. The
horn bosses on theropod heads would have been excellent for
butting contests to establish a pecking order within a pack.

It is odd that, in some places, theropod trackways seem to
be inordinately numerous relative to those of other dinosaurs,
more than the predator/prey ratios of skeletons would indicate.2u
Even low metabolic rate cold-blooded predators cannot make so

much of a fauna's population (as we shall see in Chapter 7). One
explanation is that the theropods constantly patrolled the shore-
lines of watercourses-which is where footprints are best made
and preserved-looking to pick up things drifting ashore or for
herbivores to ambush as they made periodic forays to the shore-
line for a drink.

Which brings us to another point, the theropod's long-sup-
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2-9
Far from trying to escope into
woter for sofety, herbivorous dr-
nosours were in dire donger if
caught by packs o/swimming
theropods, os is fhe cose wirh rhls
Apatosaurus louisae, surrounded
by Allosaurus atrox.

posed hydrophobia. The genesis of this sorry idea was a sugges-
tion in the 1800s that the slender-toed theropods were unable to
walk on soft muds as well as the broader-footed herbivorous
species, so the latter supposedly fled the former by dashing into
the water. This idea soon became entrenched in the literature as

a full-fledged refusal of theropods to go into water-animals that
fought brontosaurs in fear of a swim! It is a belief that never
deserved serious consideration, yet was hardly questioned for
decades. The reality is that almost any animal will swim well if
you throw it into the water. Many wild cats and dogs are quite
pleased to swim, and Robert Bakker made the pertinent obser-
vation that big ground birds are very good at it too.27 In fact, the
long, slender toes, powerful limbs, and supple tails show that
theropods were better at mud walking and swimming than the
stumpier-footed, stiffer-tailed herbivores.2s Panicked dinosau-
rian herbivores probably did splash into the water on occasion,

only to find that they then had no escape or defense from their
pursuers (Figure 2-9),just as wildebeests that flee into water are

invariably dispatched by faster swimming hyenas.2e Most thero-
pods probably swam with their hind limbs and a sculling action
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of the tail. Because the chest was filled with lungs, they swam
hip-heavy, with the head held clear of the water. confirmation of
the theropods' swimming ability may come from walter Coomb's
description of what appear to be swimming theropod trackways,
in which only the tips of the claws touched bottom and left
scratch marks3o (Figure 2-r0). Even better is the Alberta set of
trackways (see p. 133) that may show a trio of theropods pursu-
ing some iguanodonts up ouf of the water, the exact opposite of
the old the-prey-escaped-into-the-water belief.

Predatory dinosaurs obtained much of the liquids they
needed from their victims, and they also slaked their thirst at the
water hole and stream bank. The herbivorous dinosaurs had to
wait their turn while the predatory ones drank. Lacking cheeks
to form a continous suction tube, predatory dinosaurs may have
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The obvious fact that theropods
were good swimmers may be con-
firmed by some tracl<ways that
seem to show jusf the tips of the
clcws diggtng into the mud. Dilo-
phosaurus wetherilli rs shown
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had to tilt their heads up like birds to get the water down. Dino-
saurs probably bathed, the little ones fluttering their feathers like
birds, the larger ones ponderously submerging like elephants
and snorting water out of their nostrils.

The big naked-skinned species may also have wallowed like
rhinos in the mud. Rolling in the dust was probably practiced by
all species. Such cosmetic activities are good for suppressing skin
parasites, soothing wounds, and screening against solar radiation
and were undoubtedly enjoyable even to dinosaurian minds.
Scratching the snout and behind the ears, picking at teeth, or
nibbling the side of the belly were additional likely grooming
practices. Feathered species may have preened their feathers
with oils from special glands, like birds do.

Almost all predatory dinosaur fossils come from flat flood-
plain deposits, deltas, and a few higher basins. This is not be-

cause they lived only in such places, but that the sediments that
buried and preserved their remains formed only there. Thero-
pods certainly lived in hilly and mountainous teruain, but such

high places were subject to erosion, and the remains of animals
that lived on them could not be preserved. Just as elephants
climb escarpments and steep mountain slopes, so could giant
theropods. Small theropods must also have preyed on the little
animals living on cragg:y mountain peaks.

In sum, from the traditional image of sluggish, solitary, scav-

enging animals afraid to get their feet wet, theropods were active,
sociable, and dangerous archpredators.3r
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Predatory dinosaurs were the dominant large predators for
some 170 million years, compared to the mammalian predator's
65 million years of mastery. Much is often made of this, perhaps
more than should be. After all, modern carnivores are not yet
extinct. Even more misleading is the conunon comparison of di-
nosaur success with the brief history of homonid evolution. It is
not fair to put our one little group of animals up against the full
spectrum of dinosaur species. But predatory dinosaurs were suc-
cessful. and it can be said that their success continues to this
very day, for their winged yet otherwise similar avian progeny
are the owners of the daylight skies. On the other hand, they
failed catastrophically too, for in terms of big terrestrial preda-
tors, dinosaurs are nonexistent. That is failure. In the broad
sense predatory dinosaurs in the form of the great South Ameri-
can ground birds did manage a resurgence in the fairly recent
past, but then these too bit the dust. Why did predatory dino-
saurs do so well for so long, and why did they then vanish?

Before we begin to examine the history of predatory dino-
saur success and failure, let us familiarize ourselves with the
three basic types of predatory dinosaurs: paleodinosaurs, herrer-
avians, and theropods. The first two are not as well known as

theropods because they were not very numerous or long lasting.
The Triassic four-toed paleodinosaurs are the earliest pred-

atory dinosaurs, and they are in turn, divided into two general
types. The first-indeed, the first of all dinosaurs, and so primi-
tive that they are also labeled protodinosaurs-are the diminu-
tive, so-called "rabbrt" lagosuchids and their relatives. These had
fairly long, flexible trunks which allowed them to either gallop
on all fours like squiruels, or run on two legs like birds. Bigger,
but still not modest sized, and more developed were the fully
bipedal staurikosaurs. These may represent the group ancestral
to both the herbivorous dinosaurs and the predatory herreravi-
ans and theropods.

Also four-toed. the herreravians looked like staurikosaurs at
first glance, but they were surprisingly birdlike in some ways
and, in one case, very big. They may be related to the newly
discovered small dinosaur "Protoavis," which may have been a

remarkable imitator of birds (see Part II, page 25I).
In the previous chapters we discussed the general character-

istics of the bipedal, three-toed birdlike theropods, the largest
group of predatory dinosaurs, which lasted from the Triassic to
the end of the Mesozoic. Theropods also come in two general



types: paleotheropods and avetheropods. The first to appear, and
the most primitive, were the paleotheropods. Among these are
the lightly built coelophysians, which have an unusual kink near
the tip of their snout, and the heavier, horned ceratosaurs. More
advanced paleotheropods included the unusually robust megalo-
saurs and the metriacanthosaurs, which were about as typical
big theropods as you can get. The second theropod group, which
probably descended from the paleotheropods, were the yet more
birdlike avetheropods. Again, these can also be split into two
basic subdivisions: the grand bunch of allosaurs and two-fin-
gered tyrannosaurs, the fairly big to gigantic meat eaters we are
most familiar with; and the most birdy of theropods, the proto-
birds. These include little, flying Archaeopter5n<, and an anay of
modest-sized ground-dwelling forms such as sickle-toe-clawed
dromaeosaurs, parrot-beaked oviraptors, ostrich-like ornithomi-
mids, and sharp-snouted troodonts. It is most likely that birds
evolved from this particular group of protobirds.

The best place to start looking at predatory dinosaur history
is at the beginning, if not before. About 280 million years ago, at
the start of the Permian Period, most of the earth's continental
pieces were joined together in a single supercontinent. Imagine
hiking 10,000 miles from the tip of Siberia to the tip of South
America without once wetting your toes in salt water! As counter-
point, the world's deep oceans were joined into a super Pacific
covering three quarters of the globe, from which shallow embay-
ments from time to time washed across vast tracts of land. Al-
though many tend to think of the past earth being a hot, steamy
jungle, in the Permian Period the earth was locked in an ice age
similar to the one we are undergoing now, except that then the
great ice sheets bulked largest in the southern hemisphere. Big
animals were croc-sized, fin-backed reptiles and amphibians,
restricted to a tropical zone banding the equator. By the Late
Permian most of the ice was gone, the climate was warmer (al-
though still snowy toward the poles), and a great array of often
strange mammal-like predators and *rerbivores known as the-
rapsids had spread over the supercontinent. These therapsids
included the ancestors of true mammals, and they probably had
faster metabolic rates than do typical reptiles (note that the the-
rapsid-mammal group has no close relationship to archosaurs).
Most therapsid predators were medium-sized, low-slung ani-
mals, with big heads and long canine teeth. At the very end of
the period the first protoarchosaur, a croclike proterosuchid

3-2
?he earliest big-animal communi-
ties were mode up of amphibfons
Iike Eryops cnd reptiles like fin-
backed Dimetrodon, fhe f rsf
lorge land predotor, which wos
very archaic and mammal-Iike,
and theprimirive Araeoscelis, o
poir of which are shown on the
tree trunks. ?hese animcls qre in
an Early Permian swcmp inwhat
was fhen equatorial ?exos.
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predator, appeared. The harbinger of the great group that would
include dinosaurs and birds, it was a very minor component in
the world fauna.

With one world continent and a very mild climate, the fol-
lowing period, the Triassic, had a more uniform world fauna than
we have at present. At the beginning of this period, modest-sized
protoarchosaurs became an important component of the predator
fauna. This was despite the fact that they had reptilian metabo-
lisms, and were competing against warmer-blooded therapsids.
Soon after, thecodonts proper-the future ancestors of dinosaurs
and sometimes big themselves-began to appear. Proterosuchids
and the bigger early thecodonts, which looked something like a
cross between crocs and big lizards, are sometimes thought of as
semiaquatic animals that had strengthened their hind limbs for
swimming. But their narrow, blade-toothed skulls indicate they
were terrestrial archpredators. Smaller protoarchosaurs and the-
codonts could climb well too, using their divergent outer fingers
and toes. These thecodonts probably had heightened metabolic
rates like those of therapsids. Their main competitors were ad-
vanced therapsid predators. In 1983, Michael Benton argued that
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protoarchosaurs and early thecodonts were not really in compe-
tition with one another, but this cannot be so because the two
groups were out there squabbling over carcasses and competing
for game. This competition seems to have had its effect, for as
the Triassic progressed, thecodonts seem to have taken over the
big-predator niches, while therapsids declined in size.

Why? What gave archosaurs the edge as large predators at
this time, and therapsids the edge as smaller ones? Frankly, I am
not sure. Both seem to have had heightened metabolic rates and
fur or feather insulation. Some suggest that the archosaurs were
better at conserving water and came to dominate the drier high-
lands.t But members of the therapsid-mammal group show no
problems in dominating deserts today, and the archosaurs made
it in the wet lowlands of the Triassic. Both groups developed
more erect limbs at about the same pace, limbs that worked
under the body like a bird's or dog's, rather than out to the side
as in sprawling lizards. The big thecodonts did develop a special
and highly developed form of the fully erect gait that therapsids
never did match. Why the erect gait may be better than a sprawl-
ing one for big active animals has only just been explained. While
erect gaits look more structurally and energetically efficient, Rob-
ert Bakker found that sprawling-limbed lizards running on tread-
mills are just as energy-thrifty as erect-limbed animals.2 And as

will be explained in Chapter 6, lizards are faster than small hop-
ping dinosaurs. The key to understanding the advantage of an
erect gait was offered by David Carrier in 1987. He pointed out
that the as5rmmetrical, sideways body action of running, sprawl-
ing-limbed animals directly fnhrbirs the operation of the lungs.
Hardly able to breathe when moving swiftly, sprawling animals
cannot go fast for long. Some lizards stop for brief moments even
when running to escape in order to get a breath or two in. Erect-
gait animals, tall and with their limbs directly beneath their
bodies, flex their trunks in a vertical action that helps the lungs
work faster. Able to get more o>$/gen when they run, they can
run for much longer.

Perhaps the chief advantage enjoyed by thecodonts centered
around their big, slashing attack jaws. These may have made
them better big-game hunters, while the more precise cutting
teeth of therapsids were more suitable for smaller prey.

A popular misconception is that mammals appeared much
later than the first dinosaurs. Actually, protomammals appear
the same time as protodinosaurs, at about 235 million years ago



in the mid-Triassic, and the two groups shared the rest of the
Mesozoic Era. Early dinosaurs were small-down to the size of
weasels-which means they were potential competitors for the
last therapsids as they rapidly diminished into tiny nocturnal
protomammals.

Here arose a great dichotomy that would separate dinosaurs
and mammals for the rest of the Mesozorc. Many, but not all,
dinosaurs rapidly increased in size-only a few million years into
their start one paleodinosaur had reached rhino bulk-and they
were daylight-oriented. The mammals stayed small and noctur-
nal. There was strikingly little overlap in weight between the two
groups, for throughout the Mesozoic few dinosaurs and few
mammals were in the range between I to 5 kg. Again, we ask
why. Both probably had high metabolic rates. In fact, the very
first dinosaurs, the fully erect lagosuchians, may have already
been at the avian level, which is as high as one can get. Some

contend that dinosaurs were low-metabolic-rate animals that
needed big size to maintain constant temperatures, big bodies
being slower to cool and heat than smaller ones. This explanation
fails for the obvious reason that many dinosaurs were smaller
than the ton or so of body mass required for such temperature
constanry, and as will be explained in Chapter 7, big size is
advantageous for tropical warm-bloods too.

Limb differences may explain the situation. Even the first
dinosaurs had the fully erect, stiff-action limbs of the bird model.
Early mammals retained less erect, more supple limbs. The latter
did not bar mammals from big size, for many giant reptiles had
sprawling limbs. But the dinosaurs' stiff, birdy limbs may have
made it difficult for them to deal 

"\rith 
the increasing competition

from mammals in the rough-terrain world of the small.3 Mean-
while, the more sprawling-limbed mammals could not make it
against the erect-gait dinosaurs among the large. The dinosaurs'
ascendancy in big-animal roles was a triumph, but their inability
to succeed as small animals may have been their eventual undo-
ing, as we shall see below.

As the Mesozoic progressed, why did mammals not develop
fully erect limbs plus high-level warm-bloodedness-some Late
Cretaceous herbivorous ungulate mammals did-and start com-
peting with dinosaurs for the small-predator niches? After all,
mammals have sophisticated, close-fitting permanent teeth; the-
ropods' were sloppy, replaceable Lizard-like amays. But it may
be that finely sculpted mammalian teeth are not superior for
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predation. In fact, early mammals developed such precisely oc-
cluding teeth for chopping up little insects. Big mammalian car-
nivores did not develop sophisticated teeth for predation, they
inherited them and had to modify them to the task. As a result,
mammalian carnivores can deliver precision bites, but these may
be no more efficient than the theropods' slashing and cutting
methods. Likewise, giant toothless predatory ground birds out-
competed complex-toothed marsupial predators in the South
American Tertiary. Lacking any clear-cut advantage over thero-
pods, Mesozoic mammals may never have been able to move into
an arena dinosaurs had already mastered.

The reader should be aware that this thesis works only if
small dinosaurs were fully warm-blooded. If dinosaurs had had
Iow metabolic rates they would have been in chronic danger from
the more energetic, active, and increasingly sophisticated mam-
malian predators and mammals could eventually have beat out
the dinosaurs.

Also mysterious is the failure of most dinosaurs, especially
the big ones, to develop brains as big as birds and mammals.
Because they were so active and their body temperatures con-
stant, big dinosaurs should have been able to have large brains.
In fact, since all dinosaurs were probably warm-blooded, they
should have matched most mammals intellectually speaking. One
might expect a competition of wits between dinosaurian predator
and prey, with the former trying to outwit the latter and vice
versa. Predatory dinosaur brains did tend to be larger than those
of the herbivores. On the other hand, the South American pred-
atory ground birds were smaller-brained than their mammalian
pre/, and they seem to have been none the worse for it. In fact,
the big birds were much more common than the larger-brained
but rare marsupial predators they were up against. Likewise,
sharks regularly make meals of bigger-brained sea mammals.
The connection between brain size and predation is not at a\l,

clear.
But we are getting ahead of the story. We had left off in the

Late Triassic with the thecodonts winning out over therapsids in
the big predator niches, and dinosaurs coming onto the scene. In
1983, Michael Benton noted that dinosaurs were initially rarer
and appeared later in the Late Triassic than usually thought. He
therefore believes that the competition with thecodonts was not
on the grand scale traditionally thought. I disagree to a certain
extent, because good-sized predatory dinosaurs were living



alongside big thecodonts in some places-in South Africa, for
instance, a very large henerasaur may have been a leading mem-
ber of the predator guild-and small- to medium-sized theco-
donts and predatory dinosaurs lived together for ten million
years. So, interactions were going on between thecodonts and
dinosaurs of all sizes. But how intense these interactions were is
not certain. Thecodonts may have preferued brushy areas where
these low-slung creatures could have practiced ambush stalking
to best advantage. The more gracile predatory dinosaurs may
have opted for longer chases in more open country. Had the
thecodonts not failed, these differences might have allowed them
and theropods to coexist through the rest of the Mesozoic.

Thecodonts had been hunting an array of big and bizarre
reptilian therapsid and thecodont herbivores when the first di-
nosaurs got their modest start some 235 million years ago in the
Landinian Age of the Middle Triassic.a The first were the tiny
galloping "rabbit" protodinosaurs, such as Lagosuchus, which
hunted the first protomammals, lizard-like reptiles, and the like.
Things evolved astonishingly fast, because only five to ten million
years later an array of much larger paleodinosaurs and herrer-
avians, including Herrerosalrrus, were setting their sights on the
herbivores of the time. The latter included the sometimes rare.

3-4
Thecodonrs, including such g'r'on rs

as Saurosuchus galilei, confinued
to give early dinosaurs like rhrs
Herrerasaurus ischigualastensis
and irsyoungsters o dfficult time
in fhe Late Triassic. /n fhis scene

from the Argentinion lschrgu-
alasto Formation, fhe carcass rs

the bizarre plant-eating ryncho-
saur Scaphonyx; a poir of small
Ornithosuchus rusconii rheco-
donts qnd the gracile protocroc
Trialestes clear the area; the flora
rs dominated by dicroidium
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sometimes common, early plant-eating dinosaurs. I was not fully
aware when I started this book just how remarkably advanced
and birdlike some of these first dinosaurs were. Most notable is
the recently discovered, diminutive "protoavis," which may have
flown or been descended from flying ancestors. Nor was I aware
that the giant herrerasaur mentioned above had appeared so very
soon. Clearly, early dinosaur evolution was startlingly rapid, in-
deed explosive.

The more advanced paleodinosaurs did an odd thing: they
became fully bipedal. Two-leggedness is not the norm; only some
herbivorous dinosaurs, kangaroos, a nurnber of small hopping
mammals, and hominids walk this way. The reason predatory
dinosaurs became bipedat is not at arl clear. For a long time we
thought that the energy efficiencies of bipedalism and quadru-
pedalism differed, the first being more efficient at slow speeds
and less efficient at larger sizes. But then it was shown that
monkeys expend the same calories whether they move on trvos
or fours. And Michael Fedak and Howard Seerherman proved in
L979 by running bipeds and quadrupeds on the same equipment
and rechecking all the previous data that the energy cost is pretty
much the same regardless of the kind and number of limbs usecl.s
Bipedal hopping is somewhat more energy-efficient, at least at
moderate speeds, but, as their trackways show, dinosaurs never
hopped. And of course, quadrupeds run as fast as bipeds. It has
been argued that dinosaur shoulder girdles were immobile and
they had to stop using the forelimb to be faster. But as we will
see in Chapter 4 (page 108), loosening up the shoulder is a com-
mon adaptation that even the first lagosuchid paleodinosaurs
had. we cannot even explain dinosaurian bipedalism as a way to
free up the arms for nonlocomotory uses, because the arms of
early predatory dinosaurs are not especially modifled for manip-
ulating objects. Indeed, in the early theropods they could be quite
small. The only thing that can be said in the end, is that bipedal-
ism was a serendipitously crucial adaptation for these dinosaurs
because it set up their evolution and ultimate survival as birds.

After having begun two-legged walking, paleodinosaurs and
herreravians went into terminal decline by the beginning of the
Norian Age, perhaps because replacements in the form of gracile,
kink-snouted paleotheropods, such as coyote-sized Coe/ophysrs
buari and larger dilophosaurians, were appearing in abundance.
Likewise, the initial radiation of small flying protoavians may
have been nipped in the bud by competition from the sophisti-



cated, bat-winged pterosaurs, themselves close dinosaur rela-

tives, which also appeared at this time.

It is surprising how many theropods show up in the Late

Triassic just as the Carnian Age ends and the Norian begins, only

eight or so million years after the very first protodinosaurs. There

are so many that it is hard to tell which one was really the first.
The sudden appearance of all these theropods at a time when

four-toed predatory dinosaurs were also new and doing well rein-

forces how remarkably fast the initial evolution of dinosaurs wtls.

These earliest theropods still had herbivorous thecodonts and

reptiles, as well as herbivorous dinosaurs, around to prey upon.

By the latest Triassic, herbivorous dinosaurs were more abun-

d.ant, because the old nondinosaurian herbivore fauna had be-

come extinct. The herbivorous dinosaurs were small-headed,

long-necked prosauropods and beaked ornithischians. The main

predators continued to be early paleotheropods, like Coelophysis

and Lilfensternus, who could use their slashing tooth arrays to

disable the big prosauropods, and their speed to catch the gracile

ornithischians.
It was long believed that the end of the Triassic, about 213

million years ago, saw a widespread extinction of dinosaurs. This

was partly because the early Jurassic's dinosaur-bearing forma-

tions were mistakenly placed in the Triassic.6 Instead, however,

the Triassic-Jurassic extinction seems to have affected animals

ofher than dinosaurs,T including, most importantly for the dino-

saurs, the last thecodonts. Now a truly fascinating thing hap-

pened about this time. At or near the period's boundary, a

six-mile-diameter asteroid or comet hit eastern Quebec and left a

forty-mile-wide crater. The tremendous explosion may have

kicked up a worldwide dust cloud and caused the extinctions (an

idea discussed below in relation to another asteroid that may

have hit Earth at the end of the Cretaceous, some 150 million
years later). What makes this fascinating is the fact that the di-
nosaurs did not seem to care much, if at all, about this disaster,

for herbivorous prosauropods and ornithischians, and Coelo-

physrs and its theropod relatives, survived to pursue a flourishing
Early Jurassic radiation (Figure 3-6).

Early Jurassic double-head-crested Dilophoscurus is the

first large theropod we know of. A kink-snouted paleotheropod,

it was about the weight of a big bear. Small ceratosaurs, another

paleotheropod group, soon showed up too. Prosauropods and

ornithischians were still the main prey. Since from the Late
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Triassic to the Early Cretaceous the continents stayed pretty
much in one piece and the climate was mild-and since preda-
tors are often wide-ranging animals-the worldwide predatory
dinosaur fauna was fairly uniform. Coelophysrs, in particular,
appeared both in the United States and southern Africa. The
theropod habitats of this time were on the dry side, from the
open forests of the American Chinle Formation to the full desert
of the African Forest Sandstone beds. Tall conifers and shorter
palmlike rycadiods dominated the plant life, and would continue
to do so for another 100 million years.

Our record of theropods deteriorates after the Early Juras-
sic, and we do not get a really good skeleton until some forff
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million years later in the Late Jurassic. We do know that ele-

phant-sized brontosaurs were around not very long after the be-

ginning of the Jurassic, in the Sinemurian Age. But something is

out of whack, because I have not been able to find a sure record,

or even a tface, of theropods large enough to hunt brontosaurs

on a regular basis at that particular time. Theropod evolution
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may well have lagged behind that of the herbivorous dinosaurs,
although I cannot think of a good reason why. Among other plant
eaters, modest-sized, armored ornithischians were supplement-
ing the swift gracile ones at this time, and there were small- to
medium-sized theropods on the scene to hunt them. small, long-
fingered theropods, such as, oasis-and-dune-dwelling segr'sau-
rus, started climbing with their divergent inner digits, perhaps
the first stage toward bird flight.

About 180 million years ago, in the Middle Jurassic, another
giant meteorite impact may have thrown a dust cloud around the
world. A short time later we finally find records of big theropods
such as rhino-sized Megalosaurus and other species of interme-
diate form and varying sizes in Europe, china, and Argentina.
The first certain avetheropod-nose-horned proceratosourus-
is also found here. Toward the end of the Middle Jurassic. in the
oxfordian Age, the record of predaceous dinosaurs improves
dramatically and we have theropod faunas that we can really sink
our teeth into. Recent Chinese finds have given us the beautiful
Metriconthosaurus skeletons of the early Late Jurassic. These
big to gigantic paleotheropods lived among herbivorous plate-
and-spike-bearing stegosaurs and giant brontosaurs.

In the Late Jurassic, it seems that yet another huge meteorite
crashed into the earth, but again dinosaurs show no ill effects.
The continents, still under a mild semiarid climate, were rese-
parating at that time. As a result, new oceans, such as the namow
Protoatlantic, began to appear, and more provincial faunas began
to develop. The advanced avetheropods had become preeminent,
perhaps because of their more sophisticated, birdlike features.
one of these was the air-sac-ventilated lung system which will be
described in Chapter 4.why advanced theropods developed such
sophisticated lungs, which today are found only in birds, is not
clear. Certainly not for flight. Besides, bats fly perfectly well with
ordinary lungs. The one clear-cut advantage of the avian lung is
its ability to extract o4ygen at high altitudes-some birds can fly
five miles high.8 But theropods and even early birds were not
specialized for high-altirude flight, so it could not have evolved
for this purpose.

So yet another question remains unanswered.
Having seen that some predatory dinosaurs became gigantic,

we can ask why. why, when mammalian land predators never
reached such sizes? In the early Tertiary, some of the fast-run-
ning mammalian predators such as Wyoming's Pochyhyaeno, a



member of a primitive group of predators called mesonychids,

reached bear dimensions. Only 10,000 years ago a 600-kg, short-
faced bear, Arctodus, lived in North America. Its rather catlike
head and long limbs suggest that it was more carnivorous and

fleet-footed than living species. Brown and polar bears can reach

800 kg, but the first is mainly herbivorous, and the latter more

aquatic than land-dwelling. The biggest of all known mammalian

land predators lived in Late Tertiary Africa. This was Megnstoth'

erium, a primitive creodont which massed perhaps 900 kg, still
not in the truly gigantic category. With a head over two feet long,

and nearly as broad, it may have hunted elephants by crushing
and cutting their lower limb muscles. Then there wasMegalanio,
the giant Komodo-like monttor hzard of fairly recent Australia.
Some estimates that it was as heavy as two tonnes, as big as most

tyrannosaurs, cannot be right because Megolonia did not reach

such dimensions: one tonne is more likely.
These were all big, but not recl big. Perhaps the question

should not be why theropods got so large, but why carnivorous

land mammals did not. There have been plenty of elephants,

ground sloths, rhino-like titanotheres, true rhinos, and other

oversized mammalian herbivores around for giant Tertiary mam-

malian carnivores to have eaten. Differences in metabolic rates

do not offer an explanation, since the biggest predatory lizards
were about the same size as the biggest mammalian carnivores.

Besides, giant warm-blooded predators should not have any spe-

cial problems feeding themselves. After all, the grant theropods

seem to have done fine (look over the food consumption and

population calculations in Appendixes A and B), and orcas and

sperm whales are gigantic high-metabolic-rate predators.

On the other hand, predatory dinosaurs never did what
some predatory mammals did: return to the sea. And it is in the

modern seas that one has to look to find predators both fishy and

mammalian as big as dinosaurs. Whales and seals are the descen-

dants of various formerly-land-dwelling, meat-eating mammals.

In their new habitat, some manunals have become very large.

Killer whales, or orcas, reach the size of TJnonnoscurus rex,

some seven tonnes. Sperm whales can push fifty tonnes, the size

of brontosaurs. No other predator of any land, sea, or time ap-

proaches this bulk. However, the conical-toothed orcas and

sperm whales feed mainly on such relatively small g;lme as fish,

seals, and squid. Even orcas do not make a regular job of killing
the giant baleen whales, although some packs do it when in the
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mood. A recently extinct marine giant that could easily kiil the
comparatively modest-sized whales of its time was the giant
white shark Carcharodon megalodon, which weighed perhaps
twenty tonnes. This shark dwarfed its close relative, the present-
day one-to-two-tonne great white shark, which often attacks big
elephant seals. Another mystery is why dinosaurs never returned
to the sea, especially since a number of birds, like penguins, have
adopted marine ways. Theropods certainly looked like good can-
didates for conversion, since some species fished, and their tails
could have readily been converted into propulsive sculling or-
gans.

Many of the best Jurassic theropods are supplied by Titho-
nian-Age formations at the end of the period, among them a
couple of surprisingly modest-sized species of Allosaurus from
the sprawling Morrison Formation of the western united states.
A gigantic version of Allosaurus is also known from rarer re-
mains. For these Morrison predators the menu included an array
of titanic brontosaurs, stegosaurs, and various-sized ornithopod
ornithiscians. The Morrison was long thought of as a wet, lush,
lake-and-swamp-dominated habitat but, in reality, it was sharply
dry seasonally, crisscrossed by shallow streams, and topped with
open conifer-cycadiod forests.e Across the Protoatlantic, t'wo little
theropods-Comp sognathu.s and the flying protobird Archaeop-
ter;ar-made a living on a semiarid island archipelago. China,
which contained many closed, interior basins quite different
from the more spreadout, coastal habitats found elsewhere, had
a big allosaur with head crests. Primitive paleotheropods, in the
form of Elephrosourus and nose-horned Ceratosaurus, were still
about at the end of the Jurassic. In fact, teeth suggest that a
titanic ceratosaur may have been the primary predator in the
sauropod-dominated Tendaguru fauna of eastern Africa.

There are continuing claims of birds more advanced than
Archoeopteryx in the Late Jurassic,Io and the discovery of bird-
like "Protoavis" in the Triassic has encouraged that belief. How-
ever, the finds that seem to support these claims are always either
too poorly preserved for certainty, or turn out to be pterosaurs,
the flying archosaurs that are so like birds in some parts of their
anatomy. The fact that Jurassic advanced bird finds are so far
unknown suggests that if such birds existed, they were at best
unconunon. If this were so it would be most odd. since one could
expect Jurassic birds to have undergone the same fast and dra-
matic evolution that pterosaurs and bats did. In fact, there is
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good reason to believe there were no Jurassic members of Aves.

Some fine-grained near-shore Jurassic sediments were very ef-

fective at trapping and preserving abundances of small flying
insects and pterosaurs, especially the Late Jurassic Solnhofen
slates of Bavaria. But the only "bird" finds there consist of the six
Solnhofen Archoeopteryx specimens and a single flight feather
that may or may not belong to it. Since birds and a fair number
of flight feathers do show up in similar Cretaceous near-shore
and lake sediments, it is hard to see how Jurassic birds could
have escaped preservation. Even if they were terrestrial rather
than shorebirds, they should have flown between the Solnhofen
islands and ended rrp in their lagoons more often than Archaeop-
ter5n<. Nor do birds show up in the terrestrial Jurassic micro-
faunas that produce tiny reptiles and mammals, and similar
Cretaceous sediments have been producing identifiable bird bit-s

since the 1800s.

What happened immediately after the Jurassic is obscure,
for Early Cretaceous theropods are very scarce (much as in the
Early Jurassic). However, large allosaurs must have continued
to dominate the Northern Hemisphere, because fin-backed z\cro-
confhoscurus and Chinese Chilantaisaurus were still in control
in the later Earlv Cretaceous of North America and Eurasia.

3-B
On the Solnho/en rslands, small
Compsognathus longipes chcses
rhe srill littler flying protobird Ar-
chaeopteryx lithographica among
fhe scrub conifer brush that cov-
ered the arid land.
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Strange Batyonyx from Barremian times of 120-million-year-old
Britain and great sail-backed Spinosourus of later Africa suggest
that even these old style, kink-snouted paleotheropods were con-
tinuing to make a good go of it. The continental separations be-
came more pronounced, and the resulting isolation may explain
how megalosaurs were able to continue to remain dominant in
South America. Fantastic among these is the Carnotourus of the
Argentinian Albian with its unique brow horns and ultra-deep
head. In isolated Australia, big allosaur relatives may have held
fort.

In the small-predator roles, things changed much more fun-
damentally in the Early Cretaceous, for sickle-clawed dromaeo-
saur protobirds such as wolf-sized Velociroptor emerged as the
common small- and medium-sized predators in the llO-million-
year-old Cloverly Formation of Montana. Other, less birdlike
small predators persisted, however. The world herbivore fauna
and flora had changed or were changing at this time. Brontosaurs
were still out in force, but big, beaked ornithopods had taken
over as the primary herbivores. Plate-backed stegosaurs had de-
clined in favor of the tanklike armored ankylosaurs. It has been
speculated that these new dinosaurian herbivores helped spark
the development of the first bushy, flowering plants.'l Climate
continued to be on the dry side, as in the Cloverly for example,
and conifers were the main tall trees. About 100 million years
ago, at the end of the Early Cretaceous, there is some evidence
that the impact of another giant meteorite wreaked havoc on the
world ecology, but dinosaurs persisted in weathering through
such disruptions.

A number of Early Cretaceous "bird" finds are based on
ambiguous remains. Among these are feathers, some from Aus-
tralia,tz many of which are the kind of short contour feathers that
many archosaurs may have had covering their bodies. Even the
long wing feathers known from this time could have come from
flying Archaeopreryar-like protobirds. Even so, the sharp increase
of feathers in the Early Cretaceous is important, for it suggests
that advanced flying birds had finally become abundant, and
being better able than the protobirds to fly often and far over
water, were shedding many feathers into lakes and lagoons. We
have had a tendenry in the past to search each possible bird
fragment from the Cretaceous for characters found in modern
bird groups and., when one or two characters were finally found,
to identifu the remains as belonging to a member of such a group.



Often overlooked was the fact that the remains might not even be
avian in the first place. So, protobird theropods were misidenti-
fied as owls and pelicans, and the result was an illusory array of
birds little different from today's in the Cretaceous. Today, a
more critical eye finds a hitherto unsuspected plethora of primi-
tive birds in the late Mesozoic.

While their presence is ambiguous if not nonexistent in the
Jurassic, in the Early Cretaceous we do see the first definite signs
of fully-developed birds. This is only five to twenty million years
after Archoeoptery><. Perhaps the earliest are from the earliest
Cretaceous of Romania-the flying Eurolimnornrs and Poloeo-
cursornrs.l3 Found alongside some Archaeopreryar-like remains,
Polaeocursornis is said to be a ratite, the group of flightless birds
that includes present-day ostriches. I have doubts about the ratite
claim. but if true then Paloeocursornrs is the most ancient mod-
ern bird, and the oldest flightless one as well. Another indication
of a very early bird is a bit of a hind limb from China, around
135 million years in age.'a Named Gcnius, it may have been a
primitive Hesperornrs-like diver; certainly, it is not a modern-
style shorebird as has been suggested. Soon after lived a bird
described this year by Sanz, Bonaparte, and Lacasca in the Las
Hoyas Formation of Spain; it looks like the most primitive true
bird yet found. Then there is flying, Ichthyornis-like Ambforh"rs

from the slightly younger Hauterivian-Barremian Age of Mongo-
lia; it was described by Kurochkin in 1985. Finally, another Hes-
perornrs-type diver and Canadian wading bird's tracks are found
in sediments about thirtv million vears more recent than Ar-
chaeopter5x.ts

The appearance of highly developed birds so soon after Ar-
choeopterSx, and the presence of birdlike "Protoavis" way back
in the Triassic, cause many to speculate that true birds must have
already been evolving much earlier in the Jurassic. This is pos-

sible. But as I explained earlier, there is evidence that advanced
Jurassic birds did not exist. And besides, I do not understand
what the fuss is about. Evolution can be gradual, but it can also
move with awesome swiftness. If a suite of newly evolved adap-
tations is highly advantageous, then strongly favorable selective
forces may be able to optimize them very rapidly. The first evo-
lutionary radiation of dinosaurs seems to have had this astonish-
i.,g quick-burst character. When dinosaurs bit the dust,
mammals grew astoundingly in size and diversity of form in only
five to ten million years. Especially pertinent to our problem is
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how the first birds and bats both appear in the fossil record
suddenly and fully developed-in neither case are primitive
flying grade forms known. Even "Protoavis," with its many flight-
related adaptations, appears only a dozen or so million years
after the first dinosaurs. That the major flying vertebrate groups
always appear fully developed so suddenly is very suspicious. It
suggests that flight is so useful that once developed it is rapidly
refined. The group's "protoflyers" then quickly lose out to their
superior relatives. In the case of birds, we have been lucky to
find one of the protoflyers, Archoeopteryx. Besides, the distance
between Archaeopteryx and full birds should not be exaggerated,
for it does not take radical and tremendous alterations to make a
protobird into a bird.

By the Cretaceous another oddity of theropod evolution has

become obvious. None of them could crush and eat bones the
way hyenas do. Theropods could chew on bones a little, but even

stout-toothed $rannosaurs were not bone crushers in the class

of hyenas. Hyenas consume whole carcasses, bones and all, with
their great jaws and teeth. One would like to imagine theropods
with super strongly built and powerfully muscled skulls, the
backs of their jaws lined with great, flat bone-cracking teeth.
These would have been more efficient at consuming dinosaur
carcasses than the theropods we know, but none have shown up
in the fossil record. By the Cretaceous crocodilians of essentially
modern form were the theropods main competitors. Yet crocodil-
ians appear to be less abundant in most Mesozoic deposits than
they are later in the mammal-dominated Cenozoic. Not only that,
but they tended to be small-bodied: few specimens were as big
as American alligators or Nile crocodiles. It is possible that ther-
opods were eating the crocs. Even today, big cats once in a while
kill a fairly large crocodilian. A t5rrannosaur could have swal-
lowed one whole, and gone into the water after them. Constant
attacks could have suppressed croc populations, and favored the
smaller, harder to catch species.

'fhere were gigantic crocodilians called phobosuchids in the
Late Cretaceous, which reached fo.ty to fifty feet in length. But
they too were uncommon. While dozens of good tyrannosaur
skulls are known from North America, not a single, fully com-
plete phobosuchid skull has been found. Undoubtedly, tyranno-
saurs ate juvenile phobosuchids, and on shore even the adult
phobosuchids were not safe. On the other hand, when in the
water, the slow-breathing ectothermic croc could drown the hieh-



metabolic theropod by grabbing its foot and dragging it under.
Even so, the giant crocs were too rare to ever constitute a serious
threat to theropods-in fact, they are missing entirely north of
Montana, perhaps because the winters there were too cold for
them.t6

Predators are a major driving force of evolution, for they
have an overwhelming impact on the herbivores they prey upon.
The speed and grace of gazelles, for example, is solely the result
of their need to escape predation. Herbivores have also devel-
oped weaponry and armor to deal with predators. Indeed, if not
for predators, herbivores would be relatively placid clunkers.
Late Cretaceous herbivorous dinosarus were compelled to de-
velop means of defense to an exceptional degree. Duckbills and
the rhino-like ceratopsians were fast, ceratopsians were also
horned and paruot-beaked, while the tanklike ankylosaurs wer,)
armor-plated, spiny, and club-tailed.

The Late Cretaceous is marked by an abundance of thero-
pod- and bird-bearing formations around the world. It is the best
record we have got. The continents continued to drift, and excep-
tionally high seas further divided them so faunas were more
provincial and diverse than before, though still not as much as

today. In some places, things may have been getting wetter-a
point directly contrary to the old idea that once-abundant
swamps drained off in the Cretaceous. Flowering trees began to
replace conifers. Grasses appeared, but were not important in
the Mesozorc. Climate was still on the warm side. but. as will be
detailed in Chapter 7, dinosaurs were present in polar regions
and may have weathered the long, cool winter nights. In South
America the dinosaurs changed less than elsewhere. Brontosaurs
lived on, still maintaining a dominant position over the new duck-
bills. Working on this book has taught me a lesson in how very
long some of the primitive kinds of theropods lasted. In particu-
lar, the archaic megalosaurs remained dominant in South Amer-
ica until the end of the period. These included not only the giant
Abehsaurus, but the small sickle-clawed .f{oascurus as well.
Much the same thing would happen in South America during the
younger Tertiary, when ground birds and marsupials would fill
roles held by more advanced carnivores elsewhere.

Eastern Asia and western North America were connected to
each other in the Late Cretaceous, which ended sixty-five million
years ago, but were somewhat isolated from neighboring areas.
On both sides of the Bering land bridge, there is a series of
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theropod-bearing formations extending throughout most of the
latter half of the Late Cretaceous. Duckbills tended to predomi-
nate, especially in North America, and brontosaurs, ankylosaurs,
big- and small-horned dinosaurs, and ornithopods were also
present or common to varying degrees. The Asian habitats con-
tinued to be laid down in a series of dead-end basins deep in the
interior of the continent.IT They seem to have started out as near
deserts, and ended up as more savanna-like parklands. In west-
ern North America the sediments piled up on the western border
of the interior seaway (see Figure 7-4, page 160). The coastlines
seem to have been much wetter than further inland, and things
appear to have become moister over time ts-although the latter
point is debated. The habitats are often thought to have been
heavily wooded, but others believe they were more open. The
great and increasingly gigantic tyrannosaurs, Albertosaurus and
wonderfuI TJrcannosourus rex itself, dominated. These excep-
tionally sophisticated theropods partly displaced their advanced
allosaur ancestors. Lesser tyrannosaurs and their still smaller
relative, Aublysodon, may have given such sickle-claws as Velo-
ciroptor a hard time too. The latter tended to be less abundant,
in North America at least, and most species were smaller than
before. An array of new flightless protobirds made an appear-
ance, including toothless, plant-eating ones such as sunealistic,
parrot-beaked Oviraptor, ostrich-mimicking Ornirhomimus, and
the most birdlike of all, Avimimus. Swift, sickle-clawed Tboodon
remained toothed and predatory.

Predatory dinosaurs are especially useful for determining
intercontinental connections. Herbivores are usually fastidious
about what plants they will and will not eat, so the habitat and
floral differences between two continents may result in very dif-
ferent herbivore faunas, even if the continents are connected.
Since predators are less selective about what they kill, they are
less choosy about where they live. A case in point are the dino-
saur and mammal faunas of Mongolia and western North Amer-
ica. Most of the herbivorous dinosaurs and mammals differ
substantially, so much so that Zofia Kielan-Jaworowskate be-
lieves the Bering land bridge between Asia and Alaska was inter-
mittent, or was a filtering island barrier. Yet the Mongolian and
North American predctors are very alike. As far as we can tell,
the American sickle-claw Velociraptor longstoni is very like
roughly contemporary V. mongoliensfs. The sarne appears to be
true of sickle-clawed ?boodon mongoliensrs and Canadian T. for-
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mosus, and of the small tyrannosaur relatives Aublysodon mir-
ondrs and Chinese A. huoyonshcnensrs. The best similarity is
between TJnannosaur botoar of Mongolia and TJrcannoscurus
rex. These two forms of TJnonnoscurus seem to overlap in time,
and are so similar that they may have been geographic subspecies
of one another. They and the other Mongolian-American thero-
pods suggest the Bering land bridge allowed free exchange be-
tween the two continents.2o

Theropods have things to tell us about the position of India,
too. It is generally thought that the subcontinent, which had been
attached to east Africa, was drifting toward Asia in the Late Cre-
taceous, splendidly isolated in the Indian Ocean. If so, then its
fauna should have diverged and been very different from the rest
of the world's, much as isolated Australia has its own set of
peculiar animals. Yet Late Cretaceous India had advanced allo-
saurs and primitive tyrannosaurs very like those found else-
where. So India may have been much closer to both Africa and
Asia than usually thought.2t The faunas of Late Cretaceous Eu-
rope, Africa, and eastern North America are not very well known.
Europe had duckbills, tyrannosaurs, and Drypfoscurus, an un-
usual dinosaur of which little is known. Virtually nothing is

known from Australia at this time. In fact, there is a whole class
of Mesozoic faunas that we know little of: those on isolated
oceanic islands. Strange things happen to animals when they are
isolated on small islands. Giant forms become dwarfed, small
ones gigantic. Bizarre forms evolve. Flying birds-and proto-
birds too, presumably-become flightless. Who knows what pe-

culiar theropods developed on Mesozoic islands, for most have
long since eroded away.

We have come to the end of our look at predatory dinosaur
conununities, and I wish to make a final point about their struc-
ture. In modern mammal communities the smaller predators,
weasels, small cats, foxes, and the like, are usually more numer-
ous than the big wolves, lions, and so on. Some dinosaur com-
munities were like this. For example, many Late Triassic-Early
Jurassic faunas were dominated by the little theropod Coelo-
physrs, and jackal- to wolf-sized Velocirapfor (small by theropod
standards) was sometimes the most corrunon predator where it
lived. But in most dinosaur communities both skeletons and foot-
prints show that the giants really were dominant, not only in
power, but in numbers. In the Morrison, great Allosaurus was

abundant. and diminutive Ornitholesres was rare. In Late Creta-
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ceous North America the remains of t5rannosaurs are twice as

numerous as those of small theropods; this is true whether look-
ing at whole skeletons, or at teeth and other bits and pieces. Since
the big t5rannosaurs were so much larger, their aggregate mass
was many times that of the small theropod population. The same
tended to be true of the herbivores. Enormous brontosaurs were
the common Morrison plant eaters; horned dinosaurs and duck-
bills dominated the North American Late Cretaceous. Such
worlds, where one would see many big predators and prey, but
few smaller ones, are not only alien to our experience, they are

biologically extraordinary. Somehow, giant dinosaur herbivores
often were able to gain control over and exploit almost all the
energy flow in their corrununities, and only oversized theropods
were able to exploit them in their turn.

Returning to the Late Cretaceous, we find that birds did very
well. In the interior seaway then covering the plains states and
provinces, wingless Hesperornrs and an array of its relatives were
divinq with loonlike hind limbs. These birds are intrizuins in
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that they are the only "dinosaurs" known to have become fully
marine in the Mesozoic. Flying over the interior seaway was little
lchrhyornrs. In the 1950s, this early bird's toothed jaws were
claimed to belong to baby sea-going mososaur lizards, something
some ornithologists really liked because they preferred their
birds to be birds. But it has since been reestablished that the
ichthyornids did have unserrated, chopping, bladed teeth. The
oceanic and shoreline distribution of Ichthyornrs has long led to
suggestions that it was a gull- or tern-like form, but its short
wings and big head make it rather more like an auk, and its
toothy jaws are quite unlike any modern shorebird's.

Totally unsuspected until recently was a whole group of
strange Cretaceous birds, the enantiornithiformes. All seem to be
fairly small flying forms, and what little is known already shows
great diversity in design and function. Whether they were water-
loving or strongly teruestrial, or both, is an open question. In the
1970s, Jose Bonaparte found a small quarry fulI of them in latest
Cretaceous sediments of Argentina. Some of the bones have un-
believably contorted and odd shapes, with toe articulations that
dwindle to nothing, or arc off to the side. Alas, no complete
enantiornithiforme skeletons are yet known. People's eyes are
now attuned to these bones and they are showing up all over the
world. In fact, many old bird remains once assigned to modern
bird groups, or already considered mysterious, are ending up in
the enantiornithiformes, so much so that the group is in risk of
becoming a convenient Cretaceous dumping ground for bird re-
mains that cannot be put elsewhere. we can say that their radia-
tion was a substantial one, and apparently occurred toward the
close of the Cretaceous when the toothed birds were already in
decline.

Paleognathus birds, which today include ostriches and the
like, must have been present in the Late Cretaceous, but they
have yet to be found there. Neognathus birds are the typical
modern birds. There are quite a few of their bones in the North
American Late Cretaceous (mainly, but not all, near the very end
of the period). originally these neognathus bones were thought
to have belonged to loons, flamingos, rails, shorebirds, and cor-
morants, and in one case to Apatornrs, a supposed lchthyornis
relative. In reality, almost all, if not all, really belonged to the
shorebird group called charadriiformes, which today includes
snipes, plovers, gulls, and ducks. Some of the Cretaceous forms
may in fact represent the initial blossoming of ducks, with duck
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bills, but also with long slender necks and long wading legs.

Called presbyornithiforme ducks, they lived alongside TJrranno-

sourus rex, and later became fantastically abundant in the early
Tertiary, in which they form dense bone beds. Other neognathus

birds must have been present in the Cretaceous too, and along
with paleognathus birds they staged an increasingly diverse Late

Cretaceous radiation.
The close of the Cretaceous saw catastrophe. A1l theropods

and protobirds failed to pass this boundary. From what we know,
toothed and enantiornithiforme birds did not make it either. In
fact, the former may not have made it that far. Only the more

modern birds did cross into the Tertiary, though whether they

suffered a temporary setback at the time is not known. Many
other life forms had trouble at this time as well. The herbivorous
dinosaurs bought it, as did some mammals and all pterosaurs.

All marine reptiles except the furtles were wiped out. Much other

marine life was affected. Plants suffered also. Lizards, furtles,
and crocodilians did survive. Again, big questions come up, the

most important to us being-what caused predators that had

been so successful for 170 million years to vanish?

In one way the answer is obvious. The big predaceous ther-
opods were dependent on the well-being of the herbivores. When

big herbivore populations crashed, the big predator populations

did too. So the fate of herbivorous dinosaurs is a key question,

though not the only one. For even with all herbivorous dinosaurs
gone, the small protobird theropods should have been able to
survive on the mammals and reptiles that were left over. With
their initially larger populations, they could better survive disas-

ters than bigger species. And their faster breeding rates would
have allowed them to recover more quickly. Small theropods
would have had no competition in the early Tertiary. Indeed,

they could have dominated the predator niches up until today,

evolving new giant species. They could even have spawned new

dinosaurian herbivores. But they did not have the chance.

Actually, dinosaurs seem to have been in trouble well before

the end of the Cretaceous.22 About seven to ten million years

before the final event, predatory and herbivorous diversity was

high on the western coastline of the interior seaway of North
America-not only in numbers of species, but in relative propor-
tions of the population. A large number of horned dinosaurs and

duckbills formed a diverse herbivore fauna, and two or more

species of big tyrannosaurs were fairly common. Whether the



number of species then declined is argued about.23 It is clear that
just before the end, one or two species of Tricerafops made up
50 to perhaps 90 percent of the coastline's total herbivore popu-
lations, andlJnannosounr rex was the only common predator.2a
This was an unstable sifuation, for the reduced populations of
the other species were in grave danger of extinction. If the few
abundant species suffered setbacks, then all the species were in
the same dire straits. A big question is whether all areas in the
world were experiencing similar situations; we do not have
enough data to be sure. We know that diversity increased in
Mongolia sometime before the extinction, but it was never very
high there any\rvay, and the modest increase may have been due
to the shift away from very arid conditions. We cannot tell what
happened in Mongolia as the Cretaceous closed, because the sed-
iments for that time are missing there.

Assuming latest Cretaceous dinosaurs did decline world-
wide, what caused this? A good number of explanations have
been suggested, many outrageous. In part this is because, like
the public in general, many nonpaleontological scientists are,
understandably enough, enamored of dinosaurs. So when work-
ing on some seemingly unrelated subject they sometimes get the
idea that it "explains" the extinction of dinosaurs. They often
cannot resist publishing their beliel and the fact that the media
picks up almost any new idea and runs with it does not help. The
theories that claim the stresses of predation caused herbivorous
d.inosaurs to lay thinner-shelled eggs, or that the flowering plants
poisoned the dinosaurs, are in this class. Changes in climate have
often been cited as the cause of the dinosaurs' demise, but dino-
saurs' ability to deal with the extremes of the tropics and the
polar nights (see Chapter 7) casts doubt on such ideas, especially
since the suggested climatic shifts-both warming and cooling
trends have been offered-are mild ones. There was nothing
approaching an ice age in the Mesozoic. Even when things did
change, the dinosaurs had effective means of coping such as mov-
ing north or south as required over a few generations, or evolving
the ability to deal with the new regimen.

The cause of the dinosaurs' decline may have been more
subtle. ln 1977, Robert Bakker explored the biological conse-
quences of the slower building of mountains and shrinking of
seas that.marked the latest Cretaceous. New species often form
from part of an existing population when it is cut off in an isolated
valley or a continent. No longer breeding with the main popula-
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tion, the new population is free to evolve into its own species.

The more such isolated pockets are created, the more quickly
new species develop. The opposite happens when isolated high-

land valleys disappear and isolated continents become connected

-species 
formation slows down. New links between previously

separated continents also allow once separated faunas to inter-
mix. This may increase the rate of species extinction, as new
competition causes some species to lose out. Such interchanges
can also spread diseases to unprotected species, and the ensuing
epidemics can drastically reduce their populations. 'fhe decima-

tion of Native Americans was an example of such competition
and disease-although in this case cuhural instead of species

differences were the key ingredients. If a species' population is

so reduced, it is even more r,rrlnerable to competitirre pressures.

Especially if a genetic "bottleneck" occurs-that is, the popula-

tion is reduced to only a dozen or so individuals, making the

species' genetic diversit-v too low for reproductive success.2s If
this happens, the species may survive the initial crisis only to fail
to reestablish itself in the long term. If species formation rates

decline below the rate of species extinction, and this continues

for long enough, then extinction of the entire group is mathemat-

ically assured.
All this may have happened to the last dinosaurs. After great

activity toward. the end of the period, mountain building was

quiescent at the very end, and falling seas relinked continental
pieces. As for ocean life, there are suggestions that the retreating
seaways caused the decline and extinctions of both marine ver-
tebrates and marine invertebrates. Whatever the problem or
problems, the whole world fauna seems to have been under in-
creasing stress before the final event.

On the other hand, some other very odd things \ /ere going
on at the very end of the Cretaceous. Cretaceous sediments do
not just blend smoothly into Tertiary beds. Instead, there usually
is an alteration of the sediments near and at the boundary, and
new [,pes are laid above. The environmental conditions had
changed significantly-although the long-term difference was too

mild to have caused such hear,y extinction by itself. The key is
the thin layer at the boundary. It contains abundant heavy met-
als, especially iridium, and dustlike particles that are the appar-
ent residue of a lO-km-diameter asteroid or comet impacting with
the earth.26 The probable consequences of such a collision, per-

haps like that of a full-scale nuclear war, have been made well



known to the public.2? A blanket of high altitude dust would
enshroud the earth and block out sunlight, shutting down photo-
slmthesis and plunging world temperatures for months. And this
could be just the start of hellish conditions that would last for
many decades. Intense air pollution and acid rain could poison
animals and plants, while world temperatures might soar after
the initial fall.

Some advocates of this theory believe this one event alone
could have extinguished the dinosaurs. But there are difficulties.
If dinosaur populations were healthy, then it is hard to believe
thal every breeding population of every dinosaur species was
wiped out by such a short event. One would expect some of the
smaller dinosaur species to have made it through with popula-
tions large enough to avoid genetic bottlenecks, particularly the
opportunistic small theropods, who could have fed on the re-
mains of big species which were gradually dying off from star-
vation, and then picked up the small animals that survived. After
all, since many other small animals did make it through, why not
the small dinosaurs?

Polar dinosaurs were another body of potential impact sur-
vivors. As detailed in Chapter 7 (pages 157-161), they were al-
ready able to weather long periods of winter dark and coolness,
so they should not have been overly bothered by a meteoritic
winter, especially the polar population that was already going
through its winter.28 The subsequent rise in temperatures would
probably be tolerable in the polar summer, and would only serve
to drive winter temperatures to more comfortable levels.

Even if the end-of-the-Cretaceous impact was vastly destruc-
tive, however, it still does not offer an explanation for the appar-
ent decline of dinosaurs before the event.2e Davis and company
try to get around these problems by postulating a series of com-
etic bombardments, caused by a disturbance of the cometic Ort
cloud that orbits the sun at substellar distances.3o However, the
dinosaurs' seven-to-ten-million-year decline was much longer
than the two or so million years a comet bombardment is thought
to last. And frankly, this concept still does not explain why every
small predatory dinosaur species failed to survive the same ca-
tastrophe that other small animals did make it through. In fact, a
series of impacts would probably fail to do what it is theoretically
supposed to do-further deplete the world fauna after each hit.
This is because the first impact would wipe out most of those
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species vulnerable to impacts, and those left would survive the
following impacts as well as they did the first one.

What may really crush the impact hypothesis is something
that is becoming increasingly apparent-that as noted previously
in this chapter grant meteorites were crashing into the earth all
through the Mesozoic (some possible ones are plotted in Figure
10-1, pages 224-25).rt We have already seen that the best docu-
mented of these, the Late Triassic impact, did little or nothing to
the world dinosaur population. Although dinosaurs had their ups
and downs, at no time during the Mesozoic did the dinosaurs
decline to only a handful of species and then recover, as they
should have if meteorite impacts affect them so badly. Instead,
there was always a diverse array of dinosaur groups and species
out in force. This is strong evidence that dinosaurs were highly
resistant to the consequences of the biggest meteorite collisions,
and that the extinction of dinosaurs just happened to coincide
with one of these visits from outer space.

A minority opinion holds that the iridium layer was put
down by an intense period of vulcanism at the end of the Creta-
ceous, and that it was the effects of this planetary upheaval that
killed off dinosaurs and other creatures that were already in
decline for other reasons.32 The great Deccan basalts of India
were laid down near the end of the Cretaceous, but equally big
spasms of vulcanism in the Early Jurassic and Early Cretaceous
did not kill off the dinosaurs.

In sum, we do not know what killed off the theropods, their
pre!, and the primitive birds-while allowing advanced birds to
pass through. Perhaps it was a combination of gradual decline
due to landscape uniformity, topped off by the impact event or
vulcanism. It has not been proven whether or not dinosaurs were
still alive at the boundary itself. There have been recent sugges-
tions that dinosaurs survived beyond the end of the Cretaceous,33
but the evidence is ambiguous. Too many basics are simply not
known. Did dinosaurs really intermix toward the end, and
spread diseases among themselves? would a meteoritic impact
have created a devastating false "winter," or a much milder "fall"?
There has not even been an attempt to model what would have
happened to the Cretaceous climate after a cosmic hit. one can-
not decide what happened when one still does not understand
what mlght have happened. Those who claim that the question
has been resolved are jumping the gun. what is needed is far
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more data from late Cretaceous and earliest Tertiary deposits
around the world. Until then, we will remain in the dark.

One final note: if there had been many species of reolly tiny
dinosaurs, mouse- and rat-sized, then it would have been impos-
sible to finish them off; their populations and breeding rates
would have been too high. So when nonavian dinosaurs were
excluded from the small-animal niches by their mammalian com-
petitors way back in the Triassic, their ultimate doom was sealed.

As for avian "dinosaurs," the birds, primitive paleognathus
birds are found early in the Tertiary in both flying and flightless
forms. It is important to point out that the recent and living
ostrich relatives, the ratites, are not merely a moribund remnant
of what once was a diverse assemblage of paleognathus birds. In
fact, these big ground birds have been staging a modest rcdia-
tion. Sometimes it has been in the face of sophisticated equine
and bovine competition and carnivore predation, other times on
islands isolated from such problems. The ostrich is the largest
living "theropod," at 150 kg and 2.4 m tall. Bigger yet was the
New Zealand moa Dinornrs, at a height of 3.6 m and a mass of
about 400 kg. The recent elephant bird of Madagascar was
shorter but a little heavier at 420 kg. The broad-hipped elephant
birds laid what were perhaps the largest of "dinosaurian" eggs,
weighing some 12 kg. These eggs were so enormous because the
birds lived on a predator-free island where they could safely rear
just a few offspring in their lifetime. Moas and elephant birds
were still living just a few centuries ago. As for flying paleogna-
thus birds, the pheasant-like tinamous are still holding out in
South America.

The early Tertiary saw a flourishing evolution of more ad-
vanced neognathus birds, many similar to those of the Late Cre-
taceous. But the truly great bird radiation was in the latter half
of the Tertiary. In addition to the charadriiforme shorebirds and
related flamingos, storks, gulls, pelicans, and albatross, there
appear penguins, loons, cranes, rails, grebes, hoatzins, cuckoos,
a plethora of raptors and owl groups that arose independently
from various stocks, plus the chicken-like fowls, pigeons, swifts,
hurnmingbirds, and woodpeckers-to name only a few. Contrary
to the general impression that fragile bird bones make rare fos-
sils, there is a fast-growing abundance of Tertiary bird remains.3a

Many Tertiary neognathe birds, both flying and non,
adopted gigantism in the finest dinosaurian tradition. Perhaps
the biggest ground bird of all time was ostrich-like Dromornrs of



Late Tertiary Australia, which massed some 500 kg. Usually it is
considered a ratite, but Storrs Olson pointed out that it may not
have been. In the early Tertiary, Diatryrna and its relatives were
flightless Northern Hemisphere giants of ostrich dimensions.
Though commonly thought to be arch predators, they lacked a

truly raptorial hooked beak and therefore may have hunted frogs,
small turtles. and the like instead.

The hooked-billed ground phorusrhacid birds of South
America and preglacial Antarctica were truly predaceous. Flight-
less and ranging from medium to ostrich size, they beat out the
predatory marsupials and were the dominant meat eaters of that
continent's Tertiary. It was recently found that they managed to
move north over the new Central American land bridge and into
the southern states just before the Ice Age. Whether phorus-
rhacid birds failed in competition with the big cats and dogs that
came up the same land bridge, or whether they were already in
trouble, is not certain. What is known is that on two continents,
for one extended period of time, big dinosaurian ground preda-
tors staged a comeback.

Giant penguins made their homes in the southern oceans of
the early to mid-Tertiary. These were more loonlike than modern
penguins, and one species was three times the dimensions of the
biggest living species. Bigger yet was the largest of the plotopter-
ids, thd penguin-like pelican relatives of the mid-Tertiary North
Pacific. These super penguins and plotopterids are the largest

3-12
Hooked-beqked running b irds
Iike eight-foot-toll Phorusrhacus
carried on the fine tradition of big
dinosaurian arch predation until
only a few million yecrs ago in
Sourh America and the soufhern
United Stores.
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known ocean "dinosaurs." Their demise may have been at the
hands of newly evolving seals.

Even some owls, isolated on late Tertiary islands, grew to
exceptional size and reduced their flight abilities. As for fully
flying birds, a number of giants populated the Tertiary. Much of
this period saw great and brzarre pelican relatives, the pseudo-
dontorns, the biggest of which had wingspans approaching 6 m.
Albatross-like in their slender wings, they had bigjarvs lined with
small pseudo teeth. l'he albatrosses themselves are Late Tertiary
giants with wings up to 3.7 m across. Bustards, condors, mara-
bou, storks, and the larger swans are also oversized iiving flyers
with 10-to-18-kg u'eights and 3.5-to-4.0-m spans. Biggest of alr
"theropodian" flyers \vere the teratornes of the Americas, the last
of which were still in existence until onlv about 10,000 vears ago.

3-13
?he osfrich, the largest and fast-
est liwng "dinosaur," end the re-
cently extinct moa Dinornis, fhe
tallest of birds, drqwn to the some
scole. The life-styles o/ these nvo
herbivorous rcfifes ore (or were)
very like rhose of the osfrich-
mimic theropods.
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The early form Argentovis had about a 7 .6-m wingspan and 100-

to-120-kg mass. Only the greatest pterosaur-ll-m wingspan and
similar in weight to Quetzalcootlus-was bigger. Teratornes
were long pictured as condor-style scavengers. Although their
wings were condor-like, their bills were albatross-like. This has

led to suggestions that they were small-game hunters. But per-
haps a freshwater shoreline existence of hunting frogs and fish is
closer to the mark.

At the other end of things is the bee hummingbird of Cuba,

at 57 mm in length and 1.6 g. In a sense it is the smallest known
"dinosaur," being one hundred times smaller than I'ogosuchus.

A hummingbird lays the smallest known dinosaurian egg-a
third of a gram. The smallest living predaceous bird, the white-
fronted falconet of Borneo, is five times smaller than I'agosuchus

at 35 g.

The most advanced and abundant, and the last appearing of
land birds are the little passerines, the crows, robins, spanows,
and myriads of other songbirds we see outside our windows.
First appearing in the latest Oligocene and early Miocene, about

twenty-five million years ago, the living species number some

5000. With fossils included the total must be much higher, and

far in excess of any other archosaur group. So in a sense, song-

birds are the most successful dinosaur to date, although the pred-

atory raptors, especially, are experiencing intense stress these

days. The next 100 million years and beyond will see many more

fantastic things-if we humans only find a way not to interfere
with the health and development of the world avafauna.

3-14
Predafors drive much of the evo-
Iution of herbivores. Pronghorn
antelope cre so grocile and swift
beccuse of their need to escape

fast predators, such as thls North
American cheetah of a few tens o/
fhousonds ofyears ago.
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I have been drawing dinosaurs since before I can remember.
And, through the years, they have remained for me far and away
the most satisffing, though frustrating, subject of all. Even as a
teenager I knew something was wrong as I drew them, but I did
not know what to do about it. All the books said that dinosaurs
were reptiles. I was familiar with what crocs and lizards look
like, with their sprawling limbs, and slender, rather formless
limb muscles, but theropods do not look like them. They look
like erect, vertical-limbed birds instead. Even the renowned di-
nosaur artist Charles R. Ifuight' compromised on this contradic-
tion. He gave theropods erect, birdlike hind limbs, but he draped
them in slender, rizard-like muscles. when in the early seventies
I read in a little blurb in Smirhsonian magazrne that Robert Bak-
ker believed dinosaurs really were bird and mammal analogues,
it all finally made sense. Theropod limbs not only looked bird-
like, they were birdlike. It furns out that birds got their limbs
directly from theropods. So when drawing theropods, think
birds. But don't go too far. Predatory dinosaurs, especially the
earlier paleodinosaurs, had a number of adaptations of their
own. And the big species, at least, were coated in a veneer of
reptilian scales and hornlets.

The bipedal and birdlike desigr of theropods has been
understood since the 1860s, when the complete skeleton of little
Compsognathus was uncovered in the Solnhofen slates of Ba-
varia. The first good Allosaurus skeletons found in the 1880s
confirmed that the big ones were built in much the same way.
However, the details of theropod anatomy and function were
poorly known until the dinosaur "renaissance" of recent years.
still, many dinosaur restorations, whether illustrations or
models, are so bad that they make me cringe. Sometimes the
skeleton will not even flt within the fleshy bounds of the restora-
tion. There is no excuse for such nonsense-yet it is encouraged
by the common opinion that we can never restore dinosaurs more
than approximately. of course there is some truth to this, but the
result has been a casual, anything-goes attitude toward restoring
dinosaurs, an attitude that has grievously injured the field. The
reality is that we can put together a very accurate picfure of those
theropods for which good skulls and skeletons are known. In-
deed, a rough consensus is emerging on how to restore theropods
among those who pursue the business in a serious manner.2 The
paleodinosaurs have always been less well-known, and only
Iately have discoveries revealed the basics of their anatomv.87



The best place to start looking at predacious dinosaur anat-

omy is at the business end of things, the head and neck. Preda-

tory dinosaur heads are very interesting because they are both

advanced in being birdlike, and still "primitive" in certain repti-

lian ways, such as their long rows of uniform lizard-like teeth

(see Figure 2-3, page 30). This is quite unlike the herbivorous

ornithischian dinosaurs, whose beaked, solidly constructed

skulls and spoon-crowned teeth are far more altered from the

typical reptilian pattern. It is also unlike the carnivorous mam-

mals of the time, with their extremely modified skulls and com-

plex teeth.
Narrowness and depth are the most obvious birdlike fea-

tures of predatory dinosaur heads. This is a basic archosaurian

adaptation, that contrasts with the broad, shallow heads of liz-
ards and crocs. Most predacious dinosaur heads were made

up of a "box and a triangle." The back of the skull-its cheek re-

gion-consisted of a flat-topped and flat-sided box. The skull
narrowed in front of the cheeks, at the orbit, into the more

triangular-shaped snout-triangular because the snout be-

came shallower and less broad going forward, and because the

top of the snout was not as wide as the lower, tooth-bearing

edges.

Another avian feature of predatory dinosaur heads is the

lightness of their build, especially in the earlier species and in
the protobirds. The skull has many large openings, including a

large opening before the eyes called the preorbital opening.

These improved the weight of the skull to strengthen efficienry
by removing bone from where it was not needed and placing it
where it was. The openings also improved the workings of the

head's jaw-closing muscles. There is debate about how they diC

this-either they enlarged the area available for attachment or
they gave the muscles more room to expand, or both.

Predatory dinosaur skulls may have been kinetic, a feature

shared by both lizards and birds. This means that various skull
bones were loosely articulated and were moveable relative to one

another. (Mammals are just the opposite-the skull bones lock
tightly together, and the only moving joint is the jaw's, as can be

seen in Figure 2-3, page 30.) To a certain extent, kineticism ac-

complishes similar things in birds andbzards. However, the an-

atomical adaptations for kineticism are not the same in the two
groups. It is especially difficult to prove which parts of thero-

pod skulls, if any, were kinetic. Bone articulations that look loose

4-1
If was the way in which such
predatory dinosaurs as four-tonne
Metriacanthosaurus shangrouen-
sis were put together that allowed
them to launch daring qttacks on
animcls hvice as large, such cs
fen- tonne br ontosaur Mamenchi-
saurus hochuanensis. In rhis
scene, one of the metriacantho-
sours hos diverf ed a brontosaur's
attention while onorher hos
sneaked in to deliver c slicing
wound to the wcfim's thigh. A
couple of pterosaurs fly by in the
upper left; grnkgos, rree ferns, and
conr/ers are in the bockground.
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4-2
The skull lnd its jaw muscles,
hornlefs, etc., of Yelociraptor an-
tirrhopus; all predatory dinosour
skulls were built to the some basic
plan.lt is likely that nasal sinuses

fiIIed the depression ourside of the
preorbital opening. These have
been partly cut awoy to show how
the jow-closing onterior pterygo-
ideus muscle may have anchored
on c sheet in the preorbitol open-
ing, and to the top of the mouth
roof bones. From there if ran
down via on opening in fhe roof of
the mouth and qnchored in fhe
Iorge opening on rhe inside of the
Iower jaw. (Some muscle sur/cces,
bones, and rrssue have been cut
oway fo show inferior muscles
ond other features. These include
the temporal muscles which Ttll
rhe openingts behind the eye
sockef and join the crnterior ptery-
gtrideus in the lower jow's inferior
opening. The dashed line shows
where some o/ rhese muscles rcn
forward into the hollow lower '

jaw.) Perhcps the biggest head
muscle was the jow-closingposfe-
rior pterygoideus, wrapping
orutnd fhe rear of the lower jaw.
The ear gear is set ahead of the
modest,T'aw -opening muscles, rhe
depressor mandibulae, at the
back of the skull.
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4-3
?he musc ulature o/ Allosaurus
fragilis USA4lzI 4734; aII theropod
muscles followed much the some
pattern. In the neck fhe powerful
heod-Iifting muscles over-
shqdowed the weaker underside
sef. Thunk muscles were lisht. The
big flat muscle on fhe side-of the
rib cage fhaf inserts upon the
upper crm rs fhe lafissimus dorsi.
?he muscles o/ the forearm were
bunched aroundthe elbow; they
operated the spindly fingers via
Iong tendons. The tailwas more
muscled thqn the frunk. Note thot
the contour of the big leg-pulling
caudofemoralrs can be seen under
the tail-base muscles. The thish
was broad, qnd the callmusc7es
formed a great drumsrick that op-
erqted the long toes yr'c fendons.

and mobile, and many of them do in predatory dinosaurs, may
have been immobile in life. How a kinetic system may have
worked also depends on the detailed muscles that operated it,
and such anatomical minuti ae are hard to restore in fossil ani-
mals.

In 1986, Robert Bakker suggested that the theropod skull
was just loosely built, and could "give" a lot as big chunks of
meat were swallowed. In this simple system, the cheeks and the
tooth-bearing jarvbones met the skull roof along what is in effect

. a skull-long hinge joint. At the sarne time, the tips of the lower
jaw could pivot upon one another. Figure 4-s shows how all this
looseness would allow the jaws to bow outward. In acidition,
there may have been a hinge in the skull roof that allowed the
snout to be depressed or lifted relative to the rest of the skull.
Birds and hzards can do this, but whether this feature really
existed in predatory dinosaurs, and how it might have worked,
is much less certain.3

one extra head joint is known to have existed in the ad-
vanced avetheropod's lower jaw. In primitive predatory dino-
saurs the big tooth-bearing bone, the dentary, was braced at its
back end. The bracing came from a long upper prong or process
of what was the main component of the rear of the jiw, the
surangular. In avetheropods, this brace was missing, and philip
Gingerich and Robert Bakker point out that a joint had formed
at the mandible's mid length, near its lower edge (Figure a-5). In
the front half of the jaw, lying inside the dentav, was a bone
called the splenial; the angular helped to make up the back por-
tion of the jaw. The front tip of the angular forrired a loosely
articulated hinge joint with the central groove of the splenial.*
such a "double-jointed" ja* would have been able to bow out-
ward even further, increasing the size of things that could be
bolted down (Figure 4-s).It is also possible, but less certain, that
the joint had a vertical action as well that added impetus to its
speed and force as it closed, greatly enhancing the jaw's power.
In fact, it is interesting that two groups of herbivorous avethero-
pods, the ostrich-mimics and the oviraptors, lost the double-
jointed jaw because they no longer needed it. The first toothed
birds did retain the hinge joint, but in many modern birds it is
altered. The bones are bound trghtly together, but they are so
thin that the jaws can still bow outward.

The main jaw joint itself was not a simple hinge. Instead, the
lower jaw's cup-shaped joint surfaces were elongated fore and aft
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so that the lower jaw could slide back and forth relative to the

skull (Figure 4-5).

Teeth were critical to most predatory dinosaurs, and in most

they were latterly flattened, backward-curving, serrated blades

(see Figure 2-1, page 3l). In a minority of species, some or all of
the teeth were more conical and seruations were reduced. In

some, they were missing altogether. The upper teeth \r/ere almost

always larger and more bladelike than the lower set, and the

lower teeth never had the D-shaped cross section found in the

upper teeth of some theropods. As we shall see, these differences

between upper and lower teeth have important implications for
how they worked. The teeth were always set in deep sockets-
an important caution being that the teeth sometimes slipped part-

wav out of their sockets after death and therefore look longer

4-4
The skulls of the qrchoic toothed
bird Hesperornis (below) and the
Iiving loon (which share similar
diving lrle-sryles) show that the
bird skull is even lighter than that
of theropods. Srrurs behind the
orbirs lre gone, end the premox-
illc mckes up olmost fhe enfire
upper jaw. Compared to preda-
tory dinosaurs the skeleton of the
Iiving big ground bird Rhea ol-
mosr lacks a tqil, rhe neck rs

Ionger qnd more supple, the orms
are wings or their remnonts, and
the ley's femur rs shorter, among
olher rhings.
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4-5
Slicing and swallowing in preda-
ceous dinoscurs. In Allosaurus
atrox and many other theropod
species the jaw joint allowed the
Iower jaw ro slide back and forth
relative to the upper, and the
Iarge upper teeth were more
bladed thqn the smcller, more
conica.I lowers. A schema tic draw-
ing (ower leflr) shows how the
Igwer teefh pinched out a fold of
flesh, while the uppers were
pulled bqckby head ond neck
muscles to do the most slicing qnd
cutting. For easier swallowitlg,
some of the skull and jaw bones
were loosely attached (indicated
by heavy lines in upper left and in
the front dews) so that the jaws
could bow outward (front wews).

today than they did in tife. The teeth were constantly replaced,
so the tooth row was perpetually rejuvenated and kept sharp.
Predatory dinosaur teeth did not intermesh tightty; the lowers
slipped inside the uppers when the jaws closed. It is sometimes
difficult to get the upper and lower jaws to match up. This is
often due in part to preservational distortion, but sometimes it
may have been that way in life. Even bird beaks do not always
close tightly together. This is alright, since the lack of tightly
meshing teeth frees dinosaur-bird systems of the need for close-
fitting parts to work in the first place. However, such maladjust-
ments might explain why the occasional theropod tooth shows
extreme wear, although most show only a little at the tip. Broken
teeth, fractured by the action of teeth on bone, are fairly common,
and must have been painful!

Chris McGowen has cautioned strongly about restoring the
muscles of extinct organisms.s The places to which muscles at-
tach are sometimes marked by a scar on the bone, and we pa-
leontologists often use these scars to map muscle paths. But
McGowen found that in birds the muscles and the bone scars
they are supposed to attach to often change position relative to
one another. And, of course, the more different an extinct animal
is from living forms, the more difficult it is to fizure out its mus-
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cles. In fact, there are many questions and details we will never

know about dinosaur muscles, and my muscle restorations look

more precise than they really are. But there is much we can still
do. Some muscle scars are consistent and easily identified-such
as the big "fourth" process on the back of the femur upon which

attaches the large, tail-based caudofemoralis muscle. Other im-

portant muscles tend to follow similar anchor and insertion pat-

terns from group to group (muscle anchors are toward the center

of the animal, their insertions are closer to the extremities), so

we can get a very good idea of what the profiles of many major

muscles-the ones that do much of the work-were like in di-

nosaurs. In terms of restoring life appearances, this means that

the basic contours of most of the body and limbs can be recap-

tured quite reliably.6
One important set of muscles, and one that is often ignored,

is the anterior pterygoideus muscle complex of the headT (see

Figure 4-2).Missing in lizards, birds, and mammals, the jaw-

closing anterior pterygoideus is found in primitive reptiles and

crocs as well as predatory dinosaurs where it fills up much of the

snout. From there it runs down and back through a opening in

the roof of the mouth into the inner opening of the lower jaw. The

anterior pterygoideus probably bulged gently out of the big

preorbital opening. In 1987, Lawrence Witmer argued that in
dinosaurs the preorbital opening contained pneumatic sinuses,

rather than muscles. I find it unlikely that dinosaurs had such

large sinuses, much larger than in birds. Witmer points out that

crocs do not have a preorbital opening for the anterior pterygo-

ideus to bulge out of, but this probably serves to make the skull

heavier for swimming underwater (likewise, the opening behind

the orbit is nearly closed in crocs). I believe that the big preor-

bital openings developed to improve the function of the very large

and powerful jaw-closing anterior pterygoideus muscles, whose

great lenEh greatly increased the velocity at which the mouth

closed.
Working in conjunction with the pterygoideus were the tem-

poralis, which fllled up the big cheek "box" of the skull. Anchored

around the inner rim of the upper temporal opening, on top of
the back of the skull and other points close by, these muscles are

found in all vertebrates, and they are the ones you can feel work-

ing above your ears as you close your jaws. The openings behind

the orbit eyes, the postorbital openings, developed to improve

the function of these muscles, and the muscles bulged gently out
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of these openings. The temporalis group passed downward and
inserted in the mandible's inner opening. Some of the temporalis
ran forward into the hollow front half of the jaw, where they may
have helped operate the extra jaw joint in those species that had
one.

Probably the most powerful predatory dinosaur jaw-closer
was the pterygoideus posterior. This arose from the bones of the
roof of the mouth, then looped around the mandible to its rear
outside surface. A very large muscle, it formed a great bulge
about the rear of the jaw, one that dinosaur artists should take
note of (see Figure 4-2).

The combined power of these muscles was tremendous. in-
deed fantastic in the big species. Big crocs produce perhaps 3000
pounds of force when they bite. Most predatory dinosaurs had
relatively more powerful jaw musculafure, and many were big-
ger-headed than crocs to boot-so you get an idea of the forces
involved. The bigger meat-eating dinosaurs, above one or two
tons, could have swallowed an average-sized human being whole.
single-gulp meals always went down head first to prevent chok-
ing. Predaceous dinosaurs lacked cheek muscles; the jaw joint
was an open hinge, and the jaw muscles were long-fibered, so
they could open their mouths very wide, like cats and dogs, per-
haps to sixty or seventy degrees at the maximum.

Figures 4-4 and 4-6 show how the predatory dinosaur neck
was, with a few notable exceptions, s-curved like in birds, though
not to as extreme a degree. In most animals, lizards, mammals,
etc., the neck is fairly straight. Even in the first predatory dino-
saurs the articulating surfaces of the neck vertebrae were
strongly beveled wedges that naturally articulated in a vertical,
swanlike S curve. In 1983, Tarsitano claimed that theropod necks
were really straight; however, the extent of the beveling in most
theropod necks not only rules this out as a possibility but in some
species was so strong that it is questionable whether they could
ever fully straighten out their necks at all! This does not mean
the neck was stiff. The auxiliary articulations of the neck verte-
brae above the main spools-the zygapophysis-were large, so
the vertebrae remained in contact with one another as the neck
went through a wide range of motion. The occipital condyle-axis/
atlas joint, which connected the head to the neck, was also a
highly mobile ball-and-socket joint. The head was not carried in
the same line as the swan neck, however, but was held at a fairly
sharp angle to it-again, rather like a bird's, but not so extreme.



A very distinctive feature of archosaurs, including the predatory

dinosaurs, was the long overlapping neck ribs (Figure 4-6).

These ribs slid past each other, and gave the neck both supple-

ness and strength.
The most prominent neck muscles were those that ran from

the shoulder region and inserted on the back of the braincase

€rgure 4-3). In many species, especially the bigger ones, the

combination of the S curve and great muscle masses' supported

by tall vertebral spines and a broad transverse crest atop the

back face of the braincase, resulted in "bulldog" necks.

Now that we have a better picture of how typical flesh-eating

dinosaurs'heads and necks were put together, we can figure out

in more detail how they bit their victims. The S-curved neck was

oriented toward vertical action, as was the deep, narrow skull.

These long-limbed bipeds were tall animals that struck out and

down at their victims, a very different system than that of low-

slung lizards, who use their laterally flexible bodies and necks to

strike sideways. Robert Bakker showed that since the lower teeth

were smaller, more conical, and less curved than the upper ones'

they dug into and pinched out a fold of flesh while the bigger

upper blades did the actual slicing and cutting8 (see Figure 4-5).

This means that the skull had to slide backward relative to the

mandibles. The sliding jaw joint allowed such a motion, and the

pow0rful down-and-backward-running fibers of the pterygoideus

muscles helped accomplish it. So did the high-powered neck

4-6
ln thecodonts like EuParkeria
(upper right) the neck is fairlY
srrarght. But in such predatoty di-
nosours as Velociraptor (ower
right) the vertebroe ore beveled to

follow a strong S curve. ?his is
even more developed in birds-c
loon is shown @n. Notice that in
these crchoscurs fheTtrst neck
vertebra rs smoll; the cartilagen-
ous intervertebra.I discs qre indi-
cated inblqck.
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muscles, which first helped drive the jaws forward into the prey,
then pulled the upper jaw down and back to further lengthen and
deepen the wound. Violently shaking the head back and forth
would increase the damage.

With the exception of the posterior pterygoideus that loops
around the underside of the mandible, the major jaw-working
muscles were pretty much inside the skull (see Figure 4-2). So,
unlike mammals, but like reptiles and birds, theropods did not
have many external facial or other outer skull muscles apartfrom
thin bands of lip muscles, the eyelid muscles, and the depressor
mandibulae at the back of the head. The latter helped open the
jaws (see Figure 4-2), something gravity alone cannot do as
quickly because of the jaw-closing muscles. As for the lip bands,
these were like those of lizards, and were supplied with blood
vessels and nerves via numerous small openings (foramina).e
These lips could be lifted to bare the teeth in a threatening ges-
ture, or lowered to help cover the teeth when the mouth was
closed. Restorations that show theropods with naked croclike
teeth are very much in error. But the tips of the teeth may have
sometimes been exposed like some house g4ts'-sspecially in the
long-toothed forms like Dilophosourus, TJnannosourus rex, and
young Albertosaurus libratus. The soft elastic skin that stretched
between the backs of the upper and lower jaws and covered the
jaw muscles was a related feature. Completely folded when the
jaws were closed, it stretched out to a large sheet when they
opened.

The fact that dinosaurs have few facial muscles is a boon to
artists. It means that the living head looked very much like the
skull, with most of the struts obvious and the internal muscles
bulging out a bit bet',r,'een them. Take a look at abig lizard's head
and you will see the same thing. This makes dinosaur reconstruc-
tion a nirvanic exercise compared to that of doing fossil marn-
mals, where whole layers of facial muscles have to be
reconstructed with the vague hope that the finished product has
something to do with reality-would one be able to take a dog's
skull and come up with Lassie? But despite this wonderful advan-
tage, dinoartists again and again manage to get the basic head
shape wrong. And what a shame it is to miss the graceful curves
of the Albertosaunr libratus snout, or to shape the head of Ty-
ronnosourus rex more like a box than the ingeniously intricate
object it really was!

The roofs or palates of theropod mouths were a little like



cathedrals, being highly vaulted in transverse cross section. This
advanced feature is unlike the flat-topped mouths of most rep-

tiles. The soft tissues pretty much followed the contours of the

supporting bones, so we know what the roof of the mouth looked

like as the jaws gaped open, as shown in Figure 4-7. Important
openings were the paired internal nostrils, which in most forms
entered the mouth a little forward of its mid length. However, at
least some of the advanced theropods may have had soft second-

ary palates, rather like the hard secondary palates of crocodilians
and mammals. Secondary palates entube the external nostrils so

that they exit at the back of the mouth. Both vaulted and second-

ary palates give air room to pass over the food as their owners
work it in their mouths. In birds, the opening of the throat tra-
chea can be seen at the base of the tongue when the mouth is
opened, and this may have been true of theropods as well. The
predatory dinosaurs'big snout must have held very large olfac-
tory organs, and the contours of theropod braincases show that
their brain's olfactory lobes were usually large too. Hence, they
could smell quite well, though not as well as such mammalian
specialists as dogs.

On page 94 of this chapter I discussed my disagreement with
Lawrence Witmer's belief that the preorbital opening contained

4-7
Lips helped cover the teeth of
predatory dinoscurs such os fhe
Dilophosaurus wetherilli shov,zr
here when the mouth wcs closed,
although rhe rrps of the teeth may
hove showed up (right half of
cross secfion). The hps could also
be lifted up to bare the teeth, as
in fhe left half of fhe cross secfion
and the oblique life study. The
rools of predatory dinosaur
mouths were highly vaulted. Nofe
that the interncl nosfrils cnd the
opening of the trachea can be
seen in the open mouth.
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sinuses. What is more likely is that the shallow depression
around the preorbital opening was filled with sinuses, as shown
in Figure 4-2. The one or two small openings in the depression
ahead of the big preorbital opening probably channeled air tubes
from the head's inner sinuses to its outer preorbital set. These
srune sinuses probably covered the jaw muscle that filled the
preorbital opening, and like them bulged gently outward.

Long, slender hyoid or throat bones have been found with
theropods. They probably supported tongues that were fairly
large but rather stiff, like a lizard's. Stiff tongues served the
purpose, for predators gulp their food and have no need to care-
fully and precisely manipulate bolts of meat in their mouths.
Herbivores, in contrast, use more supple tongues to properly
position each wad of fodder for chewing.

The large eye sockets of most theropods show that they had
big eyes. In smaller species the eyeball often fllled the entire
orbit. In larger species the eye did not fill the eye socket. Instead,
it invariably was set high in the orbit. We know this because in
some theropods the lower half of the orbit is closed off by a bony
process. We can sometimes tell exactly how big the eye was by
the bony rings found in many species, which were nearly the
same diameter as the eyeballs they contained. Birds still have eye

rings, though oddly enough the bigger theropods seem not to
have them. However, the size of the erposed eyes are often ex-

aggerated in dinosaur restorations. Much of the eyeball was cov-

ered by the eyelids, and even an ostrich's great eyes do not look
that enormous. Also, as theropods got larger, eye size increased
less rapidly. So while lJnannoscurus rex had very big eyes, they
did not appear so in its four-foot-long head. Theropod irises were
probably large, as they are in birds and reptiles. This means that
the eye whites were pushed toward the periph.ry of the eyeball
and were always covered by the eyelids.

Large dinosaur irises allowed more pupil dilation, which
helps increase the light-gathering ability of an eye. Slit pupils can
further increase dilation over round pupils, and various theropod
species may have had either kind. Most reptiles have a hrgh
density of retinal cones for superb, high-resolution, color eye-

sight during the day; birds even more so. It is most probable that
the big-eyed dinosaurs, being in between the two groups, did too.
Indeed, their ability to see objects in fine detail was most likely
well above ours. To improve night vision, it is likely that dinosaur
retinas had numerous low-liqht sensitive rods. and catlike reflec-



tive screens behind the retina. Most reptiles and birds do. If you
shone a flashlight into a theropod's eyes, they would probably
have glowed red, green, or yellow.

Dinosaurs, like reptiles and birds, were so visually oriented,
their olfactory and auditory senses playing a secondary role, be-
cause they tended to be creatures of the day. This all started
because the ancestral reptiles had to sun themselves to operate,
so they tended to bed down at night. Early, warm-blooded mam-
mals on the other hand were largely nocturnal; hence, they de-
veloped uniquely sophisticated and sensitive smell and hearing
organs for living in the dark. Mammalian eyesight is therefore
relatively less important, and humans and other primates are
unusual among mammals in our well-developed color vision.

The majority of predaceous dinosaur eyes faced sideways;
their forward-looking binocular vision was very limited. How-
ever, in tyrannosaurs and many protobirds the upper temporal
bars behind the eye sockets became much broader than the
preorbital bones in front of the same. This tilted the eyes for-
ward, grving the eyes a good deal of overlapping, depth-perceiv-
ing forward vision.

Predatory dinosaur ears were set at the back of the skull,
hig'h up between the jaw-opening muscle and the jaw-supporting
quadrate bone (see Figure 4-2). The eardrum was set in a shallow
pit, as there was no external ear like those of mammals. Part of
the quadrate's back face was sculpted to support the ear chan-
nel's front surface. The details of this anangement vary from
group to group. For example, in allosaur-tyrannosaurs the back-
side of the quadrate is flat and the ear opening pointed directly
sideways. In archaeopterygians and dromaeosaurs the auditory
surface of the quadrate was a forwardly directed funnel, and the
ear pointed that way.

Brain size in predatory dinosaurs ranged from the high rep-
tilian to the low avian.'0 The former was true of the paleodino-
saurs and bigger theropods, which tended to have more brains
than big herbivorous dinosaurs. The smaller theropods were es-
pecially large-brained for dinosaurs. Even early, primitive Coe-
lophysrs had a brain relatively as big as that of the more birdlike
Archaeoptery<. The advanced protobirds had the biggest brains
of all, equal to ostriches and the like. Comparing brain size is
somewhat difficult, for in a series of animals of similar anatomy
the size of the brain does not increase as fast as overall size. In
predatory dinosaurs, the big ones especially, the braincase was a
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modest part of the skull, which served more as a support for
various muscles than as the brain's housing. The actual size of
the brain in the small-brained species is difficult to estimate,
because like in living reptiles the brain did not filIthe entire brain
cavity. Only as brains got larger did they come to fill out the
entire space. Dinosaur brains tended to be rather simple, and
braincase structure shows that the various sensory lobes-optic,
olfactory, and auditory-made up much of the volume. So pred-
atory dinosaurs were not as bright as their modern mammalian
counterparts. But one should not underestimate their intelli-
gence. Reptiles do surprisingly well in a number of aptitude tests,
and the bird-brained theropods were quite smart. One does won-
der what kind of thoughts the dinosaurs thought-I often wonder
the same about my bigger-brained, predaceous cat.

My skeletal restorations show the necks in the "neutral" S

surve that the vertebrae naturally followed. When walking and
running, however, the dinosaurs often pulled their necks back
into an even stronger, head-high S curve that lightened the load
on the muscles, improved the view, and helped shift these biped's
center of weight further aft and closer to the hind limbs (see

Figure 6-4, page 142).

Along with the neck, the rest of the predatory dinosaur's
spinal column was distinctly birdlike. This is manifest in a de-
marcation of four distinct sections-neck, trunk, hip, and tail.
Although this may seem an obvious point, in many reptiles the
vertebrae are not so demarcated and are fairly alike (see Figure
4-6, page 96). While the swan-curved neck of theropods has long
been recognized, the gentle upward arch formed by the moder-
ately beveled trunk vertebrae has been less so-for only the first
couple of trunk vertebrae curved up into the neck. Indeed, almost
all archosaurs are like this, the one exception, ironically enough,
being birds which all have straight backs. This also differs
from the straight or down-slung backs of many reptiles and mam-
mals.

Usually, the vertebrae's large, spool-shaped bodies, the cen-
tra, are separated from each other by cartilage discs. It is impor-
tant to take these into account, for if the vertebrae were put
together without these spacers then the column would be too
short by 10 percent or so. Sometimes articulated backbones were
preserved like this, because the cartilage discs dried up after
death and pulled the vertebrae tightly together. The cartilage
discs were elastic, and the early galloping lagosuchians still had



fairly flexible trunks like the thecodonts'. But the other bipedal
predaceous dinosaurs' vertebral spines were often intercon-
nected by partly ossified ligaments, and they had much smaller

rygapophysis on the back trunk vertebrae. Both features re-
stricted the mobility of the trunk, especially the back half of it,
yet another adaptation found in birds. Indeed, the back vertebrae
of some birds are fused together.

The hip, attached to the spinal column by two sacral verte-
brae in paleodinosaurs, also becomes more firmly placed in ther-
opods by four to six such hip vertebrae. So, although the front of
the trunk was fairly flexible, drawings showing theropods bend-
ing their backs sharply over a victim are incoruect.lr These rigid
backs and hips were very unlike the supple bodies of such mod-
ern predators as cats and dogs-and they are hard to explain.
They could not have been simply for weight support, as they were
a feature of even the small, early theropods. Nor were they more
effi.cient, since birds have been found to have as rnuch bone mass
in their bodies as mammals. We can, however, now see why the
theropod neck was so very flexible: it made up for the stiffness
of the body.

There was a third and final arch in predatory dinosaur ver-
tebral columns. The tail base vertebrae were beveled, so they too
formed a short, gentle, upward arch. The tail vertebrae's zyga-
pophysis were oriented more toward the vertical than the hori-
zontal; hence, tail motion was freer up and down than sideways.
The amount of vertical flexibility was good, but restorations
showing theropod tails undulating in serpentine curves go too
far.

The consistenry in the number of vertebrae in theropods is
a surprising thing. In most species there are ten neck, thirteen
trunk, and five hip vertebrae.t2 Usually, reptiles, dinosaurs, and
birds are much more variable; although most mammals have
seven neck vertebrae. Why the vertebral counts of most thero-
pods were so s5rnchronized is not known. It could have been a
genetic quirk, a random fixation that stayed in place as long as it
did no harm. In some protobirds the last trunk vertebra did start
turning into a support for the hip, giving them twelve trunk and
six hip vertebrae.

The bipedal predatory dinosaur's spinal column was canti-
levered over the hind limbs. Because support started at the hips,
each vertebra going forward had less to support than the one
behind it. Consequently, there was a tendenry, though not an
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absolute one, for the trunk and neck vertebrae to decrease in size
going forward, whereas in quadrupedal animals the shoulder
vertebrae are often the largest. of course the tail bones also
dwindle in size going back toward the tip. The neck and tail were
dymamic balance beams, but not critical ones; ostriches balance
on two feet without the benefit of tails, and people do fine without
tails or long necks.

The vertebral spines over the trunk and hips of allosaurs
and tyrannosaurs were not very tall, showing that taller ones
were not needed in bipeds of their size. On the other hand, cer-
atosaurs, metriacanthosaurs, acrocanthosaurs, and spinosaurs
developed increasingly tall neck, trunk, and tail spines that pro-
jected well above the large ilial bone of the hip. As these were
taller than needed for simple support, their hosts must have been
true finbacks (albeit modest ones in the case of ceratosaurs and
metriacanthosaurs). The fin was very prominent in acrocantho-
saurs, and so tall in spinosaurs that it formed a great "sail." There
would have been no purpose in having muscles on the spines,
since the spines were spaced too closely together for them to
move much. The fin's functions were probably multiple, having
most likely evolved for display, especially in the breeding season.
The sails may also have become important as cooling radiators,
like elephant ears.

The forward trunk ribs of paleodinosaurs and theropods
were backswept, sometirnes sharply so, a typically archosaurian
feature still found in crocs and birds. It is quite obvious in artic-
ulated dinosaur specimens. Yet dinosaurs are usually restored
with vertical front ribs, as though they were mammals. This mis-
take leads to other errors: the shoulder girdle is swung further
for*'ard than it really was, because the rib heads are angled
relative to the body's main axis and swung too far outward, and
the chest is overbloated. In reality the chest was always deep
rather than broad in predatory dinosaurs. The mid-trunk was
broader, in part because these ribs are more vertical than those
behind. In summary, the dinosaur rib cage was short and deep,
very much of the avian mold. Note that in early theropods the
first trunk rib was bowed forward, the second was straight in
side view, and the rest are bowed backward. In advanced thero-
pods, all the ribs were usually bowed backward.

In slender-necked species, some of the more superficial side
muscles of the neck may have been narrow enough to expose the
internal neck muscles. In bigger species, these would be entirely



covered over (compare the muscle studies of smaller and larger
species in Part II). The powerful side neck muscles must have

formed a prominent and attractive contour over the weaker

throat set, something like in horses.

One group of muscles whose external profile is almost im-
possible to figure out is the ventral throat muscles. They ran from
the side of the skull and back of the jaws down to the base of the
shoulder girdle. Some artists restore theropods with deep throat
muscles like crocs. This is possible, but I prefer to give these

nanow-headed creatures a more modest set, like those of mam-
malian carnivores. Such throat muscles would have bulged out
when whole animals or big chunks of meat were swallowed.

Since predatory dinosaur rib cages were rigid boxes, the
trunk musculature was rather light, like in birds. The most pow-

erful were those muscles that ran astride the vertebral spines, in
the trough formed by the vertebrae's winglike transverse pro-
cesses. The upper portions of the spines were more lightly mus-

cled-ligaments held these together. It is quite possible that the

ends of the trunk spines formed a knobby profile line in some

species, especially the tall, spined ones. Ilio-costalis muscles may

have continued the profile of the hip's ilial blade onto the trunk.
Behind the hips, the tail muscles were probably confined to the
limits of the vertebral processes. The exception is the powerful
tail-based hind limb retractor, the great caudofemoralis, that
arose from the side of the tail (see Figure 4-3).As each side's

caudofemoralis muscles contracted and pulled their respective

4-8
In thecodonts @uparkeria, upper
IefA, the lungs were of the normal
dead-end type,Iarge bags oper-
ated by long front rrbs. In early
rheropods (Coelophysis, lower
Ieft), air socs (strppled) moy have
been beginning to appeqr on the
sides of the belly. ln protobird
fheropods $/elociraptor, upper
right) ond birds (duck,lower
right), shorr/ront rlbs mean that
rhe lungs were smcller, snd that
Iarge cir sccs on fhe sides of the
belly were ventilated by long belly
ribs. ?he upper rib coge is shown
in the lcsf fhree subjecrs fo show
the rib -vertebra crf iculc tions.
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leg backward, they would also have pulled on and swung the tail
from side to side with each step.

It is possible that predatory dinosaurs stored fat when prey
was especially abundant-perhaps up to 15 percent or so of their
iean mass. Much more than this, however, is unlikely because of
the need to stay light in weight and fleet of foot. Indeed, thero-
pods probably looked lean, sleek, and a little bony, like big dogs
and cats. "Plump" theropod drawings are certainly wrong.t3 What
fat they had may have been concentrated around the base of the
tail. The fatless tails I usually draw can be taken to show the
animals in the lean season.

What can we tell about what was inside predatory dinosaur
rib cages? In most animals the lungs are large dead-end bags
which are ventilated by motions of the long front ribs. Dinosaur
belly ribs are much shorter (Figure 4-8).The paleodinosaurs and
basal theropods were like this; in fact, the first trunk rib was a

little longer than the next. Birds are very different, having much
smaller, stiffer lungs set high up in the rib cage.ra The frontmost
trunk ribs are short and no longer do much to ventilate the lungs.
Instead, the lungs are connected to air sacs that line the sides of
the abdomen. The belly ribs are long and inflate and deflate these

air sacs. The air sacs in turn act as bellows to ventilate the lungs.
The system is set up so that air flows through the lungs in one

direction only, and it is always fresh. "Dead," oxygen-depleted
air is not pushed back and forth with each breath; instead, it is
completely exhaled each time. A look at complete avetheropod
rib cages shows they were avian in design. The front ribs were
short, too short to have ventilated large normal lungs. The belly
ribs were long, and this can be explained only if they were ven-

tilating large abdominal air sacs that in turn fed unidirectional-
air flow lungs.

Such advanced respiratory systems must have been accom-
panied by high-performance circulatory systems. The aim would
have been to get the oxygen where it was needed as fast as it was
needed. Not only that, but high blood pressures were needed to
get blood up to the brain carried atop the S-curved neck. High
pressureAigh speed blood flow requires a sophisticated four-
chambered heart of the type found in birds and mammals. In
fact, even crocodilians have hearts much like this. and so it was
probably a basic archosaurian adaptation. The large heart was

set Iow in the chest, just above the sternum and behind the arm-
pits (Figure 4-9).



To understand the predatory dinosaur's appearance, we
must remember how predators live and function. Meat is easy to
break down and digest, so predators have short, uncomplicated
digestive tracts (Figure 4-9).Predators gorge at a carcass, then
fast until they are hungry agaLn. The stomach is highly distenda-
ble so it can hold big meals. In accordance with this the abdom-
inal "ribs," or more correctly gastralia, of predatory dinosaurs
were poorly ossified, multijointed, and very flexible. So hungry
theropods on the hunt should be drawn with hollow cat- or dog-
like bellies. In some of the big mounted skeletons, the abdominal
ribs are mounted to form a distended belly, which would be true
only after feeding on a kill. A satiated theropod must have wad-
dled away from its meal!

The hardest thing to figure out about extinct animals is the
position of the shoulder girdle (Figure 4-IO), because it hangs
independently of the vertebrae column, unlike the hips, which
are tightly fixed. Well-articulated specimens can help out, but
even here some displacement of the forelimb might have oc-

cumed. The shoulder girdle usually attached to the second long
trunk rib via a short and often cartilagenous sternal rib, so when
the anterior ribs are properly swept back, we are better able to
work out its positioning. In general, it seems that the anterior
edge of the shoulder girdle was set just below the juncfure of the
neck and trunk vertebrae in big theropods. In smaller theropods
it was set further back by a vertebrae or so, the effect making the
neck longer. In birds, the coracoid, the bone below the shoulder
joint, is very long. This sets the shoulder joint high on the chest,
and makes the shoulder blade horizontal. The protobird thero-

4-9
Gut cavity of the theropod Veloci-
raptor; all the predaceous dino-
scurs were much like this. Most of
the air sccs rhat lined the sides o/
fhe frunk (see Frgmre 4-8) have
been cut away. The heart (in
black) rsTusf above fhe sternum.
The liver wos jusf behind the
heart, fhe kidneys lcry tucked up
under the vertebrae, and the
drgestive tract and reproductive
olgons fiIIed the belly, ran
through the pelvic cctnal, and ex-
ited above fhe ischium 

-thev 
did

not fiII in between the lower-hip
elements.
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pods were also built this way. But most theropods had more
normal, short coracoids, so the shoulder joint was set low and
the shoulder blade was much more vertical.

Not much is known of the chest or sternal plates in thero-
pods. The few that have been discovered are usually small, aI-
though a few protobird theropods had big, birdlike sternums.
Elizabeth Nicholls and Anthony Russell showed in 1985 that an
extra sternal process, little and slender, is attached to the back
of the sternum; in protobirds and birds this becomes fused to the
sternal plates. The clavicles of most theropods are as poorly
known as the sternals. Some theropods and birds lack clavicles
entirely, or they may be small, separate, and paired like in SeE-
scurus. In some protobirds and most trirds, they are quite the
opposite, having enlarged and fused r:ogether into a kind of
"wishbone" furcula (Figure 4-10). In 1984, Richard Thulborn ar-

4-10
In such early theropods os Coelo-
physis (upper lef), the shoulder
girdle was fairly normal, with a
shorf coracoid below fhe shoulder
joint and o large, vertical shoul-
der blqde. In protobirds like Ar-
chaeopteryx (upper right section,
Ieft figre) ond Velociraptor
(ower lef), things became more
birdlike, with o.longl slender
shoulder blade qnd o very large
corscoid. There were two pat-
ferns. In Archaeopteryx and flying
birds (upper right), the coracoid
rs shcrply reflexed relotive to the
shoulder blade, and the,rtsed
clavrcles (cl) and acrocorocoid
process (ac) cre large.ln Veloci-
raptor ond flightless birds (bor-
tom right), the coracord does not
point back os much, and the clav-
icles ond acrocorlcoid are often
reduced or missing. Nofe thaf Ve-
lociraptor hod bi{sternal plates,
like fhose of birds. The crrows
point to the bcsic orientation of
the shoulder.lbinf.



gued a good case for allosaurs and tyrannosaurs having slender
furculas, but since no such furcula has been found in place, I am
not convinced. Especially since displaced and cojoined abdom-
inal ribs can look very much like a furcula.

Nicholls and Russell made the novel argument that thero-
pods had highly mobile shoulder blades, like those of the pec'u-

liar chameleon lizards and many mammals.ts While it is quite
true that quadrupedal dinosaurs were like this,16 most protobirds
were not-their big birdlike furculas and coracoids tightly inter-
locked and attached in some cases, to big sternal plates. In most
theropods the coracoid may have been able to glide back and
forth to some degree in the sternal groove-but probably less
than in quadrupedal species, and not enough for artists to notice.

In quadrupedal dinosaurs, including the early predatory
protodinosaurs, the shoulder joint faced downward. The fore-
limb could then work in a nearly vertical plane beneath the
body.'7 As the bipedal predatory dinosaurs needed the forelimbs
for other purposes-ones that required them to reach further out
and in front of the body-their shoulder joint faced more out-
ward (see Figure 4-10 and Figure 9-6, page 217).In many preda-
ceous dinosaurs the elbow's twin, bulbous joints for the lower
arm bones were equal in size, making it the simple kind of hinge

4-11
The forelimb of the early theropod
Coelophysis (lelr) worked much
like fhose of most animols; rhe
elbow wes a simple hinge qnd the
wrrsr a many-boned, up-and-
down flexible joinf. In Velocirap-
tor antirrhopus (rrght), the outer
holf of the elbow's";bint wcs en-
Iarged like in birds (upper right),
rrnd the wrrst hqd become a large
pulley. Thrs coused the arm to au-
tomatically fold itself up when
rucked in. The elbows o/some
primitive dinosaurs related to
herreroscurs (upper left) seem
to hqve q crude version of thrs
sysfem.
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4-12
In predatory dfnosour hcnds,
such as primftve Coelophysis
rhodesiensis (fop), brg Allosaurus
fragilis (center), and birdlike Ve-
lociraptor antirrhopus (ower
right), the joint at the base of the
thumb was fwrsfed so thot the
thumb rotqted inward as the fin-
gers erdended (shaded drawings;
ouflines show the hands with fin-
gers flattened out). This mode for
a powerful weapon (for what hap-
pens fo thrsjoinr in birds, see Frg-
ure 9-7, page 220). Theropod
honds also become more birdlike,
going from four short to three long
f4gers, and developing a pulley-
like wristjoint. The lost rs portly
developed in Allosaurus, firlly so
in Coelophysis.
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it is in most animals. The wrist bones were also most flexible in
an up-and-down direction, like our wrists. In many protobirds,
however, the elbow's outer joint bulb was enlarged, and one of
the wrist bones became alarge, semicircular pulley upon which
the hand could pivot through a large sideways arc. Next time you
eat chicken wings, notice that birds still have this kind of "push-

pull" elbow-wrist system, which is what folds the forelimb up so

neatly €rgure 4-Ll). Protobirds such asArchceopteryx and Velo-

ciraptor could fold their arms this way, although not as well as

birds. The early herrerasaurs may also have had a less developed
version of this svstem.



Paleodinosaur and theropod fingers were supple so they
could flex far back and grasp trghtly. The most interesting finger
was the thumb. It was the stoutest, and had a base joint that
twisted inward. As Figure 4-12 shows, this forced the thumb to
turn inward and away from the other digits as it extended for-
ward from the palm.ts The thumb was big-clawed too, so this
divergent organ made for a nasty weapon. In birds the thumb
remains divergent, but it is reduced and supports the speciahzed
"alula" feathers that act as an extra aerod5mamic control surface,
the purpose of which is explained on pages 219-220 in Chapter 9.

One of the more prominent forelimb muscles is the lattisi-
mus dorsi, which arises from the side of the rib cage and inserts
on the back of the humerus, about opposite the lower end of that
upper arm bone's deltoid crest. This muscle formed a prominent
contour at the armpit. The humerus head and deltoid crest must
have been prominent also, even when fleshed out. The fingers
were rather like bird feet, being slender and knobby-jointed, not
heavily muscled or padded like ours. They were operated via
long tendons by muscles bunched around the elbow. The back of
the ulna bone was unmuscled just below the elbow, however, just
like the back of our forearms.

The old way of restoring theropods was with their bodies
reared in an upnght human-like pose. But such a body posture
is unusual even for bipeds, and a few artists dissented by show-
ing them horizontal-backed like ground birds or kangaroos.
Newman's 1970 restudy of IJnannosourus made this the gen-
erally accepted standard. But the recl reason theropods moved
with level spinal columns is still not widely understood. It is that
muscles operate best when they are not stretched more than 1.3

times their length during a working rycle. In theropods, impor-
tant hind limb retractors were anchored on the base of the is-
chium, the back one of the two lower hip bones (Figure 4-I4).
When the hips were horizontal, these muscles were set behind
the hind limb, and could pull back on the femur while staying
within their stretch limits. When the hips tilted up, the ischial
retractors were then between the hind limbs. Not only would they
end up being badly overstretched if they tried to work from this
position, but they would not even be able to pull back on the
femur.

The theropod hip socket confirms this arrangement. The hip
joint was fully articulated together only as long as the femur
remained perpendicular to the hips, or forward of that. As the
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4-13
How the onns and legs were put
together in Velociraptor antirrho-
pus. The detcils show how eoch
joint articulqted, and fhe cross
sections of the long bones at mid-
shoft. The arm joints were fletrible
and could move through wide
arcs. Leg posfirre wos much more
limited to fore and aft action, and
fhe knee was always flexed.
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body reared up and the femur retracted well behind perpendic-
ular, then the femoral head lost its complete articulation with the
hip joint's posterior articulating surface. A theropod. or paleodi-
nosaur that reared to scan the landscape or intimidate a foe was
alright only as long as it stood still or moved slowly. Moving fast
with a reared body would be injurious. The exact horizontal
positioning of the theropod body when in normal motion is un-
certain. Some think it was fully horizontal, while others think it
was tilted up twenty or so degrees.te Actually, we cannot recon-
struct muscle stretch patterns precisely enough to tell, and pos-
ture may have varied among and within species, or even within
individuals from time to time.

The hips and hind limbs were the most birdlike features of
theropods. The hip's big, platelike ilia bones were long, deep
rectangular structures. In paleodinosaurs, they were shorter and
less avian. The hip socket was especially birdlike, in that it was
deep and rylindrical, with a broad posterior joint surface for the
head of the femur. The femur and tibia were strong bones, unlike
the slender fibula, which was fixed tiqhtlv to the tibia not onlv at



both ends, but also a third of the way down its shaft ia aspecial
flange of the tibia. Predatory dinosaur knees and ankles were
rather simple hinge joints. A very avian detail was an upward
projection of the major ankle bone, the astragalus, that ran up
the front face of the tibia (see Figures 8-5 and 8-8, pages 782 and
18e).

4-14
Hip and knee a.ction. The muscles
based on the broad apron of the
rschium could puII the femur back
only when the hip wcs close fo
horizontal qnd the femur moved
no further bqck than perpendicu-
Iar to the hip (top row).If the
body reared up Qeft center), then
fhe muscles would be badly over-
shorfened os fhe femur su4rng
bqck. Likewrse, the head of the
femur remained in proper articu-
Il.tionwith the back of the hip
socket (both indicqted in black)
when the hip was horizontal (cen-
ter right row). Tilting fhe hrps up
lecves thehip sockef outofjoint
with the femoralhead.In birds
(ower lef) the knee rs perma-
nently flexed because the outer
condyle of the femur rs a rhin
guiding wedge fhaf runs between
the hecds of the tibia ond fibula.
If the knee rs straightened (far
Ief), then the condyle-wedge is no
Ionger in frs groove and the knee
Is easily fwrsfed. Remarkqbly, the
knee of giganfic Tlrannosaurus
rex (ower righ) rs built in exactly
the some way.
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Most birdlike of all was the theropod foot. Narrow and com-
pressed, it was in practical terms three-toed, with toes two, three,
and four bearing most of the load (Figure 4-15). The outer digit
was reduced to a splint at the ankle, yet it was almost always
present and strong. It may have been mobile and flipped back-
ward to act as an extra lever between the achilles tendon and the
foot. The exception is Awmfmus, in which the splint is fused to
the other foot bones. This may be the precursor to the avian
condition, in which the outer toe is completely lost. The inner or
first toe was even more interesting because its cannon bone no
longer reached all the way up to the ankle. In birds that still have
this toe (the big ground birds and some others do not) it is fully
reversed and points backward. In articulated theropod speci-
mens, it seems less reversed. But, oddly enough, some theropod
foolprints show the toe fully reversed. This discrepancy has been
little noticed and is unexplained. Perhaps this toe was loose and
could rotate forward and backward in theropods. In the paleo-
dinosaurs and herreravians, the inner toe is still complete and
unreversed, hence the foot has four complete toes and is not so

birdlike (Figure 4-15).

Mammal and adult bird joints have highly finished or ossi-
fied bone surfaces covered by a thin veneer of cartilage. Dinosaur
joint bone surfaces are mgose and pitted, showing they were
capped by thick cartilage joint surfaces. You can see cartilage
joints of this type next time you have poultry for dinner. Birds
become fully grown in size before their joints are fully ossified-
that is, before their bone structure is completely mature. Because

4-15
The two bcsic foot types in preda-
tory dinosours and birds. On the
Ieft, a Lagosuchus/oot shows the
/our foes found in poleodinoscurs
qnd hercercrrrons. On the right,
the three-toed foot of early Coelo-
physis typifies fhose of all thero-
pods and birds. Both feet are
Iefts. The pcleodinos our-herrera-
vion foot rs /our-toed because the
inner (first) foe is complete-with
its cannon bone (in black) reoch-
ing all the way to the ankle-and
becouse fhe inner toe faces the
scme direction as the ofhers. In
fheropods ond birds the inner
toe's connon bone rs shorfened
qnd no longer recchs the ankle,
and the foe rs nvrsted (reversed)
relative to the ofhers, so it rs con-
sidered three-toed.In q few ad-
vqnced theropods cnd some birds
fhe inner foe rs losf completely.In
both types of feet the three centrql
toes (two, three, ond four) usually
beqr the loqd, while the outer toe
(fire) is reduced to o cqnnon bone
splinf; the latter rs lost in bfrds.



it wastes money to feed fowl after they have reached their maxi-
mum weight, slaughter houses do them in at this stage. When
examining the knee of your meal, notice that the cartilage arti-
cular surfaces are very precisely sculpted. Adult bird knees look
just the sarne,'but the cartilage has turned into bone. Crocodil-
ians also have complex cartilagenous limb joints, but they retain
them into full adulthood. Theropods followed much the same
pattern of development.

Predatory dinosaur hind limbs were running legs that
worked like those of birds. Because the hip socket, knee, and
ankle were rylinders that worked only fore and aft, and the
shank bones were locked together, the limb was "stiff." It could
not rotate much about its long axis, and its action was always
close to vertical. It could not splay outward, despite drawings
that show otherwise.2o Recently, Archaeopterw was accused of
having a more lizard-like sprawling gait, in part because the hip
socket is closed off to a degree on the inside.2t Actually, a number
of bird hip sockets are partly closed, and it is even a little so in
the protobird Velociraptor antirrhopus. Overall, the hip joint of
Archaeopteryx is of the erect theropod-avian t54le, and it worked
that way. The theropod femur and knee were bowed out a little,
especially as they swung forward and had to clear the belly. The
ankle is also bowed a little, in its case inward. Such bowed-knee,
knock-ankled limbs can be seen in birds, in horses, and in ante-
lope. Fossil footprints confirm that predatory dinosaur feet paced

along a nanow-gauge trail or trackway-the faster the gait, the
nanower the trackway tended to be. Trackways also show that
theropods were sometimes a little pigeon-toed, rarely did the feet
splay outwards instead. Some have attributed this to a ducklike
waddle. Theropods probabty did waddle a little, but these long-
limbed, naruow-hipped animals moved smoothly, more like the
big ground birds than like fat-hipped ducks. Most of the pigeon-
toing was inherent to the foot itself.

That predatory dinosaur limbs acted much as described
above has been known for some time. More controversial has
been the /ore and aft workings of their limbs. Part of the confu-
sion stems from a misunderstanding of how the femur works in
birds. Photos, film, and X-ray film of birds running slowly on
trackways or treadmills show the femur nearly horizontal and
moving only alittIe.22In mammals the femur is more vertical and
swings through a strong propulsive arc. Since theropod hip joints
are birdlike, not mammalian, it seemed that their femora might
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4-16
Hind-Iimb action in a fast-run-
ning osfrich, horse, cnd Alberto-
saurus libratus. Left limbs zre
shoum contacting the ground (top
row), of midstroke (cenrer row),
cndpushing off (bottom row).
-l{ofe that in aII, the hind limbs
ere more alike than they are dif-
ferent, with long shanks and feet
and flexed knees ond onkles, ond
thot the hind-limb qction is very
alike. In particular, the femur
moves through cn extensive arc,
ending a.t about vertical The
sccle bars, one for rhe dinosour
rrnd another for the bird and
horse, equal I mefer.

be horizontal and immobile too. But when looking at photos and
films of ostriches running full tilt over the African flats-their
wings held over their backs and exposing their knees to view-I
saw, to my great surprise and delight, that the thighs were pump-
ing back and forth much like those of horses and antelope23
(Figure 4-16). We have already seen that the muscles and joint
surfaces of predaceous dinosaur hips allowed the femur to swing
through such a wide arc, from about sixty degrees forward of
perpendicular to the hips to a little past perpendicular to the hips
(see Figure 4-74).

Bird femora move so little at slow speeds because these tail-
less bipeds need to keep their knees as far forward as possible in
order to hold their limbs under their body's center of gravity.
The femur is so short that its non-use makes little difference at
slow speeds. At high speeds the balance problem is not critical,



while wasting a limb segment would be. Long-tailed theropods
did not have the same balance problem, and the femora are so

long that they must have been in full use at all speeds.

The time-honored misunderstanding of predatory dinosaur
limb action is exacerbated by such gigantic species as TJnanno-

sourus rex. Animals of great dimensions are supposed to need

straight-jointed, columnar limbs to support their bulk. After all,
elephants do. Smaller theropods might have more flexed, running
knees and ankles, but sometimes even they are portrayed other-
wise.

The first thing to note about theropod limbs and their joints
is that they are all very alike, regardless of size. From the giant
tyrannosaurs to the swift, small ostrich-mimics, the similarity is

especially striking (see Figure 6-4, page 142). A basic engineering
rule is that structures that are built the same w6{, function the

sarne way. So, whatever the grant species were doing with their
limbs, the small ones were doing too! All theropod femora were

more or less curve-shafted, yet so strong is the belief that big
animals musf have straight femora that it has been said that ?.

rex was this way, when it most certainly was not (ook at the

skeletons in Figure 6-4, page142, and in Part II, page 34I).
The next point is that predatory dinosaur knees were built

the same as those of birds. This is a wonderful thing for dinosau-
rologists, because we can directly observe bird knees in action.
Figure 4-14 shows that in the theropod-bird knee the two femoral
condyles are unequal in size. The inner one is a large roller
surface and bears most of the load. The outer condyle is only a
thin rectangular wedge, yet it performs a vital function. This
condyle runs in a groove between the head of the tibia and the
fibula. In doing so, it braces the knee and keeps it from twisting
about its long axis. The critical point is that this works only when
the knee is flexed. If it is straightened, the condyle is pulled out
of the groove and the knee is vulnerable to complete distrocation.

This cannot be allowed to happen, so ligaments prevent the knee
from straightening and keep it flexed at all times. This must have

been as true of T. rex as it is of chickens. The predatory dinosaur
ankle was straighter than the knee, although not completely so.

So predaceous dinosaurs of all sizes walked around on flexed
limbs like those of ostriches and antelope, not on columnar limbs
like those of elephants. As we shall see in Chapter 6, this has

important implications for predatory dinosaur speed.

Predatory dinosaur feet were digitigrade, meaning that the
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ankle was well clear of the ground and the foot rested on the flats
of the toes like those of birds. Cats and dogs are like this too.
Humans and bears are plantigrade, walking on their heels, while
horses and antelope are unguligrade toe-tip walkers. It is proba-
bly impossible for bipeds to be fully unguligrade, since this does
not give them a long enough foot-to-ground contact to balance
upon. Ostriches come closest, having only the front halves of
their toes touch the ground. No theropod was like this, even
though some prints made by running theropods seem to show it.
These individuals put so much weight on their toe tips that the
rest of the toes did not leave impressions.2a On the other extreme,
some trackways show theropods walking on the flats of their
heels, in effect as plantigrades.2s

When the foot lifted off the ground, the toes drooped, like
the toes of big running ground birds. Newman suggested that
theropod toes clenched.26 But this sort of thing is common to
perching birds, whose toes are automatically clenched by a mod-
ified tendon when they squat down on a branch-and as a side
effect when a leg is lifted. Dinosaurs were not specialized perch-
ers, so their legs did not work like this.

It is tempting to think that since predatory dinosaurs were
not true birds, nor ungulates, that their limbs should work in a
different and unique way. Yet for all the differences between
them, bird and ungulate limbs follow strikingly similar motions,
because they share the srune basic adaptations, adaptations that
force their legs to work the same way. Most critical among these
is a permanently flexed knee. More supple-limbed carnivorous
mammals can straighten their knees, so their limbs actually do
operate differently. Permanently flex-kneed predatory dinosaur
limbs must have worked in the fast-running bird and ungulate
pattern (see Figure 4-16).

All in all, theropod limb action was stiff and stereotyped.
Femoral action was extensive, with the knee always flexed and
the femur never retracting past vertical. The ankle was also
flexed, and the feet flat-toed, but usually not flat-heeled. There
were modest differences between theropods in limb design, but
it is doubtful that these altered the basic action much. Big-animal
limbs do move through a shorter arc, about sixty degrees, than
those of small species. Otherwise, the timbs of T. rex and small
Coelophysrs probably worked pretty much the same way.

So I find myself in sharp disagreement with Samuel Tarsi-
tano's 1983 T. rCIr hind-limb restoration in which the leg is push-



ing off cat-style, the femur sloping back fourty-five degrees, and

the knee straight. This is an anatomical impossibility for thero-
pods. The limp, clenching foot and straight knees of Newman's

walking T. rex26 are well off the mark too.

Trackways tell us another important thing about our sub-
jects' limbs. There are literally thousands of predatory dinosaur
trackways that show two or more steps, and they always, olways,

show that theropods strode like humans and most birds. They
never hopped like some birds and kangaroos. In 1977, Michael
Raath claimed that a single pair of side-by-side prints implied
that Coelophysis rhodesiensrs hopped. These prints are instead

either from a standing animal, or from two similar-sized individ-
uals that left their prints next to one another. A partial exception

to the striding rule may be found in the very early lagosuchids

which, since they were still partly quadrupedal, may have gal-

loped in a squirrel-like bound, using each set of limbs in parallel.

Some crocodilians do this very thing, making them look like rep-

tilian squiruels-a very amusing sight.
When standing still, a theropod's center of gravity was just

before the hip socket. So their feet were just below that point,

under the front end of the hips. The knee would have been well-

flexed; the ankles less so. One of the more persistent errors is to

show theropods, whether standing or running, with ankles more

sharply angled than the knee.
As I cautioned earlier, the birdlike theropods do not possess

all the qualities of birds. This is especially true of the theropod
pubis, which differs from that of protobirds and birds in that it
is long, vertical, and projects down from the hips, while the pro-

tobird and bird pubis is swung backward. In fact, no other ani-

mal has anything quite like the great theropod pubis, which in
many cases ended with a big expansion, or "boot." What the

elongated pubis did is something of a mystery. The muscles the

pubis and its boot anchored helped hold the hind limbs close to

the body, but other erect-gait animals do not have these muscles.

Some suggest the big boot was a rocker that the animals rested

upon. Certainly this was true as far as it goes, and the end of the
pubis must have been bare of any feathers and calloused, as

Bakker shows.27 But again, why such a rocker developed is still
unexplained. Other big beasts, some of the large theropods

among them, do without them; some small theropods that hardly
needed so much support have them. One wonders further why
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4-17
Theropod hlps were complex
strucfures, deep and narrow in
cross secfion (for the rest of the
leg mu.sculature, see Figure 4-S).
Muscles ond guts did not run be-
fiveen the long, downward-pro-
jecting lower hrp elemenfs @ubrs
fotward, ischium aft); only a sheet
of connective frssue (c) did so. Nor
did muscles run from the ends of
the lower hrp bones directly out to
rhe legs. ?he reclining Allosaurus
fragilis grooming an itch shows
what rhe hrps looked like from
below; nofe fhe collouses underlv-
ing the ends o/ the lower hip
bones.

the long pubis points so far forward in the early theropods, when
this would seem to reduce the room for the belly.

Along with perplexing the functional anatomist, the deep,
naruow hips of predatory dinosaurs have long confused artists.
Artists usually render this area amorphously, with the suruound-
ing flesh following no particular pattern. or, they show the long
pubes and ischia projecting sharply out from the surrounding
flesh. Probably neither is correct. Except for the lagosuchians,
the lower pubes and ischia of most predatory dinosaur's were
elongated into rods. Because they were so naruow and joined
along their mid length, there were no guts within them. Nor were
there muscles. Instead, a deep yet thin sheet of connective tissue
formed a tension brace (Figure 4-rz). Tension sheets work best
when they follow a gentle arc, so the connective tissue's lower



edge probably curved up from the tips of the pubis and ischium.

The holtow belly was before the hips. In back, the lower tail
muscles ran below the tail base down to the ischium's tip. The

elongated lower end of the ischium helped support the tension

sheets and muscles fore and aft, but the ischium was otherwise

unmuscled. Limb retractors were restricted to its broad upper

apron. If these had anchored on the ischial rod, they would have

been badty overstretched during limb motion (see Figute 4-74).

All this means that the lower ischium and pubis were both free

of the thigh. The predatory dinosaur hip with its prominent

pubes and ischia was a distinctive looking, "bony," functional

structure. In the protobird theropods the lower hip was further
modified-the ischial rod was reshortened and the pubis some-

times pointed backward-but otherwise its basic structure was

the same.
As long ago as 1923, the famed paleontologist Alfred Romer

noted that the dinosaur's birdlike hips bore large, birdlike thigh

muscles. The theropod thigh was very broad in side view, run-

ning from the front edge of the ilium to the back end. It was

rather triangular as it tapered down to the knee. Transversely, it
was flattened, to work along with equally flattened hips. Since

the belly was hollow and deep, there should have been a fold

between the thigh and body-quite unlike birds, whose short

thigh is virtually buried in the side of the broad belly. The most

superficial muscles of the thigh complex, the anterior and poste-

rior iliotibialis and the hamstrings at the back, formed subtle

vertical contours that can be seen in the life restorations. The

avian feet were lightty muscled, and were operated via long ten-

dons by u drumstick of shank muscles bunched around the

knee.28 By far the most prominent of these was the great gastroc-

nemius muscle. Anchored on the knee's large and bird-style tibial
crest, it pulled the Achilles tendon. Lacking a heel tuber to insert

upon, the Achilles tendon ran in back of the ankle and continued
behind the cannon bones down to the toes. The ankle was

knobby, and the joint's gap could be seen as it can in birds.
Indeed, we can say with fuIl confidence that the whole of thero-

pod limb musculature was little different from a bird's. Thus,

you can garner a basic understanding of theropod design by dis-
secting a chicken or turkey leg.

ln 1972, Dale Russell argued that the thigh muscles of the

ostrich-mimic ornithomimid theropods were arranged in more

fore-and-aft directions than thev are in ostriches. He concluded
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that ornithomimids could not maneuver as well as the big birds,
a theory that would be applicable to most theropods since they
share fairly similar limbs. Russell erred in his muscle diagrams,
however, especially in showing the big tail-based caudofemoralis
going all the way down to the knee end of the femur when it
really attaches at midshaft. Hence, his conclusions are premature
at best. Besides, the dinosaurs may have been able to use their
tail's mass to help turn tightly, rather like cats do, but unlike
birds, which, of course, have no tails.

one thing we can restore with an exceptional degree of con-
fidence are the soles of theropod feet, because fossil footprints
record rows of birdlike pads, one under each joint. More pads
were under the heel.

Paleodinosaurs were somewhat less avian. The ilium was
shorter, so the thigh muscles were namower in side view. In
particular the anterior tibialis was more slender. The knee cresr
was smaller and the feet less birdlike, so the shank drumstick
may have been less developed.

Theropods were like their avian descendants in having un-
usually hollow bones. Even $rannoscurus rex had thinner-
walled bones than other animals of its bulk. yet predatory dino-
saurs tended to be more strongly built than the herbivorous di-
nosaurs. Theropod bone tissue itself appears to have been denser
than in other dinosaurs,2e so the strength of their bones overall
would have been higher despite the thinner walls. Theropod hip
joints were also deeper and better braced., and the rest of their
hind-limb joints fit together more tightly. This strength is not
surprising because predators must be able to withstand the im-
pact of tussling with their prey on a regular basis. As for the
prey's requirements, escaping the predator's clutches in the first
place is better than outfighting it, so escape performance over
body strength is stressed in their makeup. This can be seen in
the cheetah and gazelle. when a running cheetah trips and takes
a tumble, it shakes off its dizziness and walks away. when the
cheetah catches the running gazelle, just tripping the prey into a
fall can break its limbs.3o

The final aspect of dinosaur anatomy is their integument, or
body covering. Generally, it has been assumed that they all had
scales like reptiles. This has been hard to confirm or deny, be-
cause until recently no skin traces had been found with theropod
skeletons. This was rather odd, because in a number of cases
herbivorous dinosaur skin impressions (not the real skin, just



impressions of it) have been found in the same sediments. Just
recently, however, a tiny impression of skin was found on the tail
of a tyrannosaur, one that had been collected some time ago.31

The skin is not well preserved, but it shows quite small' flat' and

nonoverlapping scales in a mosaic pattern. These are more like
the nonbony scales of crocodilians and Gila monsters than the

overlapping scales of lizards. The scales are so small that they

are not visible at more than a few feet. Even more interesting and

informative are the large patches of skin found with the new

Carnotsurus skeleton.32 These also have small nonoverlapping
scales. In addition, there are widely spaced rows of larger, sub-

conical scales. Other large theropods may have had the same.

Such mosaic skins are also typical of the large herbivorous dino-

saurs, most especially the duckbills. And since uninsulated skin
is normal in both cold- and warm-blooded big animals, it is

highly probable that all big theropods had scaly coverings.33

Scales are often important as visual cues and display de-

vices; the bigger scales served this purpose in Cotnotaurus. Some

predaceous dinosaurs may have had flatter large display scales,

similar to those found on the horned dinosaurs. Large head scales

could have been specially patterned around the nostrils, or along

various bones and edges. Other possibilities include fowl-Iike

head combs and head and throat wattles, or long skin folds and

midline frills atop the back. The last two features are found in
duckbill dinosaurs. Skin folds might have served the important
purpose of allowing throat and belly skins to stretch as their
owners gorged themselves on great bolts of meat. We can hope

that new finds witl tell us more about such special features.

What the skin of small predatory dinosaurs was like is a
much more difficult and controversial question. There are no

positively identified skin (naked or scaly) or insulation (feathers

or fur) impressions known for any small predatory dinosaur,

except of course the spectacular feather impressions of Ar-
chaeopter5ar. But as a protobird, Archaeopteryx provides ambig-

uous evidence about other species. There is a Triassic trackway
that seems to show a resting theropod with long upper arm feath-

ers,3a but this is by no means proven, and it could be a "Pro-

toavis"-like protobird anyway. Feather impressions are known
from Cretaceous sediments, but not from the Triassic or most of
the Jurassic. This might be used as an argument against early
feathered dinosaurs, but then again, the Triassic "Protoavis" ap-

pear birdlike enough to be good candidates for feathers. In fact,
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sankar chatterjee believes that "protoavis" has quill nodes on the
upper arm and hand for supporting feathers. I have seen them
and, although the point is a debatable one, he may be right. since
the big theropods were naked-skinned, many assert that small
ones must have been also. But this does not by any means follow.
Just because many big mammals-elephants, rhinos, hippos, hu-
mans, and pigs among them-lack much in the way of hair does
not mean this is true for all mammals. It is also contended, often
with much heat, that until insulation is found on dinosaurs it
should be assumed they did not have it. The lack of feathers in
the one Compsogncfhus specimen from the same sediments as
feathered Archaeopteryx has been considered especially telling
in this regard. I believe this is negative evidence-an absence of
data-of the worst kind. only one of six Archa eopter5n< speci-
mens show the soft body contour feathers we are looking for in
other dinosaurs, and Compsognothus may have had even softer,
less preservable feathers. It can just as well be argued that, lack-
ing any examples of small theropod scales, we must not assume
they were scaly. But while we should cssume neither scales nor
feathers, all theropods are so extremely similar in design to Ar-
chaeoptery< that I find it difficult to believe that the small ones
would not have had feathers. ultimately, it may depend on
whether or not they were warm-blooded. It is widely accepted
that the big-brained small theropods were endothermic (see
chapter 7); if this were so, then they would probably have
needed insulation to keep their body temperature constant.3s In-
deed, fairly high metabolic rates and insulation may have ap-
peared in the dinosaur's thecodont ancestors.

what it all comes down to is that, at this time, and despite
what I know are the traditionalist's strong sentiments, it is every
bit as speculative and no more legitimate to portray small dino-
saurs in naked skin as it is to show them insulated. Eventually,
enough impressions of small dinosaur integument will be found
to settle things.36 until then, I always draw my small theropods
feathered. For those who think I should do some naked for a
more "balanced" view, plenty of others have and are doing that.

If feathers did insulate small predatory dinosaurs, there is
room for much variation in their form. In living flightless birds
the feathers have usually degenerated into simple furlike struc-
tures. Some argue that the ground-dwelling predatory dinosaurs
should have had such feathers, and this is quite possible.3z oth-
ers believe the first feathers evolved as the broad contour type



from increasingly modified scales-contour feathers cover the

bodies of living flyrttg birds. If so, and if they first appeared in

early archosaurs, then dinosaurs might have had them.38 Broad

contour feathers are better insulators against cold and heat than

are furlike structures, so they would have been advantageous

even for nonflying dinosaurs. The furry feathers of flightless

birds may be a juvenile characteristic that they assumed along

with the other immafure traits that mark them from flying birds.

Whether dinosaur feathers were distributed uniformly over

the entire body, or in distinct tracts like birds, is of course un-

known. It is possible that some small predatory dinosaurs bore

feather head crests or long winglike display feathers on their

arms. Tails too could have sprouted long feathers like those of
Archaeopteryx. These would be employable not only as startling

display surfaces, but also as aerodlmamic rudders and brakes

during high-speed runs. Juveniles may have been insulated in

down that was subsequently shed, to be replaced by an adult

feather coat or to expose the scales of big species. Feathers wear

out and need to be replaced, and since most predatory dinosaurs

did not need a full suit of flight feathers, they probably shed

fairly continually, perhaps faster as the warm season ap-

proached. Whether feathered dinosaurs would have preened

themselves with oil from glands is yet another unknown. One

should feel free to draw or sculpt small predatory archosaurs in

regular feathers, furlike feathers, scales, or any and all of these.

At this time they are all plausible.
Both big and small dinosaurs were scaly in certain ways.

Snouts were probably always more or less scaly-much as bird
snouts are always beaked, not feathered. Having the snout bare

had the advantage of keeping btood off the feathers during feed-

ing. The hands and feet were certainly unfeathered, like the feet

of birds, and rows of large scales very likely followed the upper

surfaces of the cannon bones, fingers, and toes. Finger and toe

pads were probabty roughly calloused skin instead of scales.

Horns, beaks, claws, and armor finish off our survey of ther-

opod anatomy. All theropod heads had distinctive arrays of bony

bosses, ridges, and even horn cores on the skull, which were

often further enlarged by horn sheaths made of keratin. Artists

often neglect these very interesting features. The artist's options

for covering them include horn ridges, horn lots, and big scales.

Common among theropods were nasal ridges, either along the

midline or paired along the edges. The top of the preorbital bone
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The heqd o/Allosaurus fragilis
shows off to good advantage the
horn ridges oind orbitql hornlets
that often adorned predatory di-
nosour heods. Some primitive
multituberculate mcmmals voice
their objections to the great pred-
cfor'spresence.



often sported bosses or hornlets above and before the eyes, while

some species' postorbitals also bore little bosses above and be-

hind the eyes. A number of protobird theropods were at least

partly beaked, some were completely toothless. Again, the beaks

were markedly extended by keratin coverings. Beak keratin

grows continually, so the beaks renewed themselves as their cut-

ting edge was worn down. The bony cores of claws support ker-

atin sheaths too-in fact, fingernails are keratin modifications of

claws. Like fingernails and beaks, the claw horn renewed itself

as its tip was abraded. Toe claw tips were blunted by wear on

the ground, especially the shorter more hooflike ones of advanced

species. Hand claws and sickle-toe claws were much sharper

weapons. Imagine Velociroptor or a glantAlloscurus sharpening

its claws on a tree, like a strange Mesozoic version of a cat.

The first paleodinosaurs, like little Lewisuchus, and a row of

small, bony, platelike scutes running atop their vertebral spines'

Only one theropod is known to have had such "41'111s1"'-Cetoto-

scurus, with its series of smaller, more irregular scutes. These

were enhanced by keratin, so Ceratoscurus is one theropod that

really did have the serrated back we often see in dinosaur resto-

rations. No other theropod is yet known to have had these, al-

though soft frills are possible. There were suspicions that

TJ,rannosourus rex had armor Ssutes, but these have proven to

belong to armored ankylosaur dinosaurs. Personally, I am g1ad,

for I think tyrannosaurs look more sophisticated, aesthetically

speaking, without them.
The last thing affecting dinosaurian looks is their coloration,

a most frustrating ateasince this is the least knowable, and hence

least important, aspect of dinosaur appearance. Yet the most fre-

quent question the paleontologist hears is, "How did you know

what color it was?" In view of the fact that no dinosaur pigmen-

tation has ever been found, any color scheme is possible, though

speculative. However, there cre some basic guidelines. Since big

living reptiles, birds, and. malnmals are never gaily colored like

many small reptiles and birds, one can assrrne that subdued

colors were true of the big predatory dinosaurs also, which to

human sensibilities gives them a dignified air appropriate to their

dimensions and power. They could, however, have been boldly
patterned like tigers, giraffes, and zebras. Bright, even iridescent

color patches may have adorned critical visual points, like

Snouts, necks, head crests, vertebral fi.ns, wattles, tail sides, and

the like. As Robert Bakker postulates' even the insides of the lips
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may have flashed a bright pink as they were lifted up to uncover
the teeth, and the roof of the mouth was prob ably a pinkish
white.3e Many color schemes may have been specific to breeding
males in season. As for the small species, some may have been
brilliantly colored and patterned. Baby animals tend to be better
camouflaged than their parents, often with spots. Since dinosaurs
had excellent color vision, some suggest that they were green-
tinged to improve their camouflage qualities. But then, even
earth-tinted mammals hide themselves well from color-sensitive
human eyes. Besides, the bigger color-seeing reptiles and birds
are dun-colored. As for dinosaur eyes, anything from solid black
to the brightest reds and blues is possible and probable.

All in all, predatory dinosaurs were graceful if often horrible
birdlike beasts, with deep heads and S-curved necks, that walked
on flexed, tri-toed (in theropods) hind limbs. we can confidently
say that traditional restorations have things backward: it was
their bodies that were lean, and their thighs and calves that were
powerfully muscled. They were adorned with scales and perhaps
feathers, and finished off with eye-catching hornlets and some-
times crests. They must have made a wonderful sight.

THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF

PREDATORY DINOSAUR ANATOMY

AND ACTION
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A QVICK LOOK
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5-1
The tail end of a flock of small
Early Jurossic bipedal dinosours
posses, Ieoving Gallorator fracks
over a big, 350-mm long Eu-
brontes prinf. The large print was
mode by a theropod; the smaller
prinfs may be those of either o
theropod or a herbivorous orni-
rhrschicn.
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While skeletal remains are our prime source of information
about dinosaurs, also vital are the foolprints they left behind.
Fossil footprints are strangely evocative, because they directly
capture the movements of once-living beings. They are the closest

thing to dinosaur "motion pictures" that we have.

We have far more predaceous dinosaur prints than skele-
tons, thousands upon thousands of them in fact (Figure 5-l).
They are so common that they are widely available on the private
market-which is not always the best thing for science. Many a

patio or wall has theropod tracks on it. Better than single prints
are entire trackways, which record a series of walking or running
steps (Figure 5-2).Most prints are found as parts of such series.

The majority of prints were formed on mud or sand flats along-
side streams, lakes, and coastlines. The prints were laid when
the ground was soft enough to absorb them. Then the mud or
sand hardened, and sometimes dried. Occasionally, air-blown
sand filled in the prints and preserved them. At other times the
sediments from a flood did so. It is interesting but frustrating
that the conditions best for preserving prints were often not good

for saving bones; some formations will have abundant prints and
few skeletal remains, others the opposite. Even in those forma-
tions that do include both good print and good skeletal remains
it is often difficult to match them up. This state of affairs makes

it hard to determine exactly what made the prints. The exception
is when one kind of dinosaur is known to make up most of a

formation's fauna, one kind of print is most numerous in the
formation, and the print type matches the design of the former's
foot bones. This happens in the Moruison Formation. Allosaurus
atrox is easily the most common big predator there, and since

the sharp-clawed, three-toed trackways that are present fit A.
atrox, they very probably belong to it.'

Despite such success stories, it is often hard to identi$r
whether a print belongs to a predatory dinosaur, or to something
else altogether. This is most true of the early paleodinosaurs,
whose four-toed feet are very like those of some herbivorous
dinosaurs, especially the prosauropod. While prosauropods were
at least partly quadrupedal, most paleodinosaurs were fully bi-
pedal, so if hand impressions show up, the prints are probably
not a predator's. The theropod's three-toed feet can be mixed-up
with those of the herbivorous ornithopods. It has been thought
that the latter's toes are more splayed-out than the former's, but
this is a questionable assumption. Things become easier as size
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5-2
Some trocl<ways of medium-sbed
fheropods. From l"ft to right, the
first two are Eubrontes giganteus
and Gigandipus caudatus fro^
the Early Jurcssic Nework super-
goup of easternNorth Americo;
note that the latter has left q rere
tail-drag mark and fully reversed
inner toeprinfs. Nexf is a me-
d ium - s b e d th e r op o d tr acl<w ay
from f he Ju rassic-Cre taceous
Sonsa Formafion of Brazil. The
nexf set was probobly made by a
young Acrocanthosaurus atoken-
sis /rom the mid-Cretcceous Glen
Rose Formation of Texas. Last ore
prints possibly attributable fo Or-
nithomimus brevitertius /rom rhe
Horseshoe Canyon Formotion of
[.ate Cretlceous Alberta. Scale
bars, on the traclway cenferlines,
are 300 mm. Nofe fhcf in most
coses the pace lengths are much
fhe scme, the resulr of cruising
wolk speeds. The exception is fhe
Iong-pace Acrocanthosaurus se f ,

which was made by an individual
(shovrn in inser) running qbout 25
mph.
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goes up. This is true because big theropod toes are built much
like the smaller ones; they are just stouter. Hence, big and small
theropod prints should share much the same basic form. It is
hard to be sure because really big theropod prints have, oddly
enough, not been positively identified. Big ornithopod feet are
quite di{ferent from those of the small ornithopods, for their toe
bones are hypershortened and the pads beneath them coalesced
into one pad under each toe. The claws are also shorter and
broader, although the short claws of really big allosaurs and
tyrannosaurs might not show up well either. Many gigantic orni-
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thopod prints have been found, and have, on occasion, been mis-
taken for theropods.

Making it yet more difficult to identi$r and name footprints
is the different form that each print takes as the sarne foot makes
them. Obviously, as the nature of the footing, the muds and
sands, changes, and the speeds, angles, and forces of the foot
change, the shape of the print will vary. Prints are not, therefore,
simple molds of a foot, but record the complex interaction be-
tween the appendage and the glound. This means that very dif-
ferent-lookir,g prints can come from the same individual. Making
things worse is that not all prints are the actual impressions made
at the surface. Many are really "ghost" prints, left in the layers of
sediments directly below the print surface. The deeper these
ghost prints are, the less distinct and true is their shape. Not only
that, but as animals grow, the prints they leave can change in
shape as well as size and look like they come from different-sized
species. Careful statistical work has to be applied to large sample
sizes to sort these factors out. One thing that must be used very
carefully to identi$r prints is the stride length, since this is mainly
a function of the track maker's speed.

An extreme case of mistaken identity stems from the newly
recognized heel-walking theropod prints. Some have been mis-
taken by ardent creationists as human footprints, and as evi-
dence that people lived alongside dinosaurs!2 When I first
learned of these prints I could not imagine why any theropod in
its right mind would walk crouched down this way, it seemed so
awkward. Certainly, it was not a normal walk. It could be that
the crouching walk was a stalking posture for their surprise at-
tack technique (see page 38 in Chapter 2). This may not be a full
explanation, however, since many of the flat-footed prints were
made on tidal flats on which the theropods could not have found
cover to crouch behind.

Fossil prints are usually given generic and species names
separate from those given to skeletons. However, these are labels
only, and unlike skeletal-based names are not accepted as real
taxa. This is because the prints may have been made by a species
already known from its skeleton, and because it is difficult to
prove that a given type of print was made by a given type of
dinosaur. Even if a type of print is shown to belong to a named
skeletal species, the print name remains valid. A large array of
predatory dinosaur prints have been named-too many to review
here. Many of these narnes are certainly redundant, having been
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5-3
Rrghtprints bcsed on aTet<qs
ther op od, perhcps Acrocantho-
saurus atokensis, showing how
the same foot can make q normal
digitigradeprinf on the left, the
rorerplontigrade version in the
cenrer, ond on the rrghr a poorly
preserved plantigrade impression.
The last, in which the lightly
pressed foes do nof show up and
only the deep heelprinf is left, are
the kind mrstaken by some creo-
fionists for biblical'human
prints."
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given to trackways that look different solely because of the way
they were made. Not only that, but the prints do not show nearly
the variation that the skeletons of theropods show.

To a fair extent the appearance of predatory dinosaur track-
ways follows the evolution of the skeletons. The best known of
early theropod trackway faunas is that of the Late Triassic-earli-
est Jurassic found in the Newark and Hartford Basins of New
Jersey and Connecticut. The prints found there were the first
dinosaur remains described in this country, although they were
first thought to belong to birds.3 They range from intermediate in
size to fairly large. Alas, hardly any skeletal remains come from
these strata.4 This is too bad because some of the theropod prints
seem surprisingly advanced for the time.

Until very recently, it was thought that the Late Jurassic
Morrison Formation produced many skeletons, but few prints.
Actually, whole fields of prints have been sitting out there in
plain view all the time, but they went hardly noticed until re-
cently.s While theropod prints may make up the bulk of the New-
ark-Hartford trackways, they make up only a small percentage
of the Morrison prints, just as they make up a small fraction of
the Morrison skeletal fauna.

The most familiar of Cretaceous footprint faunas are the
Texas sites from the middle of the period. Their initial explora-



tion was recounted by Roland Bird in 1985. Laid down on coastal
mudflats, theropod prints again seem to outnumber the herbi-
vore's, which were mainly brontosaurs. (One reason that thero-
pods may make more prints in some locales is discussed on page
44 of Chapter 2). Created at about the same time, but quite
different in character, are the iguanodont dinosaur dominated
trackway faunas of Alberta. Here theropod trails are in the mi-
noriqz, as in the Morrison.

Things that predatory dinosaur prints tell us about their
maker's anatomy and function are discussed throughout this
book. Prints have been dismissed by some as useless for under-
standing dinosaur biology, while others have gone overboard in
drawing conclusions from them. In reality, they are direct rec-
ords of dinosaur behavior that, when carefully interpreted, reveal
much about those who left them behind.

Trackways let us picture a vast mudflat, blindingly hot, with
distant trees on one horizon, a lake or sea shimmering on the
other, and clouds boiling up in a blue sky hearry with moisture.
Across the flats, striding like ostriches but bearing big rapacious
heads, walk a sextet of two-tonne theropods. A few body lengths
behind them range four dozen of their fellow pack members. All
are related via blood or mating. Their open mouths pant in the
discomforting heat. Except for the occasional squeak of a young-
ster they are silent, but one can hear the squish-plop of their
many feet treading through the soft mud. The object of their
attention is ahead of them, a herd of multi-story tall brontosaurs
making their way across the flats. The pack leaders are looking
the nervous vegetarian giants over, scouting for an ill juvenile, or
an adult that is showing too many signs of old age. For, you see,

the theropods are hungry.
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6-1
AII predatory dinosours hcd run-
ning legs, speedy, osrrich-like,
and graceful Ornithomimus brev-
itertius especiolly so.
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All living big predators are fairly fast: it helps to be able to
catch what one wants to eat! The birdlike limbs of small preda-
tory dinosaurs have led most dinosaurologists to conclude that
they were good runners. But a funny thing happens when many
look at the big species. The long-accepted image of TJnannoscu-
rus rex was of a sluggish, lumbering giant that fought its prey in
a slow-motion walk.l Some still believe it was too slow to catch
prey, and was therefore restricted to scavenging.2

Such views are certainly not correct. All theropods, includ-
ing the most gigantic, could run about as fast as horses and
ostriches. This may strike you as heretical and impossible; after
all, every one knows that big animals cannot run fast-the sftess
loads will break their bones. Elephants cannot run, and if big
mammals cannot run, surely no overgrown reptile could either.

But think about giant machines for a minute: 400-tonne jets
fly almost as fast as sound, 500,000-tonne supertankers plow
through storms, and giant earth-moving machines rip up coal
seruns. Think about the largest wooden sailing ships-these or-
ganic artifacts produced 3000 hp to drive 3000-tonne hulls at 14

knots. An animal is also a machine, like a truck or a ship, except
that instead of being made up of metal and powered by a diesel
engine, it is constructed of bones and powered by muscle. Pound
for pound, bone equals mild steel in bending and compressive
resistance-it can resist about 3000 kg pe. square centimeter in
compression. Bone fractures more easily than mild steel, but
unlike steel can preempt much microfracturing if given enough
time to heal.

Considering the high-quality materials animals are made of,
it is difficult to understand why their speed would have to be so

Iow at just a few tonnes. Actually, living examples prove the
contrary. White rhinos weighing 3.5 tonnes can achieve a fuIl
gallop, and there are reports of rhinos outsprinting horses with
riders.3 Why then do 3-tonne Indian elephants not run? Perhaps
for the suune reasons humans and tortoises cannot run fast: be-
cause they don't need to. This brings us to another point. Over
the last 10,000 to 1,000,000 years, most of a wonderful and
strange affay of giant mammals disappeared, perhaps at the
hand of humans. The living fauna of big animals is too impover-
ished to be a good test of large-animal speed. It is also possible
that extinct species could have done things modern ones can't.

The theory that big animals cannot be fast is yet another one
of those entrenched but unsubstantiated truisms that we keep
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stumbling over in this book. Although it is repeated ad infinitum,
there never has been a work that has rigorously proved the idea.
Instead, the theory that has been most successful at estimating
how animals should scale their proportions as size changes indi-
cates just the opposite. Called Elastic Similarity, it predicts that
as animals of similar design get bigger, they should get faster.
Thomas McMahon's theory4 starts with the observation that ani-
mals are elastic structures that bend under stress. As objects
become bigger, they can maintain a constant resistance to bend-
ing by becoming shorter and stouter (Figure 6-2).If they do so,

then body design can be kept the same regardless of size. This
means that big animals can have the same high-speed design as

small animals. Furthermore, as the limbs become stouter, their
muscles become more powerful, so the stride length increases.
Because the stride length increases more rapidly than the stride
frequency, speed goes up. This is why the kangaroo can outrun
the tiny kangaroo rat, even though they are about equally well
built for speed. Bigger animals are also more energy-efficient
than smaller forms. On the other hand, the greater inertial mass
of big animals reduces their ability to accelerate and nrn fast.

Of course, as with most things, the situation is more compli-
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I 6-2
In elasfically similar sfructures,
resrstcnce to bending is kepf con-
sfant as size goes up by increas-
ing diamerer (D) relqtive to length
(L). So when length is doubled,
the diameter should increose
nearly three-fold. 

"hrs 
allometric

solufion may be the one used by
onimals.
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cated than it appears. The lower limb sections may become
shorter relative to the upper segments as size goes up in order to
keep the muscles stretching the proper amounts. But this is a
small change and should not affect speed much. Indeed, field
observation has so far failed to prove that the ungulates with
shorter lower limbs are slower than the others.s Ultimately, there
are limits to the size of everything. As height increases, the base
of the structure becomes overstressed regardless of how it's built,
and deformation occurs. This is why really big objects from as-

teroid size on up collapse under their own weight into a spherical
shape. The stress problem does not seem, however, to be critical
for animal-sized machines.

So while the old standard equates big size with slow speed,
modern theories suggest otherwise. But just because it may be
possible for big animals to be fast, does not mean that they were;
nonetheless, there are ways to get a better idea of how things
were in this case. To estimate speed in extinct animals, we need

to compare their design to those of living animals whose speed
we can observe and measure. It is also useful to measure their
proportions to see if they change as size changes in accordance

with elastically similar principles, and to study their trackways.
Trackways are important because, potentially, they offer a

direct way of measuring the speed of the animal that made them.
This is fairly easy to do because the size of the track maker can

be estimated by the size of the footprint, and this can be com-
bined with the length of the stride to get a rough estimate of the
speed.6 However, this sort of data must be used very carefully. If
a large group of trackways of a single species all show walking
animals, this means nothing more than that all those animals
were walking at that time. It does not in any way mean they were
incapable of a fast run. In fact, most animals, like humans, take
most of their steps in a walk. Running is usually resorted to only
in an occasional flight or chase. The fact that even fossil mammol
trackways were almost never made by running individuals i is
very telling.

Although the vast majority of theropod trackways show
walking individuals, some do show runners. In 1981, James Far-
low described a set of trackways from Early Cretaceous Texas
that show a number of 400-to-700-kg theropods running at mod-
erate L2 to 25 mph speeds. There is no a priori reason to believe
that this represents their top speed. Richard Thulborn and Mary
Wade believe that their set of stampeding small bipedal dinosaur



trackways do show their top speed, about 25 mph.S Their conclu-
sion is questionable because it is not known if the small dino-
saurs had run far enough to work up to their top speed. Besides,
animals do not always mn at their top speed when crowded in a
stampeding group. It is when a predator is chasing an isolated
individual that it has singled out for attack that the highest
speeds tend to be reached.

This is what makes a set of Early Jurassic footprints from
Arizona especially intriquing.e Made by a small theropod or or-
nithopod, the prints indicate that a 10-kg bipedal d.inosaur was
running very fast, with a stride approaching 4 m and a speed of
about 40 mph, the speed of greyhounds and racehorses (Figure
6-3).And why not? Theropods were built like birds, and so

should have run about as well too. This trackway is a real head-
ache for those who want even the small, gracile dinosaurs to be
slower th?rn birds and mammals-enough to inspire convoluted
attempts to explain it away as the traces of an incredibly long-
limbed theropod.lo

What about big theropods? All their footprints show a walk-
ing gait. The Halsteads point to a GIen Rose trackway as proof
that this was their top speed.tt They reason that since the thero-
pod was following a brontosaur, it must have been going as fast
as it could. However, the theropod appears to have weighed
about 2 tonnes, the brontosaur 20. That the lone theropod had
serious plans to attack an animal ten times its size is not likely.

So trackways show that small- and medium-sized theropods
could run, and that the smaller ones could probably run very
fast. tt cannot be proven that large theropods were slow by their
trackways, because, ff I've explained, this would be another case

of unfair use of negative evidence. Someday the prints of a 5-
tonne theropod running at high speed may be found and settle
the issue once and for all. Until and unless that happens, we
must turn to the design and stressing of the theropod skeleton
for evidence of their speed.

It is rather disconcerting how much we still do not know
about animal locomotion. Actually, this is not as surprising as it
sounds. Even the workings of human-built machines are in many
ways poorly understood.r2 Over the years, elaborate theories have
been constructed arguing that slender-limbed animals with long,
graceful feet and shanks should be more efficient and outrun
heavy-bodied, stumpy-limbed animals.t3 This makes a lot of
sense, and to a degree is true, but in many ways it is not. For
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6-3
An exceptionql tracl<way thot
shows o small bipedal dinosaur,
either a theropod or crn ornirhls-
chion, running about 40 mph.
Some have tried to make the di-
noscur into o walker by giving it
absurdly h5ryer-Iong limbs cnd
tiny toes, but no such onimal ever
existed. Scale bar equols 0.5
mefer.

ex€lmple, experiments and observations have shown that energy
consumption, the arcs that limbs travel through with each stride,
and the frequencies of those strides are pretty much the same

regardless of limb design.ta This came as a great surprise to bi-
ologists, and has not been explained. Chris McGowen found that
tyt.,g weights to his lower limbs degraded running performance,rs
but this does not tell us much because these were dead weights.
Adding dead weight to an aircraft likewise degrades its perfor-
mance, but adding weight in the form of bigger wings or engines
may improve things. Muscles produce power that elastic bones

store and return, and the effect of their distribution along a limb
is a subtle and not well understood one.

Recently, one biologist ran assorted lizards from the same

region under the same conditions and timed them. The fat, short-
limbed ones ran just as fast as the slender, long-limbed species!

What really adds insult to injury is something that has been

known for a long time but rarely discussed-that lizards, stout
and light ones alike, can outrun such advanced and very gracile
hopping desert rodents as the kangaroo rat.

Well, one may think, these are small animals. Limb design
must have more effect on large animals. But exactly why having
gracile limbs would not increase the speed of kangaroo rats,
while it would for kangaroos, has not been explained. Besides,

there are the bears. With their short, flat feet, short lower limbs,
and fairly straight joints, they have all the hallmarks of real
clunkers. But bears do not cooperate with theory. They can

achieve a full, fast gallop, and have been reported to outsprint



horses and elk for short distances. And as we already noted, it
has not been possible to demonstrate that the big, less gfacile
ungulates are statistically slower than the small, slender forms.r6

Certain aspects of dinosaur morphology have been cited as
evidence for their slowness. Prime among these are their cartila-
genous limb joints. Dinosaurs were like crocodilians in that their
joints did not ossi$r after they matured. Their joints were alleg-
edly too primitive and susceptible to damage to allow a fast run.
But fully grown immature birds and crocodilians run on their
cartilagenous joints with no complaint. Far from hindering
speed, cartilage is an excellent, elastic, energy-absorbing mate-
rial with superb lubricative qualities that spreads the stress at
the limb joint over a large area. Big adult orangutans, for in-
stance, survive frighteningly long falls because they have unusu-
ally flexible, cartilagenous joints. Another argument for theropod
slowness has been their lack of certain details of limb anatomy
found in fast mammals. This is simply a case of mammal chau-
vinism. That this is not so is proven by fast birds, which lack the
very srune mammal attributes that theropods lack. There is usu-
ally more than one way of doing things. Along this line, Nicholas
Hotton suggested that the highly rylindrical hind-limb joints of
dinosaurs were built more for the gentle stresses of walking than
the tougher ones of running on irregular ground.tT But as we saw
in Chapter 4, fast birds have dinosaur-style rylindrical limb
joints that work the same way. Even ungulates, among the fastest
of mammals, have the most rylindrical limb joints found among
mammals. Then there are the rearward facing ankle processes
that give the shank muscles better leverage. These too differ in
mammals and dinosaurs. In the former the calcaneal tuber, your
heel bone, is very prominent. Theropods, and birds tcio, lack this
tuber, and some think it means they were slower. Not so, instead
they have a hypotarsus projecting just below the ankle. Although
smaller than the calcaneal tuber it does the job just as well.

There is one key adaptation that does separate animals that
can only walk (at least one limb is in contact with the ground at
all times) from those that are capable of running (with a sus-
pended phase in which no feet contact the ground)-the flexible
ankle. In elephants and tortoises the ankles are made up of flat
immobile elements, so the foot cannot push the body into a bal-
listic suspended phase. You can get an idea of what this is like
by tryrng to run on your heels alone. All large animals that have
flexible ankles can run, without exceptions. The theropod ankle
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is very birdlike and has a highly mobile cylindrical joint. This is
true at all sizes-the ankle of tyrannosaurs is nearly identical to
those of the small ostrich-mimics. The only reason grant thero-
pods would have had such ankles is to run on them.

The next question is, how fast could theropods go? Humans
run on flexible ankles, but rather slowly. Tryrng to estimate pre-
cisely the running abilities of fossil tetrapods by grading their
limb design is difficult, because there is so much spread between
running performance and design in modern animals. Occasion-
ally some of us who work on animal locomotion will nod our
heads and admit that, when you get down to it, "if an animal
looks fast, it's fast." Anyone can look at ostrich or dog skeletons
and see runners; elephants are obvious sluggards. This leads to
the following, very reliable observations. Slow animals are slow
not necessarily because they are big, but because they have ex-

treme adaptations for being slow, such as stiff ankles, and ex-

tremely stumpy feet. If, on the other hand, the animal in question
has long limbs with big powerful thigh and calf muscles, long
energy-storing spring tendons, flexed spring-action knees and
ankles, nonrotatable shank bones that equal at least two thirds
of the femur's length, reduced lower fibulas, large high-leverage
crests in the knee and another in the ankle (the hypotarsus), and
long, namow, three-toed, lightly padded, digitigrade feet, then it
can run very well. No living animal that has such limbs cannot.

The ostrich is one animal that has such limbs, and of course

it is a superb runner. So do theropods, which are themselves

ostrich-like in most respects of their design. This fact has long
been recognized to be true of the smaller theropods, especially
the "ostrich-mimic" ornithomimids. It is less often noticed but
equally true not only of the small tyrannosaurs, but of TJnanno-
scurus rex and the other big theropods as well.

The ostrich-mimics and tyrannosaurs show this in a remark-
able way. In Figure 6-4, ostrich-mimics and tyrannosaurs of in-
creasing size are compared at the same scale. Because they lived
in different ways, they differ in the head, neck, and forelimb.
But, from 150 kg to 6 or more tonnes they maintain essentially
the same birdlike form in the trunk, tail, and most especially the
hind limbs. The hip's ilial bone is big, long and rectangular. The
femur is robust and curved-even more in ?. rex than in ostrich-
mimics!-and as explained in Chapter 4, the knee joints were
always hrghly flexed. Fibulas are substantially reduced at the
lower end. The foot is long and very compressed, with the upper
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A comparison of locomotory form
in small ostrich-mimics and gtont
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half of the central metatarsal almost pinched out of existence.
Indeed, the constancy of design in the ostrich-mimics and ty-
rannosaurs is extraordinary. Only the proportions and a few de-
tails change: tyrannosaurs retain a small inner toe and slightly
less reduced fibula in the shank, while shank and foot become
relatively shorter in the bigger species. The latter is a conse-
quence of elastic similarity and should not affect performance
much; it does not in ungulates. Even with these minor differ-
ences, no other animal group shows so unchangrng a design over
this size range. The retention of a flexed knee in Tlronnosourus
rex is a really astonishing adaptation; it is as highly flexed as

those of gazelles, horses, and ostriches!
Notably, there is nothing of the elephant in the big tyranno-

sau-rs. The tyrannosaurs do not have the heavily padded, stiff-
ankled, short feet of elephants, nor their short, weakly muscled
shanks and columnar knees (see Figure 6-5). Traditionalists
wishing to keep T. ru slow have tried to find some sort of slow
feature in it. Some say that its femur was straight, which it was
not. Others point to the "short" lower limb bones, but the shank
and foot are as long, relative to the femur, as are a racehorse's.

Theropod limbs are not exact copies of those of birds or of any
other tetrapod, but the limbs of the biggest tyrannosaurs are the
same as those of the small, swift ostrich-mimcs. This is powerful
evidence of their speed, for the engineering principle that tells us

that "machines that are built the same, work the same" shows us
that the tyrannosaurs with limbs like ostrich-mimics ran as well
as ostrich-mimics. After all, why be built like a fast runner if you
are not one?

Were the limbs of the big tyrannosaurs strong enough to run
fast on? There is a way to test this. The plot in Figure 6-6 shows
that fast-running living bipeds such as jeroboas and kangaroos
have stouter, stronger femurs than do slow-running humans. The
more robust femora may be necessary to absorb the stresses of
longer ballistic suspended phases. Not surprisingly, the ostrich-
mimics and tyrannosaurs have stout femora designed to absorb
the stresses of high speeds like those of fast mammals. This is
very good evidence that they ran fast.

The predictions of elastic similarity provide another means
of testing the leg strength and power of theropods. Remember
that in animals of similar design the bending resistance of the
limbs can also be kept similar as size increases. To understand
how this works, consider an animal of a given weight, that has



limbs of a certain thickness. If the dimensions of the animal are
doubled and all the relative proportions remain the same (iso-
metric), the mass is cubed and will increase eightfold. But the
cross-sectional area of the limbs is only squared and. increases
just four times. The limbs become more easily bent in isometric
animals. But we know animals are not isometric; they are allo-
metric and change proportions as they change size. As you can
see in Figures 6-4 and 6-5, bending resistance is kept constant-
i.e., elastically similar-by increasing the diameter and decreas-
ing the length of the bones relative to the cube of the mass. The
proportions should change according to certain values, or expo-
nents. Because the muscles must also increase in diameter in
order to power the stouter bones, stride length also increases
with size. So speed can remain constant, or even edge up, as size
increases.

If ostrich-mimics and tyrannosaurs were keeping their legs
strong and powerful enough for high speeds at all sizes, then
their limbs should become more robust as they get bigger. The
plots in Figure 6-6 prove that this is exactly what happens in
these theropods. They were elastically similar animals that main-
tained the same bending resistance from Ornithomimus to IY-
ronnoscurus rex. This also means something else. Ornitho-
mimids have always been considered very gracile animals. In

6-5
Whot Tlrannosaurus rex would
have looked like if it had been the
slow, elephantine animql some
think ir wos. ?he limbs would
hqve been vertical, the lower ele-
menfs greotly shorfened, and the
creos cnd processes /or muscle
attochmenfs reduced. The verte-
brql column would hove been
Iighter, too. To see T. rex as the
p ow erfully built, sp ring- I imbed
runner that it really wcs, see Frg-
ure 6-4; in rhe two drctwin€s rhe
legs were drawn to the scme
Iength relative to body size.
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maintaining elastic similarity with ornithomimids, the big
tyrannosaurs are, in effect, maintaining the s€une degree of g'r"c-

cility relative to their mass. So, while they are robust in absolute
measure, they remain gracile in relative terms.

The results are conclusive. The ostrich-mimics and tyran-
nosaurs of all sizes were equally well designed, stressed, and
powered for running fast. T. re>r, far from being a lumbering
bipedal version of the elephant, was probably about as swift as

an ostrich.
Just exactly how swift was swift? In hard, precise measure,

this is areal can of worms; for just how fast living animals run is
not well known. Racetrack records show that thoroughbreds can
run the quarter mile at 43 mph, three quarters of a mile at 40.
Greyhounds can make over 34 mph. But how fast wild animals
are is disputed, simply because it is so hard to determine speed
away from a measured trackway. Some authorities credit chee-
tahs with 70-mph sprints, others with only 40 to 50. Ostriches

6-6
A logJog plot eomparing the ro-
busfness of the femur in hopping
mcmmcls (solid squares), humcns
(open sq'uores with a diogonal),
and ornithom im ids- Srron nosou rs
(solid circles). Obsewe that the
rheropods, includin g Tlrannosau-
rus rex, are like the fast-hopping
mammals inhaving much sroufer
thigh bones thqn slow humans.
Also, the slope of 1.28 followed by
orn i rhom i mid- tyr anno saur femora
shows that they increased in ro-
busfness in aecordance with elas-
tic similarity (the wclls of the limb
bones o,Iso became thicker with
size, further increcs ing strength) .
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are said to run between 30 and 50 mph. Pronghorn antelope and.

gazelles are often credited with 60-mph records, but in a compre-
hensive study of African ungulate speeds, McNeil Alexander and
his crew could not get any of the antelope to go faster than 30
mph.tt Since thoroughbreds are specially bred for speed, Alex-
ander argued that they may be as fast as any other animal. Con-
sidering the positive size-speed implications of elastic similar-
ity, it is by no means impossible that ?. rex could reach 45
mph.tn Then agarn,35 may have been the big tyrannosaur's and
ornithomimid's best, but I suspect about 40 is most likely. Cer-
tainly 30 mph, the speed rhinos often run at, was the very mini-
muln.

I have concentrated on the ostrich-mimics and tyrannosaurs
because they are among the most gracile and the most similar-
limbed of the theropods; only the birdlike troodonts and avimim-
ids were as gracile. All theropods share the birdlike limb design,
and although there are differences in their joint anatomy, espe-

cially between early and more advanced theropods, these are

minor and did not affect their speed. All theropods could run
well. It is tempting to think of ornithomimids, tSrannosaurs, troo-
donts, and avimimids as theropodian racehorses, the fastest of
their breed. This may well be correct. Then again, we have seen

how fat lizards keep up with gracile ones, so estimating compar-
ative theropod speeds is a tricky proposition.

6-7
Tlrannosaurus rex may have
been qbout as fast os o rccehorse;
it certainly was the lrsrest animol
for its size thqt we know of.



Theropods did not develop their speed on their own. They
inherited it from their early predatory dinosaur ancestors. In-
deed, the protodinosaur lagosuchid's name means rabbit lizard,
a reference to their very long hind limbs. The thecodontian
ancestors of dinosaurs could gallop well themselves. Protodino-
saurs and paleodinosaurs retained four toes, but the innermost
of these was already shortened. The main modification theropods
made was to further reduce this inner toe, resulting in the classic
narrow bird foot.

Now we can look again at the question of why, if tyranno-
saurs were so fast, are elephants so slow? Since there are no giant
fast mammalian predators, elephants do not have to be fast. They
can always give a predator a good fight. This is unlike the situa-
tion of small animals, which must always be able to flee from
bigger animals or be armored for protection, like slow tortoises.
Big theropods, in contrast, had to avoid fighting their equally big
prey. This meant that they had to be fast in order to make a quick
escape after delivering the initial wound. The horned ceratopsids
responded by becoming fast and dangerous themselves, while
the duckbills acquired both speed and agility. These changes in
the prey required yet more speed in the grrannosaurs so they
could catch and wound them safely. The Mesozoic Era saw a
predator-prey speed and size race that has not been matched in
the mammalian world.
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For most of this centur!, dinosaurs were accepted as "good
reptiles," with low, Iizard-like metabolic rates. There was a lot of
circular reasoning involved in this. Some books said dinosaurs
were "cold-blooded" because they were reptiles, then said they
were reptiles because they were cold-blooded! But these days the
metabolic systems or physiologies of dinosaurs are a point of
great contention.t

It is difncult enough to measure the metabolic rates of living
animals, much less ones that have been dead for sixty-five-plus
million years. In fact, some paleontologists and physiologists be-
lieve that attempts to estimate the physiologies of fossil animals
are futile. They would rather we limit our efforts to more "do-
able" things such as phylogenetics and functional anatomy. I
compare these people to Comte, the philosopher who in 1835

argued that we would never be able to tell what stars are made
of because we cannot directly sample them. As it happened, as-

tronomers were just then developing the techniques to indirectly
"sample" stars by their light spectra. Most of what we do in
paleontology is also via indirect observation. I note in Chapter 8

how uncertain dinosaurian relationships may always be, for we
can no more watch how dinosaurs evolve into new species than
we can read a dinosaur's blood pressure or take its temperature.
In fact, we may be able to do a better job understanding dinosaur
physiology than their relationships. Much as astronomers sample
stars by long distance, we can get estimates of dinosaurs' phy-
siologies via paleontological time travel.

The difference between estimation and direct proof of dino-
saurian physiologies is an important one. We cannot have the
latter. By the srlme token, we cannot directly prove that recently
extinct mammals such as the saber-toothed cat, or even our
human ancestors, were physiologically similar to ourselves. But
the possibility that they were different is so remote that it can be
dismissed without a second thought. Dinosaurs are quite differ-
ent. They are not the kinds of reptiles, birds, or marnmals alive
today, so their physiology is not known a priori. And just because
the reptilian model is the traditional one does not mean the bur-
den of proof lies on the other models. Therefore, the best way to
study theropod physiology is to start with an open mind. The
problem should be considered on the same basis as is most sci-
ence-as a matter of probabilities. Therefore, we will look at
many lines of evidence, and at the end see which physiology best



fits the bill. Eventually, dinosaurologists will probably have

enough evidence for a solid consensus to emerge.

This is true because we have a film foundation upon which

to base our studies-the physiologies of living animals. They are

well understood, and becoming more so. Therefore, when we

look at extinct animals we really can get a good idea of what was

going on. This is the opposite of the dinosaur-extinction problem,
in which even the basics are murky at best.

So, in order to start our physiological discussion we have to

understand what we are talking about, and that is fairly compli-
cated. Most animals, including amphibians and reptiles, are

"cold-blooded." They have low metabolic rates that at any given

size are about Seven to ten times less those of "warm-blooded"

mammals and birds. I say "at any glven size" because as animals

of similar ptrysiology get larger, their metabolic rates decline

relative to each unit of mass. So a 1000-kg eland has a metabolic

rate only 5.6 times greater than a 100-kg wildebeest (see Appen-

dix A). Having low metabolic rates, reptiles are dependent on the

environment for most of their body heat. Hence, they are called

ectotherms. However, reptiles are not at the merqy of the environ-
ment; instead, they oploir it. Most reptiles operate best at high

body temperatures, from 80' to 100-plus"F (so the label cold-

blooded is a partial misnomer). They get there by sunning them-

selves, and can raise their body temperatures well above that of
cool air. Of course, this method only goes so far. There has to be

enough sunlight available, it does not work at night, and the air
cannot be too cold. Because reptile body temperatures fluctuate,

thev are heterotherms, or ectothermic heterotherms in sum.

/tt ir important that bodSr temperatures fluctuate less in big-

ger reptiles. This is because their very bulk effectively insulates

them against heat loss and gain. The effect is modest in the big
monitor lizards and crocs, but in theory grant ectotherms could
have fairly constant temperatures.2 This is called bulk homeo-

thermy. Another idea suggests that as reptiles get bigger, their
metabolic rates converge with those of big mammals.3 If true, an

elephant-sized reptile would have a metabolic rate about as high
as an elephant's. Since with a metabolic rate this high the reptile
is no longer dependent on the sun to keep warm, this is known

as bulk endothermy. Remember the meanings of bulk homeo-

thermy and bulk endothermy, because these are the two modern

models for big, reptile-like dinosaur physiologies. Both envision

large dinosaurs as continuously active animals. This is a key
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point, for the recent debate on dinosaur energetics has caused
the old concept of dinosaurs as sluggish lower vertebrates to be
universally rejected.

Birds and mammals keep their body temperatures both high
(95" to 105'F) and constant. They do so by eating prodigious
quantities of food and "burning" or metabolizing the energy it
contains. Sophisticated, automatic thermoregulatory controls
(sweating, panting, and shivering, among them) keep things on
track. Hence, birds and mammals, called endothermic homeo-
therms, are much less dependent on the environment than rep-
tiles. In particular, they can get by without sun bathing (though
some humans seem strangely unaware of this). some primitive
mammals have intermediate metabolic systems. Monotremes
(the platypus and the spiny anteater) and the tenrec (a relative
of shrews), for instance, have a reptile-like metabolic rate when
warm or resting, and body temperatures of about 85'F. But they
keep their body temperature constant, and when cold or active
they assume a high mammalian metabolic rate.

There is a possible difference in the way birds and mammals
thermoregulate that may warrant attention. Both groups shiver
to keep warm when they are really cold. when temperatures are
cool, many mammals use what is called nonshivering thermogen-
esis to help keep body temperatures up. This heat is produced
by special "brown" fat cells. For a long time it was believed that
birds did not have brown fat or use nonshivering thermogenesis.
Recent studies indicate that they do,a but perhaps not to the same
extent as mammals.

A good way to start on theropod metabolics is to stand back
and take a good look at one of their skeletons. Then look at some
other dinosaur skeletons. This tells us a lot of things. First, di-
nosaurs are all pretty much the same. Every one is an erect, long-
limbed animal. Being so alike structurally, it is reasonable to
expect them to be physiologically similar too. Some argue that
the anatomically diverse dinosaurs should have diverse physiol-
ogies, like mammals. But dinosaurs are not as diverse as mam-
mals in anatomy. No dinosaurs were like the sprawling, lower-
metabolic-rate "tenrecs" or "spiny anteaters" in shape. Instead,
dinosaurs show about the same amount of structural diversity
seen in elephants, ungulates, carnivores, kangaroos, and humans
put together, and all of these erect, long-legged mammals share
high metabolic rates. A variation on this theme notes that since
dinosaurs were a unique group, they should be expected to have



a unique physiology, different from either reptiles or birds and

mammals. This is quite possible, but birds and mammals, as

separate and as different as they are, evolved remarkably similar
physiologies. Dinosaurs may have done the same.

The principle of uniformity of design and physiology is most

true of predatory dinosaurs, since all are birdlike bipeds. This
brings us to a critical point about theropods, that they cre so very
birdlike. Feathered, flying Archaeopteryx is the first "bird," and

all agree it was endothermic. The theropod Velociropfor is nearly
identical to the early bird, and may be its descendant. I find it
inconceivable that Velociraptor had a different physiology from
Archoeopter5m. To take things further, the early theropod Coelo-

physrs and grgantrcTJnannoscunn also share an essentially bird-
like design. I know of no good reason why either should have a

sharply different physiology. This is even more true in view of
the fact that all the big theropods evolved from fhe smcller ones.

If the small ones were endothermic as most dinosaurologists now

believe, it is hard to believe that the large species lost, again and

agarn, the fast metabolisms their ancestors had. The bipedal pa-

leodinosaurs and herbivorous dinosaurs also have an avian

build; they too should have a birdlike physiology. Even the big
quadrupedal dinosaurs are descendants of small, birdlike spe-

cies, so they should have an aviarn physiology. There are archo-

saurs that were not birdlike, and that probably did have

intermediate, tenrec-like physiologies. These were the dinosaurs'
ancestors, the early thecodonts. Some contend that theropods'

closest physiological models are the big monitor lizards. Yet even

the world's biggest Lrzard, the Komodo monitor, is built nothing
like $,ronnoscurus rex or Ornitholesfes. That such dissimilar
forms share like physiologies is hardly credible.

John Ostrom's and Robert Bakker's important variant of this
argument points out that all living animals with fulty erect gaits

-all birds and most mammals-are high-metabolic-rate ho-

meotherms.s There are absolutely no exceptions. All dinosaurs
were fully erect, so they should should have been endothermic
homeotherms. There are semisprawling mammals that have high
metabolic rates, but this only means you need not be fully erect

to be endothermic-it does not imply the reverse. Theoretical
animals that combine erect gait and reptilian metabolics have

been constructed, but whether they would work in reality is an-

other matter. Aside from the empirical evidence that no living
animal does so, there is hard evidence that they could not work.
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It has already been explained in chapter 3 (page 53) that only an
erect gait allows the animal to breathe rapidly during a run.
obviously, high-metabolic-rate animals need a lot of oxygen
when exercising. Another reason may have to do with blood pres-
sure. Lung-breathing ectotherms have three-chambered, lower-
pressured hearts that cannot pump blood upward, so they are
Iow-slung animals that carry their head and brain at heart level.
The high metabolic rates of endotherms mean that they have to
pump large quantities of oxygen and nutrient-carrying blood very
rapidly through the body. This requires a complex, four-cham-
bered heart that can maintain high blood pressures. such pres-
sures can pump blood upward, so endotherms can adopt a tall
posture with the head carried hlgh.u rhe swan-necked predatory
dinosaurs fit this bilt.

other details of theropod design also fit the endothermic
model. The highly vaulted roofs of their mouths, or the secondary
palates, allowed theropods to breathe while they ate-an impor-
tant thing for fast-breathing endotherms! The large lungs in the
early forms and increasingly sophisticated avian systems of oth-
ers were a good way to get lots of oxygen into a fast-running
metabolic system. Some other aspects of anatomy are much less
informative, such as the finbacks of some predatory dinosaurs.
These could be solar heaters for ectotherms, or heat radiators for
endotherms: we cannot tell.

It is interesting that bulk endothermy also explains the erect
gait, nasal passages, and lungs of big theropods. After all, big-
bulk endotherms are supposed to have the same metabolic rates
as big mammals. But this does not explain these adaptations in
small predatory dinosaurs, since they would have low lizard-like
metabolisms. Again, the uniformity of theropod design places
constraints on theoretical models even more so when one con-
siders that all groups of brg-bodied theropods evolved from
smaller species. It as most believe, small theropods were endo-
therms, why would all the big ones have gone back to reptilian
ways, time and time again? This is a serious question that those
favoring non-avian-manunalian big-theropod physiologies have
tended to skirt.

It is probable that big brains require a constant flow of warm
blood to work; otherwise important thoughts will disappear
when the metabolic rate goes down. So the large brains of such
"protobird" theropods as dromaeosaurs, troodonts, and ostrich-
mimics are widely accepted as evidence that they did have high



metabolic rates, at least at the tenrec level. The other small ther-

opods had brains as big as that of Archoeopter5m, which we are

confident was endothermic. On the other hand, the relatively
small brains of other theropods are often considered to be the

best evidence for lower metabolic rates.T But a careful examina-

tion of the issue shows that things are not as simple as they

appear. Since endotherms have to gather ten times as much food

as ectotherms, they are alleged to need bigger brains in order to

cope with the intellectual strains of being so active. This theory
works fine for small animals. The problem is that big-bulk ho-

meotherms and bulk endotherms are both supposed to have

fairly constant body temperatures too. This constancy is sup-

posed to make them active, like big endotherms. The bulk en-

dotherms aie also projected to eat about as much as big

endothermic homeotherms. If, therefore, dinosaurs were bulk
endotherms or bulk homeotherms, then the small ones should

have small brains and the bigger, more active ones big brains.
However, exactly the opposite is true! This means that all the

modern theories of big-animal metabolics fail to explain the small

brains of large theropods. This indicates that high activity does

not require great intellect after all. The real question is why big

theropods did not evolve big brains when their possible physiol-

ogies show they could have.

The brain-size issue also hits hard at bulk endothermy for
theropods in another way. Bulk endothermy postulates that small
dinosaurs had slow metabolisms, and that the metabolic rates of
big species converged with those of big endotherms. This is sim-
ply not so, since the relatively big-brained small theropods al-

most certainly had faster metabolisms than reptiles of equal size.

This means that the s2e-induced convergence in metabolic rates

could not have occurred, and that there is no place for bulk
endothermy in theropod metabolics.

Going to ever smaller detail in our look at dinosaur anatomy

and physiology, we turn to bone histology-the internal fine

structure of bones as revealed by sutting out thin sections and

looking at them under a microscope. This ties into another criti-
cal factor, growth rates. This is really an old line of work, for as

far back as the 1800s it was noted that the insides of dinosaur
bones were structured like those of birds and mammals, and
quite different from those of reptiles. There has been a lot of
debate about the similarities and differences between endo-

thermic and reptilian bones, from which a consensus seems to
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have emerged. Armand Ricqles and Robin Reid show that most
endotherms over 10 kg have well-developed "flbrolamellar" bone,
while ectotherms do not.8 The development of extensive fibrola-
mellar bone appears to stem from a hrgh rate of growth. we often
despair over how fast our children grow. But humans really ma-
ture achingly slowly for mammals, perhaps because of our need
for a long social education. Horses and ostriches reach adult size
in only a year or so. on the other hand, crocodilians and giant
tortoises take decades. Speed of growth is also size-related: usu-
ally, the bigger the creature, the slower it develops. And at any
given size, most endotherms grow an order of magnitude more
rapidly than ectotherms. so while elephantse and whales take
about two or three decades to grow up, similarly gigantic ecto-
therms would take a couple of centuries or more to do the same.

The critical point is that fast growth requires a fast intake of
food, and, in wild juveniles, fast food intake requires greater
activity. In small youngsters, only heightened metabolic rates can
drive such activity, rates at least at the tenrec level. Because of
this, only endotherms grow rapidly and develop substantial fi-
brolamellar bone in the wild. No known ectotherm can do this.
As you mlght suspect by now, dinosaur bone almost always has
well-developed fibrolamellar bone, firm evidence that they grew
rapidly in the avian-mammalian manner. This seems to be con-
firmed by another aspect of bone histology, growth rings. Formed
each year as winter or the dry season slows growth, these are
corrunon in reptiles, even the tropical ones. Some temperate and
polar birds and mammals have similar rings in their long bones,
but as far as I know such rings are entirely absent in living
tropical ones. It is hard to tell if the birds' rings are real growth
marks, and it has been found that more than one forms each
year.r. In any case, such "growth" rings occur in onry a few big
theropods. when they do show up they are rather low in number.
They are not the many dozens of very thin bands crowded into
the bones'outer layers that should be expected if these were long-
maturing ectotherms. Considering that each ring forms at least
once a year, if not more rapidly we deduce that their owners
were growing to large sizes in only a few years. So small thero-
pods matured in about ayear, and were ord in a few. The giants
were adults in a decade or two, and reached perhaps sixty or so
years in age. Speculations that big theropods lived for centuries
are not supported by the data.

That dinosaur growth rings are so rare both in occurrence



and in number implies that dinosaur metabolisms were fast. That

they appear at all suggests dinosaurs differ in some modest way

from tropical mammals and birds. As noted above, birds seem to

employ nonshivering thermogenesis less than mammals. Perhaps

this form of heat production was less developed in dinosaurs,

enough so that it occasionally affected growth. This is a very

tentative idea. and the whole issue needs a lot more work.

ln 1979, Johnston found that theropod teeth had rings in

their inner dentine like those of crocodilians, so he thought that

they should be ectothermic.u On the other hand, these growth

rings may have something to do with the constant tooth replace-

ment practiced by theropods and crocodilians. Because the latter

two groups' teeth differ so much from the mammalian permanent

adult teeth, they do not offer a clear test of physiologr.'2

We can tell that dinosaurs continued to grow as adults, albeit

slowly, because their cartilage limb joints never ossified. This is

often cited as a reptilian feature, but elephants never seem to

completely stop growing either.t3

There is another and more subtle problem with either bulk

endothermy or bulk homeothermy for big theropods that took

care of their young. Being sluggish at night, and having to bask

7-2
Theropods gtew Etitefrst; rhis
boby Velociraptor antirrhoPus
will grow up to its firll wolf size in
only ayear.
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in the morning, the small juveniles would have had trouble keep-
ing up with their big, more-constant-temperature parents. Not
only that, but the young of most fully parental animals musf grow
rapidly, otherwise it would be decades before the young*t..*
would be big enough to be fledged. crocodilians get around this
problem by abandoning their slow-growing young when they are
still tiny.

The main argument for bulk homeothermy in big theropocls
is a twofold one: first, many dinosaurs are large; second, it is
much more energy-efficient than true endothermic homeothermy
while it supplies much the same temperature constanry. To claim
that energy efficienry is paramount to biological systems is to
make a big assumption. It may at least partly stem from a mis-
understanding of energ;y efficienry versus energy consumption.
one can sometimes fncrecse energy efficienry by increasing con-
sumption. For example, each citizen of a developed society con-
sumes far more energy than their recent ancestors did. But this
energy goes into producing even more fantastic amounts of ma-
terial goods. As for organisms, they are always competing with
one another for the available energy. It is a lot like a race, and
the organism that uses more energy to get more energy faster
than the others may win out. If you were entering the Indianap-
olis 500, would you go with an economy car, or a gas- gazzring
racer? So a high-metabolic-rate endotherm may consume more
energy than the ectotherm, but it may get proportionately more
energ:y in return for its expendirure. This presents a complicated,
subtle problem that ecologists are still grappling with.

Bulk homeothermy may not be good at maintaining a con-
stant temperature under adverse conditions. Sophisticated math-
ematical models show that big dinosaurs living in warm sunny
environments should have stable temperatures. But what about
the rainy monsoon season when series of storms move in? ones
with cool breezes and rain? Each storm could last for days, and
the monsoon for months. Evaporation is a powerful coolant, es-
pecially in a breeze. Hence, even big low-metabolic-rate dino-
saurs would suffer a drastic temperature drop. And there would
be no sunlight to heat them up. Notably, no one advocating ec-
tothermic dinosaurs has constructed a model to test this problem.
of course, endotherms have little trouble keeping warm in such
conditions.

A more serious cooling problem is revealed by a fantastic
and recent revelation-polar theropods! we think of dinosaurs
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as denizens of warm tropical and semitropical environs, and
most of those we know of were. But dinosaur remains, including
small and large theropods, have been showing up in Middle and
Late Cretaceous deposits that were then close to the poles.ra As
shown in Figure 7-4, the Late cretaceous North pole may have
then been close to what is now prince Edward Island. Dinosaurs
lived in northernmost Alaska and the northwest yukon on what
was then the Cretaceous coastline, only ten or so degrees south
of the pole. Dinosaurs may have also lived on the northern ca-
nadian land even closer to the pole, though no remains have been
found there yet. In the mid-cretaceous, the south pole was very
close to southeastern Australia, and so were dinosaurs.

The Cretaceous poles were not at all as nasty as they are
today. Rich forests with small crocodilians and furtles grew
around the poles, and tundra was apparently unknown.rs still,
the polar winter sun set for days or months on end, depriving
ectotherms of their heater. Temperafures became cool, at the
least, with occasional light freezes and snowfalls.r6 Just how cool
the Cretaceous polar winters were is an increasing subject of
dispute, for some believe temperatures were startlingly low,
enough for hard freezes-river and coastal ice, and even high-
land glaciers.r? This was not a problem for the crocs and turtles,
or small dinosaurs if they were ectothermic. By seeking shelter
in bottom muds or dens, they could hibernate through the winter
dark, just as alligators used to live through the sharp winters of
southern Virginia until they were hunted out. But if the large
arctic dinosaurs were bulk homeotherms, they were in a tough
spot. Their temperatures declining as the sun daily sank ever
lower and disappeared, and too big to den in for the winter, they
could not hibernate exposed to a winter full of chiling, breezy
rains and wet snow storms. After all, wind-chill factors and evap-
oration could have driven their body temperatures to below
freezing, a lethal situation even if the milder climatic scenarios
are accepted.l8

confirmation that really big ectotherms could not tolerate
such conditions comes from the giant phobosuchid crocodilians
of the Late Cretaceous. Relatively common in the southern United
states, they become rare in wyoming and Montana, and are ab-
sent from Alberta up to the arctic. All these formations were well-
watered and had plenty of big rivers for the giant crocs. The
phobosuchids were too big to hibernate, however, and it may
have been that the winter climate of Montana and wyoming was
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just able to support them. The Montana-Wyoming border was

thgn at about 55"N, and the sun would be up for about five hours

arld rise eleven degrees above the horizon at winter solstice. Fur-

ther north, it was apparently too cold and sunless to keep really

big ectotherms going.te

If so, then big ectothermic polar dinosaurs may have had

only one choice: to migrate south. In 1980, Nicholas Hotton built
a grand theory of vast herds of sun-following dinosaurs pushing

toward medium latitudes in the fall, then returning to the poles

each spring. Ironically, this will not work for low-metabolic-rate

animals. Imagine a 2.S-tonne theropod standing on the north

slope of Alaska, or in southern Mid-Cretaceous Australia. Getting

out measuring string and a globe, and taking into account detours

around obstacles and the like, it turns out that our dinosaur

would have to make a yearly roundtrip of 9000 or more km to
reach latitude 55' (see Figure 7-4). That is equal to a walk from

New York to Los Angeles and back! As a standard ectotherm, the

2.S-tonne theropod would have a metabolic rate of about

7-4
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1,900,000 kcaVyear (Appendix A). It would cost the same thero-
pod about 11,000,000 kcal to walk 9000 km a year, many times
its yearly ectothermic energy budget. Large, low-metabolic-rate
polar theropods would have been in a bind. Unable to tolerate
the polar winter, it does not look like they had enough energy to
follow Mark TWain's advice that if you do not like the weather,
move.20

Of course the whole problem disappears if dinosaurs had
high metabolic rates. With energetics ten times as great, they
could have migrated such long distances; a few humans have
walked cross country. Or they could have weathered the polar
winter. At first it seems that bulk endothermy would work as

well for polar theropods as would an avian-mammalian system.
After all, the big ones would have high metabolic rates, and small
species could hibernate. But this does not really work, because
the low-metabolic-rate juveniles of big-bulk endotherms would
be unable to keep up with their parents during the migration
because of their lack of energy. Nor could they hibernate, be-
cause the social dinosaur's young has to stay with the active
adults.2t In the end, only avian-mammalian physiologies offer a
full explanation of polar theropods.

I strongly suspect that polar theropods did not migrate very
far. After all, no living terrestrial animal wanders anywhere near
the distances involved. Even arctic caribou and polar bears move
only 2500 km each year. Today, caribou and musk oxen stick it
out through vicious arctic winters, and the wolves and foxes that
feed on them remain too. Surely the herbivorous endothermic
dinosaurs could tolerate the much milder Cretaceous winters as
well, if not better. And if the herbivorous dinosaurs stayed, the
predatory species would have been there to prey on them. It is
even possible, though perhaps not necessar!, that big polar di-
nosaurs sported a winter coat of feather insulation. So we can
envision a tyrannosaur under the arctic night, the moon low on
the horizon and the ghostly aurora borealis overhead; its breath
condenses in the cool damp air, its shuffling feet disturb the
melting snow that has dusted the landscape. For those of us who
live in high northern latitudes the image of winter dinosaurs is
appealing, for it puts them in the crisp, late fall conditions we are
familiar and comfortable with.

Quite different from the coolness of rainstorms and polar
nights is the problem of big, overheqted theropods in sunny dry
seasons. As animals increase in size, their surface area per kilo-



gram gets smaller. The metabolic rate per kilogram declines too,

but not as fast as the skin area. In effect, it is the very bulk of
large animals that insulates them. Alas, this fact is misunder-
stood by most. They believe that since big animals are less able
to dump excess heat through their skins, that they have a hard
time keeping cool when the environment is hot. To avoid this
quandary, it is argued that big dinosaurs hcd to have had low
metabolic rates. This is another fallacious yet persistent truism,
which has been disproved by modern physiologists such as Knut
Schmidt-Nielsen and C. Richard Taylor. That this false theory
has endured seems most strange when one realizes that all of the
biggest living tropical animals (elephants and rhinos) have fast
mammalian metabolisms, and there used to be far more glant
mammals in the tropics than there are today.

The crux of the matter is this. Assume that the total environ-
mental heat load (from the sun, air, sky, and landscape) is fairly
high, but still low enough for the animal to radiate heat out into
the environment (around 95'-100'F). No study has ever shown
that giants really will overheat under such conditions. In fact, the
higher the normal body temperature of an animal, the better.
This is because the air temperature must be even higher before
it can start flowing into the animal. The heating problem is re-
duced if plenty of water is available for the animal to drink and
use for evaporative cooling.

Things really get tough when the totql external heat flux is

so hrgh thot more heot flows into the animal thon can flow out,
c'nd water is nof avoilable for evaporqtive cooling. These are the
classic conditions of a tropical drought. Water holes dry up and
clear skies let daytime temperatures reach 100" to 120"F or more.
In this case, animals are desperate to keep the heat out, for there
is no way they can get rid of the heat already inside them. The
best way to do this is to be big, to let sheer bulk insulate against
the in-flowing warmth. Not only that, but the abundant mass

stores the heat building up inside without raising the body tem-
perature as fast. So, little antelopes overheat in a few minutes,
and must seek the cooling shade of the brush. Big antelopes and
elephants heat up much more slowly, and they can remain more
in the open as their body temperatures gradually rise to such
fantastic heights as 115'F. The reason that this method works is
because the big animals get a daily break from the heat. Un-
wanted heat is radiated into the cool night sky, and the bulk
insulators are ready to start the rycle over again next morning.
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This is a really fascinating thing, for these animals are no longer
truly homeothermic. They are hypertherms, letting their body
temperature rise to cope with extreme heat and drought. Brains
are kept cool by "counter-cument" heat exchange systems in the
blood vessels. So, far from being a barrier to high metabolic
rates, the large size of many theropods may have been an adap-
tation for being endothermic in hot, seasonally dry climates.

So, we now see that a key argument for a theropodian phys-
iology of the reptilian Vpe, the large size of many species, works
just as well if they were ful1 endotherms. This means that the
suggestion by Hotton and others that dinosaurs tended to be big
for bulk endothermyt' is neutrahzed. Besides, as explained in
Chapter 3, theropods had a hard time being really small because
of their stiff-action limb design.

There is yet another body-size-related factor that supposedly
favors theropod ectothermy. As certain therapsids evolved into
mammals, they went through a "size squeeze"-i.e., the first
mammals were quite small, the size of shrews and mice. Like-
wise, the first birds, such as Archaeopterq, were exceptionally
small. There are arguments that full-blown mammalian-avian en-

dothermy can evolve only during such size squeezes.23 Dino-
saurs, being large, supposedly do not fit this criterion. This is a
rickety anti-endothermy argument. We do not reolly know if an-

imals have to go through a size squeeze to become full endo-
therms; it is only a theory. Even worse, early dinosaurs did go

through such a size squeeze. Protodinosaurs such as predatory
Lagosuchus were tiny fellows, smaller than the first birds.

Aside from big size, how did theropods keep cool and satis$r
their thirst when things were hot? Smaller species could have
used their air-sac systems and rapid panting as internal evapo-
rative cooling ventilators. Living birds do this. When small ani-
mals pant, they breathe at the resonant frequency of their rib
cage to minimize the energy used.2a The resonant frequenry of
big-animal chests is too low for rapid panting, so they cannot use
internal cooling. But with their bulk, they did not need it as

badly. The few species with finbacks could have used them for
cooling, as long as the temperatures were not too high. Regard-
less of their size, the body fluids of the predatory dinosaurs'
victims would satisSr much of their water needs, and as predators
they could always drive other dinosaurs away from water holes

and get the most of what was available.
Robert Bakker has recently come up with another way to



measure extinct animal metabolic rates-fossil trackways,2s of
which there are many thousands made by a wide variety of spe-
cies. It is fairly simple to estimate the speed at which a trackway
was made (see page 137, Chapter 6). It turns out that early am-
phibians and primitive reptiles "cruised" at a slow but constant
speed. All but a few trackways show them walking only a couple
of miles per hour. This is quite different from fossil mammal
herbivores, which typically cruised much faster. Faster yet were
mammalian carnivores, which paced along at 3 to 6 mph. What
is happening here is fairly straightforward. Because the mam-
mals have to consume more food to keep up with their voracious
metabolisms, they have to cover more territory to find it. So they
move faster. It is all part of the race to expend more energy in
order to get even more energy. As you mrght expect, dinosaur
trackways show that they cruised fast-some 2 to 4 mph for the
herbivores, even faster for the predators. This can only mean
that they had a hunger of endothermic proportions. As always,
this applies to theropods of all sizes, so bulk endothermy could
only explain part of the phenomenon.

Another difference betwen low- and high-metabolic-rate an-
imals is that the first tend to evolve more slowly than the latter.
This is at least partly because low-metabolic-rate animals live
Ionger and reproduce themselves more slowly, so they have less
chances for changing. At first glance it might seem that theropods
evolved slowly; lJrronnosaunr rex does not seem all that differ-
ent from Metricqnfhoscurus of ninety million years before. Like-
wise, some modern shorebirds do not look very different from
what was around in the Cretaceous. But this is looking at the
wrong end of things, after they had become stable. At their start,
predatory dinosaurs evolved dashingly fast, from primitive lago-
suchids to surprisingly birdlike, and sometimes very big, herrer-
asaurs, "Protoavis," and Coelophysrs in only five to ten million
years. This suggests that even at their very beginnings dinosaurs
were at least as metabolically active as tenrecs and monotremes.

The last aspect of theropod physiologr we will look at is one
e>rplicitly applicable to predators. This is the biomass ratios of
predators and their prey (Figure 7-5).It was long ago realized
that predatory dinosaur skeletons were being found at afar lower
rate than those of herbivorous species. I have walked the sedi-
ments of the Lance Formation and seen a number of Tbicerotops
skeletons, but no TJnannoscurus rex. On the Morrison, I have
come across manv a brontosaur bone. but narv an Alloscunr.
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This is attributable to a simple and obvious fact: any given ton-
nage, or biomass, of herbivores can never support as large a
tonnage of predators over an extended period. What is not so

obvious is that the exact ratio of predator to prey should depend
on the predator's metabolic rate. Ectothermic predators eat only
a seventh to a tenth as much as endotherms of similar size, so a
given biomass of herbivores can support more predatory ecto-
therms than predatory endotherms. In quantitative terms, ecto-
thermic spider and insect communities have "predator/prey ra-
tios" of 50 percent or more. In sharp contrast, mammalian pred-
ators such as shrews, weasels, wolves, and the big African
carnivores make up only a few percent of the herbivore's bio-
mass.

Robert Bakker realized that this may offer away to measure
the metabolic rates of extinct animals. He surveyed a wide array
of fossil conununities. Sure enough, such primitive reptile pred-
ators as the fin-backed dimorphodonts had biomasses 25 to 65
percent those of the reptiles and amphibians they fed upon. In
fossil mammal populations, predator/prey ratios clustered
around a scant 5 percent.26 This has long been known in a general
way. Predatory finback reptiles are a dime a dozen in many col-
lections, while good mammalian carnivores are the prize center-
pieces of a museum's fossils. There are exceptions to this.
So-called predator traps, such as the saber-tooth cat- and wolf-
rich La Brea Tar Pits, have preferentially enticed, killed, and
preserved enormous numbers of mammalian predators. But
these are isolated cases, easily identifiable in the record. Normal
fossil endothermic predator/prey ratios are much smaller, some
ten times less, than those of ectothermic predators.

The group ancestral to dinosaurs, the predatory thecodonts,
have intermediate predator/prey ratios of 4 to 20 percent. This is
right in line with the tenrec-like metabolic rates that their inter-
mediate morphology indicates. As for the birdlike theropods,
Bakker and others found that in a dozen faunas they make up
0.7 to 6 percent of the herbivore biomass, just like the fossil
mammal carnivores. Again there are exceptions. The predator-
packed Cleveland-Lloyd, Ghost Ranch, and Chitake quarries are
obvious predator kill sites. But overall the evidence is conclusive
that predatory dinosaur populations are structured like those of
fossil mammals, and are very different from those of lower-
metabolic-rate vertebrate fossils. Bulk endothermy could explain
the low predator/prey ratios of big theropods, but not the equally
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low ratios of small Velociraptor. Predator/prey ratios offer firm
evidence that theropods had mammal-like metabolic systems.

This argument has not been accepted by the "biomass" of
dinosaurologists, however. Some skeptics say that since we do
not fully understand how animals get preserved in the fossil rec-
ord, we cannot yet trust the reliability of what predator/prey
ratios tell us. This sounds wise and prudent, but if it were really
true we would have been seeing chaos. The Pf ratios of the
various conununities would fluctuate widely and show no partic-
ular pattern. But as we just saw, this is not the case. With few
exceptions, the archaic sprawling reptiles show just the sort of
high ratios we would expect them to have, the intermediate-
design mammal-like reptiles and thecodonts exhibit the inter-
mediate ratios that best fit them, and erect-legged dinosaurs and
mammals share the lowest figures. This is just too much consis-

tenry to be mere coincidence-PP ratios must be reflections of
physiology.

Another, more specific criticism suggests that theropods may
not have preserved as well as herbivorous dinosaurs. If so, then
the predators would appear to be rarer than they really were.
But in fact, it has just been found that the opposite is true. As I
explained in Chapter 4, predatory dinosaur bones are denser
than those of herbivorous dinosaurs of equal size. This probably
made theropod bones more resistant to rot, and more likely to be

incorporated into the fossil record, than those of other dinosaurs.
Not only that, but Philip Currie finds that when exposed today
by erosion, theropod bones disintegrate much more slowly than
the herbivore bones.27 It is difncult, perhaps impossible, to tell
exactly how much this alters the preservation rates of predatory
dinosaurs vis-d-vis the herbivores. But it does mean that the di-
nosaur predator/prey ratios we find are probably higher than the
true values, perhaps by as much as half or more.

This may help explain another perplexing thing about pred-
ator/prey ratios. In modern marrunal communities, P/P ratios are

extremely low, only 0.2 to 1.5 percent. Because dinosaur P/P

ratios are consistently higher, it has been argued that the dino-
saurian predators had a higher metabolic rate than modern car-
nivores.28 This sounds fair enough, except that fossil mammal P/
P ratios are also higher than today's, running from 1.5 to 9 per-
cent! Part of the problem is that the number of predator remains
found at a given fossil locale is so low that fluctuations around
the true value are to be expected. Another part of the problem



stems from the fact that modern conununities are not unspoiled.
lnterference and competition from man has suppressed the nurn-
bers and species of predators. Even in big game parks, poachers
often compete with the carnivores, and they are not counted in
the predator/prey ratios! Past mammal communities often had
many more species of really big, powerful predators than to to-
day's, able to kill more of the population's herbivores. Perhaps
most importantly, mammal carnivores also have the relatively
denser bones found in theropods. So they too may be more nu-
merous in the fossil record than they really were. Hence, in both
dinosaur and extinct mammal faunas the origin al P/P ratios may
have been closer to, but stitl higher than, the modern range.

In 1980, Halszka Osmolska pointed to two Late Cretaceous
Mongolian dinosaur faunas as exceptions to the rule of low pred-
atorlprey ratios. No statistics have been published, but it seems

that skeletonS of Ilrannosourus bataor are unseemingly com-
mon relative to the herbivores of the Nemegt Formation of Mon-
golia. This is no isolated predator trap-we are talking about a
whole formation. In the Barun Goyot Formation, immediately
below the Nemegt, the sickle-clawed theropods are also umrsu-
ally abundant. But since there is a consensus that the big-brained
and very birdlike sickle-claws were high-metabolic-rate animals,
the abundance of the sickle-claws suggests that there was a very
strong bias favoring the preservation of theropods in Mongolia.
In fact, a suspiciously large portion of the Nemegt's tyrannosaurs
seem to be juveniles (see Part II, pages 342-43).It is possible that
this was a tyrannosaurian nesting ground, where the high juve-
nile mortality natural to wild animals resulted in an excess of
tSrannosaur remains.

Another attack on PIP ratios comes from Walter Auffenberg's
classic 1981 study of the glant Komodo monitor lizard. Auffen-
berg found that the monitors make up only a fraction of a percent
of the total fauna, much as dinosaurs and mammals. Some take
this to mean that big ectotherms have metabolic rates similar to
those of large-sized endotherms. If true, this would confirm the
idea of bulk endothermy. But Auffenberg's field observations
show that Komodo monitors eat only a small fraction of the
amount that similar-sized mammalian carnivores consume. In
fact, all big reptiles-crocs, pythons, and tortoises-consume the
salne relatively low amounts of food as do small reptiles. This is
not surprising. It has long been documented that the relative
metabolic rates of animals decline with size in a consistent man-
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ner. This is probably related to elastic similarity, the way animals
scale their body proportions to resist stress loads as size changes
(see pagesL36-37, Chapter 6).

Cross-sectional areas of the body scale to mass .75, andsince
metabolic rates must flow over these cross-sectional areas, phys-
iologically similar animals should then scale their energetics to
this exponent. This applies to endotherms and ectotherms alike,
so their metabolic rates should never converge. The very basis of
the bulk endothermy concept is contradicted by the living rep-
tiles that are supposed to practice it.

Alternately, the Komodo monitor's low P/P ratio has been
taken as evidence that the dinosaur's equally low P/P ratios are
as compatible'ilrith a slow lizard-like metabolism as with a fast
one. But a closer look shows that the Komodo monitor's scarcity
really tells us little about its physiology, for three reasons. First,
much as the big mammalian carnivores have declined under
human pressure, Komodo monitors have had to share their is-
lands with humans for many millennia. Almost certainly this has

been to their detriment. Indeed, they have been considered a

borderline endangered species. Secondly, it is questionable
whether these biglizards are as effective at hunting mammals as

are big canids and cats. So their populations may be low anyway.
Lastly, Auffenberg makes a big mistake in not taking into account
the many packs of feral dogs that fight with the monitors over
carcasses. Since the dogs eat much of the available dead meat,
they hopelessly contaminate the P/P ratto, and cloud the meaning
of the Komodo's portion of it. Not only that, but the dog packs,
which came in with humans, may contribute to suppressing the
Komodo monitors themselves, especially by harassing the young-
sters.

All in all, predatory dinosaurs fit the birdlike physiological
model very well. Endothermic homeothermy is fully in line with
their body and limb design, bone histology and the fast gror.',th it
implies, parental care, fast walking speeds, predator/prey ratios,
and polar populations. It even e>rplains the great size of the "bulk-
insulating" species on the one hand, and the dinosaur's initial
size squeeze on the other. It is a very straightforward sifuation,
and an obvious one since dinosaurs cre built like mammals and
birds. One possible difference is that dinosaurs may have had
less nonshivering thermogenesis-producing brown fat than do
birds and mammals, or none at all. As explained above, this
may have led to the occasional formation of growth rings. Only



the small brains of big theropods are not explained by high meta-
bolic rates, but the reptilian metabolics do not solve that issue
either.

In contrast, the idea that theropods were either bulk ho-
meotherms or bulk endotherms is fraught with flaws and implau-
sibilities. Both concepts are hypothetical, and the latter is at odds
with what we know about living reptile physiology. Indeed, bulk
endothermy is virtually disproved by the big brains of small ther-
opods. By taking a negative stance, one can take each argument
for theropodian endothermy of the avian-mammalian style in iso-
lation and find problems with it. One can get dinosaurs to fit,
with difficulty, into a few points of the reptilian models. Big low-
metabolic-rate theropods would have fairly constant body tem-
peratures under normal conditions, and their fast growth does
not demand the very highest metabolisms. But when one ties to
fit the entirety of what is known about theropodian anatomy and
ecology into the reptilian box, it takes inordinate pushing and
shoving. Even then many things, such as their birdlike limbs and
the existence of polar theropods, still hang out.

So it is safe to say that predatory dinosaurs of all sizes were
almost certainly full endothermic homeotherms. This still leaves

some questions unresolved. In particular, metabolic rates vary
considerably even among fully endothermic mammals and birds,
so I do not know of a way to tell which kind of system dinosaurs
had. Resting marsupials such as kangaroos and the large preda-
tory thylacine wolves expend about 30 percent less ener$/ than
most mammals of like size. However, their daily octive metabolic
rates are similar. Perhaps advanced thecodonts and protodino-
saurs were marsupial-like, and the rest of the dinosaurs more
energetic. On another extreme are passerine ("song") birds,
whose unusually high body temperatures are stoked by voracious
metabolic rates. It can be doubted that any dinosaurs were like
this. After all, many flyn g birds and all the big ground birds
have more normal physiologies.

As for how dinosaur endothermy is doing in the scientific
marketplace, informal polls indicate that more paleontologists
believe that all dinosaurs were endothermic than that all were
ectothermic. Most think they were a mixture. After an initial
burst of enthusiasm for dinosaur endothermy in the first half of
the seventies, things tailed off for awhile. This was partly due to
some badly presented arguments for warm-blooded dinosaurs.2e
The paleontologists arguing for the concept were not happy, and
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those against took this to mean that dinosaur endothermy was
more of a crowd-pleaser-it was very popular with the public-
than a solid idea. The belief by a number of dinosaurologists that
the burden of proof lies with the new and "radical" theory has

also hindered an objective appraisal of the problem. But as data
has accumulated, it looks like it is gradually grinding down the
concept of dinosaurs as scaled-up reptiles. The greatest impact,
it seems, comes from the evidence for high growth rates. Indeed,
this has helped inspire Dale Russell, for many years one of the
strongest advocates of ectothermic dinosaurs, to begin looking
more favorably upon their being warm-blooded.3o
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A sickle-clawed Velociraptor an-
tirrhopus leaps in display cguinst
onother of its specr'es. Velocirap-
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The study of how predatory dinosaurs were related to one

another, their phylogenetics, is an area of much action these

days. This is different from most of this century, a period in
which theropods were thought to form two separate and rather
simple dead-end groups that left no living descendants. It is now
clear that theropod evolution was much more complex, and in-
cludes the origin of birds. Once a plausible phylogenetic anange-
ment is worked out, then the groups need to be named. Naming
such gToups and species is taxonomy; formally amanging them
in ordered groups is systematics. All this may sound dry and
dull, but I've never found it so. After all, many people love trivia
games and crossword pvzzles, and figuring out how to identi$r,
arrange, and name once-living things is much more challenging.
I tend to be like the hobbit who wants everything "set out fair
and square, with no contradictions." This is a futile desire. The

sands of phylogeny and taxonomy are always shifting beneath

the dinosaurologist's feet, and always will.
There are two basic ways to e>plore phylogenetic relation-

ships. One is based on molecular studies of the genetic material
contained in soft tissues. There are various ways to conduct these

studies; one of the more recent methods-considered by many

the best available way of determining animal relationship-is a

process called DNA-DNA hybridization.' Birds and their croco-

dilian relatives can be studied molecularly, but of course since

we have no soft tissues of dinosaurs, they cannot be. This is an

important drawback, as I shall explain below. On the other hand,

there are those that do not have much confidence in molecular
phylogenetics; it is a deeply complex issue that will take time to
resolve.

The other basic way of looking at phylogeny is the old
standby, structural comparison, in which one looks for similari-
ties and differences, called characters or features, between the

designs of species, or their morphology. The more similarities
and fewer differences, the closer the relationship may be. But
there is more than one way for two animals to become similar.
The first, of course, is to develop from the same stock. A second

way is by developing similar adaptations independently, under
similar selective pressures. This is called convergence when it
happens among distantly related animals, parallelism if t'wo

closely related taxa do it. Take the cat, the dog, and the thylacine.

The thylacine, or Tasmanian "wolf," looks a 1ot like a dog. In fact,

the shape of its skull is remarkably doglike. But the details of the



skeleton and soft tissues show that thylacines are really marsu-
pials, like kangaroos. Thylacines and canids look so alike be-
cause they hunt in similar ways, and they have converged. Cats,
on the other hand, are close dog relatives, but they do not look
as doglike as thylacines because their body form evolved for a
different, stealthier method of hunting. Such a change in form
away from a common oattern is called divergence. Then there
are reversals, in which species evolve adaptations that look like
ones earlier members of the group had lost.

Convergence, parallelism, divergence, and reversals can
really confuse the phylogenetic investigator. The modern way to
sort out these problems is based on cladistic principles. A clade
is a group of animals that share a corrrmon ancestor. Such a group
is called monophyletic. A group of animals that has multiple
ancestors is polyphyletic, and is not a true phylogenetic clade. Of
course, all this is relative-ultimately, every living thing shares
a 3.6-plus-billion-year-old single cell as the first great-grandpar-
ent many times over.

Cladistics is a recently developed methodology, with its ad-
herents and detractors, and many disagreements over how it
should be practiced. I follow a pragmatic approach, one that falls
back on conunon sense when all else fails. To construct a cladistic
"family tree," a cladograrn, one starts with an outgroup-this is
the group or species of primitive forms that the species being
looked at will be compared to. The reader is cautioned that the
terms primitive and advonced are often loaded terms in lay use,
with primitive considered inferior to advanced. In phylogenetic
use, they do not carry the same connotation. Primitive or archaic
is the initial or basal condition, advanced is the subsequent or
derived condition. Advanced mcy be more sophisticated and ef-
fective than primitive, or it may simply be different. Lizards, for
example, are more "primitive" than mammals; but lizards have
been increasingly successful over the last hundred million years,
showing they are effective animals well adapted to the conditions
they live in.

Having a basal outgroup, one then looks for shared-derived
characters among the rest of the groups under investigation.
Shared-derived characters are simply those that differ from the
outgroup's and are shared by two or more species. Quality is
important as well as quantity, for the more complex an adapta-
tion, the less likety it is to have developed more than once. After
tabulating the shared-derived characters, the possibilities of con-
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vergence and parallelism are assessed. There is no simple for-
mula for this, and a good deal of judgment is involved. Bias in
the characters chosen and the tremendous gaps in our knowledge
make things worse. Indeed, some recent studies have come up
with bizarre and misleading results becasue they looked at too
few characters. So, the more data the better. Yet the greater the
number of species and characters looked at, the less the human
mind is able to take it all in and weigh the various factors. Even

computers are strained when assessing a modest number of char-
acters and taxa. Some of us paleontologists delight in accumulat-
ing and assessing vast numbers of characters and trying to sort
them out into a logical family tree. Detailing all this minutiae
would take up much of the book, so only the telling highlights
are explored here.

The problem with cladistics, and all anatomically based phy-

logenics, is that they are often contradicted by DNA-DNA hybrid-
rzatton studies. This suggests that even the best cladograms may

be grossly in eruor. Then agarn, it is possible that the DNA-DNA
studies are wrong or misleading. If the subjects are long extinct,
like dinosaurs, there is no way to compare the two methods.

What we can say is that cladograms map character patterns, not
necessarily true relationships. But there are many cases where

we can show that the potential relationship, even an ancestor-

descendant one, has a high probability of being real. This is most

true when a series of very similar species is found in a sequence

of sediments lying directly one atop another, and the species

show a consistent trend of change. However, such straight "lin-
eages" are the exception. Mostly we are dealing with complex
branching patterns or mainstreams of ancestory and descent.

The main cladistic relationship is the sister clade or group. These

are two clades which are neither ancestors nor descendants of
each other, but which share a corrunon ancestor.

Along with figuring out the relationships of animals, one has

to label them and their groups. Sad to say, dinosaur taxonomy
has been near chaos, with every one doing pretty much their own
thing. This laissez-faire attitude has led to a state where the
single genus Megalosourus contains an array of very dissimilar
forms, while extremely similar Torbosaurus botoar and TJnan-
noscurus rex are placed in different genera. Even worse, dino-
saur taxonomy has been executed in isolation from the modern
biological world. This violates a basic foundation of paleobiolog-
ical sciences, the principle of uniformitarianism. Simply put, past



systems are roughly similar to modern ones, and as far as pos-

sible should be categorved according to equivalent criteria. Only
then can we compare fossil and living species in a truly meaning-
ful way.

But this is easier said than done. The basic unit of all tax-
onomy and systematics is the species. When one reads about
TJnonnosounr and Brontoscurus, one is not dealing with spe-

cies, like lions or African elephants. Instead, these are genera, a
group of animal species. For example, the lion is in the genus

Panthera. Species of Panfhera include the lion Pcnthera leo, the
trger P. Tigris, and the leopard P. pardus, among others. So say-

rng Ilrannoscuruu is much like saying "the big cats." This is all
rlght for certain purposes, but usually we want to be more spe-

cific. Then full species names are used. These always include
both the generic and species titles, such as TJrconnoscurus rex,

or T. rex for short. Much as genera are populations of species,

families are populations of genera, orders are populations of
families, and then come classes, phyla, and at the top of the
hierarchial pyramid, kingdoms. These groups can be further sub-
divided, for example, into superorders, suborders, and infraor-
ders. This system of classification is the Linnaen system, started
by Carolus Linnaeus (Carl von Linn6) in the 1700s.

Living species are identified on a basis that is simple in
concept, but often complicated in application. A species is a pop-

ulation of animals that is reproductively isolated from other ani-
mal groups. Take the lion and tiger, which live in the same Indian
forests. Despite their close similarity and relationships, they do
not normally interbreed. If interbreeding does ocsur, the progeny
is a hybrid, a sometimes sterile oddity that will not contribute to
the regular breeding populations of either species.

Some species are easy to identi$r. The moose, for example,
is obviously not going to interbreed with anything else. Other
cases are much more diffrcult. Many bird species are almost iden-
tical to related species, but they do not interbreed. There may be

even more difference between the sexes of a given species than
between two different species. For example, the skeleton of the
big, robust male lion differs more from a female lion's than the
latter does from the skeleton of a female tiger. Or, there can be
great geographic variation. The south Alaskan brown bear, a

subspecies of Ursus crcfos, is enormous, heavy-set, and small-
clawed. The grizzly, the American subspecies of U. crctos that
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lives outside of southern Alaska, is a good deal smaller, scrawn-
ier, and has long claws.

So the modern concept of a species is based on breeding
d;mamics, not on the morphology of animals-which means that
species are real, natural systems. Moreover, many of the mor-
phological features that biologrsts use to help identiff living spe-

cies are contained in the soft tissues-for instance, color, feather,
or fur patterns, the superficial display devices that animals often
use to identi$r members of their own and other species. It is
through these devices that they avoid sex with the wrong kind.
Things are difficult, for paleontologists trylng to identi$r extinct
species because they do not have access to such information.

Higher level systematics differs from the species work in that
it depends almost wholly on morphological divergence. This di-
vergence is made up of two components, phylogenetic and grad-
istic. Only related species can be put together in a given taxa. As
related taxonomic groups evolve from one another the degree, or
grade, of morphological difference between them is used to fur-
ther separate them. But unlike the true separation of species, the
boundaries of genera, families, etc., are arbitrary ones, set by
humans. For instance, the big-cat genus Panthera excludes cou-
gars and house cats. There is no a priori reason for doing this-
they are close relatives. But most catologists think there are
enough differences to put house cats in another genus, Fehs. It is
much as meterologists arbitrarily set the boundaries between
differing cloud types-there is no precise moment when a little
cumulus cloud becomes a great cumulonimbus. Stellar astrono-
mers, who can choose precise surface temperatures to classi$r
stars, have an easier task. But higher taxa are by no means en-

tirely artificial. Just as the cumulonimbus thunderhead is differ-
ent from the flufff cumulus cloud, the family Tlrannosauridae
really is different from the Allosauridae. In the case of genera,

the rule of thumb is to separate when there is one significant
functional difference present. As morphological and functional
differences acqunulate, then families, orders, and so on are split
off.

A good system contains as much information as it can while
remaining simple enough to grasp in a single good look. Only the
evolutionary high points, the major nodes of functional and phy-
logenetic divergence, should be formally recognized. In attempt-
ing to classi$r extinct animals, it is tempting for paleontologists



to designate as many phylogenetic clades as possible, but this
results in bewildering arrays of mega, hypo, and micro orders
and families. If this tendency is followed to its logical conclusion,
every two genera would be in a separate systematic group. To
avoid such unmanageable proliferation, only the normal sub-
rankings listed above should be used. These are all that are
needed. Besides, the uncertainty inherent in the phylogenetics of
long-extinct groups also works against unduly complex rankings.

At the other extreme, a few workers, such as Jacques Gau-
thier in his 1986 study of theropod-bird relationships, hold forth
that a taxonomic system should be based solely on phylogeny. In
this system grade is avoided, so there are no classes, families, or
the like; each name merely designates a major phylogenetic split-
ting point. Supposedly this is less arbitrary than the Linnaen
system. But this is really true only if every two species are given
a narne, something we just saw is not workable. If instead reason-

able judgments are made as to what splitting points will be
named, then the system is really as arbitrary as any other. Even
then, phylogeny-only classification systems are hard to under-
stand because they lack equivalent rankings to guide one by.
Most importantly, as we more traditional (at least in this area)
workers like to say, "grade is as important as clade." So grade
should and can be formally recognized in classification, as out-
lined above.

Finally, there is a procedure to be followed when uniting
taxa. Basically, the first named title has priority. For example,lY-
ronnoscurus was named by Osborn in 1905, Torbosouirus by
Maleev in 1955. So when these are unite d, Torbosauns is "sunk. "
This means that some fine names, often the more properly de-
scriptive or better known ones, are lost. But it is important to
prevent wholesale chaos. There are exceptions, such as when a

not fully proper name is so well established that changing it
would result in undue confusion.

Having looked at how to relate and name animals, it is time
to start a predatory dinosaur cladogram. The very primitive diap-
sid reptiles are chosen as the outgroup. Generally, diapsids have
two temporal openings in the skull behind the orbit, or eye socket
(Figure 8-Z); other reptiles have only the upper one of these, or
neither. Lizards, crocodilians, and birds are living diapsids. A
key feature further uniting some diapsids is yet another opening
in front of the orbit. Diapsids with this preorbital opening are
classified as archosaurs, among which are birds and crocodil-
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8-2
Dicpsid skull openings. In the
earliesf reptiles (top) the skull's
sur/ace was olmost unbroken, the
only large opening being the orbit
with its bony eye ring.In early
diapsids, such os the reptile
Youngina (center), two new open-
ings cppear behind rhe orbfts. Ar-
chosaurion diopsids, such os
Velociraptor (bottom), hove yet a
third opening in front of the or-
bits, often ser inside o. shallow
/ossc. These extra openings in-
creased the effectiveness of the
;bw muscles they supported, while
Iightening the consfruction of the
skull.
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ians. Actually, living birds and crocodilians have little or no

preorbital opening left, but their earliest forms did. Lizards and

their ancestors never had apreorbital opening and are not archo-

saurs.
Among extinct animals, thecodonts, pterosaurs, and dino-

saurs had a preorbital opening, and with crocs and birds form
the Archosauria. Most of these also share more erect gaits, and a

bird-type bone histology that, as explained in Chapter 7 (pages

151-56), suggests they had faster growth rates and heightened
metabolisms. The higher level systematics of these archosaurs,
and the dinosaurs they include, is in a great state of flux. The
traditional way of classiSring dinosaurs is no longer preeminent
and in fact is so obsolete that it is misleading to perpetuate it.
For this reason, in this book I have gone ahead and offered a new
reorganization of predatory dinosaur taxonomy and systematics,
even though the phylogenetic conclusions it is based upon are

not yet firm. I do so because some working scheme is needed,

and because I doubt that the phylogenetics will solidif,i soon

enough to produce a better anangement before this book is pub-
lished.

Dinosaurs have traditionally been classified as two separate

orders of the subclass Archosauria, in the class Reptilia. But
dinosaurs are radically different from all living reptiles. As we
have seen, structurally and physiologically they are more like
birds. It makes no more sense to put TJnannoscurus and Tbfcer-

atops in the sarne group as turtles andlizards than it does to put



birds in the Reptilia. Starting with Robert Bakker and Peter Gal-
ton in 1974, this has led a number of scholars to suggest that
dinosaurs and birds be united in a class of their owrr, Probably it
is best simply to raise the Archosauria to class rank, and include
in it thecodonts, crocodilians, pterosaurs, dinosaurs, and birds.
Some have criticized the use of the archosaur's high growth and
metabolic rates to define this group. But the classes Aves and
Mammalia have long been defined, in part, by their warm-
blooded nature. Besides, the archosaur's distinctive bone histol-
ogy is itself a hard, morphological character that can be directly
measured. The whole idea of taking crocodilians and dinosaurs
out of reptiles and putting them together with birds has met
considerable resistance. But if archosaurs are given a new class,
then there is no justification for keeping their very similar avian
descendants in another class. Whatever happens, at least dino-
saurs and their relatives are no longer either "lower" vertebrates
or reptiles, they are archosaurs, equal to mammals in status.

As archosaurs evolved, they developed many derived adap-
tations, among which were increasingly erect gaits. This occurred
in two very different ways. In some thecodonts the upper hip
bone, the platelike ilium, and its hip socket rotated out and
downward so the socket supported the femur from above2 (Fig-

8-3
The very archaic diopsid Youn-
gina capensis (rop) of the Permian
and the famous Early ?riassic Eu-
parkeria capensis (bottom). Lb-
ords, thecodon[s, crocodilrons,
dinoscurs, and birds are descen-
donts of such simple crectures os
the former.In firn, fhe lafter rs
fhe sort of small, generolized the-
codont from which orose dino-
sours, birds, pterosours, ond
crocodilians. @rcwings ore not to
scole.)
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8-4
In such early crchosaurs cs Eu-
parkeria (top), the femur was held
semi-erect in a shallow, sidewoys-
oriented hrp sockef . More ad-
vonced crchoscurs evolved two
very different woys of wolking on
more vertical, erecf hind limbs. In
mosf fhecodonfs, such as Saurosu-
chus (e/r), the hip sockef grew out
over the heqd of the femur.In di-
nosours and birds, the heod of
the femur bent inward to fit into o
deep, verticl.I hrp socker, as in
Herrerasaurus (riehr).
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ure 8-4). In ornithosuchid thecodonts, protocrocodilians, ptero-
saurs, dinosaurs, and birds the ilium stayed vertical, and the hip
socket became a deep, internally open rylinder into which fitted
a ryIindrical, in-turned head of the femur. These two ways of
bringing the limbs closer under the body are so different that
they obviously evolved independently.3

Ankle design has been thought to divide archosaurs into
simple groups. In dinosaurs and birds, both of the upper ankle
bones, the astragalus and calcaneum, are fixed immobile to the
shank bones. This makes the ankle an uncomplicated mesoforscl
hinge (Figure 8-5). Many thecodonts and most crocodilians have
a much more complex crurotorsol ankle, in which the astragalus
is fixed to the shank, but the calcaneum rotates along with the
foot. The calcaneum also has a large heel tuber to which the
Achilles tendon attaches, just like the one in your foot. There are
three subtypes of archosaurian crurotarsal ankle in which the
peg-and-socket articulation between the astragalus and calca-
neum switch positions, or are absent. The last main ankle type is
the primitive thecodont's intermediate kind, in which the calca-

/\P



neum is only partly mobile with the foot, and lacks a well devel-
oped heel tuber. Often, archosaurs are divided so as to follow the
differing peg-and-socket tytrles, with dino-avian mesotarsal an-

kles descending from the appropriate crurotarsal types. That
evolution followed this path is extremely unlikely, because devel-
oping the simple mesotarsal ankle from the complex crurotarsal

8-5
Archosaurs developed o number
of distinctive ankle f;pes (eft on-
kles cre shown here blown opart,
rhen orticuloted in rhe insefs). In
primitive fhecodonfs like Chana-
resuchus (upper IefQ, the lstragu-
lus (a) and calcaneum (c) were
rather simple. Some advonced
fhecodonts and crocodilians (a
modern croc is on fhe upper right)
have complex ankles in which rhe
calcqneum wos highly mobile and
developed o long lever (l). Dino-
scurs such os Allosaurus (center
Ief) went the opposite woy; the
calcaneum becqme smoll ond
bound tightly to the astragolus,
and the lotter grew o tall ascend-
ingprocess (as) that fit tightly to
the tibia (t; f rs fibula). Such birds
os the moa (ower right) have
taken fhis system to further ex-
fremes. The orrows used in some
of the figures in rhrs ehopter indi-
cate general trends, not detailed
relcfionshlps.
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8-6
As bbarre as Late Jurossic Rioja-
suchus tenuisceps wcs, fhrs ornr-
fhosuchrd thecodont may have
been a relative of early protodino-
scurs. So too may have been the
flying p t er oscu r Rhampho4rnchus
muensteri; it ond irs brefhren
mimicked birds in many wtys,
ond dffired sharply in orhers.
(Drowinss lre not fo scale.)

kind requires a drastic alteration of function-one with no ap-
parent gain in performance. It is much more likely that the fully
mesotarsal ankle developed from the unsophisticated intermedi-
ate ankle of primitive thecodonts.

It appears that two main archosaur sister groups, with fun-
damentally different types of hips and ankles, evolved in the
Middle and Late Triassic. The main thecodont group had the
overhanging hip sockets and crurotarsal ankles. The one that
concerns us is the dinosaur-bird clade, with its perforated cylin-
drical hip sockets and usually mesotarsal ankles. other features
that mark this group are the small size of the early members, the
enlarged shoulder crest on the upper arm bone (humerus), and
a big-clawed thumb that points inward when it is extended. The
last is a potent defensive weapon, and even birds retain it in
modifled form as the alula feather on the wing's leading edge (see
Figure 9-7, page 220). The initial members of this group are the
small ornithosuchians. Rather bizarre-headed animals, they in-
dependently developed a unique crurotarsal ankle with the peg
in the calcaneum. ornithosuchians were still flat-footed planti-
grades, unlike the members of the dino-bird clade which camied
their ankles well clear of the ground.

The various dinosaur groups share some additional features
that ornithosuchids lack. one is the loosening up and loss of the
fuIl collarbone (clavicle-interclavicle) brace. This frees up the
shoulder girdle so it can rotate and increase the step length of
the forelimb. Another is an even deeper hip socket and a fully
erect hind limb.



Dinosaurs and birds were long thought to have evolved as

three or more separate gToups from differing thecodonts, and

were usually split into two hip types, the differences centering

around the pubis, which projects below the hips. The "reptile-

hipped" Saurischia, including the herbivorous prosauropods and

brontosaurs along with the predatory theropods, had vertical
pubes, while the "bird-hipped" herbivorous Ornithischia were

those dinosaurs that had backward-pointing pubes. This theory
started coming unglued in1974 when John Ostrom showed that

birds were most like theropods, and Robert Bakker and Peter

Galton pointed out that as a whole, dinosaurs are united by a
number of key characters. Today a consensus tunong a number,

but not all, of dinosaurologists supports this view, myself among

them.a
Among the more important of these key dino-bird characters

is the strongly S-curved neck for down and forward plunges of
the head. Other dino-bird uniSring features include enlarged

preorbital depressions, slender bones in the roof of the mouth,

fulty erect arms with more downward-facing shoulder joints,

deeply rylindricat hip joints, larger knee crests, inner shank

bones (tibias) that back a tall process of the ankle's astragalus,

transversely compressed cannon bones, and an outer toe that is
always reduced. This suite of characters is a solid one, and it
clearly separates dinosaurs and birds from all other four-limbed
vertebrates, or tetrapods. It is possible that different groups

evolved these traits independently, but the fact is that there is no

good evidence that they did so. Just the opposite. The evidence

strongly indicates that these traits form a true monophyletic
clade.

That this is so has wonderful systematic implications. Way

back in 1841, Sir Richard Owen placed what few dinosaurs were

then known in a new order, Dinosauria. This has long been helC

to be an obsolete concept, but it is now apparent that Owen was

right after all. Dinosaurs should be reunited in a revived Dino-
sauria gfouping and raised to the rank of subclass or infraclasss

-just which subrank depends on the interrelationships of other
archosaurs that do not concern us here. Some still want to keep

the lagosuchians and other archaic "protodinosaurs" in the thec-

odonts, both because of their primitive build and the possibility
that they evolved their dinosaur features independently. I com-

pletely disagree, since they have all the key dinosaurian adapta-

tions.
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Alan charig noted back tn 1976 that if dinosaurs are mono-
phyletic, then saurischia and ornithischia are no longer equiva-
lent clades. Saurischians are just those dinosaurs that happen to
retain relatively primitive hips, and ornithischians are just one of
many groups that evolved "bird hips." Bakker has gone ahead
and abandoned the saurischia.6 so have I, and I use four new
dinosaur groups, which I consider superorders. First is the pa-
leodinosauria, including early, four-toed predatory forms as de-
scribed at the beginning of Chapter 3, and in part II, page 239.
The protodinosaur lagosuchians and the more advanced stauri-
kosaurs arb also members. Exactly how the paleodinosaurs are
related to the other dinosaurs is not clear. Because the paleodi-
nosaurs are so archaic, and because their unspecialized nature
makes them suitable ancestors for the other superorders, they
are given a superorder of their own.

The next new superorder is the predatory Heneravia, typi-
fied by big Herreresaurus and detailed in part II, pages z4z-sl.
The birdlike "Protoavis" remains may belong in this group. The
herreravians are still thecodont-like with their short ilia and four-
toed feet, but they developed birdlike lower hips and upper arms.
This is a small group for superorder status, but because hemer-
avians probably developed their birdlike specializations on their
own, and because they may have arisen from paleodinosaurs
independently from theropods (there is no way of telling for sure
at this time), they are best given such a high-level separation.

Another big dinosaur superorder is the herbivorous phyto-
dinosauria, just coined by Bakker in 1986. Not the subject of this
volume, this group includes the paleodinosaur-like prosauro-
pods, the great brontosaurs, and the bird-hipped, beaked segno-
saur-ornithischians (Figure 8-7). Among other things, this
monophyletic clade is typified by blunt, "spoon"-crowned. teeth
suitable for cropping plants.

The final superorder is the great Theropoda-the birdlike
and usually predaceous theropods and their bird descendants-
the prime subject of this volume. This is a very distinctive archo-
saur clade, marked by three-toed bird-feet in which the inner
cannon bone does not reach up to the ankle (see Figure 4-15).
Theropods also have ilia that are long and subrectangular, hands
with four or less fingers that are no longer good for walking, rigrd
rib cages, and very large knee crests. And there are ten neck
vertebrae, generally thirteen in the trunk, and usually five in the
hip. Theropods are scrutinized in Part II, on pages ZSA-4O5.



The three advanced dinosaur groups are coincidentally sym-

metrical in that each independently developed bird-hipped
forms. However, the exact nature of these hips differs. In proto-

birds and birds the projection of the ilium that supports the pubis

is titted backward along with the pubis. In heruerasaurs and the

segnosaur-ornithischians, only the pubis points backward. This

is important because it has been thought that the recently discov-

ered segnosaurs were some sort of theropod, but their hips are

quite different from even the most birdlike of theropod hips (see

pages 353-363 in Part II).?
Now we can take a closer look at the three predatory dino-

saur superorders in turn. Figure 10-1, on pages 224-25, is a cla-

dogram of most of the genera of these superorders. The first
Paleodinosauria are the galloping "rabbit" forms, the odd-footed

lagerpetids (their fourth toe is the longest), which are an early

8-7
A few early herbivorous dino-
sours.' fhe proscu ropod Plateosau-
rus carinatus (rop) and the early
orn irh rsch icns Heterodontosaurus
tucki (center) cnd Scelidosaunrs
harrisoni (bottom). As you con
see, cll dinosaurs share many an-
atomical similarities. Unlike ther-
opods, many herbivorous
dinosaurs were quadrupedal, and
they retained four complefe foes.
(Drawings qre not ro scale.)
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side branch of the normal-footed lagosuchids. The two-legged
staurikosaurs form a clade above the lagosuchians because they
have the longer kind of pubes found in all other dinosaurs; hence,
split into two orders: the very primitive Lagosuchia and the Stau-
rikosauria.

Exactly how these Paleodinosaurs are interrelated to the her-
reravians, herbivorous dinosaurs, and theropods is not clear. We
can say that herreravians are, in spite of their early appearance,
a sophisticated predatory side group. Herrerasaurs themselves
had hourglass-shaped vertebral bodies that were later mimicked
by allosaurs, and big pubic boots like those of the advanced
theropods. Very importantly, herreravians also show some shoul-
der and hip features that imitate birds to a surprising degree.

This brings us to the very big problem recently posed by
Triassic "Protoavis." This little animal is amazingly birdlike in
much of its morphology, even more so than Archaeopteryx and
most other protobird theropods. Some of the points cited as evi-
dence of bird affinity do not mean much: the wishbone furcula
(cojoined collarbones) is also seen in a thecodont and some ther-
opods, and the absence of bcck teeth in "protoavis" is not like
the early bird's lack of /ronf teeth. Besides, some theropods also
lost their teeth. But most of the avian-type details have not
reached the press yet, and cannot be so easily dismissed. Taken
at face value, these characters imply that birds arose directly
from Triassic predatory dinosaurs. This is a big problem because
better evidence discussed elsewhere indicates that birds evolved
much later, from advanced theropods in the Jurassic. But al-
though it is too soon to tell what is going on, there is a way out of
this bind. It starts with the fact that Jurassic Arch aeopteryx and
the Cretaceous protobird theropods have their own birdlike char-
acters that "Protoavis" does not, such as more birdlike ankles
with the tall ascending projection of the astragalus. The protobird
Awmimus in particular is more birdy than "protoavis" in most,
but not all, regards. Perhaps most importantly, "protoavis" seems
to have retained four complete toes. This would mean it is not a
true theropod, but a herreravian instead. That "protoavis" and
the Jurassic-cretaceous protobirds each have birdlike characters
that the other lacks can only mean that the evolution of birdlike
cinosaurs occurred at least twice. That is not really too surpris-
ing; after all, even the earliest predatory dinosaurs were already
very birdy.

The issue is: which group actually evolved into birds, and



which was a dead end? My very tentative solution is based on the

fact that, as explained in Chapter 3, bird fossils are suspiciously

absent in the Jurassic. If Triassic "Protoavis" was a true bird
ancestor, then where were all the Jurassic birds? My answer is

that there may have been none. "Protoavis" could be a logical,

albeit extreme, development of the already very birdlike hener-
asaurs and therefore a member of the Hemeravia-one that took

to climbing and leaping, and that may have started to fly. For

reasons that are unclear, the evolution of these bird-mimics was

then aborted. But the reader must teabze that this is not proven.

There is a remote possibitity that "Protoavis," and perhaps her-

rerasaurs too, are the true bird ancestors. Archoeopteryx and

other birdlike theropods would then be mere sidelines, or even

bird-mimics that had nothing to do with true bird evolution. It is
possible that theropod gloups and birds are not monophyletic as

I argue, but arose independently from paleodinosaur stock.

There is a myriad of plausible alternatives, all of which invoke

massive convergence and parallelism. One may well doubt

whether we will ever resolve the problem, since we will always

be limited by relatively fragmentary data, especially since we

cannot get a helping hand from DNA-DNA hybridization. But

there is the hope that some of the patterns I see emerging just

now may point the way to a satisfactory solution.
Having looked at paleodinosaurs and heneravians, we now

turn to the biggest predatory dinosaur superorder, Theropoda.

As the theropods evolved, they tended to become increasingly

birdtike. But this is a large and complex group that exhibited

much parallelism, some important reversals, and specializations

of its own. It has become clear that the old way of dividing ther-

opods into two simple groups is useless. In the old arrangement,

the Coelurosauria hetd the small, hollow-boned species, starting

with Triassic, kink-snouted Coelophysfs and ending with the Late

Cretaceous ostrich-mimics, and the Carnosauria incorporated

the big-bodied, big-headed, heavy-boned forms. This started

with Dilophosaut'us, which also had a kinked snout, andMego'
loscurus, both of the Jurassic, and finished up in the Cretaceous

with tyrannosaurs. This division was meaningless, for large size

and stoutness of build and bones is just the sort of thing that

many gloups tend to develop on their own. In 1984, Jacques

Gauthier and Kevin Padian tried to revive and revise these old

terms to fit the new phylogenetics, but the process of adapting

them involves so much distortion that there is little point in doing
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8-8
As predatory dinosaurs evolved,
fhere wes a tendenry for the an-
kle's oscending process (see prg-
ure 8-5) to become taller, and the
calcqneum smcller. So while in
archa.ic Lagosuchus (upper lef)
fhefirsf wos smoll and the second
Iorge, they were less so in the
early theropod Coelophysis. As-
cending process enlargement con-
tinued in Ceratosaurus and
Eustreptospondylus (center right),
c,ndwas paralleled in Dilopho-
saurus (center lef). In eorly av-
etheropods such os Allosaurus rhe
process wqs ta.Iler, and very taII
fn frrannosaurs Qower lefi1. In-
creosingly exfreme process height
wcs clso the cose in the proto-
birds Velociraptor ond Ornitho-
mimus, and the bird Moa \ower
right). TJnannosaurs cnd proto-
birds also reduced their calcq-
neums. Nofe how basicallv olike
aII theropod and. bird ankles look;
they probably share a common
heritoge.
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so. At best, carnosaur and coelurosaur are informal terms for big
and small theropods; it is better just to say big and small. A
modern assessment of theropods finds that Theropoda contain
two orders: the archaic Paleotheropoda and the more ad.vanced.,
more birdlike Avetheropoda, which includes the direct ancestors
of birds. The two theropod orders are especially satis$ring be-
cause they each show about the same anatomical diversity as is
found in the two ungulate orders, the perissodactlya (odd-toed
horses and rhinos) and Artiodactyla (even-toed pigs, deer, and
cattle), and both are marked by differing ankle and foot details
(Figures 8-8, 8-9).

The most primitive paleotheropod is small procompsogna-

fhus, which retains an archaic broad pubis. The least advanced
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of the namow-hipped theropods are the coelophysids. These in-

clude small coelophysians as well as larger dilophosaurs. Coelo-

physids are an example of a bewildering combination of primitive

and derived characters. Quite primitive in most regards, dilopho-

saurs had only four hip vertebrae. Yet the group's unique kinked

8-9
Often ir is rhe strucfural detcils
that teII us the most qbout Preda-
tory dinosaur relationshiPs. One_

very useful qreq Is rhe uPPer end
of the cennon bones (eft cannon
bones cre shown here; the uPPer
ends are in solid block). Archaic
Lagosuchus (upper lef) still had
cn inner metatarsal uP to the
ankle. ln eorly poleotheroPods
such os CoeloPhYsis and Cerato-
saurus, the central ccnnon bone
was very robusf. The tendenry 

-
wcs fo reduce the uPPer end of
fhis bone, os ccn be seen in Mega-
losaurus and EustrePtosPondYlus
(center right). ?hls was potolleled
by Dilophosaurus. /n Ornitho-
lestes, Allosaurus, o,nd tyranno-
sours (ower lef) the uqqer
central ccnnon bone not onIY de'
clines fo clmost nothing, but
mainfains a drstincrive L shoPe.
This rs borh similar fo and dis-
tinctive from the protobirds Velo-
ciraptor ond Ornithomimus
(ower dght), in which thebone
clso becomes ncruower but sfcYs
strorght.
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articulation between the premaxillary and maxilla bones in the
snout, the many co-ossified bones, and the unique double head
crests, are advanced. Dilophosaurs were even more like ad-
vanced theropods in some other ways, and had a unique and
sophisticated suspensorium (the complex of cheek bones that
support the lower ju*). All this can be sorted out satisfactorily.
The kinked snouts, crests, and peculiar jaw supports show that
coelophysids were an increasingly aberrant side branch that left
no descendants. This means they paralleled other advanced ther-
opods and birds in such details as extensive bone ossification and
increasingly narrow cannon bones (Figure 8-9). crests, peculiar
jaw supports, and narrow cannon bones show that dilophosaurs
are the most advanced of the bunch, so their reduced hips must
be a secondary reversal to a more primitive condition. It may be
that the extraordinarily aberrant Boryonyr and Spinoscurus are
extremely specialized developments of the dilophosaur branch;
their deeply kinked snout and other similarities certainly suggest
so.

In 1986, Robert Bakker made the ceratosaurs, famous for
their nasal horn, the first of a major, more advanced group of
theropods, the Neotheropoda.8 This is because he thinks they
have the double-jointed lower jaws (see Chapter 4, page 96).
However, having looked over the best existing skull, I do not
think they did. Instead, ceratosaurs were very primitive thero-
pods because they retained a very coelophysian-like anatomy.
They are a bit more advanced than coelophysians in having more
slender shoulder blades, longer ilia, bigger outer processes near
the femoral head, and somewhat taller ankle processes.

The next more derived group is the intertheropod.s, which
are good-sized theropods with features that place them between
the basal and the advanced theropods. This group includes the
heavily built megalosaurs and the normally buitt eustreptospon-
dylians and metriacanthosaurs. These advanced paleotheropods
are more derived than the coelophysians and ceratosaurs because
of their still more slender shoulder blades, larger outer femoral
process, vertical pubes with growing boots, and narrower central
cannon bone (see figure 8-9). The short-forearmed megalosaurs
are rather strange theropods, especially the South American
abelisaurs and noasaurs. This shows that they had left the main-
stream of theropod evolution. Small .f/ocsaurus paralleled some
protobirds by developing a special killing claw on the second toe.
Megalosaurus is also unusual in that it has broad pubes, like



early dinosaurs. This once led me to believe that it was the most

archaic of theropods,e and Peter Galton and James ("Dinosaur")

Jensen to conclude that megalosaurs and some other big thero-

pods evolved completely separately from small theropods. But

megalosaurs share too many characters with other theropods for

this to be true. I now believe the broad hips are a secondary

reversal to the old condition. Eustreptospondylians and metria-

canthosaurs are a bit more advanced than megalosaurs in the

above listed characters, and less abenant. Theropods like these

may have been the ancestors of more advanced theropods. Me-

triocanthoscurus is especially important in helping us ascertain

the evolutionary sequence, because this well-preserved form has

a large, expanded pubic tip, or boot, and the shorter anterior

trunk ribs that go with the start of an avian lung system.

We now come to avetheropods.to These are very birdlike
dinosaurs, even for theropods, having many avian adaptations.

For example, the lower jaw is hinged at its midlength, and many

birds retain this in a modified form. At the back of the roof of the

8-10
In primftive theropods like Cera-
tosaurus (upper lef) the bor con-
necting the front and back ends o/
the pterygoid (short orrow) was
broqd, the two outer bones in the
snspensorium (fn black) were
slender, and the anterior process
of the braincase (stippled) were
rodlike. Advonced protobird ther-
opods such os Velociraptor antir-
rhopus (righ) retcined the
slender outer suspensorium bones
and brainccse proces s, but fhe in-
trapterygoid connecf ion had be-
come c slender rod. The slender
pterygoid rod rs olso lrue o/Orni-
tholestes, Allosaurus, and t ryan-
nosours Qower row), However, in
rhrs clcde fhe suspensorfum ele-
menfs became robusf, ond storfed
ro close off the opening behind rhe
orbit.Also, ollosaurs and tyran-
nosours share cn unusucl plate-
Iike brainccne process that
confocfs rhe skull roof,
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mouth the pterygoid bone has a reduced connection between its
two main sections; this would become a hinge in many birds
(Figure 8-10). The front trunk ribs are short and slender, and the
back ones are long in order to operate abdominal air sacs (see
Figure 4-8, page 104). The shoulder blade is very narrow, also a
birdlike feature, as are the big inner wrist bone and three-fin-
gered hand (see Figure 4-12, page 109, and Figure 9-2, pageZZ0).
The pubic boot is very large, and the outer process of the femoral
head is very tall. Figure 8-8 shows that the ankle has another
very avian adaptation, a tall ascending process of the astragalus.'
Finally, the upper part of the central cannon bone is narrower
tha4 in paleotheropods (Figure 8-9). The progressive narrowing
of the central cannon bone in theropods is sometimes portrayed
as either strongly compressed at its upper end, or not com-
pressed at all. Actually it is the degree of narrowing that is very
important.

The small Late Jurassic compsognathids and coelurids are
the most primitive definite avetheropods, although the first is
barely in the order. Beyond these there are two main avetheropod
clades. One is the classic allosaur-tyrannosaur group, which also
includes the small ornitholestians and aublysodonts. These are
advanced relative to other theropods because they have robust
suspensoriums (Figure 8-10). Another distinctive character is a
central cannon bone that is L-shaped at the upper end. A subtle
character, it is important because it is consistent regardless of
how reduced this bone becomes, and because it distinguishes the
allosaur-tyrannosaur group from other avetheropods in which
this element is always straight at its upper end (see Figure 8-9).

Although tyrannosaurs and their aublysodont relatives share
some qualities with the sickle-clawed dromaeosaurs discussed
below,r2 they are really united with allosaurs above the orni-
tholestians. Allosaurs and tyrannosaurs share unusual plate-like
processes that project forward from the braincase and run up to
the skull roof (Figure 8-10), and a more flexible extra joint in the
lower jaw. Aublysodonts and tyrannosaurs share even more sim-
ilarities with each other: D-cross-sectioned front teeth followed
by bigger blades behind, small premaxillas in the tip of the snout,
deep maxillas behind them, extremely slender shoulder blades,
big pubic boots-and most notable of all-atrophied arms and
hands. Allosaurs have some minor specializations that tyranno-
saurs lack, and this made me think at first that they were sister
groups with a corrunon Jurassic ancestor. But Cretaceous allo-



saurs became increasingly tyrannosaur-like, so it really looks like
advanced Cretaceous allosaurs directly spawned the aublyso-
dont-tyrannosaurs. Sankar Chatterj ee disagrees, contending that
differing peg-and-socket articulations in the allosaurs and tyran-
nosaurs show they directly and independently evolved from dif-
ferent thecodonts.t3 But the theropods' "pegs and sockets" are
just interlocking bumps, not at all like the thecodonts'systems.
Otherwise, the dinosaurs'mesotarsal ankles are extremely alike,
and completely different from the thecodonts' crurotarsal ones

(see Figure 8-6). The same is true of the rest of these animals.
The allosaur-tyrannosaur clade is a sister group to the other

major avetheropod clade, the "true" protobirds and birds. Proto-
birds are less advanced than the allosaur-tyrannosaurs in their
retention of slender cheek bones, strong intermandibular joints,
and straight-ended central cannon bones. But protobirds have

many avian features not found in most other dinosaurs, although
as mentioned earlier some may have been mimicked by earlier
"Protoavis" and its relatives. Perhaps the first protobird is famous

Archaeopteryx, often considered the original bird. This little an-

imal's very large arms bore fully aerodynamic feathered wings.

However, these are not as genealogically important as the bird-
like skeletal details ofArchoeopteryx and other protobird thero-
pods. These details include an enlarged braincase, triangular
frontal bones over the eye socket which give the large eyes bin-
osular vision, a reduced quadratojugal bone just above the jaw
joint, low-set upper cheek bars, and reduced lower braincase
elements. Neck ribs are short, and the neck vertebrae's articula-
tions are becoming saddle-shaped. Especially birdlike are the
arms. A big furcula formed as the paired collarbones fused to-
gether. The very large coracoid, which helps form part of the
shoulder joint, has a big acrocoracoid projection (see Figure 4-9,
page 109) and is tilted back relative to the very slender shoulder
blade. Because the shoulder joint sets so high, the shoulder blade
is horizontal. The long and slender hand's thumb bone is very
short, and the central dgrt is the most robust. Also very birdlike
is the hip. The pubis and its base are tilted way back, and the
iliac blade is parallelogram-shaped. Because the tail is reduced,
the femur's projection for anchoring the tail muscle, the fourth
trochanter, is very small.

John Ostrom's demonstration that birds are flytng
dinosaursra was partly inspired by his work on the unexpectedly
birdlike sickle-claws. Althouqh Ostrom did not examine what
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kind of theropodArchoeopteryx was, it turns out that the sickle-
clawed dromaeosaurs are by far its closest relatives.ts Not only
do they have all the above bird characters-including backward-
tilted coracoids and pubes-but they share many additional fea-
tures with Archaeopteryx. Some are subtle yet striking details,
such as a diamond-shaped bone on the back of the braincase just
above the opening for the spinal cord, and an identical scalloped
articulation between the pubis and ilium. Overall, the hips are
uniquely similar. The tails are alike in the short, blocky chevron
bones running under their bases, while in the cheeks the quad-
rotojugal bone has a peculiar inverted-T shape. Archoeopteryx
even has an early version of the short, hyperextendable second
toe like the one the sickle-claws are so noted for.

I have listed so many of the characters shared by archaeop-
terygians, dromaesaurs, and other protobird theropods-but by
no means all of them-to make a point. As long ago as 1868,

Thomas Huxley noted the close similarities between Compsog-
nothus, some herbivorous dinosaurs, andArchoeopterry. He sug-
gested that birds arose from dinosaurs. This idea was considered
respectable until Gerhard Heilmann's classic study of 1926. ln
this exhaustive and wide-rangrng work, Heilmann came within
one sentence of concluding that small predatory dinosaurs were
protobirds. But he argued that birds could not have descended
from theropods because he thought the latter lacked collarbones
(see Figure 4-9, page 109), which most animals and birds have.
It was a fatal mistake, for Henry Osborn had described the col-
larbones of the theropod Oviraptor just two years before! Appar-
ently unaware of this, Heilmann turned to the only available
alternative, the generaltzed species of thecodonts. Of course
some thecodonts must be the ancestors of birds, because they are
ancestral to all other archosaurs. But no thecodont has a suite of
birdlike adaptations that other archosaurs lack. Occasional
claims that one has been found continue to be made, but subse-
quent investigations always show that the "bird" adaptations are
typical to small archosaurs, or do not exist.r6 In some cases the
"thecodont" cited has turned out to be something else altogether.

Most predatory thecodonts had splayed-out, grasping outer
fingers and toes, and long forelimbs. This made them good
climbers. Theropods are quintessential ground runners, often
with short forelimbs. Many contend that birds must have learned
fltght by gliding from tree to tree, so climbing thecodonts, not
running theropods, must be their ancestors. Unfortunately, even



some of those who do favor a theropod origin for birds try to
solve the problem by having birds learn to fly from the ground
up. Starting as insect-chasing leapers. These ground-based theo-
ries are a mistake, for as I will explain in Chapter 9, pages 211-

2I3, the arguments are badly flawed. Bird flight probably devel-
oped as protobirds leaped from branch to branch. There is no
reason to dismiss the theropods in this scenario because small
advanced theropods were good climbers. Their long arms and
long, big-clawed fingers show that they were. Not only that, but
Archoeoptetyx itself climbed in the theropod manner, using in-
wordly grasping thumbs and first toes that were completely un-
like the thecodonts'divergent outer digits. The two groups began
climbing in totally different ways'\^rith ornithosuchids and early
dinosaurs. They turned their thumbs into a divergent weapon,
and lost the grasping outer digits. As a result, climbing perfor-
mance was reduced. Such short-handed theropods as Coelo-
physis were especially poor climbers. But more advanced small
avetheropods and protobirds relengthened their hands. These

used thumbs and more divergent inner toes to perform the same
climbing functions that thecodonts had used their outer sets for.

Despite its weakness, the thecodont hypothesis of bird
origins remained the accepted one for almost a half a century. I
suspect one reason was a prejudice, a difficulty in believing that
the spectacular but "dead-end" dinosaurs could have been the
ancestors of robins and hummingbirds. The scarcity of good di-
nosaur science in the middle of this century hardly helped. Cir-
cumstances finally changed in the early seventies. John Ostrom
compared theropods and birds, and in 7972 P.Jick Walker found
that early crocodilians share a number of features with birds.
That crocs would be the closest living relatives of birds seems

odd, though less so when we realize that the early protocrocodi-
lians were small gracile animals. And they do share some struc-
tural things with birds-mainly the way the braincase articulates
with some of the surrounding bones. However, crocodilians-
even the earliest ones-have features that disqualiff thetn as bird
relatives. Among these are hyper-elongated wrist bones, so long
that they perform as auxiliary upper hand bones. This does not
bar a sister group relationship with birds, but closer examination
of their shared-derived characters shows that they were devel-
oped in parallel, not inherited from a conunon ancestor. Even
Walker now prefers a theropod ancestory for birds.tT

Some continue to argue that thecodonts or protocrocodilians
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are the closest relatives to birds.l8 YetArchaeoptery< not only has
all the basic theropodian adaptations, it is exquisitely and aston-
ishingly similar to dromaeosaurs-so much so that they should
be in the same fomily. Theories of crocodilian or thecodontian
origins for birds have little chance under these circumstances.
Indeed, Alan Feduccia has become skeptical about the arboreal-
thecodont concept he long advocated, and the general feeling at
the 1984 Archaeopteryx conference in Eichstatt was that the ther-
opod concept was the best one.te So while birds have often been
called "glorified reptiles," it clearly is better to think of them as
"glorified dinosaurs."

Another odd and surprising thing is that the dromaeosaurs
seem to be more advanced and birdlike than Archaeopteryx.
This is because they have a number of basic avian adaptations
that earlier Archoeopteryx does not, including a more birdlike
quadratojugal bone in the cheek, more hip vertebrae, very short
nonoverlapping neck ribs, shorter trunks, auxiliary hooked
processes on the side of the rib cage, and even more birdlike
femoral heads and hip sockets. Archoeopteryx is closer to flying
birds in its big forelimbs, with more backwardly angled cora-
coids and a big wishbone furcula. But this does not mean dro-
maeosaurs are less birdlike in these characters; instead, they are
similar toflrghtless birds, especially the archaic ratites (ostriches
and the like). Dromaeosaurs just may be secondarily flightless
Cretaceous descendants of the earlier, flying archaeopterygians.
This would explain why dromaeosaurs had big breastplates, a
classic and advanced flight adaptation (see Figure 4-I0, page
1O7).

A wide variety of bird groups of all degrees of advancement
have seen members lose flight in favor of an earth-bound exis-
tence. Following the loonlike, toothy hesperornithiforme divers
of the Cretaceous, there have been ostriches and their relatives,
penguins, auks, the great predatory phorusrhacids of South
America, flightless rails, ibises, parrots, even flightless geese,

ducks, and so on. This seems to have happened with protobirds
too. So, as a mainstream of flying protobirds evolved in the Late
Jurassic and early Cretaceous, they may have spawned a series
of ever more advanced protobird theropods that separately lost
the abiliry to fly. The first full birds appear very early in the
Cretaceous, and the split of the flightless protobirds from flying
protobird stock should have happened before that time-per-
haps in a rapid burst at the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary.
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Next in line above the dromaeosaurs are the bizarre ovirap-
tors. These parrot-beaked beasts are very similar to archaeopter-
ygians and dromaeosaurs in the neck, shoulder girdle, hand, and
the hip's ilium and ischium. They are more like birds than prior
protobirds in the roof of the mouth, and in their very pneumatic
skull bones. The ostrich-mimic ornithomimids also may belong
in the protobird clade. Their braincases are quite birdlike, and
they have the middle ear set in a shallow depression of the brain-
case. The roof of the mouth is rather avian in structure. At one
time I thought ostrich-mimics were close relatives to tyranno-
saurs, because the tails and legs in the advanced species of both
are. extremely alike. But early ostrich-mimics are not nearly so

tyrannosaur-like. Even those who share characters differ in some
subtle but key ways-for example, an L-shaped versus a straight
central cannon bone. This is a classic case of parallelism in fast
theropods. It is more likely, though still tenuous, that oviraptors
and ornithomimids share a conunon, secondarily flightless ances-

tor.
Exceptionally birdlike in the braincase, middle ear, roof of

the mouth, and hind legs are the sickle-clawed troodonts (see

Figure 8-1D. Usually these are considered close relatives of dro-
maeosaurs, and as pro(obirds they are. But troodonts are too
advanced to be really close dromaeosaur relatives. That hyper-
extendable second toes are present in archaeopterygians, dro-
maeosaurs, and troodonts suggests that the mainstream of flyng
protobirds had them. Their predaceous and grounded offshoots
retained them, while the nonpredatory oviraptors and ostrich-
mimics did not. Last among protobirds are the terrifically bird-
like avimimids-their head is basically that of a bird, and the
upper hand is fused into a single unit also just like a bird's.
Among the evidence indicating that Cretaceous protobirds were
secondarily flightless, the avimimid's tightly folding arms and
fused wrist and hand bones must be considered some of the most
telling.

I am the first to admit that there are problems with this
scenario of secondarily flightless protobirds. The worst is that in
some ways some protobirds are less birdlike than archaeoptery-
gians and dromaeosaurs. In particular, oviraptors, ostrich-mim-
ics, troodonts, and avimimids seem to have normal and vertical
pubes like most theropods. Perhaps this is a reversal, for unlike
birds, proper protobirds still had good tails and pubes that were
behind the zuts instead of on either side of them. If thev reen-



larged their tails, they no longer needed the belly under the hips
for balance, so it might have been swung forward again along
with the supporting pubes.

There may have been fewer cases of secondary flight loss in
the protobird clade than I suspect. Instead, the nonflying proto-
birds may have experienced massive parallelism with the main
body of flying protobirds. Another possibility is that flying pro-
tobirds continued as their own clade, competing with the true
birds (including, possibly, "Protoavis") and spilling off flightless
forms during the Cretaceous.

A vital point about bird origin is that the increasrngly avian
design of Archceopterry and cretaqeous protobirds makes them,
in the whole, the best potential ancestors of birds, much better
than protobirds. So much so that this is the view accepted
throughout this book.

A good thing about the predatory dinosaur phylogenetic tree
outlined here is that it is in pretty good agreement with time. One
has to be careful in using time as a check for phylogenetic trees.
For one thing, it is possible for primitive group members to sur-
vive long after the more advanced ones have died out. Nonethe-
less, the protodinosaur lagosuchians are the first known
dinosaurs, and the archaic paleodinosaurs and "Protoavis" are
restricted to the Carnian and early Norian of the Triassic. The
most primitive theropods appear at about this time, and are
abundant until the Early Jurassic. The more advanced paleo-
theropods, the intertheropods, show up in the middle of the
Jurassic, as do the first avetheropods. Protobirds appear in the
Late Jurassic, with the most primitive member of the clade soon
followed by more advanced protobirds and full birds in the Early
Cretaceous. Highly derived tyrannosaurs appear as their ad-
vanced allosaur ancestors decline, later in the Cretaceous. Like-
wise, advanced birds do not appear until the later Cretaceous.

I have stressed that the phylogeny outlined here is not carved
in stone, and is subject to change. However, I do firmly believe
that dinosaurs and birds are monophyletic. I am also certain that
the kink-snouted coelophysians and dilophosaurs formed a
clade, with the also-kink-snouted and very strange spinosaurs as
a possible tag-on. I am also convinced that the ornitholestian-
allosaur-tyrannosaur clade is true. Archaeopteryx must have
been an extremely close relative of dromaeosaurs. And I believe
that some of the most birdlike theropods were secondarily flight-
less.
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All the various predatory dinosaur suborders, families, and

so on are detailed in Part II. There has been a recent tendenry to
split up closely related theropod groups into separate infraor-
ders. For example, the dromaeosaurs, oviraptors, and ostrich-
mimics have each been given an infraorder of their own.20 I feel

this is unduly complex, and that these theropods are better clas-

sified as families within a united suborder.
Ironically, it is in some ways easier to work with extinct

genera and higher-level taxa than with extinct species. This is
because both living and fossil higher-level taxa are identified on

the basis of morphological differences. The problems in identi-
fyrng fossil species are obvious. We cannot observe their breed-

ing patterns, and we cannot look at their soft display structures.

And even if soft tissues were available, they are more useful for
sorting out living genera, than for species indentification. There

is no full solution to these problems. In fact, extinct species,

based on morphological differences and not breeding d5mamics,

cannot be considered true species. But uniformitarianism de-

mands we do the best we can.

It is helpful, if not essential, to look at modern taxa because

we can apply to fossils the values of skeletal variation usually
found within a number of well-established species, genera, fam-

ilies, and so on. For extinct species attempts must be made to
take into account individual, sexual, and geographic variation,
but using modern vertebrates as benchmarks gives us a reason-

ably firm basis on which to measure fossil taxa.
What do modern taxa tell us? First, that many genera have a

large number of species in them. We have already seen how
Panthera is a multispecies genus. CcnIs and Gazellc contain
about a dozen species each. Another thing is that morphological
variation is very high in many multispecies genera (figure 8-12).

This is seen in Ccnrs species, which range from the big robust
Siberian timber wolf to the much smaller, delicate, and long-

snouted Simien jackal. Fossil and living species of L/rsus are

quite variable.2t Among other genera, Vqranus lizards, Bovis, Go-
zella, Anas (various ducks), and even Homo show similar de-

grees of variation. Admittedly, not all living genera have been

ananged to show as much variation as these, and this shows that
modern biologists are still having their problems with consis-

tenry. But we need to start somewhere.
How do predatory dinosaur genera and species compare to

modern ones? It is all too obvious that many major dinosaur



genera have only one or two species. Coelophysis, S;mfcrsus,
Struthiomfmus, Gallimimus, Dcsplefosaurus, Torboscurus, and

Qronnosounrs traditionally have a single species each. This
sounds very suspicious. True, dealing with fossils we should not
expect to find all of a genera's species, but there is strong evi-
dence that the genera have been "oversplit."

This is confirmed by the similarities between some of these
genera. An excellent case is $rrcnnosounr rex and Tarbosourus
bataar. These predators are very alike. If found in the same
sediments they would probably be confused as the same species.
They certainly show much less difference than seen between
jackals and wolves, or lions and leopards. Likewise, Coelophysrs
bauri and S;mtcrsus rhodesiensis are no different from one an-

8-12
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ero, such as Canis (upper left
group), Varanus (ower left
group), o,nd even Homo (on right,
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other than species of many modern genera. All the advanced
ostrich-mimics are so alike it is often hard to tell them apart.

This means that dinosaurologists have often used generic
titles to distinguish what are really species. Indeed, this has been
the usual methodology. It is always enticing to name a whole new
genus, but it is too far out of line with modern biology to be
tolerable. Therefore, many dinosaur genera should be united.
There is no way to justiff keeping Tarbosourus separate from
TJnannosaunr. Synfarsus and Coelophysrs are very probably the
same. All advanced ostrich-mimics belong in one gemrs. I do not
believe it is useful-I'd say it's downright misleading-to perpet-
uate obsolete narnes, even when they are long-established and
familiar to the public. So, I have not hesitated to unite taxa when
appropriate, although this will be argued over and new data will
change things yet again.

Not all dinosaurs are oversplit. Megalosourus should be cut
down to two or three species. Another good case of "lumping" is
the MorrisonAllosourus, which has three species though it's usu-
ally considered to consist of one. The point is to try to be consis-
tent.

As noted above, sexual differences can be confused with
species differences. Sorting out these and other species problems
properly requires large numbers of samples. If enough specimens
are avallable, the quantitative variations between them can be
compared statistically. This is not possible with most theropods.
There are only half a dozen or so TJnannosourus rex skeletons,
for example. The biggest samples available are of Coelophysis
bauri and C. rhodesiensrs. Both have been found in quanies
containing dozens or hundreds of specimens. It has been deter-
mined that there are two proportional types of each. The question
is whether these are sexes or species. That the two types have
been found together at what are apparently mass-kill sites has
been taken to mean that they are the two sexes of a single popu-
lation. Sex ratios do not have to be equal; single males can pos-
sess whole harems, for instance. On the other hand, it is also
possible for two very similar species of the Same genus to coexist
in the same area.Indian lion and tiger skeletons are so alike that
paleontologists find it very difficult to separate them. There are
some things that commonly distinguish sexual from species dif-
ferences. Sexual variations are usually size-related.zz Hence,
male lions are extreme, robust, and big-toothed forms of the
smaller female model, while female emns are stouter and larger



than the males. When two types are similar in size, it is species
differences that are often the cause.

Another factor involved in determining taxa-genera and
species especially-is time. Generally, the closer in time, the
more likely one taxa is involved. Species of recently living high-
metabolic-rate animals typically last about 1.0 to 3.0 million
years, and this seems to hold for dinosaurs. Cold-blooded spe-
cies, with their longer generation turnovers, last longer. Genera
of either type can last much longer, but not indefinitely. Yet
morphology must have the final say on fossil species and genus
identification. If two thoroughly known animals look so similar
that they are one genus or species,.then this should be recognized
taxonomically regardless of the time displacement.

That is more or less the extent of our review of predatory
dinosaur phylogeny and systematics. But we are not really fin-
ished, for birds are the last and continuing expression of thero-
pod evolution. Fuliy evolved birds can be told from protobirds
such as Archceopter'5m by a set of very distinctive adaptations.
One of these is the splitting apaft of the lower hip elements along
the body midline, so the belly is slung between these bones. The
hip socket's antitrochanter and the femoral head have a very
extensive articulation. Skulls are reduced in that the bar behind
the eye socket and in the upper cheek are both lost, as is most of
the snout's maxilla bone and the preorbital opening it contains
(see Figure 4-4, page 92). In the skull the quadrate, which sup-
ports the lower jaw, can also push forward on the lower cheek
and roof of the mouth to elevate the beak. The articulations be-
tween the vertebrae have adopted a complex saddle-like shape,
for better mobility. And of course the tail is reduced to a stub.

This brings us to the problem of what to do about classi$ring
birds. By taking them down from their own class and uniting
them with other archosaurs, we have already offended many or-
nithologists. This is a serious problem, and dinosaurologists and
ornithologlsts may come to loggerheads over the issue. If it be-
comes accepted that theropods were warm-blooded, that they
were the ancestors of birds, and, most importantly, that small
ones were feathered, then ornithologists mcy come to accept the
placement of birds in the Archosauria. That birds fly does not
mean that they deserve their own subclass. After all, bats do not
get their own subclass. Birds are not only direct descendants of
theropods, they are little different in much of their morphology.
However, birds should not be put in the Theropoda, just as bats
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don't belong in the Insectivoria they arose from. This is especially
true since the Herreravia may have produced their own version
of "birds" via "Protoavis." A good case could be made for making
Aves a fifth dinosaur superorder, equal to the Theropoda. After
all, the strong parallelism with birds shown by some predatory
dinosaurs proves that birds are a repeated variation on the di-
nosaur theme, not a radical new group. The problem with this
logic is that ornithologists may not agree to birds being "reduced"
from their present status of a class, equal to the Mammalia, all
the way down to a subgroup of dinosaurs. So in the end we may
settle on a subclass rank, equal to the Dinosauria.

Here we come to the difficulty of where to draw the line
between the Theropoda and Aves. The potential confusion lies
not so much with true birds, but with protobirds such as Ar-
choeopteryar, dromaeosaurs, ostrich-mimics, and the like. (Again,
we assulne that "Protoavis" was an early bird-mimic, not a true
protobird.) Archoeopteryx is often considered the first member
of Aves, mainly because it has that hallmark of birds-feathers.
But feathers are a poor taxonomic character, as many other ar-
chosaurs could have had them. Asserting that unless it is proven

*c*+S..+$+-"-



that theropods had feathers we can assurne they did not, is reli-
ance on negative evidence of the worst sort. Besides, we can do
better, for we can pick and choose which characters best define
taxa. Indeed, we must rely on characters we can be sure that
certain animals had and certain others did not, especially when
defining major rankings.

In this view, we know thatArchaeopterp, with its hyperen-
larged winged forelimbs, had an aerodlmamic capability that
shorter-forelimbed theropods did not-regardless of their pos-
sible arm feathers. So birds can be defined as that clade which
has developed a certain level of flight. This is a perfectly reason-
able anangement. That certain pfotobirds and birds later lost
their aerodynamic abilities does not harm the concept, any more
than the crocodilian's loss of the preorbital opening affects their
archosaurian status. But this bird definition is far from perfect.
For one thing, Archaeopterym and certain theropods are so alike
that they should be placed in the same family. AIso, some proto-
birds may be secondarily terrestrial descendants of archaeopter-
yglans. This definition would include such protobirds as

dromaeosaurs and ostrich-mimics that have long been thought of
as theropods. Should Velociraptor be classified along with hum-
mingbirds?

One way out of this is to limit Aves to birds proper. In this
case, Archaeopteryx is formally a theropod. This too can be crit-
ieized, for it leaves those taxa that are probably at the base of the
bird clade out of the Aves. But theropods as a whole are part of
the bird clade in as much as they have many of the key adapta-
tions that mark living birds. So they could just as well be placed
in Aves. In 1975, Richard Thulborn did just this, making TJrran-
noscunr rex and Coelophysrs birds. Although this sounds out-
rageous, it is a fully sound idea. It just depends on how one
defines the limits. At the other extreme, Gauthier wants to ex-
clude the toothed birds Hesperornrs and Ichthyornrs from Aves,
in the hope of achieving future stability.'z3 But these are true
birds, with all the adaptations that mark living forms. Nor are
ornithologists likely to accept such a critical exclusion. As for
myself, since most theropods are usually excluded from Aves, I
feel it is all rlght to exclude protobirds too, even a flyng one like
ArchaeopterStx, and I prefer to restrict Aves to true birds, includ-
ing the toothy ones. One advantage is that Aves is then a mor-
phologically uniform group, and protobirds are left in the group
that matches their anatomical grade.
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Turning to the Aves proper, it seems that the tiny flying bird
discovered in Spain by Sanz, Bonaparte, and Lacasca is the most
primitive found yet-among flyrng species only Arch aeopteryx is
more achaic. The head and hand are missing, and some of the
apparently primitive features may be due to its being a youngster
with many unfused bones. It is the tail that is most interesting,
for while it has a short set of fused vertebrae at its end as in
modern birds, it is still longer than in any other bird.

Next in line are small, flying Ambiortus and lchthyornis.za
These share similar and distinctive shoulder blades, and are
alike in other features such as the retention of big protobird
deltoid crests in the forearm. They may, or may not, be close
relatives. Their primitive nahre is shown by the rather proto-
bird-like skull with toothed jaws of lchthyornrs, and the supple-
clawed fingers of Ambiornrs (the skull is not known in the latter,
nor the hand in the first).

Also showing toothy jaws and a protobird-like skull, but very
different in body form, are the loonlike diving hesperornithi-
formes.2s The retention of primitive characters does not prove
that all these toothed, or odontornithians, birds are truly close
relatives. On the other hand, odontornithians are so primitive
that they are far removed from all other birds.

The peculiar details of the mysterious andbizarre enantior-
nithian birds of the Cretaceous suggest they were a sister group
to the normal and toothless neornithian birds-or perhaps to the
odontornithians. Whether enantiornithians had teeth is uncer-
tain. What especially concerns us is Larry Martin's misplacement
of Archoeopterry in with the enantiornithians.26 He supposed
that they share aberrant braincases, shoulder girdles, and other
features. But none of these actually exist in Archaeopteryx, and
most are not found in enantornithians either. It cannot be over-
emphasized that Archoeopteryx is a very theropodian and gen-
eralized protobird-one that shares no special characters with
any particular bird group.

Some cannon bones that have been identified by some as

enantornithian are good examples of the problems that some-
times arise in telling theropods from birds. A small, strange set
of fused cannon bones was found in the North American Hell
Creek Formation of the latest Cretaceous. It proved to be much
the same as others found in Argentina. A colleague and I named
them Aw'saunx archibaldf Brett-Surman and Paul, 1984, and
applied a set of usually reliable criteria to them. These criteria



indicated that Arnscunr was fully theropodian, and rather prim-
itive at that. So we put it in the Theropoda. But some day this set

of Avr'saurus cannon bones may prove us wrong by showing up
on the leg of an enantiornithian bird!

All modern birds, from ostriches to sparrows, are neor-
nithes. These differ in a number of respects from enantiornithi-
ans. and are more advanced than odontornithes. Neornithes
come in two basic g4res, paleognathus and neognathus. The flrst
includes the ostriches, emus, and other big ratites, plus the
pheasant-like tinamous of South America. These have vaguely
protobird-like, unsophisticated mouth roofs, are still somewhat
protobird-like in the hips, and are especially protobird-like in
their ankles. Whether paleognathus birds are anatural group, or
are in part or all descendants of advanced birds that have re-
verted to the primitive condition, is a matter of much contro-
versy. The first view seems to be winning out. The second

neornithian group is the neognathus birds, the fully advanced
birds that make up all but a handful of the living species. With
their sophisticated, hinge-jointed palates, there is little doubt that
they form a monophyletic clade. However, in trying to sort out
relationships within the neognathes, the 8700 or so living species

and many more extinct ones pose a daunting taxonomic challenge
that will take decades to work out. Many of the major bird groups
have not been studied with modern techniques, and the vastness

of the available data combined with the many gaps in the fossil
record is overwhelming.

We have a much better understanding of how predatory di-
nosaurs and birds evolved and were related to each other than
we did just a few years ago. There is very little doubt that birds
are the descendants of these dinosaurs. Big questions remain,
however, many of which may be impossible to resolve. And more
will arise as new species are found and old ones are reconsid-
ered. Because we know more about predatory dinosaur phylog-
eny, we are able to construct more realistic classifications. But
will a consensus emerge and dinosaur systematics restabilize? I
really do not know, but I have hopes.
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Some small dinosaurs found that there were advantages in
not being earthbound, and to them we owe the gift of birds.t Just
when and how this started is not clear; flight may have happened
more than once, with only one of the groups of flying predatory
dinosaurs ultimately making it as birds. The first attempt may
have been made by the Triassic herrerasaurs in the form of "Pro-
toavis." As explained earlier, it is possible that these Triassic
forms were an early, dead-end extrleriment in flight.

The more successful attempt may have started with the long-
fingered small avetheropods of the Jurassic, which could climb
better than the earlier, shorter-fingered theropods. And under-
stand that these predators' strong bones and joints made them
well suited for the tumbles and falls that leaping in the trees
leads to. Bushes were a place both to escape to and to chase prey
into-cats use bushes in this way. Theropod climbing was both
bipedal and quadrupedal, and leaps also started with a two-
legged push-off, and ended with an all-hands-and-feet landing.
Eome avetheropods got better at this by evolving longer, stronger
forelimbs with larger, more recurved claws, and longer, more
reversed inner toes. In effect, they returned to a more quadru-
pedal way of doing things. Just this sort of arboreality is prac-
ticed by the young of the living hoatzrn, a strange bird of South
America whose juveniles have theropod-Iike claws on two supple
fingers, a reversion to the old pattern.2 With these, they scramble
semiquadrupedally about the branches of trees.

Some theropod species may have been predominantly arbo-
real, and under pressures to further enhance their leaping abili-
ties. While working on bird origins, Robert Bakker and I
concluded that Archoeopterry was just such a climber. This is a
key issue, for to understand the beginnings of bird flight we must
understand what the protobirds were up to. Archaeopter5nr's
inner toe, the hallux, is not as well-developed as those of modern
perching birds, but we should not expect it to already be at the
songbird level. What is more telling is that the halhx was a

larger, more backward-pointing, and better grasping toe than in
any other theropod. In 1984, Derik Yalden showed that Ar-
chaeopterSa's sharp-tipped claws, the hand claws especially, are
most like those of modern climbing animals. The strength of the
forelimbs is also vital because they are longer and more powerful
than the hind limbs. Such extreme forelimb dominance cannot
be explained as display organs or insect traps, but only if they
had become the protobird's main locomotory organs. The long,
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slender fingers are useless for walking. Hence climbing, flytng,
and swimming are the potential locomotory uses. At the same

time, ArchoeopterSm is really not as well built for running as is
often thought, since the hips and knee crest are smaller than in
any other theropod. But the short iliac blade behind the hip
socket and the small knee crest, and the slender leg muscles they
supported, are rather like those of leaping tree frogs and mon-
keys. The leaping and climbing abilities of Archceopteryx cannot
be used as absolute proof of arboreality in a1l Jurassic proto-

9-1
The hobitot of the first 'bird," Ar-
chaeopteryx lithographica, wos
not woodlands, but orid, brush-
covered seo rslands. Here a pair
display to eoch other, and an-
other pair fly by, os/ocks of pter-
oscurs rerurn from fi.shing
opedirions.
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9-2
Like mony smcll fheropods, Orni-
tholestes hermanni climbed well
with its hooked clows, Iong fin-
gers, and supple foes. If wos in
the frees that bird flight began.

birds, because Archaeopteryx could be an exception that evolved
from running protobirds.

Here we come to a very interesting subject, and must digress
from the main thesis for awhile. At various times it has been
argued that birds learned to fly from the ground up, not the trees
down. John Ostrom revived this idea tn 1974 with his vision of
protobirds as insect snatchers, using long arm feathers to en-
snare flyrttg insects. Ostrom has since abandoned this idea as

untenable, but it did inspire much needed debate on the subject.
Caple and company took the insect idea and modified it so that
protobirds were using their jaws to catch flyrng insects.3 Of
course this would have required ground-to-air leaping. Caple and
colleagues constructed an aerodSmamic model showing how in-
creasingly long arm, hand, and tail feathers improve the range
and accurary of anti-insect leaps.

Alas, the whole idea of leaping insectivorous ground animals
is a near certain chimera. No such animal is alive todav. and for

2n
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good reason. Insects are small food items, and even a small
warm-blooded protobird would need to eat some 100 to 200 half-
gram-size insects a day (see Appendix A for how this is calcu-
lated). Most small animals have daily foraging ranges of only 1.0

to 4.0 kilometers. Anything beyond that stretches their energy
budgets too much. Even a slow-running protobird would cover
this foraging range in less than half an hour, far too little time to
catch the multitudes of insects it needed. Not only that, but the
very idea that protobirds, which were just learning to fly, could
make a living by catching high-performance flying insects is too
much to swallow. It would be like tryrng to shoot down Spitfires
with a 1908 Wright Flyer. Only specialized, fast-flying birds-
those that can cover large volumes of airspace rapidly, outrun
and outmaneuver their targets, and do it at low cost since fl)nng
consrunes much less energy per distance traveled-are success-

ful aerial insectivores. So restorations that show protobirds chas-

9-3
The first 

ubird," Archaeopteryx
lithographica, wos very well built
for climbing, with very long,
srrong orrns, big hooked claws,
ond grosping feet.
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9-4
Archaeopteryx lithographica
Fn 1880, shoum in flight profiIe,
cuts a strikingly oerodynamic fig-
ure. The smaller figure shows rhe
wings and tail feathers folded for
swimming. The insef shows fhaf
the hand (center) and foot GiSh\
clcws o/Archaeopteryx are in-
triguingly similar to the foe claws
with which fish-eating bats (ef)
snctch up their mecls (bony cores
ore in white; the horny shecfhs,
preserved in Archaeopteryx specr-
mens, ore block). ?hls protobird
may have both fished and
climbed with irs clcws. The leap-
ingsfrength and agility o/A. lith-
ographica HMN 1880 is well
illusrrcfed in the muscle study;
note the great pectoralis mr.rscle
on the chesf. The flight ond mus-
cle snrdfes ore to fhe some scale.

ing dragonflies and the like, and there have been a great many of
late, are in gross enor.

Protobirds the size of ArchaeopteryD( were too large for fuIl-
time insectivory anyway; most insect-eating mammals and birds
are a good deal smaller. So what were protobirds eating? Here
we need to look more closely at Archaeopterry. We have already
seen how the conical teeth of some small theropods were suitable
for fishing. In fact, the very conical, unserrated, and big-rooted
teeth of Archoeopteryx are most like those of marine crocodil-
ians, whales, and the toothed diving bird Hesperornfs. Not only
that, but the hooked and laterally flattened claws, especially
those of the hands, are strikingly like the toe claws of fish-eating
bats (Figure 9-4). So Archaeopterry does seem well-adapted for
going after small aquatic organisms.4 It may have swurn well too.
With wings half folded, and the tail feathers slipped together like



the long tails of the strange swimming anhinga birds, the power-
fully muscled wings could have propelled it along like baby hoat-
zrn or the little water ouzal of mountain streams. Archoeopteryx
even lived on an island chain, and its remains are found only in
lagoons-small animal fossil sites have yet to turn up archaeop-
terygian remains on land. Fish eating and arborealiry may seem
inconsistent, but many cats are both good climbers and good

fishers. And again there is the hoatzin, which when juvenile will
drop from the stream-loving trees it dwells in into the water to
escape danger. Things that seem odd are sometimes valid none
the less. Fish eating also helps explain something else, the fact
that most of the Cretaceous birds found so far come from watery
habitats, and that birds seem to be rare in land faunas, at least
until the Late Cretaceous.

Now we can return to the main thesis. Even though we can
put protobirds in the trees, we still cannot easily explain how
they came to fly. Arboreal gliders are common, but it never has

been explained exactly how one can switch from gliding to flap-
ping flight. It seems that the first stages of primitive flapping can

actually decrease the length of a glide. Ulla Norberg, in 1985,

tried to show how short, low-frequency flaps might be able to get

around this problem, to be followed by full flapping later. How-

ever, just as no living animal leaps after insects for a living, no
living bird, bat, or other creature "glide-flaps" the way Norberg
suggests. Other scholars believe this does not happen because it
cannot work.

Which brings us to the core of the problem. AerodSmamics

is a tricky science, especially when applied to live flying ma-
chines. The aerodynamics of relatively simple aircraft are often
difficult to understand. The problems only multiply when looking
at creatures whose intricate airfoils change shape with each mo-
tion. Little work has been done in the area, which is not surpris-
it g since it is a nightmare observing and measuring flying
animals; the resulting calculations can fry a computer. Nor is
there much money around to spend on such things, since the
practical applications of bird flight are not obvious. I do not
believe that we truly understand organic flight; certainly, every-
one working on the problem disagrees with everyone else. So,

although the morphological and ecological evidence makes it
clear that bird fhght did originate in the trees, the aerodynamic
uncertainties surrently make it almost impossible to decide on
exactlv how this occuned.
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until recently, some have argued, exacerbating the probrem,
that birds started flyrng either by leaping up from the ground, or
by gliding down from trees or cliffs. This up and down dichotomy
is unfortunate because it may be unnecessary, and because it
stifles consideration of alternatives.

one possible alternative melds arboreality with horizontal
leaping. In this concept the gliding stage is skipped and birds
learn to fly directly via interbranch leaps-some leaps being
downward, others up, and some level, so in total the average is
horizontal. we know that arboreal leaping is a viable life-style,
because there are thousands of living branch-leapers. As for
climbing theropods, they were uniquely preadapted for wings
and tails of the avian kind. They were bipeds with short trunks
and stiff-action vertical hind limbs that could not splay out to the
side and support a flying squirrel or bat type of interlimb mem-
brane. The only places available to develop airfoils were on the
tail and forelimbs. The ability to better orient the body and limbs
into the best position for landing on branches would have been
very valuable, since misses could result in injurious or fatalfalls.
Indeed, tree-leaping primates of about this size suffer substantial
mortality from such mishaps.

If the work of Caple et al. on leaping aerodynamics is cor-
rect, then they inadvertently explained much of how interbranch
leaps of climbing protobirds could be developed into full-pow-
ered avian flight. They believe that just a slight lengthening of
forelimb and tail feathers would give theropod-protobirds greatly
improved roll and pitch control. They thought this would help
bring the mouth closer to insects-but it would have been just as
good at helping swing the hind feet closer to a branch. The mo-
tions of the arms as they maneuvered the developing winglets
also mimicked the flaps of power flight. As the feet gripped the
branch, the hands would continue to help by grabbing on too.

Further enlargement of the airfoils and of the forelimb mus-
cles to better control them not only increased control, but started
to lengthen the leaps by turning them into glides. As the wings
and their power sources continued to enlarge, the protobirds
started to power-fly. Now they could not only leap further, but
they could start landing higher than where they took off-a tre-
mendous advance in arboreal rapid transit. In this sense, pow-
ered flight probably developed from the frees up, not the ground
up. Some more of this and you have full size, high-powered
wings, of the stage at which we find Archaeopteryx.



But there are problems with this idea too. The worst is that
powered flrght is most effrcient at moderate speeds, much less so

at slow speeds. Since interbranch leaps are rather slow, devel-

oplng powered fhght at this stage could be difficult. Interbranch
glides are faster, well within the range for efficient flapping fltght.
Perhaps it was a combination of developing controls for leaping

and landings plus the speed of gliding that contains the answer,

but I wouldn't be surprised if somone ctune up with an aerody-

namic criticism of this scenario as well.
Actually, much of this theorizing may be redundant. It is

possible that theropods had developed long arm display feathers

well before they tried anything aerodynamic with them, as the

supposed Triassic feather prints mentioned in Chapter 4 may

indicate. In this case, small theropods were preadapted for fltght,

9-5
Log-Iog plots comparing wing
area. qnd humerus circumference
relative to body moss fn modern

flyrng birds and Archaeopteryx
lithographica (solid circles indt-
cqte the fhree main specimens,
left to right, JM 2257, HMN 1880,
and BMNH 37001). The protobird
wcrs os big-winged and strong-
armed os ore birds. In wing qree,
A. lithographica was closest fo
crows and gulls (corw'ds and lar-
ids), and much bigger winged
than ducks (anatids). Notice fhot
the wings o/Archaeopteryx litho-
graphica became larger relative to
body mcrss with morurity.
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and we would not need to explain the intitial evolution of wing
feathers in aerodynamic terms.s

How well Archaeoptery< flew-and when good, powered
fhght was first achieved-is a bone of much contention. I am sure
thatArchaeopterSm was a good power-flyer, not just a glider as
often thought. It was certainly not the sort of fine-tuned flyer
modern birds are, but it is hardly likely that it could have devel-
oped all the anatomical refinements of high-performance flight
before it could power-fly. It would make more sense that the
basics of powered flight would have been achieved before fhght
was refined. In Archaeopteryx the wing feathers are fully aero-
dynamic, being the asymmetrical winglike airfoils found in mod-
ern flyrng birds.6 In a fltght posture, ArchaeopterSx looks
reasonably streamlined and aerodSmamic (see Figure 9-4). Fig-
ure 9-5 shows that the wing's surface/total weight ratio was well
within the flyng bird range, about equal to a crow's. The -ing
bones are also as strong as flyrng birds. The big furcula, created

9-6
Thepossible morions of the hume-
rus (dotted lines) fn rheropods
like Coelophysis (upper lef) ore
close fo fhose o/Archaeopteryx.
?his is enough like q bird's (upper
rjgh} to qllow the qrm to flap for
flight (anowed lines). Birds Qower
right) have a sophisticofed suprc-
coracoideus muscle system in
which fhe muscle bdrs around a
pulley formed by the qcrocoracoid
to help elevqte the wing. Thrs rs
very/ unusuql, since fn mosf ani-
mals such os Coelophysis (e/r)
fhe suprccoracofdeus pulls down
on the humerus. /n Archaeopteryx
lithographica (ower IefQ the sys-
tem was partly developed.
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by fusing the clavicles into one unit, helped lock together and

immobilize the shoulder girdle. This is disadvantageous in most

animals, who need as much arm reach as they can get. But it is a

classically avian way of strengthening the shoulder for flight. And

not just flight, but powered flight, since flytng squirrels and other

gliding mammals do have furculas. Although AtchoeoprerJ 's

theropod-like shoulder joint is not specifically adapted for flight,

I have found that the upper arm of even early theropods such as

Coelophysls can be manipulated in the basic flapping pattern of
powered fhght (Figure 9-6; such experiments cannot be done

with Archoeopteryx itself since all the bones are still set in the

original slabs).
All that is needed now is enough power. Archoeopteryx lacks

the great keeled breaslplate of modern flyttg birds. But a key

part of this structure's function is to support a specialized wing-

elevating supracoracoideus muscle. Storrs Olson and Alan Fed-

uccia explained in 1979 that the main flight-power source of
birds, the wing-depressing pectoralis, is supported up front by

the furcula. The great size of Archaeopteqx's furcula must have

evolved for this task. The rest of its enlarged wing depressors

could have been spread out over the chest, like in bats. If the

pectoralis mad.e up 10 to 15 percent of the total body mass, it
would be enough for flight.

Archoeoptery< had only the beginnings of the supracoracoi-

deus wing-elevating system (see Figure 9-6). Modern birds have

trouble with climbing flight if the wing-elevating supracoracoi-

deus muscle is disabled, but this is probably because they have

become dependent upon this spectalized system. Bats do fine

without it. Good -ing elevation could have been achieved by the

well-developed upper shoulder muscles in Archceopteryx.
So Archaeopterry could probabty have taken off from level

ground, either with a push from the hind limbs or a short run. It
could then climb to cruising height, and if it had enough long-

endurance red fibers in its fl ght muscles, flap along for long

distances. If the flight muscles were mainly short-burst white

fi.bers, like a chicken's, then short-term climb and speed perfor-

mance would be enhanced at the expense of endurance. Upturn-
ing the long tail and sweeping the wings forward as airbrakes, it
could make bipedal ground landings. But its flight was still on

the crude side. The deep, keeled body and very long tail surface

made for good stability, but countered quick rolls and turns.

Archoeopter5m stitl had well-developing, grasping hands, so most
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branch landings were probably sloppy quadrupedal affairs in
which the hands helped ensure a good hold, and the robust ther-
opod body build minimized ir{uries. In sum, Archaeopteryar was
probably a competent but unrefined flyer, much like a wright
Flyer of 1908. It could get from here to there and little else. But
even such basic mobility must have been very useful.

The issue of when true avian powered flrght began is com-
plicated by the Triassic "Protoavis" remains, which may in part
have represented a creature able to achieve a clumsy sort of
flrght. If so, then the way protoavians developed flight probably
followed much the same climbing course as outlined above.

Regardless of whether protoavians or archaeopterygians are
the first avian flyers, what course did bird flight take afterward?
one change was in the folding of the arms and the -ing feathers.
In Archaeopteryx the arms themselves could not fold as tightly
as bird wings do. But the wing feathers were not attached tightly
to the arm bones and they may have folded back along the arm.
This would have kept them out of the way when climbing, or
when the arms snatched after prey. To improve flight, early birds
anchored the wing feathers firmly to the forelimb bones, and the
arm becarne more tightly foldable in compensation. Another
major adaptation was, of course, the big, keeled breastplate. As
mentioned above, its main purpose was and is to anchor an en-
larged supracoracoideus wing-elevating muscle. This muscle
loops around the special acrocoracoid process in front of the
shoulder joint to pull on the humerus from above (see Figure
9-6), and greatly improves birds'rate of climb.

Caple and company cite the problem of switching from the
early quadrupedal branch landings to the modern bipedal
method as one of the most serious problems faced by early birds.
I disagree, because this is a logical and rather easily achieved
consequence of the improvement of bird fhght. It is also one of
the last such refinements, as shown by Early CretaceousAmbfor-
ftls.? This bird has the highly developed shoulder girdle and
keeled sternum of modern flyng birds, and it looks like it is close
to being an adept enough flyer to branch-land on two legs. yet
Ambiortus still has clawed fingers, so it may have often grabbed
branches with all fours. It would have been advantageous at this
stage for birds to better overall flight performance by fusing the
clawed fingers into the flattened, unclawed, and streamlined
structure of modern birds. To do so, alula feathers developed on
the thumb (Figure 9-7). Held a little above the wing, they acted



as a leading-edge "wing slot" to reduce the landing speed. This

allowed surer, more precise bipedal landings, and eliminated the

need for wing claws.
Once the hand was so modified, birds had all the modern

flight refinements. Nowadays, various birds fly us high as Ever-

est, cruise at 50 mph, soar over ocean waves for tens of thousands

of miles, and dominate the daylight skies. It all may have started

with a little predatory dinosaur, a mutant with longer fingers

than its parents', longing for alizard that had just scampered into

a bush.

9-7
In Archaeopteryx lithographica
the thumb was srill o clawed, in-
wardly divergent weapon (also
see FIg'ure 4-12). /n birds fhe
thumb remcins divergent, but ir ts
modified fo supporf rhe special
alula feathers. These act as lead-
ing-edge slofs fo conrrol the flow
of the air (black arrows) over the
wing qt slow speeds.
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10-1
A time and phylogenetic chort. AI-
most cll the theropod genero dis-
cussed in Part II are p:totted here,.
the heavy bors show the known
rime spcn of the genero. In gen-
eral, toxa become more advanced
progressing from top to bottom,
and from left to right. The ap-
proximate cges in millrbns o/
years of each sra€'.e ore along the
bottom; possfble rimes o/ some
giant mefeorific impacfs are plot-
ted ot top.
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Part II is the meat and potatoes of this book-a group-
by-group, species-by-species catalog of the world's predatory
dinosaurs. But it is by no means an exhaustive account of every
predatory dinosaur species that has ever been named. I have
omitted those species whose designation is based on inconse-
quential material that cannot be properly identified, or those
determined by remains that really belong to another, earlier
named species.

The seventy genera and 102 species that do get full treatment
in this catalog are those that I am fairly confldent are real. In
some cases the remains are fragmentary, but since they are found
isolated in formations that otherwise lack fossils of their type,
they are worth noting. At best, the species is based upon a good
specimen, called a type (more properly, holotype), the remains
of a single individual which are used. to exempli8/ that species'
skeleton. Alas, it is all too rare that the type is a beautifully
complete skeleton, one clearly distinctive from all previously
identified remains. More often the type is a paltry collection of
bones. In such cases, better secondary type (paratlpe) specimens
may show the species' full character. So, horrifically complex
situations can arise, in which the species'validiU or the correct-
ness of the name is not clear. This can have us paleontologists
hitting our heads against the proverbial wall, wondering why we
did not go into something simpler-like nuclear particle physics.

A number of dinosaur species are based on nothing more
than isolated teeth. This is not as bad as it sounds, for it is
becoming increasingly likely that each species of predatory di-
nosaur had teeth unique to itself. But unless skeletal remains
have been found that tell us more about the animal. such tooth-
based species are not included in this text.

Each group and species is considered in rough phylogenetic
order (according to its evolutionary development), so the species
tend to get progressively more "advanced" as one reads on. The
phylogenetic relationships and age of most genera examined in
this catalog are detailed in Figure 10-1. In the chart, species be-
come younger going to the right, and more "advanced" going
down and, sometimes, right. All the relationships are tenuous to
lesser or greater degrees; I have indicated when they are espe-
cially so by a question mark.
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As you may notice, all forty of the skeletal drawings in Part
II, representing thirty-four species , are drawn in the sarne pose,

running full tilt with their mouths open and the left hind limb
pushing off. The neck is shown in "neutral posture," with the
vertebrae following the curvature in which they naturally articu-
lated. The head is gently flexed on the curved neck. The left arm
is shown partly tucked up, with the bones in the same direct side
view as the hind-limb elements, making it possible to contrast
the size and shape of the finger and toe claws. I also show them
this way-even though the arm and leg bones really faced a little
outwards because the elbows and knees were bowed out-both
to simpliff the execution and to make the comparisons between
the species easier. The same advantages of simplification of exe-

cution and comparability are gained by drawing all the skeletons
in a uniform pose-although some modest differences that do
exist among the species are reflected in the restorations. I have

found this uniform system to be very valuable in understanding
these creatures, and my thoughts about a dinosaur have often

changed after preparing a detailed skeletal restoration and con-

trasting it to others.
Too often the reader is presented with skeletal and skull

restorations in side view only, which leaves him or her in the

dark as to the fulI form of the three-dimensional creatures.
Hence, I have drawn the skull and,/or skeleton of a representative
species or more of each group in multiple views.l It is often not
possible to get good top and other views of particular specimens,

so in some cases the multiple views were based in part on speci-

mens different from those used for the side views. In the front
and back views of the skeletons the head, neck. and tail are

omitted, for they are unduly complex to render from these per-
spectives and obscure the trunk and hips. Although many of the
protobirds could tightly fold their arms, I show them tucked in
like other theropods for easier comparison, and to make them
visible in the front views.

The limb's outward bowing can be seen in the front and back
skeletal views. In the top views the vertebral column gently un-
dulates, with the right side of the hip swinging forward along
with its limb as the left leg pushes off, and the base of the tail
swinging to the left as its caudofemoralis muscle helps pull back
on the femur. The vertebral undulations are not shown in the
front and back views.

Skeletal Muscle
and Life

Restorations
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In making my restorations I have usually avoided taking
someone else's skeletal or skull drawings and reposing them, for
I have found that they are not always reliable. Instead, detailed
figures and photographs of the individual bones, or a photograph
of a good specimen are used to build up original restorations. I
try to draw a skull and skeleton, from the species tytrle, since it is
these remains that are used to characterrzethe species. But some-
times the type remains are too inferior relative to other speci-
mens to make this worthwhile, or they have not been published
yet and I have not been able to see them. Remember that virtually
no fossil skeleton is 100 percent complete; parts were either lost
before preservation or by weathering before the specimen was
found. Except for a few very good skulls, some restoration is
almost always necessary. In some cases, the restored skull or
skeleton is made up of two or more specimens, with the elements
adjusted as much as possible to a conunon size.2 Elements that
do not ossi$r and arejust about never preserved, such as sternal
elements and ribs, are also restored. On the other hand, the many
little joints within each abdominal rib are deliberately left out.
Care was taken to reproduce the profile of each bone as accu-
rately as possible-something I have noted is not done in many
skeletal drawings. Of course, this was less feasible when the
quality of a specimen was inferior, and the restorations based on
them show it: they look less real.

The muscles, and the keratin horn coverings of the hornlets,
horns, bosses, beaks, and claws are profiled in solid black
around all the views of the skeletons (a suggestion of Robert
Bakker's). Profiling bones in black has the advantage of being
truer to their shape than outlining. This is because the edge of an
inked area marks the exact outer boundary of a bone, as opposed
to a single ink line which straddles the bone's boundary and
makes it appear slightly larger than it actually is.

In the skull drawings, missing parts are indicated by lined
areas-except teeth, which are outlined when absent. Whenever
possible I included the skull's interior bones, the braincase, and
the mouth roof elements, but these are often not available. Note
that a part of the mouth roof sometimes projects below the level
of the upper jaw, beneath the eye sockets-this is not part of the
side of the skull. The bony eye rings are indicated in those that
had them. In doing the skeletons and skulls, both naturally artic-
ulated and mounted remains were used to better understand how



the animals went together. This is important, but it must be done
cautiously because postdeath distortion of the bones and incor-
rect mountings can mislead the illustrator.

The thirty-seven skull drawings, representing thirty-three
species, are always presented to the same upper-jaw length.
Within each group the skeletons are presented to the same femur
length. This set of skeletal and skull drawings is not complete, as

new discoveries are being made so fast these days that a good

many have not been published yet. Among these new, quality
finds are a crested Coelophysis, a brow-horned Cqrnotaurus, a

crested allosaur head, fin-backed Acrocqnthoscurus ctokensfs,
and the early ostrich-mimic Ho4pymimus. We hope more com-

plete examples will turn up of these poorly known theropods: fin-
backed Sp inoscurus, sickle-clawed .f{ocscurus, the tyrannosaurs
Aublysodon and Albertosaurus megagracihs, the ostrich-mimics
Chirostenotes and Deinochefrus, and the rest of the head and tail
of birdlike Avimimus, zunong others. It is always exciting to sit
down with some good remains and do a new skeletal restoration.
It is a way of recreating the past, and you are never quite sure
what you will come up with.

For many of the skeletons that have been drawn in multiple
views, I have also done shaded muscle studies. Some of the mus-

cle studies are overlays of the skeletal drawings, except that the
head and neck are usually pulled back up more. For variety some

of the muscle restorations are posed in assorted typical activities

-a simple task because once the skeleton has been drawn it is
easy to repose it for a muscle restoration.

With only two exceptions (in Figures 5-2 and 7-3 center) all
the life restorations-drawings of dinosaurs as they may have

looked when alive-in this volume are those for which the shoul-
der or skull has been drawn. I do not do life restorations of
species known only from teeth or a few bones because the poten-
tial for misleading is obvious. Some of the older life drawings in
this book were done before I did the species'final skeletal resto-
ration, and I have modified such illustrations to bring them as

close to current standards as possible. Having thoroughly
worked over the theropods, I do not expect the curuent restora-
tions of the better known species' basic forms to need much
reworking in the future. However, new skin or insulation impres-
sions may alter their superflcial appearance substantially, and

send me back to the drawing board again!

For those who like to know these things, the skeletal resto-
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rations are done in ink, the shaded drawings are soft-oil- or
water-based-pencil, sometimes smoothed with medium-soft
lead pencil, and ink on coquille board. All were corrected with
typewriter white-out and, less often, gesso.

The catalog of predatory dinosaurs that follows in Chapter
1l is organized so that it goes from the general-classes and
orders-down to the particular-families, genera, and finally
species. In this way we follow the phylogenetic order, as far as I
can determine, of these dinosaurs. For each species there is a
synopsis of basic data followed by a discussion; the s5mopses are
explained here.

Crass lrlavrs Trunoucu Feunv Nalars: These, the taxonomic
names for each ranking, are never italicized. Every letter is cap-
italized only when the name is used as a heading. Otherwise,
only the first letter is capitalized. Family names are usually de-
rived from the genus nrune of one of its members, and even if the
name of the genus later proves invalid, the original family name

is usually retained. Note that if the placement of a subfamily is

tentative, then its name is preceded by an asterisk (*). For the
reader's convenience, all the family's species are listed under the
famity narne when more than one species is present.

GBlvus aNrl Sprcrrs Na.nrr; This, the proper binomial scientific
narne, is always italicized. Every letter is capitalized only when
the name is used as a heading; otherwise only the first letter of
the generic title is capitalued, and the species name is invariably
not capitalized. Example: Allosourus ftaglis, or A. fragihs for
short. Note that if the placement of a species within a certain
family is tentative, then its name is preceded by an asterisk (*).
If the n6une of a genus or species is for various reasons more
uncertain than usual, then it is followed by a question mark. If a
specimen's species status is really uncertain, then the species is
left unnamed, such as Elophrosaunn sp.

Awnonaivp YBan; This appears immediately after the scientific
nalne, either in the heading or, if the name is used only in the
text, the first time it appears in these sections. It cites the person
who named the species, genus, or higher taxa, and the date of
its publication. Example: lJnannoscuns rex Osborn, 1904. If
the generic title of the species has since been changed, then the
citation appears in parentheses. For example, Megolosaurus



brodleyi Woodward, l9l0 became Procercfoscurus bradleyi
(Woodward, 1910), via Procerotosaurus Huene, 1926. Likewise, if
an already-named higher taxonomic title is modified to another
rank, such as a family name into a subfamily, the original namer's
name appears in parentheses. In a few cases I have found it
necessary to-come up with new nzunes; the term new appears
immediately after these. The first reference for each genus and
species nrune is in the bibliography, but the siune is not true for
all higher rank narnes.

Srauorrnus: Many dinosaur niunes later prove to belong to gen-

era or species that have already been named. In such cases the
rules of zoological nomenclature demand that the first valid name
nearly always be used, because this helps cut down on the con-
fusion. Often the secondary narnes are well known, so the major
qmonyrns are listed in order that the reader will not think that
they have been forgotten or ignored. For example, the current
title of the big tyrannosaur Alberfosoums was hardly used until
recently; it used to be known by the more widely recognized
Gorgosaurus. In other cases, a generic name that is appropriate
for some species has been incorrectly used for others-Megolo-
scurus, for instance. No attempt is made to list all the minor
synonyrns.

keE, BBsr exn Drcptev Sprcnrsvs; The type is the specimen
that the species is based upon.More properly called the holotype,
it can vary widely in quality. Paratypes are secondary specimens
that are used to bolster the identity of the species, especially
when the holotype specimen is not very good. Paratypes are not
specifically indicated. The best specimen or specimens aside
from the types are also listed, as are institutions in which skele-
tons are displayed for public view.

MusBund ABBREwA?IoNs:
AN4NH AvnrucaN Museuv on Nerunar HrsroRy. Nnw Yonx
ANSP Acanrury on Narunar ScreNcns on PHrr.epELpHtA
BMNH BrurnH Musnuv (Narunar Hsronv), l,or.rpoN
B,SP BayemscHeSraarssauvI-llNc nunPer-roNTolocrE, Mrnrtcu
BYU Bnrcrnv YotNc UNrrvERsrry, Pnovo
CM CanNncrn Museuv on NaruRar- HnroRy, PrmseuRcH
CV Mtwtctpar Musetnra on CHullcKrNG, Peoprn's Rnpuet-tc op

CHwa
CMNH ClerrnraNo Musmn op Narunar HrsroRy
FMNH Frclo Museura or Nannan H6ronv, CHrcaco
GI Gror-ocrcal lxsrnure, UraN BaroR, MoNc,olra
GSI Georocrcar Sunr,'nv or Ixon. Car-curre
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HMN HuMsol-or Museuu nun Narunxrr,toe, East Bnnrw
ISI IwpnN Srartsrtcar- INsrlrurn, Catcurra
NtPP Ixsrtrure op VoRreeRare Par-eoNToLocY, BEt.llNG

JM Juna Musnt-ta. ElcHsArr
LACM [,os ANcnles Cornqrv Museua
MACN Muspo AncnNrwo op CreNcns NaTURALES, Bupxos AtnES

MC Musno ne Clxtlr-Brl
MCZ Museula op CoupaRATN'E Zootcx)v, CaraeRlocB
MLP Museo oe [.e P ne
MNA Muspua op NoRruenN AntzoNa, Ftacsr:app
MNHN Musrie NanloNaL p'Hts'rotRe Narunnlln, Parus
MUO Muserna oF THE UNnenstrv op O<r-aHove, NoRMAN
NMC NantoNaI- Musetrrl op CaNena, Orlawe
NN{W NarunstsroRISCHES Museuta WInN, VteliNa
OUM Oxnono UNn'Bnstrv MuseLru, Oxnono
PIN Per-a,noNroLocICAL INsrlrure, Moscow
PVL PeleoNrot-ocrA VenreeRAoos INsrtruro MtcuBL LlLLo,

TucrrvaN
QG QueEN VtcroRra Musnuv, Sat-tseunv
ROM Rovat- ONreRtcl MusoLw, TonoNro
SAM Souru AusrRaI-raN Musnuu, Aoeraloe
SDSM Sourn Darcora Scsoool or. Mwes eNo TecsNot-ocy, Rapto

Clrv
SMNS Sreanltcsns Musetru ptn Narunrccwoe, SlutlrcART
TMP Tvnxer-l Musprr^ra op Palnorvrot-ocy, DRttuunllnR, ALeeRta
TTU Tnxas TEcH UNn'enstrY, Lweocrc
UCMP UNnrensrry op CellponNn MuseLM oF PeleoNroLOGY,

Benxpr-nv
I-IN&I UNnenstoao NactoNar- oe SaN JuaN
USNM UNtreo Srares NertoNaI- MusntlLt, WasswcroN, D.C.
LIUVP UNvensrry on Ures VnRrnnnare Par-poNTol-ocy Cot-lecr:toN,

Sar-r Lar<n Crrv
YPM YeI-e Ppaeoov Museuvt, New Har,'nN
ZPAL Par-q,eozoot-oclcAt- INsrtrurB, Wansaw

Tnvn: This is indicated, when possible, by the time stage (al-

ways ends in -fcn) the subject lived in. This in turn is in an epoch

(Early, Middle, Late) of one of the three Mesozoic periods. These

are all formal, caprtalized names. However, it is sometimes help-

ful to note from what part, early or late, of a stage an animal is
known. Note that in geology, upper equals late, lower equals

early. A particular problem is presented by the Cretaceous pe-

riod which, despite being the longest in the Mesozoic, is split into
only two epochs. So which level of the epoch the stage comes

from is also noted. See the time chart in Figure 10-1 (pages 224-

25) for the relative and actual ages of each time unit.3 However,

take them with a grain of salt.
The age of a species depends on the age of the formation it

AN EXpI-ANATToN oF rHE cArALoc is found in. This, more often than not, is not as certain as we

Z3I would like. There are two complementary ways of aging a for-



mation. Briefly, if the formation has the proper material in it,
usually one or more layers of volcanic ash, then it can be directly
aged. This is done by measuring the relative proportions of cer-
tain radioactive isotopes in the ash. Radioactive materials "decay"
at very precise rates, but sampling problems and the like still
leave us with a plus or minus error of up to 5 percent, and as we
go back in time a 5 percent eruor means an increasing error in
absolute time. Other problems may bias the sample even more.
Also-and contrary to conunon images-the age of dinosaurs
was not especially volcanic compared to today, so many forma-
tions cannot be aged directly. When that is the case, then a sec-

ond method is used: the fauna and flora of the formation-
especially microfossils, but dinosaurs also-are compared to
those of formations whose ages are known. This is best done with
marine organisms, so terrestrial dinosaur formations that merge
with marine formations are the most readily dateable by this
method. Of course, not all dinosaur formations do this, and those
that do not pose particular problems. Recently, the reversals of
the magnetic poles as recorded in certain rocks have become
important in aging. It is all very complicated, with many methods
used on a given formation.

There are some dates that are pretty well pinned down. In
particular, we know that the dinosaur extinction occuned sixty-
three to sixty-five million years ago. But in most cases there is a
fair amount of emor. The actual and relative ages of the Late
Triassic andlor Early Jurassic formations that bear coelophy-
sians and dilophosaurs ate a headache; for instance, the Kayenta
was once Late Triassic, then earliest Jurassic, now late Early
Jurassic. The sickle-claw and tyrannosaur beds of Mongolia are
especially difficult to date. If a taxa's time stage is more uncertain
than usual, this is indicated with a question mark.

HoruzoN al,n Drsrnrnl/?IoN: The horizon is the unified complex
of sedimentary beds, usually called a formation, that the species'
remains are found in. Sometimes the species is found only in the
lower and upper beds of a formation. Or the species may be
found in more than one formation, usually of similar age but
differing locations. The distribution is essentially where the for-
mation or formations containing the species are. However, the
species may be known from only one locale in a formation. The
important thing to remember is that the actual distribution of the
species was almost always wider than the formation we happen
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to find it in. Also remember that formations only form where
sediments were being deposited, in lowlands and intermountain
basins. We cannot find the faunas that lived on the erodinq Me-
sozoic highlands.

MetN Anaroutcar Srupv; The best source or sources for de-

tailed information on the skeletal remains of each species is listed
here, if the original source for the species'name does not already
fulfill this task. In a number of cases a good anatomical study has

not yet been done, even for animals known since the 1800s, so

none can be listed.

Sppcnzriv Mnesunrvnnrs If a skeleton has been reconstructed,
then the measurements are given. The species'largest specimen
may also be included, as may be a small youngster. If no skeleton
has been restored, the type or largest specimen's measurements
are cited.

If the measurement is preceded by the s5rmbol for approxi-
mate (-), this is because the specimen is incomplete. Such ap-

proximate measurements may be taken from a reconstructed

specimen, or may be estimated from another of the species' spec-

imens. If the measurement is also followed by a question mark,
then the best specimen of a species is far too incomplete for
measurement. Instead, the value is estimated from related spe-

cies.

Srcurr Lrxcru: From the tip of the snout to the tip of the wing
of the braincase; this is often but not always the greatest length
of the skull. Always in millimeters (10 mm : 1cm or 0.3937 in).
All the skull restorations were drawn to a common upper-jaw
length of 175 nun.

Torer Lnxcru: From the tip of the snout to the tip of the tail,
measured along the main bodies of the vertebrae. Always in me-
ters (1m : 1000 mrn, 3.281ft, or l.094yd). Virtually no specimen
is complete enough for this to be measured with total accuracy,
and some reconstruction is usually involved. Only when whole
skulls or sections of the vertebral column are missing is the ap-
proximate srgn used. Lengths for species lacking a skeletal res-

toration are estimated from related species. Remember that when
a dinosaur is said to be like a certain living animal in size, I am
referring to its weight. Long tails make these bipeds relatively
longer than most mammals and birds of similar mass.



Fnrun LBNoru: The length between perpendiculars of the arti-
cular joints of the thighbone. I include this because it is a key
measurement of a major bone, around which I calculate the other
measurements of the skeleton-specifically, all the skeletal res-
torations were drawn to a common femur length of 105 mm. In
addition, the femur lengths of some species have not been pub-
lished elsewhere, and others have had to be estimated.

Hrp Hnrcur: This gives an idea of the vertical height of'the
animal when standing still in a normal, horizontal pose. The
measurement is always approximate because it depends on the
exact stance of the hind limbs. If there is no skeletal restoration,
hip height is estimated only if a good hind limb is known for the
species. Always in meters.

WBrcur: Tonnage is used when the subject is above 1 metric
tonne (l mt : 1000 kg o. L.025 U.S. tons), kilogrammage is used
when the subject is below that value, and grammage when it is
below a kilogram (1 kg : 1000 g or 2.205 lb). Because the shape

of predatory dinosaurs is unlike that of anything alive today, the
only way to estimate their weights is from models. The restored
skeletons were carefully sculpted as muscle models in nondrying
plasticine. The predators'bellies were always sculpted as hollow;
otherwise, their latest victim would be counted as part of their
weight. The bellies of the herbivorous ornithomimids and ovirap-
tors always contained plant material so their bellies were fuller.
The model was then cut into smaller sections. and care was taken
to seal up all holes. The volume of the model was measured by
dropping the sections into a graduated rylinder and reading off
the displacement of water. This is accurate to within about 3
percent. From this, the estimated volume of the actual dinosaur
is calculated. Weight is a simple function of the volume and the
density, or specific gravity. For example, the specific gravity of
water is 1.0 (1 kilogram of water equals I liter). Animals are
mostly water. Bones are denser, but most animals float because
of their air-filled lungs. So the specific gravity of paleodinosaurs
and early theropods wils about 0.9. However, the extensive air
sacs of birds make them less dense, at about 0.8. The avethero-
pods probably had better developed air sacs than early thero-
pods, but less than birds, so they are given intermediate specific
gravities of 0.85. Since I believe small dinosaurs were feathered,
and since both flyrng and land birds' feathers usually make up
about 6 percent of their total mass, this value is added to those
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animals below 100 kg. The bigger ornithomimids may have been
feathered, but probably only partly so, like ostriches, so their
possible feathers are ignored. Multiply the volume by the specific
gravity and you have the weight of the dinosaur.

Weights based on multiview skeletal restorations have a plus
or minus eruor value of about 15 percent. This is quite acceptable
since individuals can vary this much in their weight as their
conditions change. Indeed, I model the dinosaurs in "lean" con-
dition, without the seasonal deposits of fat that could have regu-
larly boosted their weight by 15 percent or more. For those

skeletons drawn in side view only, care was taken to follow what
is known about the widths of their body parts, and the accuracy
of their weight estimates is only a little less. Species for which a
good skeleton is not available are estimated from species of sim-
ilar form. Of course, such weights are more approximate.

Note that the weights are those of specific specimens, not
averages for the species as a whole. I try to give weights for more
than one specimen to give an idea of its range. The great bulk of
a species' population will be near the population's average

weight, and since such typical-sized skeletons are what we can

expect to find in the fossil record, many of the weights given here
are close to average, or under it if only one or a few juveniles are

known. A small but zubstantial portion of a population will ex-

ceed the average by 30 to 50 percent, so it takes very large ntun-
bers of remains, such as those known for Coelophysls bauri or
Allosourus atrox, to have much chance of catching these. Excep-

tional "world record" specimens often bulk twice the population's
average weight, but they are so rare that their chances of being
recorded in fossil dinosaur populations is virtually nil.
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THE

PREDATORY

DINOSAVRS

CI-ASS ARCHOSAURIA (Cope, 1869)

SUBCLASS OR INFRACLASS DINOSAURA (Owen, 1841)

What is a predatory dinosaur? After all, not all theropods
were predators.l Simply put, predatory d.inosaurs are those that
lack herbivorous teeth, or ancestors who had them. This excludes
all prosauropods, brontosaurs, and ornithischians. It includes
the primitive paleodinosaurs, the more specialized heneravians,
and the classic dinosaurian killers, the bird-footed theropods.

It is an interesting coincidence that Lagosuchus talampoy-
ensrs and TJnannoscurus rex were among the very first and very
last predatory dinosaurs, and were the smallest and largest too.

There was a sixty-thousandfold size difference between them.

Which were the largest monsters? Of course T. Rex, at six to
twelve tonnes, still holds the record. Deinocheirus mfrrytcus,

which is known only from forelimb bones, may have been as

hear,y. Spfnosourus aegrytiocus was lighter, but it was perhaps

the longest theropod at around fifty feet. A number of species,

$,ronnoscu rus botaar, Allosourus cmp lexus, Acroconf hosou rus

ctokensis, Cerotosourus ingens, Metriacanthosaurus shcn-
gzouensrs, and some others cluster around four to five tons. Quite
corrunon are megalosaurs, allosaurs, tyrannosaurs, and even a
very early henerasaur in the two-to-three-tonne area. But just
wait, it is most unlikely that the biggest has been turned up yet!

Some Thfngts Thqt Were lfot Predotory Dinosours

This is a good place to mention some fossils that have been

thought to be predatory dinosaurs, but probably are not. Most
are fragmentary to greater or lesser degrees. Among the more
notorious of these are the alleged "predatory prosauropods" of
the Late Triassic, of which Teratosaurus Meyer, 1861 is the best
known. They are sometimes believed to combine blade-toothed
jaws with stocky prosauropod-like bodies, the prosauropods hav-
ing been the most primitive of the herbivorous dinosaurs. But
closer investigation invariably shows that these are the skeletons
of herbivorous prosauropod dinosaurs, mixed in with the teeth
and skull parts of predatory thecodonts or dinosaurs. What often
happened is that predatory thecodonts or dinosaurs shed some

of their teeth while they were killing or feeding on a herbivore.

Or, in the case of Terotosourus, the skull bones turned out to be

those of a big rauisuchid thecodont.2 Never has a predatory skull237



actually been found attached to a prosauropod neck, nor will one
ever be since a bulky herbivore's body is wholly unsuitable for a
hunter. The worst of these mix-ups are claims that some of the
early giant brontosaurs had predatory heads. The supposed
"predatory prosauropods" were often called paleopods, but since
they never really existed the title is best dropped. In a related
case, Late Triassic Lukousourus Young, 1948 is often considered
a theropod, but the snout is more likely that of a thecodont or
early crocodilian. It is too poorly preserved and incomplete to
tell for sure.

It was recently contended that the new and strange segno-
saurian dinosaurs from Late Cretaceous Mongolia were abemant
herbivorous theropods. Their four-toed feet alone show that this
cannot be conect. The finds also included an excellent skull. and
when I saw it I knew immediately that these were not predatory
dinosaurs at all. Instead, they were late-surviving ornithischian-
like prosauropods.3 The story mlght not end here. A big arm with
incredibly long claws from Late Cretaceous Mongolia is named
Therbinoscurus Maleev, 1954. Believed to be theropodian, the
shoulder girdle and humerus are similar to segnosaurs'and may
be segnosaurian. Some other segnosaur-like humeri assigned to
theropods, such as that of Alecfroscurus, are more likely to be
segnosaurs too.

At the small end of the size scale is little Awpes Huene, 1932

of Middle Triassic Europe. Based on three cannon bones, it is
sometimes considered the first theropod. But it is too fragmen-
tary for us to tell.a

Then there is Pclceornrs Emmons, 1857 from the Late Trias-
sic of North Carolina. For over a hundred vears it has been cited

The seg'nosaur Nanshungisaurus
brevispinus, wifh the skull/rom
Erlikosaurus andrewsi. Atf rst
thought to be a theropod, ir is in-
sfead related to the herbivorous
dinoscurs shown in Figure 8-7
(page 186). Another supposed
theropod rs rhe forelimb o/Theri-
zinosaurus.lt may insfecd belong
to a herbivorous se€noscur, and a
modified version rs used for the
orm in thrs resforafion.
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as a dubious set of bird or theropod hip
that it is really a piece from the snout of
dont called a phytosaur.

vertebrae. It turns out
a crocodile-like theco-

SUPERORDER PALEODNOSAURIA new
Paleodinosaurs are the flrst predatory dinosaurs, found over

much of the world in the Middle and Late Triassic (about 235 to

22O mlllion years before present). Already rather birdlike, and

in some cases fully bipedal, they still lack the long avian ilium in
the hip and the tripodal foot of true theropods. They also have

fewer neck and more trunk vertebrae than the latter. Both the

theropods and the herbivorous dinosaurs are descendants of
early predators of this kind. The earliest herbivorous dinosaurs,
the prosauropods, are not all that different from paleodinosaurs
in general form, the main differences being that prosauropods

are spade-toothed, quadrupedal, and much heavier in construc-
tion.

Frustratingly, no good paleodinosaur skull or hand has been

published yet. Paleodinosaurs probably did have the divergent
thumb weapon since the even more primitive ornithosuchids had
it. They probably had five fingers too, like their herbivorous di-
nosaur relatives.

Paleodinosaurs were not spectacularly successful, and they
did not last long; only ten or so million years. Perhaps their
herreravian and theropod descendants proved to be too much for
them. They were less diverse than theropods, and some were

smaller than any theropod. On the other hand, in their brief
sojourn they did achieve some evolutionary advances-for in-



stance, staurikosaurs developed the deep hips so characteristic
of later dinosaurs-and laid the groundwork for the success of
their d.escendants the theropods and birds, and the herbivorous
dinosaurs.

The Protodinoscur Logosuch icns

The members of this order of paleodinosaurs are not only
the very first predatory dinosaurs, they are the very first of any
dinosaurs. Often considered thecodonts-which is why their
names commonly end with the -suchus usually reserved for the-
codonts-their S-curved neck, highly erect gait, completely me-

sotarsal ankle, and digitigrade foot make them truly dinosaurian.
Along with the even more primitive thecodont ornithosuchians,
lagosuchians can be regarded as protodinosaurs, the base of the
great radiation to come. Discovered only recently, they have told
us a lot about the beginnings of dinosaurs. So far, good remains

are known only from 235-million-year-old Argentina, but they
probably lived elsewhere too.

Lagosuchians are small predators, in fact, downright tiny.
They, and their small ornithosuchid relatives also, went through
much the same size squeeze that accompanied the evolution of
birds and mammals. This size squeeze probably marked the evo-

lution of a fully avian-mammalian physiology. Lagosuchians were
the first erect-gait, high-endurance runners of earth history, since

high metabolic rates would have allowed the latter. Because the

forelimbs were still long enough and suitable for locomotion, they
may have run with a bounding gallop as well as a birdlike run.
Their small size, partial quadrupediality, and rabbit-like hind
limbs are responsible for their names, which usually began with
a derivation of Classic Greek for rabbit,Iogo.

Not surprisingly, lagosuchians were very, very primitive di-
nosaurs. Their archaic nature can best be seen in their still the-
codont-like hips, which had a short pubis quite different from
other predatory dinosaurs. Because the ischium was short, it
supported limb muscles almost down to its lower end. The neck
was also short, despite the small skull. Yet they were already
diversi$ring in form, showing a good deal of variation in skull
and foot proportions. They were quickly replaced by more de-

rived paleodinosaurs.
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The fir st profodinoscurs-os ex-
emplified by bounding, ferret-
sized Lagosuchus talampayensis

-oppeored 
about fhe scme fime

os fhe first protomcmmcls, in the
Iate Middle Triassic. Both grroups
stcrted our smoll-bodied, the pro-
tomommlls even more so fhcn fhe
profodinoscurs. Gicnfs of each
grye would come later.

ORDER LAGOSUCHIA new

FAMILY LAGOSUCHIDAE Bonapart e, 197 5

Lo go suchu s t al ampcye ns I s

*Lewisuchus odmxfus

This family lacks the peculiar foot of Lagerpeton (pages 243-

44) and could be the group ancestral to all the rest of the dino-
saurs. The bladed, serrated teeth suggest they hunted fairly large
prey for animals of their size.

SUBFAMILY LAGOSUCHINAE (Bonaparte, 797 5)

GENUS AGOSUCHUS Romer, 7971

IAGO SUCHU S TN-4I/IPAI€I/SIS Romer, 19 7 I
Srryoxrr,v 

-La 
go such us I f I loens rs

rwe-MLP 64-XI-14-77
BEST SPECTMEN-P\L 3870
rlME-Ladinian of the Middle Triassic
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTION-Ischichuca Formation of Argentina
MArN ANAToMICAL sruDy-Bonapart e, I97 5

P\L 3870 PVL 3871

SKULL LENGTH- -33 MM
TOTAL LENGTH- .41 MM
FEMUR LENGTH- 44 mm
HrP HETcHT- .I2 m
GRAMMAGE- 9I

-.51
55

-.15
-180



At a sixth of a kilogram, this ferret-sized predator is both the
smallest and most primitive of all dinosaurs. Along with Lewisu-
chus, it is also the earliest. That a number of specimens are

known, all from one site, indicates but does not prove that they
were adults. What little is known of the skull shows that it was

small for the skeleton; in the restoration most of the skull is
patterned after other protodinosaurs. Most of the skeleton is

known, except for the hands and much of the tail. Alfred Romer
made the largest specimen the basis of the species L. lilloensrs,
but it is not really different. Originally it was thought that sup-
posed specializations in the hip made this species unsuitable as

a general dinosaur ancestor, but better remains showed that
these peculiarities do not really exist.

The Ischichuca Formation saw the high point of basal paleo-
dinosaur evolution, for it also includes Lagosuchus's larger rela-
tives, Lewisuchus and Lagerpeton. Assorted medium-sized to
large thecodonts were also around, and all hunted Lagosuchus.
Its prey, in turn, consisted of insects, small reptiles, juveniles of
other archosaurs, and small protomammals.

SUBFAMILY LEWISUCHINAE NCw

GENUS LEWISUCHUS Romer, 1972

*LEWISUCHUS ADMXTUS Rome r, I97 2

rvpn-MLP 64-XI-14-14
rnnB-Ladinian of the Middle Triassic
HoRIzoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Ischichuca Formation of Argentina

Tlrpe
sKULL LENGTH- -140 mm
TorAL LENcTH- -1.15 mm
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Lewisuchus admixtus type MLP
&-xI-14-14
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FEMUR LENGTH- 105 mm
HIP HETcHT- .27 m
KILOGRAMMAGE- 1.3

A set of upper and lower jau's, the teeth, the back of the skull
and much of the skeleton are believed to come from one individ-
ual. If so, it is a strikingly big-headed animal; note how large the
neck vertebrae are to support the head. It is also a bigger animal
than Lagosuchus; about the size of a large mink. The second toe
is unusually long and robust (the opposite of Logerpefon); it was
probably a defensive weapon. Lewisuchus is endowed with small
armor scutes, a primitive thecodont character that it is presumed
all lagosuchians had. The hips are missing, and as a result I
cannot be sure this is a lagosuchid, but the general similarity to
its Ischichuca neighbor Logosuchus suggests that it is. Lewisu-
chus probably hunted much the same prey as Logosuchus, but
larger victims and the odd Lagosuchus and Lagerpeton were in-
cluded in its diet.

FAMILY I-\GERPETONIDAE Arcucci, 1986

GENUS IAGERPETOIi Romer. 1971

IAGERPE"OI{ CAA,'AREIfS/S Romer, 1971

rrrye-MLP 64-XI-14-10
rnte-Ladinian of the Middle Triassic
HoRIZoN AND DISTRTBUTToN-Ischichuca Formation of Argentina

r),pe
Hrp HBTcHT- -.2I m
FEMUR LENGTH- 75 mm
cRAMMAGE- -450



Only the hind limb, hips, and some vertebrae are well pre-
served in this protodinosaur, including in some new specimens
just described by Andrea Arcucci. The foot is odd, and unique,
because the fourth cannon bone and toe are longer than the oth-
ers. Why it is this way is an unanswered question, but it means
that L. concrensis deserves a family of its own, and that it and
any relatives were an evolutionarily dead end, a side show. Log-
erpeton was apparently intermediate in size to its Ischichuca
relatives; not enough is known about it to tell us much about its
habits.

Srcurikosours

As early predatory dinosaurs evolved, they quickly acquired
more birdlike attributes, such as the long pubes in the hips and
the full bipedalism of the staurikosaurians, another order of pa-

leodinosaurs. Like lagosuchids, staurikosaurs did not last long as

a group. They were larger, though, and more powerful, making
them the first dinosaurian big-game killers. There looks to be a
staurikosaur present in the Arizonian Chinlo Formation;' it is
neither a herbivore nor the world's oldest dinosaur as originallv
proposed.

ORDER STAURIKOSAURIA new

FAMILY STAURIKOSAURIDAE Galton, 797 7

* Pseudologosuchus maj or
Srcurfkoscurus pricei
lschrsaurus ccftof
*GE IUS PSEUDOI-qGOSUCHUS Arcuc ci, 7987

* PSEUDOIAC,O SUCHU 3 MA^l OR Arcucci, 19 87
rvpB-PW 4629
rnan-Ladinian of the Middle Triassic
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Los Chanares Formation of

Argentina
r),pe

FEMUR LENGTH- 115 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -2?

Andrea Arcucci thinks this is a close relative of Ingosuchus,
but the pubes are too long for that. Overall its femur and tibia
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look rather like a staurikosaur's, one more primitive than Srcu-
rikoscurus itself. If so then this is the earliest of the group. But
this too could be wrong, and Pseudologosuchus could even be a

theropod. Not a whole lot is known of this little beast, its most
distinctive feature is the modest elongation of the spines of the
tail vertebrae.

GENUS S"AURIKOSAURUS Colberr, LgZ 0
SYNOI\M\4 

-He 
rre rcscu rus

STA URII(OSA UR US PN CEI Colbert, I97 O

SYt{ol\M\4-Herrercscu rus ischigualosfensrs
rypn-MCZ 1669
TIME-early Carnian of the Late Triassic
HoRIzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-middle Santa Maria Formation of

southernmost Brazil
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDms-Colbert, 1970; Galton, lgZZ

Tlpe
sKULL LENGTH- -220 mm
TorAL LENGTH- 2.08 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 229 mm
HrP HETcHT- .61 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 19

The only specimen is just about the best late paleodinosaur
skeleton we have. The skull is missing, and the teeth are missing
from the lower jaw, but the lower jaw's length shows that this
was a big-skulled and probably big-toothed predator. The lower
jaws are very distorted, yet I think the end of the lower jaw is a
little downcurved, like in the herbivorous prosauropod dino-
saurs. Most of the vertebral column, part of the shoulder blade,
and the hips and hind limbs (excepting the foot) are also known.
Some other details in the skeletal restoration, especially the skull



and humerus, have been taken from other four-toed predatory
dinosaurs such as Frenguelhsaurus (page 248).

Although not a large animal, the big head suggests this di-
nosaur tackled fairly large prey. Big thecodont predators were its
main competition and source of danger.

GENUS /SCHISAURUS Reig, 1963

/SCHISAURUS CATTOI Reig, 1963
rvpB-MACN 18.060
rnrae-late Carnian of the Late Triassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-lower Ischigualasto Formation of

Argentina
MLP 61-r[r[-2-3

FEMUR LENGTH- 340 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -60

More of this species is known than has been published. The
short humerus confi.rms that staurikosaurs were bipedal. (Also
in line with bipedalism are the staurikosaur-henerasaur's short
backs.) A leopard- or wolf-sized predator, L cottof was in danger
from larger Herrercscurus, and Freng'uelhscurus, and also from
the qiant thecodonts of the Ischizualasto Formation.

h'/"/f,I t1

A poir o/ Staurikosaurus pricei ot
sunser. Except for the lower jaw,
the skull of the specimen rs miss-
ing-so rhe heods shown here cre
bqsed upon fhose of a related
species.
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A Herrerasaurus ischizualastensis
in a fast run. Most of itrc front
end of the anima.l is drcum after
related species; note the birdlike
folding orrns.

Bird-Mimicking
Herrerasaurs
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SUPERORDER HERRERAVIA new
At first glance these are very like staurikosaurs, including

their four-toed feet. Yet some unexpectedly avian-like features
appear in these dinosaurs, including a long-strap scapular blade,
a birdlike hip joint, and a backward-pointing pubis. The hume-
rus of Frenguelhscurus also has bird-style shoulder and elbow
joints (shown in Figure 4-lI,page 108). This implies that the arm
could fold more tightly than in most dinosaurs, although not as

well as in protobird theropods and birds. Even early theropods
lack these features. And if the "Protoavis" remains (see pageZSL)
belong in this group as I believe, then they are either confirma-
tion that the herrerasaurs were remarkable imitators of birds, or
evidence that birds evolved from these early dinosaurs.

Hefty size was another thing this group developed, especially
in great Aliwolio.It is not known whether herrerasaurs had ltght
armor or not; either is possible. Part of a henerasaur femur came
from the middle Stubensandstein of Germany.t Also found in the
middle Stubensandstein was a snout that looks like an advanced
staurikosaur or henerasaur femur. (The snout has often been
assigned to Procompsogmarhus, but in 1981 John Ostrom showed
that it does not belong to that taxa.) Since these German herrer-
asaur remains are middle Norian in age, they may represent the



last known paleodinosaurs. Although like all four-toed predatory
dinosaurs a short-lived bunch that lasted only five to ten million
years, the herrerasaurs conducted some intriguing evolutionary
experiments.

FAMILY HERRERASAURIDAE Benedett o, \97 3

* Frenguelhscurus fsch guc lcs fensrs

Herre rcsou nrs ischi gualos fensls

Aliwolia rex

*Walkeria mcleriensrs

*GENUS FREN GUELLISA UR US Novas, 1987

*FREI{G UELLI SAUR US I SCHIGU 1^I-{STEIJSIS Novas, 19 87
rvpB-LINSJ 53
rnr,lp-late Carnian of the Late Triassic
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-lower Ichizualasto Formation of

Argentina
Tlpe

sKULL LENGTH- 560 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -350?

This species provides the first good skulls, two to be precise,
of a primitive predatory dinosaur. The type includes a head with
jaws that is missing most of the roof pieces, plus some tail bones.
Another specimen with a complete but crushed skull has been
Ianguishing in the MCZ for years, the skeletal parts-including
the bird-style shoulder blade and humerus mentioned above-
were described by Donald Brinkman and Hans-Dieter Sues.2 The
long, low skulls of these individuals look similar and may be the
salne species. The most interesting item is the size of the tooth at
the middle of the upper jaw; it was a good-sized fang that prob-
ably poked out from under the lips. Otherwise the head was
strongly built, especially in the snout and jaws. In terms of evo-
lutionary development, Frenguelh'sourus was clearly intermedi-
ate to staurikosaurs and herrerasaurs. Fernando Novas noted its
similarity to the latter, while Brinkman and Sues emphasize the
similarity of its hip's ischium to the former. I think it is a primi-
tive herrerasaur because the MCZ vertebrae have their kind of
distinctive hour-glass shape. Since I do not think hemerasaurs
are theropods, this is not considered to be the first known thero-
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pod-contrary to the suggestion by Novas that it was. Frenguel-
lrsaums shared its Ischigualasto habitat with its close relatives
lsch isaurus and Flerreroscurus.

GENUS HERRERASAURUS Reig, 1963

HERRERASA UR US ISCHIGUI^IASTEI/SIS Reig, 1963
T\?E AND BEST SpECTMEN-P\L 2566
rtvB-late Carnian of the Late Triassic
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-IOWCT ISChizuAIAStO FOTMAtiON Of

Argentina
Tlpe

TorAL LENcTH- -3.9 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 473 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.1 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- -210

one of the most unusual and speciabzed of paleodinosaurs.
A big-toothed jawbone Reig referred to this species may not really
belong, so we know nothing for certain of its head. The one
shown on the skeletal restoration is drawn after Freng'uelhsau-
rus, as are the humerus and some of the forward vertebrae. The
slender shoulder blade is taken from a newly identified relative,
and it parallels those of advanced theropods and birds. The back-
swept pubis and well-developed antitrochanter joint surface in
the hip socket each match the similar structures found in both
ornithischians and protobirds. The pubes also have a big boot,
otherwise known only in the advanced theropods. The vertebral
bodies are hourglass-shaped, like those of the allosaurs. All in
all, a remarkable suite of advanced features. It has been sug-
gested that Sfcurfkosourus prfcef was a juvenile of Herrercsau-
rus, but the discovery of juvenile Herreroscurus hips and other
differences show that this was not so. It has even been offered

Herrerasaurus ischizualastensis
type PW 2566



that henerasaurs were early brontosaurs, far as it may be from
reality.

Herueroscunrs was the prey and possible competitor of giant

thecodonts. The IschigUalasto Formation marked the heyday of
four-toed predatory dinosaur evolution, for bigger Frenguelli-

sourus and smaller lschrscurus were also present (note that the

species n;unes of both Hemercscunn and Frenguellrsaurus

fschrguclcstensfs, are after the formation). Most of the herbivores

Herrercsounr dined upon were rather slow andbrzarre reptiles

and mammal-like reptiles, as only a few small plant-eating dino-

saurs were yet around.

GENUS ALIWALIA Galton, 1985

ALIWALIA REX Galton, 1985

T!"E-NNIW 1889

TIME-late Carnian or early Norian of the Late Triassic
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-lower Elliot Formation of South

Africa
Tlrpe

TONNAGE- -1.5?

There is not much to this animal-just the ends of a femur,

plus a maxilla that may or may not belong to it. But it is important

because it shows that henerasaurs got really big, as large as a

typical Allosaurus. And this only ten or so million years after the

first dinosaur skeletons are known! A. rex seems to be more

advanced in some details than Herrercscurus, so I accept its

being a separate genus at this time. Its prey included big prosau-

ropods, and similar-sized thecodonts were the likely competition.

GENUS WALKERIA Chatterj e e, 1987

*WALKERIA MALERIEN SIS Chatterj ee, 1987

T\?E-ISI R306 fuvenile)
TIME-late Carnian of the Late Triassic
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-MaIeri Formation of east-central

India
Tlpe

FEMUR LENGTH- -120 mm
KILOGRAMMAGE- -3?

Sankar Chatterjee identified the snout tip, vertebrae, broken

femora. and ankle bones of this dinosaur as those of a coelo-
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physid. I disagree because the design of the femur is definitely
hemerasaur-like, and the snout does not have the deep kink near
its tip that coelophysids have. It appears to be a relative of Her-
rercsourus, although not enough is known to be sure it is in the
srune family. What is most intriguing is that this dinosaur also
shares some distinctive features with "protoavis." More cannot
be said at this time, but I believe that this supports the idea that
"Protoavis" came from the heruerasaur group.Although the teeth
are fairly large blades, it is odd that they are unseruated. That
the upper arches of the vertebrae are not fused to the main spools
suggests the type specimen was a youngster when it died.

FAMILY TINNAMED

GENUS "PROTOAVIS" Chatterjee, unofficial
MAIN SPECIMENS-TTU
rrep-late Carnian of the Late Triassic
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Dockum Group of Texas
cRAMMAGE- -350

These recently discovered remains have thrown an interest-
ing twist into what is becoming the reasonably well-running tur-
bine of bird origins. Only informal information is available at this
time, so the narne given these remains should not be italicized
yet. At least two individuals and maybe more, skull and skeletal
parts have been found,3 some much smaller than the others. The
rich confusion may be the result of many tl,pes of animals having
been mixed in together-including perhaps some flying ptero-
saurs, which also imitate birds. It is also possible that two related
species are involved.

The "Protoavis" remains seem more birdlike in some details
than Archaeopteryx or other protobird theropods, with the ex-
ception of Awmfmus. Yet, as discussed in Chapter 8, the "pro-
toavis" complex also retains some primitive characters that
indicate it was not as close to birds as it first seemed. Among
these could be a four-toed foot (the fossil evidence is ambiguous)
and an archaic ankle. The combination of these archaic features
with the absence of bird remains from the Jurassic suggests, but
does not prove, that "Protoavis" is an imitator of birds, rather
than a true ancestor. It could be an early theropod bird-mimic,
and, since Herrercsourus already shows surprisingly birdlike
adaptations, it may be that "Protoavis" is a further, extreme de-



velopment of that group. If so, then this little "herrerasaur-bird"

was a failed experiment, one that would be repeated with more

success by advanced theropods and true birds. But if "Protoavis"

turns out to be a real protobird, then it is the first avetheropod.

It is difficult to say more because the fossils are incomplete and

jumbled, need more work, and await publication.
The few small teeth crowded in the front of the jaws indicate

that little "Protoavis" was picking up even smaller animals and

insects. Maybe it fished, too. It may well have had wing-feathered

arms. However, the small, slightly keeled sternum, relatively

short forelimbs, and broad hand imply that flight was at best

crude. These are, all in all, rather odd and most perplexing re-

mains.

PALEODINOSAUR, HERRERAVIAN, OR EARLY THEROPOD?

GENUS SALTOPUS Huene, 1910

SALTOPUS ELGI IEI{SIS Huene, 1910

TYPE-BMNH R3915 (uvenile?)
TIME-late Carnian of the Triassic
HoRIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-Lossiemouth Sandstone of Scotland

Tlrpe
TOTAL LENGTH- -.9 M
FEMUR LENGTH- 48 MM
HrP HEIGHT- -.15 m
GRANIMAGE- -2OO

Frequently mentioned as a very early dinosaur, the one

small skeleton is badly preserved and lacks the head, neck,

pubes, and. much of the feet. Nor can it be said how many hip

vertebrae there are, how long or short the hip's ilium is. Hence,

it cannot be told if Scltopus is a paleodinosaur, herreravian, ther-

opod, or maybe even something else altogether. Similar in pro-

portions to slender Procompsognothus and Coelophysis, it could

be one of those, perhaps ajuvenile. If it is a theropod, it is among

the earliest. Its main competitor was a somewhat larger ornitho-

suchid protodinosaur.
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Theropod

Multitudes
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SUPERORDER THEROPODA (I{arsh, 188D
This is the main body of predatory dinosaurs, the wildly

successful, very birdlike dinosaurs that dominated the bigger
meat-eating roles worldwide for some 160 million years. Two
preavian adaptations-an elongated ilium in the upper pelvis
and a bird foot-mark all the classic theropods from Coelophysr,s
to TJnannoscurus. Although the long ilium is also found in some
other dinosaurs, including "Protoavis," the bird foot-in which
the inner cannon bone does not reach the ankle-is especially
distinctive. It is not proven to appear anywhere else, and may
have evolved only once, so it is a good minimum definition of the
Theropoda. (In this regard, the nrune Theropoda, which means
beast-footed, is most inappropriate. Avepoda would be much bet-
ter, but it is too late for that.) The usually consistent count of 10,
13, 5, neck, trunk, and hip vertebrae is also distinctive.

Theropods were much more diverse than paleodinosaurs
and herueravians. Some were small, some gargantuan; some were
even herbivorous. It seems that in the middle of their evolution.
a few theropods decided to take flight lessons. Their bird descen-
dants are with us today, so in that sense theropods can be said
to have been in existence for 225 mlllion vears.



ORDER PALEOTHEROPODA new

The theropods are divided into two great groups: the pa-

leotheropods and the avetheropods. Paleotheropods were less ad-

vanced. and birdlike than avetheropods, but still sophisticated

predators of the bird mold. Nthough replaced by the avethero-

pods as the dominant temestrial predators in most parts of the

world by the time of the Late Jurassic, paleotheropods were more

successful in one regard: they survived just as late as avethero-

pods, to the end of the Cretaceous, and since they had started

out earlier, they were around longer. Paleotheropods even man-

aged to remain the top predators in Cretaceous South America

right to the end.
Paleotheropod.s, which means primitive theropods, are dis-

tinguished from avetheropods in four main ways. Their lower

jaws are not double-jointed, their rib cages are not yet birdlike,

their ankles lack a tall astragular process, and the central cannon

bone is robust. Many other skull and skeletal details are also less

derived. There are two main paleotheropod groups: the gracile

coelophysids and relatives on the one hand, and the generally

later, usually more robust forms such as the metriacanthosaurs

on the other.

The earliest theropods were-judgtt g from what we know

of the procompsognathids and coelophysids-slender, gracile

forms. Their long necks set them apatt from the paleodinosaurs

on the one hand, and the more advanced ceratosaurs and inter-

A
Paleotheropods

1

Early

Paleotheropods
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theropods on the other. The detailed design of early paleothero-
pods, including the forward-sloping pubis and very robust cen-
tral cannon bone, shows that they were the most primitive of
theropods. They did quite well at dominating the Late Triassic
and Early Jurassic, and were still around as late as the creta-
ceous. In that regard, these theropods are "early" only in a loose
sense; there was extensive temporal overlap with other thero-
pods.

SUBORDER CERATOSAURA (Marsh, tS84)

FAMILY PROCOMPSOGNATHIDAE Huene, I9Z9

This is not much of a group, having only one known species.
The name unfortunately implies a close relationship with comp-
sognathus, which was a much later and more advanced theropod.
Although by no means the earliest, Procomp sognathus is the most
primitive predatory dinosaur with a well-preserved theropod-
type foot. The most primitive thing about it are the broad pubes

-almost all other theropods had much narrower hips. For this
reason, Procompso€nathus stands alone, and the more advanced
coelophysids and other theropods should not be put in its family
as has been recently suggested. Besides, the skull appears to lack
the coelophysian's kinked snout.

GENUS PROCOMPSOGI,{ATHUS Fraas, 1913

PROCOMPSOGIIATHUS 
"RIASSICUS 

Fraas. t9 t3
rypB-SMNS 12591
TlME-middle Norian of the Late Triassic
HORTZON AND DTSTRTBUTTON-middle stubensandstein of Bavaria
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Ostrom, 1981

T)rpe
sKULL LENGTH- -70 mm
TorAL LENGTH- -1.1 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 93 mm
HrP HETcHT- -.26 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 1

Most of the one specimen is badly crushed and much of the
neck, tail, arms, and hips are missing. Fortunately, the birdlike
feet and broad, long pubes are in good shape. Although about
half the size, the long slender skull and skeleton are shaped very



much like Coelophysfs (page 262). Also like Coelophysis are the

large bladed teeth that indicate this was a big-game hunter. Liv-

ing alongside this theropod were much larger herrerasaurs.

The Eorly Coelophysicns and Dilophoscurs,
and the Incredible Spfnoscurs

First appearing something over 225 mtllion years ago in the

Triassic, the small coelophysians and their larger dilophosaur

relatives are the earliest theropods for which really good remains

are knorrrn. Multirudes of beautiful skeletons are available, many

from the famous Ghost Ranch quarry of Arizona. This abundance

is making these among the best understood of predatory dino-

saurs. The elaphrosaurs may be coelophysids, and strange Bor-

yonw and Spinosourus may be their descendants too. If so, then

the group survived all the way into the Cretaceous.

Coelophysians include some of the first theropods, but even

these already have some sophisticated features. Among them is a

kinked articulation between the premaxilla and maxilla, in the

front of the upper jaw. This kink may have been mobile, and it
got larger as these theropods evolved. The joint seems to have

weakened the snout-not an obvious benefit to a predator. But
The muscles of CoeloPhYsis rho-
desiensis holotype QG 1.
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things were not really that bad. Vomers, the paired rodlike bones
in the front of the roof of the mouth, acted as tension braces and
bolstered the snout. The frontmost teeth were always fairly con-
ical, and those on the expanded tip of the lower jaw radiated
from one another like the spokes of a wheel. These supple, ex-
panded jaw tips with their conical teeth look like special tools for
picking up small prey.

There is no evidence that coelophysians retained any sort of
primitive armor. Yet, despite all these advanced features, they
are still primitive due to, among other things, their fourth-albeit
weak-finger, reptilian-type rib cage, and thick central cannon
bone. As explained in Chapter 8, pages 190-91, these early, inde-
penclently evolving theropods developed the specializations on
their own, some in parallel with other theropods, some not.
Among them was the reversal from 13 trunk and 5 hip vertebrae
in coelophysians ta 14 and 4 in dilophosaurs, and perhaps in
spinosaurs. In sum, coelophysians-dilophosaurs-spinosaurs were
an evolutionary side group that did their own thing with kinked
snouts, double head crests, and reduced hips. Certainly they
were not especially close relatives of birds, as was suggested by
Michael Raath in 1984. On the other hand, as the first of the
birdlike theropods for which good remains are known, coelo-
physids are critical to understanding bird origins. Gerhard Heil-
mann postulated "Proaves," a hypothetical bird ancestor that he
thought would be a quadrupedal climber descended directly
from thecodonts, but he was wrong. Small terrestrial bipeds such
as Coelophysrs were the real proavians.

In the old system of classi$ring theropods, the light coelo-
physians and elaphrosaurs were once considered coelurosaurs,
the heavy dilophosaurs and spinosaurs, carnosaurs. It now seems
dilophosaurs and spinosaurs may be the direct descendants of
early species of Coelophysrs. This would be interesting, since
Dilophosourus lived at the same time as later species of Coelo-
physis. The coelophysians and dilophosaurs are now placed in
the same family, and are easily different enough from the spino-
saurs for the latter to be placed in a separate family.

All these predators are always lightly built and long in the
head, neck, trunk, tail, and hind limbs. They look very speedy.
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FAMILY COELOPFIYSIDAE new

Coelophysis bouri
C. rhodesfensfs

* Elophrosourus b omber gi

Lf liensternrr lf liens fern f

Dilop hosou rus w etherilli

The coelophysid snout is sharp and nanow, and the teeth
often differ substantially from one another (they are heterodont)
because the premaxillas are more conical and less senated-
sometimes wholly unsenated-than the cheek teeth. While the
frontmost teeth seem built for holding small creatures, the large

blades on the rest of the jaws are superb slashers. It therefore
appears that coelophysids were exceptionally well equipped to
pursue both small and large prey.

Coelophysids show a tendency to develop large yet delicate
double crests on the head. First noted in big Dilophoseu.ru.s, a

small Coelophysis has them too. 'lhese crests are expansions of
the normal, sharp-rimmed nasal horn ridges and preorbital
horns found in crestless Coelophysis. They are made up of a few
vertical struts of fairly thick bone, between which are sheets of
bone so thin that they are translucent. Being so thin and lacking
the intensive blood-vessel channels needed to support horn
sheaths, they were covered only with skin. Their fragility shows

that they were display structures, and never used in combat.
The common co-ossification of various neck, pelvic, and

hind-limb bones in Coelophysrs and Elaphrosourus is quite bird-
like. As we get to know enough remains, we see that coelophysids
persistently come in two markedly distinct forms in each locale,
a "robust" and a "gracTle" q4)e as explained below. Since the
variation tends to be present when the individuals are of similar
size one might think we were looking at twin species. However,
because all three Coelophysrs species, and Dilophoscurus too,

show this dual nature, it is more likely to represent a sexual
difference.

Usually Coelophysrs is placed in the family Podokesauridae.
However, the only Podokescurus holyokensrs Talbot, 1911 speci-

men, which was never good to begin with, was destroyed in a

fire, and only bad casts remain. Some consider Podokesaurus,

which came from the Early Jurassic of Connecticut, to be the

same as Coelophysrs; others think that it may be very different. I
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think people will always be disagreeing about Podokesourus, and
this is just too much ambiguity to put up with. Another name for
the family, Halticosauridae, is also based on some hopelessly
fragmentary remains. So I offer Coelophysidae as the new nrune
for the family. Dilophosourus and Liliensternus are just super
versions of Coelophysrs, so they are a subfamily of this family.

SUBFAMILY COELOPHYSINAE new

GENUS COELOPINSIS Cope, 1887
Svn^'OmnrAS-LO ngOS Ottru S, S;m to rSuS

Although discovered in the 1880s, this genus was not well
known to scientists and the public until the opening of the Ghost
Ranch quarry in the 1940s and the Zimbabwean finds in the
sixties. The genus is usually considered to consist of only C.

bauri. But it takes careful work to show that it is a separate
species from S;mfarsus rhodesiensrs, since the more that is
known about them the more alike they appear. So, I see no justi-
fication for keeping them as separate genera.t

The case for placing C. bauri and C. rhodesiensrs in one
gemrs is strengthened by the substantial yet similar variation
found within their respective populations. Each has a "gracile"
form in which the skull and hind limb are long yet lightly built,
and the forelimb is short relative to the rest of the animal. The
heavier bodied "robust" form is the opposite in these regards.
There are also detailed differences, especially the presence of a
better developed outer ridge below the femur's head in "robust"
variants. If one looks at only one form of one of the species, and
at the opposite form of the other, they look fairly different. but
the equivalent "robust" and "gracile" forms of each species look
quite like one another.

Coelophysis is small, about 10 to z}Irg,about as heavy as

coyotes and jackals. There is little exceptional about its design,
but it is graceful and elegant. Skulls are long, low, triangular,
and sharp-snouted. The neck is quite long and slender, the body
is shallow, and the tail is large. The arms are quite small. Coelo-
p4ysls is perceived as the archetypical small theropod-too much
so, in fact, because most small theropods have longer and more
birdlike forelimbs. Its small size might lead one to expect Coelo-



physrs to be a small-game hunter, and as explained above their
jaw tips were well suited for this. But Coelophysis has a larger
head than Ornithole.stes and Ornithomimus, it bears long rows of
semated blade teeth, and the long snout contained large jaw-
closing muscles. The gregarious accumulations of many coelo-

physid skeletons suggests they hunted in packs. So it appears

they hunted fairly large prey too.

A new Kayenta Formation species that looks to me to belong
to Coelophysis is being studied by Timothy Rowe at Austin. Most
similar to C. rhodesiensis, it has broken off Dilophoscurus-like
double crests adorning its head. Its late appearance also implies
that Coelophysrs lasted a long time, some twenty-five million
years of the Late Triassic and Early Jurassic.

COELOPINSIS BAURI Cope, 1887

s\NoNlta4s-Coelurus bauri, Longosaurus longicollis
rrpB-AMNH 2722
BEST AND DrSpr-AY SPEChaBXS-Many GRQ specimens in a

number of institutions
rtve-late Carnian? to early Norian of the Late Triassic
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Chinle Formation of Arizona

AMNH 7223 AMNH 7224 AMNH 7242
216 -80sKLTLL LENGTH- 268 mm

TorAL LENGTH- 2.68 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 210 mm
HrP HETcHT- .55 m
MASS- 15.3 kq

2.86
210
.56
19.9 kg -700 g

This theropod has become very well known because of all
the skeletons found in the small Ghost Ranch quarry, discovered
in 1947. This quarry comes from the same strata as the famous
Petrifled Forest. C. bauri makes up most of the quarry speci-

mens, with thecodonts and a few other animals also mixed in.
Although the area of the quarry is not that great, the number of
Coelophysrs skeletons packed into it is remarkable, perhaps well
over five hundred. These include many juveniles, some one third
the size and a small fraction of the weight of the adults, but no
hatchlings. Some of the adult skeletons (including the two figured
here) contain the remains of youngsters they must have eaten.

Although the skeletons are often nearly complete and articulated,
they are somewhat crushed. How the quarry came to be is not
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The heqd o/ Coelophysis bauri.
The tip of the snout is kinked,
ond paired horn ridges run along
the ncscls.
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fully understood, but a study is due out soon. I do not think this
was a single pack, for even migrating predators do not go about
in groups this size.

I have restored the often-reproduced pair of skeletons that
Iie side by side on the same Ghost Ranch block, for these com-
plete specimens represent the two forms of the species-7223 is
"gracile," and 7224 "robust." Only the top of the skull of 7223
can be seen, so I used a similar MCZ skull for the side view.
Coelophysfs is often considered a small-skulled predator, but
7223 shows this is not always so. As you can see, 7223 is espe-
cially like C. rhodesfensrs. When I first drew up 7224, I did some
of the details after C. rhodesiensis. When I sent the drawing to a
preparator who was working on uncovering the skeletons on one
of the Ghost Ranch blocks, he called back to ask how I knew C.

baurt looked the way it does. This species' snout appears to be
shallower yet more solidly built, and overall it is longer and lower
than the African species. In fact, most restorations miss how very
long and low this species was. C. bauri did not co-ossi$r its hip
and other bones as much as its African cousin either. There are
potentially serious problems in identiffing this species, since the
type is very poor, and not from near the Ghost Ranch specimens.2
I have not listed all the synon),ryns of this species because most
are not important. An exception is Longosaurus longzcollis
Welles, 1984, most fragmentary remains of which appear to fall
within the variation of C. bauri.

C. bauri was the main predator in the Chinle; rarer stauri-
kosaurs and flesh-eating thecodonts were its competition. The
most nurnerous big herbivores in the Chinle were large-bodied,
tusked mammal-like reptiles and armored aetosaur thecodonts.



Neither was especially fast, and they were vulnerable to pack

attacks by Coelophysis. Some small herbivorous dinosaurs were
also present, but rather rare.

COELOPHYSIS RHODES/EAISIS (Raath, 19 69)
S\Nol\M\4-Syn torsus rhodesiensis
rwB-QG 1

BEST spECIN{ENS-t}rye and a number of CQ specimens
rrue-Hettangian of the Early Jurassic
HORTZON AND DTSTRTBUTTON-FOreSI SandStOne and stOrmberg

Formations of southern Africa
N&\rN ANAToMTcAL sruDIES-Raath, I97 7, 1984

Tlpe
sKULL LENGTH- -210 mm
TorAL LENGTH- 2.15 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 208 mm
HrP HETcHT- .53 m
KTLocRAMMAcE- 13.0

It is coincidence that like C. bauri, this species is found in a
quarry that contains an intense, albeit much smaller, concentra-
tion of skeletons. The Chitake quarry is only ten feet across and
holds a little over two dozen specimens. This could be a single
pack, perhaps driven to an oasis waterhole during a drought only
to succumb when it finally dried up. These Chitake quarry skel-
etons are not as complete or well articulated as the Ghost Ranch

Coelophysis bauri MCZ 4327 and
,AI,[NH 7223 gtctcile

Coelophysis bauri AIunljH
and MCZ 4327 srocile



Coelophysis rhodesiensis gpe
QGl

Coelophysis rhodesiensis
gpe QC 1
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specimens, but the bones are exquisitely preserved. Unlike in the
Ghost Ranch quarry, no really small youngsters are present. Vir-
tually nothing else is found in the quarry itself, but prosauropods
are abundant in the immediate vicinity.

The skeletal restoration is based mainly on the "robust" S4)e
specimen, but the skull and neck are from other specimens and
there may be proportional errors. In particular, the head may
represent the "gracile" type. Michael Raath believes the "robust"
forms are females because they are a little more numerous than
the "gracile" ones, and it is true that female birds of prey are
usually bigger than the males. But the sample size is too small to
be certain, and males are stouter than females in most predator
species. Like Elaphroscurs, the neck ribs tend to ossi$r to their
vertebrae in mature individuals, as do the pelvic bones. Raath's
skeletal and life restorations make the species much too kanga-
roo-like, with an oddly downkinked tail. The ribs are not right
either, the front ones being too long, and the shoulder girdle is
set way too far back, making the neck too long.

C. rhodesiensrs was a true desert animal, living among dunes
and oases. However, it may have been-like many predators-
nondiscriminating in the habitats it preferred, and more wide-
spread than we realize. It mainly hunted juvenile and adult pro-
sauropods. This was no picnic, since prosauropods could bounce
kangaroo-style on their stout tails and lash out at attackers with

Gracile Coelophysis rhodesiensis
in a fost run.
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Elaphrosaurus bambergi in hor
pursuir of the ornirhrschicn Dry-
osaurus lettowvorbecki. ?he rher-
opod's head ond cresfs cre
resfored after other coelophy-
srons. Elaphrosaurus wcs at that
infermediote size which may hove
borne both feathers cnd scales.
Nofe that it rs fhe plont eater that
hcs ferce looking "eegle" eyes,
not the theropod.

big recurved hand and foot claws. But C. rhodesiensrs, being a

small, lean animal that could take a few tumbles, may have
dashed in repeatedly to slash the victim until it was crippled.
Among its smaller prey may have been gliding early lizards.3

*GENUS EIAPHROSAURUS Janensch, 7920

Lately, there has been much ado about this being an early
ostrich-mimic ornithomimid because of its light build and slen-
der, straight humerus.a It has even been placed in the family
Ornithomimidae. This is a mistake. The humerus is really more
like that of Coelophysrs, just less strongly built. The forelimb and
some upper hand bones that may belong to the genus are rather
short, and the skeleton's lightness of build is of coelophysid pro-
portions, not ostrich-mimic. The low ankle process and a very
robust central cannon bone are too. Much too primitive to be
closely related to the very advanced ostrich-mimics, Elaphrosau-
rus instead seems to be a fairly large, late-surviving coelophysid.
Because it still has five hip vertebrae I do not consider it a dilo-
phosaur, but the hip is unusually short so it may be close to that
group. One caution is that if the now unknown head proves to
lack a kinked snout, then its coelophysid status becomes ques-
tionable. Also questionable are past claims that this genus lived
in mid-Cretaceous times of north Africa; these claims are based
on such scrappy remains that they are probably wrong.

Galton in 1982 identified as Elaphrosourus sp. a well-pre-
served humerus that came from the same Morrison Formation



Garden Park quarry that also produced the type skeletons of
Cerafoscurus and Alloscunr. The bone is a little more Coelo-
physis-like than that of E. bomberg, for it still has a rectangular
deltoid crest.

*EI-\PHROSAURUS B,4 LBERGI Janensch. 1920

rvpB-HMN dd
rnnB-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DTsTRIBUTIoN-Tendaguru Formation of East

Africa
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Janensch . 1925

Tlrpe
TorAL LENGTH- 6.2 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 529 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.46 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 210

This is the only good theropod skeleton from the Tendaguru,
a formation famous for its super-gigantic brachiosaurian sauro-
pods. The missing head has led those arguing for ostrich-mimic
affinities to speculate that it had a toothless beak. The skull must
have been a long, low-toothed one, probably like those of Coelo-

physrs and the dilophosaurs. There are small, bladed, Coelo-
physrs-like teeth in the Tendaguru Formation that are right for
it. It may even have been crested. The shoulder girdle, lower
arm, and most of the hand are not preserved. This appears to be

the longest-trunked and shallowest-chested theropod I have

come across, and the base of the tail has an unusual downward
bend in it. Z. bomberg was too small and light-bodied to take on
the stegosaurs and sauropods of its habitat. Instead, it concen-
trated on the small, fast ornithopod herbivores.

Elaphrosaurus bambe r gi type
HMN dd
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SUBFAMILY FLALTICOSAUzuNAE (Huene, 1948)

Dilophosaurs, the more familiar nzune we will informally use
for this group, retain both the basic slender design and many
skeletal details of coelophysians. In addition, they were more
advanced in a number of fine points, such as an avetheropod-like
ankle and foot. Yet they are more "primitive" in their failure to
co-ossi$r many bones, and even more so in having shorfer hips
and less hip vertebrae. Why dilophosaurs did such a peculiar
thing with their hips is a complete mystery.

GENLTS LILIEIISTERI/US Welles, 7984
s\T{oNMM - H alti cosc u rus

In 1984, Michael Paruish and Kenneth Carpenter described
a new partial skeleton that may well belong to this genus. Over a

third heavier than the L. liliensternus skeleton described below,
and from the Dockum deposits of New Mexico, it may be of the
late Carnian or early Norian Age. If so, it is the earliest theropod
of such size we know about.

LILIENSTER /US LILIEI{STERIrrI (Huene, 1934)
S\NoNM\4 

-Halticosourus 
liliensterni

rype-HMN R1291
TnaB-late Norian of the Late Triassic
Horuzox AND DISTRTBUTToN-Upper Keuper Formation of

Germany
Tlpe

sKULL LENGTH- -395 mm
TorAL LENGTH- 5.15 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 440 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.09 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 127

When I saw the skeleton of this jaguar-sized dinosaur in East
Berlin, I thought it was a large species of Coelophysls.s Samuel
We1les, however, realized that it was a new dilophosaur genus.
In fact, it is an almost perfect intermediate to Coelophysrs and
Dflophosourus (see below). It is more advanced than the former,
and is like the latter in many details such as the humerus and
foot. Yet it remains more primitive and Coelophysis-like in other
aspects. Even its size is intermediate. One of the most important
points is that the ilium of the hip is unusually short, as in DiIo-



phosaurus. This suggests that Liliensternus also had only four
hip vertebrae.

Since the skeleton is only fairly complete, a number of de-
tails are from other members of the group. The skull is especially
incomplete. Because both a species of Coelophysrs and one of
Dflophoscurus have paired crests, I gave Lfliensternus some too.

GENUS DILOPHOSAURUS (Welles, 197 0)
S\T{OI\M\4 -M e galoso u rus

DILOPHOSAUR US WETHEKILLI flVelles, 19 54)
s\NoNr\M -M e g aloso u rus w e the r iIIi
T\?E AND BEST SPECTMEN-UCMP 37302
rIvB-late Sinemurian to Pliensbachian of the Early Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Kayenta Formation of Arizona
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Welles, 1984

Tlpe UCMP 77270
sKULL LENGTH- 523 mm 590
TorAL LENGTH- 6.03 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 550 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.36 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 283 -400

The type specimen of this wonderful dinosaur was found in
1942, and consists of a very good skull and skeleton recently
described by Samuel Welles. It was first thought to be a species
of Megalosourus (see page 280), but Welles later realized it is
very different. The crests were incomplete and unrecognized in
the first skull, but the discovery of a second larger skull revealed
their presence. Whether this second skull is the sarne species as

the first is not certain; the few specimens known seem to show
the kind of sexual or species differences seen inCoelophysrs. The
type specimen is a "gracile" example. A brown-bear-sized pred-
ator, Dilophosoun$ could be a direct descendant of Coelophysfs
and Liliensfernus. It parallels advanced theropods in such things
as having a narrow central metatarsal in the foot. It also has a
very unusual articulation between the cheek's suspensorium
bones, which help support the lower jaw. The upper part of the
shoulder blade has a rather peculiar shape. A few years ago

sculptor Rodger Walshlager of Richard Rush Studios built a full-
scale sculpture of this theropod to my specifications.

It is odd how extreme the kink between the premaxilla and
maxilla is, and that the nostrils are placed further back than in
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The double-crested head of Dilo-
phosaurus wetherilli in two rnews.

Dilophosaurus wetherilli in a fast
run.

other theropods. These features are taken even further in Bory-
onry.Some believe the snout was too weak for attacking prey,
which has been taken to mean that Dilophoscurus either used its
feet to kill, or scavenged for food. But as I explained above, the
tip of the snout is better braced than previously thought, and in
any case, true terrestrial scavenging animals are a myth (see

Chapter 2). Besides, Dilophosourus has exceptionally large, al-
though slender, bladed maxillary teeth that were much more
lethal than its claws, so Dilophosourus probably hunted big game
like other slashing theropod. Most of this big game consisted of
fair-sized prosauropods. That the snout was so highly mobile

-lg- -a;
.' :tdii
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Liliensternus liliensterni rype
HIIII] R1291

Dilophosaurus wetherilli gpe
UCMP 37302 sracile

Baryonyx walkeri type BMI,{H
R9951

does suggest Dilophoscurus was also better equipped to snap up
small game than most other theropods this size.

The fauna of the Kayenta Formation is not well known, but
we can say that the crested species of Coelophysrs is present.
Although Dilophoscurus is known only from Arizona, it is prob-
able that its distribution in an age of a united world-continent
was much wider. 270
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FAMILY SPINOSAURIDAE Stromer. 1915

Baryonyx walkeri

Spinoscurus aegryficcus

The spinosaurs are so bizarre that their very dinosaurian
status has been challenged. I once thought them to be overgrown
crocodilians. Spinosourus has also been considered a close rela-
tive of fin-backed Acrocanfhosaurus, and restored as a tyranno-
saur, both of which it was certainly not. In addition, Alan Charig
and Angela Milner doubt whether Baryonyx and Spfnoscurus are
close relatives. However, I agree with Philippe Taquet that the
slender, semiconical, crocodile-like teeth rvith microscopically
fine serrations, plus the crocodile-like lower jaw with expanded
tips, are very alike in the two species.6 So is the seeming lack of
the typical theropod S-curve in the neck. As for whether they are
theropods, and just what kind, the loose, deeply kinked articu-
lation near the tip of the snout, the posteriorly postioned nostrils,
and slender teeth of Baryonyx are surprisingly similar to those of
eighty-million-year-older Dilophosorrrus, and appear to be ex-

treme developments of the latter's snout. Likewise, the long,
primitive main bodies of the neck and trunk vertebrae and the
shallow rib cages rn Baryon5m and Spinosourus are rather dilo-
phosaurian. So my best guess, hinted at by Charig and Milner, is

that spinosaurs are specialized, late-surviving dilophosaurs. We

need more remains to be sure.
Spinosaurs may have hung on so long because of their

strange specializations, ones that seemingly emphasized the coe-

lophysian-dilophosaur adaptations for hunting small game. The
long slender snout and teeth with ultra-fine serrations suggest
such habits. The lower jaws of Botyonw are reported to be
wafer-thin, and the mobile snout seems good for manipulating
small prey. Fishing is a very plausible activity, and the expanded
crocodile-like tips of the upper and lower jaws are in line with
this idea. Partly digested fish scales have even been found inside
the rib cage of Baryonyx. But no living land animal as gigantic as

spinosaurs survive on fresh-water fish alone. Even brown bears
do so only during the brief and intense salmon runs through
narrow mountain streams, a far cry from the spinosaur's low-
lytng floodplain waters where fish were usually not as numerous
and easily scooped up. So teruestrial small game and scavenging
must have been important too. The large teeth and massive, big-
clawed arms would have allowed them to bring down even fairly



,\.!

big game. I have no answer, however, for why spinosaur necks
may lack the strong S-curve that is normal in theropods.

GENUS BARyO^"IX Charig and Milner, 1986

BARYOITX WALKERI Charig and Milner, 1986
rwn-BMNH R9951
rnae-Barremian of the late Early Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Wealden Formation of England

IYpe
sKULL LENGTH- -1100 mm
TorAL LENGTH- -9.5 m
FEMUR LENGTH- -1000 mm
HrP HETcHT- -2.5 m
ToNNAGE- -1.7

This beast was published just as I was finishing this book.
Its discoverer was a London plumber and amateur fossil hunter,
William Walker. Much, but by no means all, of the skull and
skeleton are known.t My skeletal drawing is a preliminary one
that will need replacing when the full description comes out.
Taquet has also found very similar upper jaws' tips that m€ht
belong to Baryonyx from Aptian time of Niger, Africa.s This spi-
nosaur has an unusually large number of teeth for a theropod,
many more than its relative does. Boryonyx also has a small
midline crest atop the skull; this could be a unified form of the

Frshing Baryonyx walkeri cotches
a Lepidotes. Observe that-as the
texture cnd vessel openings of the
jaw bones show-fhrs species had
the some kind of lips found in
other fheropods, so fhe teeth qre
not bere cs in crocodilians.
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double crest of dilophosaurs. More likely is that the side crests
were lost in favor of the central one; much the same happened as
tyrannosaurs evolved from allosaurs. Tall vertebral spines like
those of Spfnosourus have not been found. Missing parts of the
skeleton, including a lot of the tail, have been filled in from other
members of this clade. The long, robust forelimbs have been
cited as evidence of a partially quadrupedal gait. However, the
arm is not really that long, and the long, slender fingers tend to
argue against regular walking. The arms and the big claw were
robust probably because they were defensive weapons-an inter-
esting thing since iguanodonts, the herbivorous ornithischians
that lived alongside Baryon5n<, also had robust arms equipped
with a big thumb spike for stabbing predators.

GENUS SPII/OSAURUS Stromer, 1915

SP/AIOSAUR US AEGWTIACUS Stromer, 1915

rree-destroyed in WW II
rnvte-Cenomanian of the early Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Baharija beds of Egypt

Tlpe
TorAL LENGTH- -15 m?
ToNNAGE- -4.0?

This fantastic beast combined tremendous length with a

nearly-six-foot-tall (1.6 m) fi.n over the back. At a possible fifty
feet (an extrapolation from the type's incomplete set of verte-
brae), this may be the longest known theropod, but claims that
this theropod was the biggest of all and massed up to six tonnes
are probably overstated.e Although the spinal column is a good
deal longer than it is in the AMNH TJ,rannosourus rex, spino-
saurs are much more lghtly built, dilophosaur-like animals. So
Spinoscurus probably weighed closer to 4 tonnes. But the lack of
fusion between the upper and lower sections of the vertebrae
indicate that this particular individual was not mature, and still
had some growing to do. Aside from a number of tall spined neck,
trunk, and tail vertebrae, only the front half of the lower jaw was
ever found, and all are now lost. The lower jaw is deeper, more
expanded at the tip, and more crocodile-like than in Baryonyx.
The teeth are more conical and like those of crocs too, but, unlike
Baryony<, they are no more numerous than in most theropods.
So, just which of the two species is the more advanced is not
clear.



The vertebral spines were somewhat elongated over the

neck. Exactly how much is not known, but they must have been

only a fraction of the trunk spine's height. Likewise, the tail's
neural spines were only a little elongated. The size of the fin back

was unmatched by other known theropods; the fin of the allosaur
Acrocanthoscurus cfokensls was probably much lower.

Strangely enough, two big herbivorous dinosaurs from mid-Cre-
taceous North Africa-the "duckbill" dinosaur Ouronosaurus
and the brontosaur Rebbachisourus-also have tall fins, aI-

though the locales and ages of these dinosaurs differ somewhat.

Likewise, a number of spectacular fin-backed amphibians and

early mammal-like reptiles such as Dimerrodon lived together

way back in the Permian Period. Why the evolution of big sails

in unrelated animals seems to cluster together is a mystery.

Despite its great size, Spinosourus would have been vulner-
able to attacks from the big allosaurs that shared its habitat.

Cercfosours

Most things about ceratosaurs-their lightly built jaw-sup-

port bones and roof of the mouth, four-fingered hand, and robust
central metatarsal-are of coelophysian grade. And like Coelo-

physis, the bones of these primitive theropods show a surprising
birdlike tendenry to ossifli and fuse within the pelvis and foot.

But ceratosaurs lack such coelophysian specialtzattons as the

kinked snout, so they are not actually within that group. Also,

the robust body and limbs, and the big, deep head are unlike
coelophysians. The last mentioned features have led many to
consider both ceratosaur species as carnosaurs, while those in
the first two sentences caused others to think of them as coelu-
rosaurs. A few advanced details, such as the head of the femur
and the ankle, indicate that ceratosaurs were really the first of
the post-coelophysid theropods. One thing I would really like to
know is whether or not they had a pubic boot. The forward-
sloping coelophysian design of the pubis suggests it did not, but
Othniel Marsh said that an imprint of the boot was found in the
sediments that the originalCeratoscurus nosicornis pubis lay in.
If so, then ceratosaurs developed their own pubic boot in parallel
with the more advanced theropods.
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FAMILY CERATOSAURIDAE Marsh. 1884

Scrcoscurus? woodi

C erato sou rus nosf co rn ls
C. ? fngens

GENUS SARCOSAURUS? Andrews ,1921

SARCOSAURUS? WOODI Andrews ,7921
rvpa-BMNH R4840/1
rruB-Sinemurian of the Early Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Lower Lias of England

I}pe
FEMUR LtrNGTH- 315 mm
KTIocRAMMAGE- -70

This is another theropod that was usually tossed into the
Megalosauridae (page 280), but when I saw the type pelvis and
femur at the BMNH, my mind immediately flashed ceratosaur.
The pelvic bones figured in7932 by Huene are ossified and fused,
but more importantly they are nearly identical in shape to those
of later Cerotosaurus ncsicornls (see below). The strong ossifi-
cation also implies the small specimen was adult. Since this lived
some fifty-five million years before C. nasicornrs, I presume this
is a distinct species, if not genus, though not enough is known to
be sure. That a ceratosaur was present this early is surprising,
but not wholly unexpected since these were very archaic thero-
pods. In spite of its much earlier age, the more dorsal placement
of the otherwise similar femoral outer ridges imply that this may
be a slightly more advanced species than C. nasicornrs.

GENUS CERATOSAURUS Marsh. 1884
s\NoNr\a4 -M e g alosc u rus

CERATOSAURUS I/AS/COR IlS Marsh, 1884
TYPE, BEST AND DISPI-AY SPECItvtex-USI\M 4735
rnrn-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-lr,{orrison Formation of the Rockv

Mountain states
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDv-Gilm ore, 1924

\pe UWP 56
sKULL LENGTH- 625 mm 765
TorAL LENGTH- 5.69 m
FEMUR LENcTH- 620 mm



HrP HETcHT- 1.51 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 524 -980

Despite living amongst much more advanced allosaurs, Cer-
ctoscurus nasicornis was an old-style theropod. It was a bit like
the thycaline, the wolf-like marsupial predator that cohabits with
the Australian dingo.

There is only one good specimen. It is from the same Garden
Park quarry as the types of Elaphrosounc sp. and Allosaurus

fragilis, and is missing a fatr number of pieces, including the
humerus. New specimens fill in some of the gaps. Whether all
these remains are one species is not known. The high ossification
of the type specimen implies, but does not prove, that it is an
adult, yet a large fragmentary specimen is larger still. Gilmore's
very good USNM skeletal mount, with the back horizontal and
the legs in a bent-knee run, was ahead of its time. At one time it
was suggested that this species was so similar to Allosaurus that
it might be the horned male of that form. But actually this is a
very different animal. The most noticeable feature, the nasal
horn, is rather like the ornitholestian's, but is set on a fi.rmer base
behind the nostrils. The horn is very nanow from side to side,
and in life a horn sheath probably made it about half again as

tall. By no means a killing weapon, the horn may have been a

The nosal-horned ond big-toothed
heo.d o/ Ceratosaurus nasicornis.
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butting device for breeding or other disputes. Perhaps only one
sex had it, though another specimen with a horn is known and
none without have been found. The back of the skull is made up
of remarkably light arches for such a large structure; no other
big theropod's head is so very lightly built. Yet the snout is deep,
and the teeth are enormous. The tooth blades are very flattened
as well, unlike the stouter, smaller teeth of Allosourus. Cerato-
scurus seems to have been able to bring down relatively bigger
prey than Alloscurus.

My look at the type convinces me that the surangular, from
the back of the lower jaw, overlaps and braces the dentary from
the front of the jaw like in other paleotheropods. So Cercfosourus
does not appear to have had the true double-jointed lower jaw
that Robert Bakker draws it with.r' But the surangular brace is
shorter than in other paleotheropods, even the more advanced
ones. This species, therefore, may have evolved its own kind of
more flexible lower jaw to match the loose build of the rest of its
skull.

This species also has an unusually straight neck for a thero-
pod. The rib cage seems to be very flattened from side to side,
quite unlike the barrel-chested allosaurs and tyrannosaurs. The
trunk, hip, and tail vertebral spines are unusually tall and give
this theropod a bit of a fin back, much as in Metriacanfhosourus
parkeri and M. shangtouensls. The display potential of the tall
spines was enhanced by something unique for a theropod-a
single row of small, irregular armor scutes. This is a very primi-
tive thecodont-like character, and whether it was inherited from

Ceratosaurus nasicornis Spe
usAM 4735
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TWo Ceratosaurus nasicornis
hove at it in q bruising yet non-
lethal heod -butting d r'spu fe.

those dinosaur ancestors or developed independently is not clear.
The tail is both deep and broad, and unusually powerful, and
may have been a sculling organ for swimming." Like those of
coelophysians, the hands are small and of little apparent use.
Ratkevich made the bemusing claim that the co-ossified metatar-
sal bones of the foot made this a slow dinosaur; this in spite of
the fact that fast ground birds and ungulates have co-ossified
cannon bones too!12

C. nosfcornrs was much less common than its neighbor Al-
losourus. The adults of neither could safely attack the other, but
big-toothed Cercfosourus may have had an advantage in the
fierce disputes over brontosaur carcasses.

CERATOSAUR US? II/GEIJS (Janensch, 1920)
S\ toNrnvl 

-Megalosourus 
ingens

rrpe-HMN MB. zu050
rnae-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBlrrroN-Tendaguru Formation of East

Africa
T),pe

ToNNAGE- -5?
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Late

Paleotheropods

All that has been figured are some shed, flat-bladed cerato-
saur teeth, but they are worth examining because they are quite
big at nearly six inches long, and about the size of those of Ty-
ronnosourus rex. So there was a titanic killer, possibly a species
of Cerofosourus,r3 in the Tendaguru. This makes a lot of sense
since the world's largest land animal, the brontosaur Brachiosau-
rus brancoi, was abundant in the formation. A pact of big-toothed
c. ingens would have been well able to bring down such 30-to-
SO-tonne prey.

Megalosaurs, eustreptospondyls, metriacanthosaurs, and
other late paleotheropods always had big, deep skulls and stout
necks, at least those known so far. More importantly, their hips
and other details exhibit increasingly advanced features, includ-
ing narrower central cannon bones. I call these intertheropods
because they are intermediate to the early paleotheropods and
avetheropods in design. These very successful theropods not only
dominated the big predator niches in the Middle Jurassic, but
did the same in South America until the very end of the Creta-
ceous. There they also developed sophisticated small forms.279



SUBORDER INTERTHEROPODA new

The Peculiar Me galoscurs

The family Megalosauridae has wrongly included allosaurs,
proceratosaurs, ceratosaurs, eustreptospondyls, dryptosaurs,
and other odds and ends. True megalosaurs are most unusual
theropods, and are best put in a group by themselves. What I
know of the postcrania of the recently discovered abelisaurs

of South America indicates that they are true, late-surviving
megalosaurs-even if one of them, Carnotaurus, is incredibly
aberrant. Even more amazung is that a little megalosaur with a

sickle-toe claw seems to have been walking around the lctest

Cretaceous of South America. Among the megalosaurs' peculiar-

ities is an extremely short forearm. More derived than coelophy-

sians and Ceratoscurus, megalosaurs are still archaic in design,

having fairly broad shoulder blades, unbooted pubes, ceratosaur-

like ankles, and robust central cannon bones.

FAMILY MEGALOSAURIDAE Huxley, 1869

Megolosaurus bucklondi
M?. tonneri

Ab eli sourus comc huens is

Carnotourus sasfrei

N'oosourus leali

SUBFAMILY MEGALOSAURINAE (Huxley, 1869)

GENUS MEGALOSAUR US Parkinson, 1822
S\T{oNM\4s-Poeki lopleuron, Torvosourus, Scro firm

Much as the Megalosauridae is an often abused family, this
is the most abused theropod genus. It has been used as a conve-

nient grab bag, with more partial remains from more places and
times tossed into it than any other. Long ago this practice got way
out of hand, when the name was used even for Late Cretaceous

theropods. Much of this supposed megalosaur material was in-
adequate for proper identification; some is very different and

belongs to other taxa. On the other hand, a couple of differently
named theropods appear to belong in this genus. The ilial blade
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and curved ischium of the Torvoscurus hip are very similar to
those of the type of M. bucklondi. In turn, the arm of poekilopleu-
ron is like that of Torvosourus. Since they all share the same
exceptional design, I am tentatively uniting them in Megalosou-
rus.t If coruect, true Megaloscurus ranged from Middle to Late
Jurassic in age.

This is an unusually robust form, in the vertebrae, arm, and
pelvis. The unbooted pubes are especially short and broad, very
unlike any other post-procompsognathid theropod. As I ex-
plained in chapter 8, this seems to be a secondary speciarization,
rather than truly primitive. what little is known of the skull
shows that it is that of a normal big theropod.

MEGALOSAUR US BUCKAI,{DI Meyer, 1832
s\NoNryMs-Poekf lopleuron bucklandi?, poekilopleuron

poikilopleuron?, Scro fum humonum?
rvpe-OtIM J13500 series
rnvre-Bathonian of the Middle Jurassic
HORIZoN AND DrsTRrBuTroN-Stonesfield Slate of England and

Calcaire de Caen of France?
N,IATN ANAToMTcAL sruDrrs-Parkinson, 1822 ; Eudes-

Deslongchamps, 1838; Huene, 1926
otIM J13561

FEMUR LENGTH- 760 mm
TONNAGE- -1.1?

This is the first named theropod dinosaur. parkinson in 1g22
was the earliest to publish it as Megalosaurus, and Buckland
picked up the name when he described the type bones in rgz4.
But it did not get a species name until Meyer assigned it one in
1832. Actually, things may go back further than that, for in 167z
Plot described what looks like the lower end of a Megalosourus
femur.2 He thought it belonged to a giant person. The fragment
has since been lost, but Brookes refigured the bone and named it
scrofum humanum Brookes, rz81. since the name was never
used, it eventually became invalid. The proper type specimen is
very fragmentary a dentary and its teeth, some vertebrae, an
ilium, an ischium, and a femur being the main bones. Most or all
of these bones may or may not belong to one individual. A num-
ber of other fragmentary remains from nearby localities may
also belong to this species. Yet other remains from differing lo-
calities do not. It is all very complicated and confusing. Fried-



rich von Huene sorted out much of the mess in 1926, and a

badly needed revision is underway. Neave Parker's restoration of
Megolosourus3 is not at all satisfactoryi the neck is too straight

and short, the forearms too long, and the overall build too light.

since French Poekilopleuron buckandi Eudes-Deslong-

champs, 1838 lived at exactly the same time as M. bucklondi and

appears to be a member of the genus, it is tentatively placed in
the same species. Sad to say, the only specimen was destroyed in

the last World War.

MEGALOSAURUS? TAAIVERI (Galton and Jens en, 7979)

S\NONM\4-To rvoscurus tonneri
rvpn-BYU 2002
rnan-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Moffison Formation of Colorado

BYU 2073
TOTAL LENGTH- -9.0 m
FEMUR LENGTH- -920? mm

HrP HETcHT- -2.25 m
TONNAGE- -1.95

The remains of this species, like those of all Jurassic mega-

losaurs, are difficult to deal with because they are fragmentary
and come scattered from various parts of a western Colorado

quarry. The quarry appears to be in the uppermost Morrison; it
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is the same one that produced the unusually big "ultrasaur" and
"supersaur" brontosaur remains. The biggest problem is that not
all of the bones, which include both skull and skeletal pieces,
necessarily belong to the species.a The skull parts are joined with
those of Abelrsourus to render a tentative skull. The skeletal
bones have been combined with other Megalosaurus specimens,
including Poekilopleuron's tail, to put together a composite res-
toration that might have a fair amount to do with reality.

These remains suggest thatMegalosourus competed with the
also rare Cerctosaurus and common Allosaurus in the Morrison
Formation. However, it is possible that new data will show this
megalosaur's remains represent a distinct genus or genera of
their own.

SUBFAMILY ABELISAURINAE (Bonaparte and Novas, 19gs)

Jose Bonaparte and Fernando Novas created a new family
for these recently discovered theropods, but the short forearm
and megalosaurian skeleton of Cornotaurus indicate that they
are megalosaurs. Apparently isolated on the southern supercon-
tinent of Gondwanaland from northern competitors, these Cre-
taceous predators evolved in their own very, very strange ways.
In one feature, a partly closed-off eye socket, they are like the
allosaur Acrocanthoscurus and some tyrannosaurs. The front of
the snout is also like those of tyrannosaurs in its shortness and
depth. Yet the back of their skulls remained primitive in having
slender jaw-supporting cheek bones.

Genyodecfes serus woodward, l90l is almost certainly an
abelisaur from the late Late Cretaceous of Argentina. Only the
bones of the snout's tip were found. The teeth have the long
length and slender build characteristic of abelisaurs, and since
the front teeth do not have a D-shaped cross section, they are
certainly not a tyrannosaur's, as Friedrich von Huene thought in
1923. It is possible that Abelisaums is really the same thing as
Genyodecfes. But since it is no longer known which formation
the latter comes from-the information was lost-it can no
longer serve as a useful Vpe and must be considered an invalid
taxa. Another likely Argentinian abelisaur is Xenofcrsoscurus
bonaporfef Martinez et aL.,1986. Known mainly from some Late
Cretaceous leg bones, it is possible that they too belong to one of
the other species.



GENUS ,LBELISAURUS Bonaparte and Novas, 1985

ABELISAURUS COMAHUEI/SIS Bonaparte and Novas, 1985

rvpe-Mc 11098

TrME-early Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DIsTRIBUTIoN-Allen Formation of Argentina

Tlrpe
sKULL LENGTH- 856 mm
ToNNAGE- -1.5?

The partial type skull is striking because of its combination

of belonging to a very late age and having a primitive Cercfoscu-
ruls or Yangchuonosaurus-like appearance. Except for the partly
closed-off eye socket and short snout, it probably provides the

best idea of what a normal megalosaur skull looked like. Note

that the skull is much less specialized than that of its earlier
relative, Cornotaun:s. The eye socket's orbital bar and simple

lower cheekbones seem to link the two South American species,

but this assessment may be wrong. If it is correct, then A. como-

huensis sugeests that the archaic megalosaurs survived to the end

of the dinosaur era.

GENUS CAru\TOTHURUS Bonaparte, 1985

CARIJO"A UR US SASTREf Bonaparte, 1985

rrpe-MACN CH894
rnrae-Albian of the late Early Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Goruo Frieio Formation of

Argentina
\pe

sKULL LENGTH- 570 mm
ToNNAGE- -I?

This is easily one of the weirdest of dinosaurs. The type is a
beautiful and nearly complete skull and skeleton with extensive

skin impressions.s Found encased in a great hard, nodular con-

cretion of rock, it has been difficult to remove from its encase-

ment and we eagerly await illmtrations of the skeleton. The most

obvious skull oddities are the great orbital horns, far larger than

those of any other theropod. It is easy to imagine these as butting
weapons for combat with other members of its species. The

whole skull is strange, in fact, being very tall for its length and

strongly built. The transverse crest atop the back of the braincase

is enlarged into a small frill to anchor bigger jaw and neck mus-

Abelisaurus comahuensis Spe
MC 11098

Carnotaurus sastrei type MACN
CH894



A close-up of newly found and in-
credible Carnotaurus sastrei,
showing irs head ond rhe skin
that has been preserved as
impressions in the sedimenf.
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cles. what makes it even harder to understand is that the lower
jaw is quite slender and weakly put together. The teeth are rather
slender, too. so while the robust skull implies great po-,ver, the
mandibles and teeth indicate the opposite. Even the eyes are
small for a theropod, for an orbital bar cuts off much of the eye
socket. Perhaps this was to reduce the chance of eye damage
during horn-butting fights. The deep snout may have containei
enlarged nasal organs. Just what and how this predator hunted
is not at all clear. As for the skin, by far and away the best yet
found in a theropod, it includes rows of fairiy large, nonbony
semiconical scales, giving Cornotaurus a most interesting skin
topography.

SUBFAMILY NOASAURINAE Bonaparte and powell, 19g0

GENUS AIOASAURUS Bonaparte and powell, 1990

I/OASAURUS LEALI Bonaparte and powell, 1990
rwB-PL 4061
rnur-Maastrichtian? of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Lecho Formation of Argentina

$,pe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -15?



The upper jaw's tall, simple maxilla is very like that of abel-

isaurs, especially Abelisaurus itself. It shows that the skull was

fairly deep but lightly built. A better abelisaur-like character is

the lack of top spines on the neck vertebrae, which instead have

large upper side wings-this is mimicked in Microvenotor. Un-

like abelisaurs, the second toe is hyperextendable and has a large

sickle claw, so it gets its own subfamily-indeed, if we come to

know more of this theropod it may prove to warrant a separate

family. Unlike true protobird sickle claws, this claw's retractor

tendon anchored in a depression at the claw's base, instead of

the usual kind of big, tuber-like heel process. Obviously a most

unusual little beast, it would be good to know if it retained the

hypershort forearm of other megalosaurs. If it did, then it could

not have leaped on its victims'backs like the protobird sickle-

clawed dinosaurs. Instead it might have lashed out with its claws

in mid leap. Regardless, it seems that in the absence of competi-

tion megalosaurs evolved even into the small predator niches in

Cretaceous South America. In doing so they became the counter-

parts of the northern protobird sickle-claws, long after the other

archaic megalosaurs had bit the dust in the north. The evolution

of such tiny forms from bulky ancestors is unusual, and helps

shred up the old way of classifying theropods according to their

size.

Eustreptospondylids qnd Metriocan fhosaurs

These are the last of the paleotheropods. There also is, ex-

cept for the tendenry of some of the metriacanthosaurs to develop

fairly tall vertebral spines, nothing fanry about the known re-

mains. They are basic, big theropods. They show the beginnings

of substantial pubic boots; the metriacanthosaurs are little more

advanced on this point. Yangchuonosaurus also shows the initial
stages of the evolution of the bird-type rib cage.

FAM ILY EUSTREPIOSPONDYLIDAE NCW

Eus trep to sp ondylus oxon f ens is

P iatnitzl<y sou rus flor e si

Gasosaurus construcrus
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Eustreptospondylus oxoniensis
type OUM J13558 juvenile

Ma rshosou rus bicen fes imus

M e tri ac antho s aurus ? sp.
M.? shangtouensrs
M. parkeri

SUBFAMILY EUSTREPIOSPONDYLINAE new

usually, these have been considered megalosaurs or allo-
saurs, and they do have allosaur-like, flexible ball-and-socket
neck articulations. But otherwise they are much too primitive to
be allosaurs, and are quite different from the strange megalo-
saurs. Eusrrepfospondylus has the smallest boot at the end of its
pubis so it is considered the most primitive . piatnitztlyscurus and
Gasosaurus are more like each other than either is like Eustrep-
tospondylus, but enough differences exist to keep them separate
genera.

GENUS E US"REP"OSPOI/DYLUS Walker, tg 64
$a,ror\M\4 s-M e galoscu rus, S trep tosp ondylus

E US"REPTOSPOI/DYLU S OXOATEI/SIS Walker, Ig 6 4
s\NoNM\4 s-Megolosourus cuvieri, sf reptosp ondylus cuvieri
T\?E AND Drspr,ry spECrHaBN-OtIM Jl355g (uvenile)
rrvp-late Callovian of the Middle Jurassic
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTIoN-MiddIe Oxford CIay of England
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDv-Huen e, 1926

Tlpe
sKULL LENGTH- -480 mm
ToTAL LENGTH- 4.68 m
FEMUR LENGTH- S20 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.33 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- ZI8
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The type skeleton had long been the most complete known

from England,6 until the discovery of Baryonyx. The taxonomy of
this specimen is very confused, and it is one of the many incor-

rectly placed tn Megaloscurus. Though it has also mixed up with
ambiguous Streptospondylus, Alick Walker finally recognized its

unique status. The skull is little known, and many of the poorly

ossified vertebrae are missing their upper halves. The last sug-

gests that this lion-sized individual was not fully grown, so just

how big this theropod got is not known.

GENUS PIATNITZI(SAURUS Bonapart e, 197 9

PIATI,{ITZI(3AUR US FLORES/ Bonapart e, 197 9

T\?E, BEST AND DISPIAY SPECIMBX-PW 4073

TlME-Callovian-Oxfordian of the Middle/Late Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Cerro Condor Formation of

Argentina
MArN ANATOMICAL STUDY-BOnaparte, 1986

Tlpe
TorAL LENGTH- -4.3 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 550 MM
HrP HEIGHT- 1.4 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 275

Little of the skull is known, but most of the skeleton is on

display in Buenos Aires. This is a member of a recently discov-

ered fauna, one that will help fill in the mid-Jurassic dinosaur
gap. It is interesting that this Jurassic South American eustrep-

tospondyl is more "advanced" than the South American megalo-

saurs of the Cretaceous. A medium-sized predator P. flotesi
probably made meals of juveniles and infirm adults of the large

brontosaurs that shared its environment.

Piatnitzkysaurus floresi type PW
4073
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GENUS GASOSAURUS Dong and Tang, 1985

GASOSAURUS COI/S"RUCTUS Dons and Tans, 1985
rwe-IVPP V7265
rnaB-Middle Jurassic
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Dashanpu of Sichuan, China

T),pe
F-EMUR LENGTH- 465 mm
KTLocRAM\4AGE- -160?

Not much is known of this species; a humerus, pelvis, and
the femur are the most informative pieces. Like the other eustrep-
tospondyls, it is not a very large theropod.

GENUS I4IRSHOSAURUS Madsen, 1976

I4ARSHOSA UR US BICEI{TESIMUS Mads en. t9Z 6
rreB-LIWP 2826
rrvB-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Morrison Formation of Utah

uwP 40-295
KTLocRAMMAGE- -225?

Of this species we have little more than some snout bones
and good pelvic elements. The pubic boot is larger than those of
other members of the subfamily; in fact, it is tempting to put this
theropod in the next subfamily. It does suggest that theropods of
this general gestalt were present in North America.

SUBFAMILY METRIACANTHOSAURINAE new

GENUS METRIACAI{"HOSAURUS flValker, 1964)
S\Nol\rvtv{ s-Me goloscu rus, Szechuano saurus?,

Yangchuonosourus?

until now, all the Eustreptospondylid species discussed here
have been placed in separate genera. However, the best skeletons
of M. sp. and M. shongtouensrs are not only from the same for-
mation, but are alike in most details. The differences that do
exist seem to be specific characters, especially the differing
heights of the vertebral spines, which helped them recognize
each other as members of different breeding populations. The
sharing of a habitat by at least two species of the same genus is
normal, as for instance the leopardPanthero pardus and the lion
P. Ieo in Africa.



A continent away, contemporary and tall-spined M. porkeri
appears to be even more like M. shangtouensrs than is M. ccr-
penreri. All three of these share similar hips with good pubic
boots and strongly arched upper borders of the ilium, among
other things. I do not like sinkingYangchuanosourus, based as it
is on superb skulls and skeletons, into the poorly known Metrio-
canthosaurus, but there is little choice unless new finds prove
otherwise. The two tall-spined species appear to be a little more
advanced than the other one. and deserve their own subqenus.

METRIACAJ\{"HOSA UR US? SP.

SYNONIYI\4 - 3 z e chuc n oso u rus cc mp i
DrsPrAY SPECTMEN-CV 00214
run-Oxfordian of the Late Jurassic
HoRrzoN AND DIsTRIBUTIoN-Shangshaximiao Formation of

Sichuan, China
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Donq et al.. 1983

Tlpe
TorAL LENGTH- 3.8 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 420 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.0 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 130

The fine jaguar-sized type skeleton is unfortunate enough to
lack its skull. Originally, it was put in S. ccmpi, but the type of
that species consists of only a few teeth. There may be a few S.

ccmpf-like teeth associated with 00214, but these are rootless
ones shed by another individual as it fed on the freshly deceased
specimen. Although like M. shongtouensrs @elow) in many
ways, this form is smaller, more slender, has shorter vertebral
spines, and differs in some details. I do not think it is a juvenile
of the latter, not only because it is different, but because it is
better ossified than M. shongtouensis juveniles. Yet, there are so

many uncertainties about this beast that I balk at giving it a new
name.

METRTACANTHOSAURUS? SFLANGYOUENSIS @ong, Chang,
Li, and Zhow,1978)

SYl\O\M\4s-Ycngc huonosourus shangzouensrs,
Y an gchuc nosou nrs magnus

TypE AND Drspr-Ay spECrMex-CV 00215 (uvenile)
BEST SPECTMENS-Iype, CV 00216
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Metriacanthosaums shangyouen-
sis. ?hrs head is an exomple of
the wonderful new dinosaur/os-
sils fhat ore comin s to lisht fhese
days.
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TlME-Oxfordian of the Late Jurassic
HORIZON AND DISTRTBUTToN-Shangshaximiao Formation of

Sichuan, China
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Dong et al.. 1983

Type CV 00216
sKULL r-ENGTH- 810 mm 1110

TorAL LENGTH- -7.9 m -10.8
FEMUR LENGTH- 880 mm -1200
HrP HETcHT- 2.I m -2.9
ToNNAGE- 1.33 -3.4

The magnificent type specimen is a product of the worldwide
resurgence in dinosaur exploration that has unveiled unprece-
dented numbers of new forms. Only the forelimb, hind foot, and
most of the tail are missing. Another species, Y. mognus, was
based on the larger, less complete skull and skeleton 00216. But
00215's poorly ossified, and hence oddly shaped, ilium in the hip,
tibia in the shank, and other bones show it is a juvenile of the
former. Otherwise the two specimens are extremely similar, and.

the same species. This is a hefty, white-rhino-weight animal, ap-
proaching the larger allosaurs and tyrannosaurs in size.

The skull is very like that of Cercfosourus and Abehsourus.
Still primitive, it has a single-unit lower jaw and a slender sus-
pensorium. However the pubis is vertical and booted. Even more
interesting is the well-preserved rib cage of CV 00275.It shows
that the front ribs were becoming shorter and the posterior ones
longer, the beginning of the birdlike rib cage and the sophisti-
cated air-sac lunq svstem it contains. At the same time the rib



Metriacanthosaurus shangyouen-
sis S.pe CV 00215 juvenile

cage was rather slab-sided, like in Cerafosaurus, rather than
broad-chested, as were allosaur's and tyrannosaur's.

The skull ornamentation resembles that of Alloscurus, with
two parallel ridges astride the nasals and hornlets above and
forward of the eye sockets. The unusually tall spines of the ffunk,
hip, and front tail vertebrae-though not nearly as tall as in
Altr'spincx or Acrocanthosourus-formed a low fin back that was
highest at mid-trunk and tail base. Undoubtedly the fins were
skin-covered display devices. Overall, a big, powerfully built,
typically proportioned theropod with large teeth, this was a pred-
ator fully capable of taking on the adult sauropods and stego-

saurs of its habitat.

Side wew o/ Metriacanthosaurus
shangyouensis. Some theropods
moy have borne bold camouflage
pofferns like fhis one.



\

METRACAI{"HOSA UR US PARIGR/ (Huene, 1926)
s\NoN\M -M e galosou rus parkeri

TtME-early Oxfordian of the Late Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Upper Oxford CIay of England

r),pe
FEMUR LENGTH- 800 mm
ToNNAcE- -1.0

Yet again we come across a species that was long tossed into
Megalosaurus. And again Alick Walker saved it from this unfor-
tunate fate by recognizing this as a very different animal.T Not
much is known of this species beyond its large size and the fact
that the tall-spined vertebrae and femur are very similar to those
of M. shongtuensis. The pubis and ilium are different enough to
keep them as separate species.

Theropod Odds lnd Ends

These are theropods whose fragmentary remains are good
enough to warrant notice, and indicate that they are either late
paleotheropods or basal avetheropods, but too poor to tell which
or of what kind. Such is Philippe Taquet's new small theropod
of Jurassic Toarcian age from Morocco.8 Then there is the per-
plexing front end of a lower jaw from the latest Jurassic Moruison
Formation called l"abrosaurus /erox Marsh, 1884. The jaw bone
has an astonishingly contorted shape, and the toothless tip is
deeply notched; it could come from anything from a peculiar and.

unknown theropod to a diseased Allosaurus.

ORDER^S, SUBORDERS, AND FAMILIES TINCERTAIN

MEG,ILOSAUR US? IrIE"HERCOMBE ISIS Huene, 1923
rvpB-OUM J12743 (uvenile?)
TIME-early Bajocian of the Middle Jurassic
HoRIzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Middle Inferior Oolite of England

Tlrpe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -I75?

The skull and skeletal fragments of the rather small, possi-
bly juvenile specimen are not enough to tell if this is Megalosau-
rus or something else.e
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MEGALO SAUR US? HESPER/S Waldm an, 197 4
T\?E-BMNH R332
TIME-late Bajocian of the Middle Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Upper Inferior Oolite of England

Tlpe
KTIocRAMMAGE- -300?

The snout fragments and teeth of the medium-sized type
specimen are, again not sufficient to tell if this really ts Megalo-
sOurus.

GENUS XUAI/FIAIilOSA UR US Dong, 1984

XUAI/FIAI/OSA UR US QILDilAEI/SIS Dong, 19 84
rwe-[VPP V6729
rnr,lB-Middle Jurassic
TIORIZoN AND DISTRTBUTToN-Lower Shaximiao Formation of

Sichuan, China
IYpe

KTLocRAMN4AGE- -250?

Suggestions that this is a megalosaur cannot be correct be-
cause the forearm bones are too long. However, the humerus and
hand are of derived paleotheropod grade. There is a well-devel-
oped process on the shoulder blade that may have articulated
with collarbones, and the paired, ossifled breastplates are unusu-
ally large for a theropod, although not as large or birdlike as in
some protobirds.

FAMILY ILIOSUCHIDAE? new

GENUS ILIOSUCHUS Huene. 1932

LI OSUCHUS [\TCOGA//"US Huene. 1932
rvpn-BMNH R83
rrue-Bathonian of the Middle Jurassic
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Great Oolite of England

Tlpe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -1.5?

Only some strikingly small ilia are available which, with
their unusually prominent vertical ridge, are distinctive.
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GENUS STOI€SOSAURUS Madsen. 7974

STOKESOSA UR US CLEVEI-4I,JDI Madsen . 797 4
IwB-UUVP 2938
rnae-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Morrison Formation of Utah

UWP 2320
KTLocRAMMAGE- -80?

As with lliosuchus, the hip's ilia are the main remains, al-
though a premaxilla from the front of the snout may belong too.
The ilia share a prominent ridge with llfosuchus, and this led
Peter Galton to synon5.rnize the two genera.t0 This may be cor-
rect, but differences do exist and Galton and Powell revoked the
unification in 1980. More likely, but still questionable, is that they
belong to the same family. James Madsen suggested that Sroke-
sosourus may be a tyrannosaur, but the similarities are too few
to make a good case for this.

PALEOTHEROPOD OR A\tsTHEROPOD?

FAMILY SEGISAURIDAE Camp, 1939

GENUS SEG/SAURUS Camp, 1936

SEGISAURUS HALLI Camp, 1936
rreB-UCMP 32101
rnan-Toarcian of the Early Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Navajo Sandstone of Arizona

Tlrpe
KTLocRAMMAcE- -5?

The one, badly beat-up skeleton of this species was found in
the great and usually barren Navajo dune deposits. The head and
many other elements are missing or badly damaged, so a skeletal
restoration was not worth the effort. It appears to have a long,
slender build of the Coelophysrs-Compsognathus type. Usually
Seg'rscurus is considered an archaic theropod, in part because it
is from the Early Jurassic. Moreover, it has collarbones, unlike
most theropods, and the pubes look short, broad, and unbooted.
Some have even questioned whether Seg'saurus is a theropod at
all. But the foot is clearly theropodian, some advanced theropods
are known to have collarbones, and the pubes may be broken-
so these characters do not tell us much. As late as 1987, Gauthier
cited certain other characters as supporting a primitive status.



Yet Segrsouns has a couple of derived theropod characters too.

The shoulder blade is a thin strap, and what is preserved of the
hand indicates that it was long and slender. Hence, I do not know
if this species is a paleotheropod or an avetheropod; if the latter,
then this is the earliest known example. A small prosauropod
that is known in the Navajo was arnong this theropod's prey.

ORDER AVETHEROPODA new

The second of the two great theropod groups, this one in-
cludes both the classic tyrannosaurs and the ancestors of birds.
Avetheropods are advanced dinosaurs that can be distinguished
by their double-hinged lorver jaws, details of the vertebrae, rib
cages that contained avian-style air sac lung systems, half-moon-
shaped or "lunate" wrist bones, three-fingered hands, big pubic
boots, birdlike ankles, and narrow central cannon bones. If Rich-
ard Thulborn is right, then the collarbones of most avetheropods
also have fused into "wishbone" furculas,r but this may be limited
to protobirds.

Much more diverse than earlier theropods, avetheropods
ranged in size from crows to giant mammoths; some flew, some

browsed upon trees, and some killed with their feet. The group's
first members may have appeared in the Early Jurassic, and they
did well until the general collapse at the end of the Cretaceous.
The birds that may have evolved from them continued through
the extinction and are still happily flapping about.

B

Birdlike
Avetheropods
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These are rather amorphous, primitive avetheropods; only
Compsognofhus is known from good remains. These theropods
lack the characters that mark the allosaurs-tvrannosaurs and
protobirds.

SUBORDER COMPSOGNATH IA new

FAMILY COMPSOGNATHIDAE Cope, 1875

GENUS COMPSOGI/ATHUS Wagner, 1861

COMPSOGIVA"HUS LOI/GIPES Waqner. 1861

S\NONYIv{-C. co rc lles f rrs
rvpe-BSP 1563 fiuvenile)
BE-sr SPECTMENS-Iype, MNHN CNJ 79
rnraB-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic and Berriasian of the

Early Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Solnhofen of Bavaria and the

Canjuers lithographic limestone of France
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDres-Bidar et aI..1972: Ostrom. 1978

T),pe MNHN CNJ 79
SKLTLL LENGTH- 76 mm 105

TorAL LENGTH- .89 m I.25
FEMUR LENGTH- 67 mm 110

HrP HETcHT- .21m .29
KTLocRAMMAGE-.58 2.5

Little BSP 1563 was the first good dinosaur skeleton ever
discovered. It did much to stimulate "Darwin's Bulldog," and
caused Thomas Huxley to ally birds and dinosaurs-a great idea
that unfortunately did not stick. There are continuing sugges-

tions that C. corcllesfrr,s, based on the bigger MNHN specimen,
is a distinct species, but I agree with John Ostrom that it is an
adult of the other one. The French specimen was first thought to
be the sarne age as the type; it turns out to be a little younger,
though not enough to challenge their being one species. The
French specimen is important because it fills out many details of
the skull and skeleton not clear in the first.

Actually, there is something downright spooky about the two
German and French specimens. Both are preserved in coastal
limestones in almost the same death pose.2 The heads are thrown
back over the trunk and the legs are half tucked up, which is not



unusual, but the tails are broken in the same place. Animals do
tend to assume consistent postures when dead, the tail break is
a bit much though.

The slender shoulder blade, what may be a short first trunk
rib, and the large half-moon-shaped carpal that seems to be in
the wrist of the MNHN specimen indicate that this is an ave-

theropod. Otherwise it would be considered an advanced inter-
theropod. The overall form is rather Coelophysrs-like, and the
skull fairly large. But the teeth are rather small, widely spaced,
and conical, with reduced serrations. The teeth are also a little
heterodont, in that the front teeth are more conical than those
behind, and lack any seruations. The front lower teeth radiate
from one another like the spokes of a wheel, as in coelophysians.
All this indicates that this house-cat-sized theropod was a full-
time small-game hunter; the semiconical teeth could not do all
that much damage to a big victim. This is not surprising since its
home was a Jurassic European archipelago of small semiarid
islands upon which only small vertebrates lived. In fact, a small,
fast Iizard was found in the belly of the type. Compsognathus
may also have chased after smaller Archoeoptetyx on occasion.

lts fhroof bulgtng, a Compsogna-
thus longipes swollows fhe long-
tailed lizqrd Bavarisaurus fhat
has been found in irs belly.



Compsognathus longipes type BSP
1563
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The neck is moderately long, the tail exceptionally so. Os-
trom suggests that the hands had only two fingers. This cannot
be proven because the hand bones of the type are scattered to
varying degrees over the slab of rock it lies upon, and in the other
specimen the slab ends just at the hand. All in all, I doubt it. But
this was a reasonable idea, quite unlike Alain Bidar and compa-
ny's claim that the hand was encased in a fi.n, which they thought
was used for swimming. The "fin" supposedly preserved in the
slab is actually an artrfact in the sediment. Earlier suggestions
that armor is preserved with the type also proved to be sedimen-
tary sports. Otherwise there is not much to say about the skull
and skeleton except that it is gracile and typical for theropods of
its size.

SUBORDER COELURIA new

In the now-outmoded system of dividing theropods into two
main groups according to size, coelurosaurs were considered the
smaller, lighter weight group, and contained a vast array of spe-
cies. Here the group is restricted to only one or two species.
Coelurosaurs are more advanced than Compsogncfhus: note the
long pubic boots. These killers cannot be put in either the allo-
saur-tyrannosaur group or the protobirds.



FAMILY COELURIDAE Marsh, 1881

Coelurus fragilis
*Arrsrosuchus oweni

GENUS COELURUS Marsh, 1879

COELURUS FRAG/LIS Marsh, 1879
S\NOI\M\4-C. OgIITS

rvpB-YPM 79 97 -I9 9 3 / 2010
rntB-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-MOTTiSON FOTMAIiON Of WVOMiNq

r),pe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -20?

John Ostrom is working on this species, and he concludes
that a number of bones from the same place in the same quarry
are a single individual, and from the type.3 The neck is long, and
the wrist has a well-developed lunate carpal. The somewhat more
abundantOrnitholesfes was its main competitor, but not knowing
the skull of this one we cannot sav much more about its habits.

*GENUS ARISTOSUCHUS Seeley, 1887

*ARISTOSUCHUS OWEIII (Fox, 1866)
rvpn-BMNH zu78
rnvte-Barremian? of the late Early Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRTBUTIoN-Wealden Formation of England

Tlrpe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -30?

This species' taxonomy is very convoluted.a The few bones
known are rather like Coelurus, especially the pubes and neck
vertebrae, so it is very tentatively put in the same family.
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SUBORDER ALLOSAURA new

Allosaur-tyrannosaurs are one of two main groups of aveth-

eropods, the other being the protobirds. But instead of learning
to fly, these became some of the biggest and most successful
predators of all time. In fact, the forelimbs of aublysodonts' and
tyrannosaurs'were almost lost, a far cry from the wings of some
protobirds.

The membership of the small ornitholestians and aublyso-
donts in this group, in addition to the great allosaurs and tyran-
nosaurs, is a prime example of how the old system of sorting all
small theropods into one group and all the big ones into another
has fallen by the wayside. As ornitholestians, these theropods
started out small I7O million years ago in the Middle Jurassic,
and some members of the group were still small in the Late
Cretaceous. Others soon reached the one-to-five-plus ton range,
and stayed that way until the very end of the Cretaceous, some
sixty-five million years ago. While allosaurs seem to be a sister
group to, rather than the descendants of, ornitholestians, aubly-
sodonts and tyrannosaurs probably were direct descendants of
advanced allosaurs.



Ornitholestfans qnd Alloscurs

It is not at allusual to put these theropods in the same group.

Usually small Ornfrholesfes, somewhat larger Proceratosourus,
and giant Allosaurus are placed in various families. In fact, Pro-

cerofoscurus and Alloscun"rs have both been placed in the Me-
galosauridae. But these theropods all share uni$ring characters.
For example, among the jaw-bearing bones at the back of the

skull there is a contact between the squamosal and quadrate that
is both broad, and slopes down and forward.r In most theropods

these two bones touch each other only a little. The L-shaped

upper end of the central cannon bone is also very alike and

distinctive in Ornffholesfes and Alloscurus.
Aside from these singularities, ornitholestians and allosaurs

are fairly typical theropods, not only in overall form, but in being

at about the halfivay point in terms of advancement relative to

other theropods. Allosaurus, for example, is much more derived
than CeratoscutlJs, and Dilophoscurus, but not as specialized as

tyrannosaurs or birdlike as protobirds.
Small ornitholestians seem to have appeared first, in the

Middle Jurassic, and a large species moy have made it into the

next period. The somewhat more advanced allosaurs were dom-

inant in the Late Jurassic and early Cretaceous. If Late Creta-

ceous Laboconio is an allosaur, then the group survived a

surprisingly long time. As presented here the Allosauridae is also

the largest theropod family, in both genera and species.

FAI4ILY ALLOSAURIDAE Marsh, 1878

Proceratosourus brodlevi
P.? divesensis

Ornf rholestes hermcnnf

* Ropotor orn f f holesfo ides

Allosaurus /rcgrhs
A. atrox
A.? amplexus

Chiliontarsou rus ? mco rfuens is
C. toshufkouensrs
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Acrocanthosourus ? altispincx new species
A. atokensrs

Indosaurus matleyi

Labocanio onomolo
*Erectopus superbus

C or chorodonto saurus sc h c ricus

Bo.horiosourus ingens

SUBFAMILY ORNITHOLESTINAE Paul. 1988a

Proceratoscurus and Ornitholesres are distinguished from
allosaurs proper by their nasal horns and conical piercing teeth,
among other things. The horn's bony core was certainly enlarged
by a horn covering. Rather like a chicken's comb in looks, it may
have been used in butting fights with other members of the spe-
cies. The horn differs from that of Cerofoscurus in being further
forward on the skull, over the nostrils instead of behind them.

Another interesting thing about these dinosaurs is that the
teeth are unusually heterodont-the front teeth differ substan-
tially from the posterior ones. The front teeth are more conical,
less serrated, and, in Proceratosourus, smaller than those be-
hind. This is interesting because heterodonty is usually thought
of as something limited to mammals, in which the teeth are seg-
regated into incisors, canines, and molars. The teeth at the front
of the lower jaw radiate a little from each other like the spokes
of a wheel. The teeth also have reduced keels and serrations. To
greater and lesser extents, this is rather like Compsognathus and
coelophysians, and Ornitholestes has an unusually small skull
for its size. So ornitholestians were probably specialized small-
game predators, and perhaps fishers too.

The neck vertebrae do not have as well developed ball-and-
socket articulations as allosaurs, and the other vertebrae lack
hourglass-shaped bodies. A broken, vaguely allosaur-like ankle
bone from the Neocomian/Aptian age Strzelecki series of Aus-
tralia was recently identified as belonging to Allosaurus.2 This is
probably not right; the bone is more likely to be from something
like Rcporor.



GENUS PROCERA"OSAURUS Huen e, 1926
SYNONM\4 s-Me galoscu rus, Piveteausaurus?

PROCERATOSAURUS BRADLEYI SVoodward, 1910)

s\NoNr\M -M e golosou rus bradleyi
rvpB-BMNH R4860
rnae-Bathonian of the Middle Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Great Oolite of England

T}pe
sKULL LENGTH- 275 mm
KILOGRAMIvL\GE- -100?

When first described this was yet another theropod confused
with Megalosaurus. Friedrich von Huene later realtzed the error,
but he thought it was a relative of Cerofosourus, which inspired
him to call it Procerotoscurus. Neither view is correct; instead
this is the earliest known member of the allosaur-tyrannosaur
group. It comes from deposits that bear one of those delightful
Victorian titles, the Great Oolite near Minchinhampton. All that
is known is a skull, and this lacks its upper third. Forfunately, a

bit of the nasal horn is preserved, but its full shape is not known.
The teeth in the tips of the jaws are much smaller and more
conical than the rest, manifesting what is perhaps the greatest
degree of heterodonty among theropods.

This is a much larger species than Ornithole.sfes, (see below)
but whether P. bradleyi was as small-skulled relative to its body
is uncertain. The skulls of these two theropods are so similar that
they could be put in the same genus. However, their lower jaws
differ too much to do this, since Procerafoscurus has a more
slender, up-curved mandible. This fair-sized dinosaur was in
danger from much larger Megalosourus.

PROCERATOSA UR US? DIIESEI/SIS (Walker, 19 64)
S\NONM\4 

-Piveteausourus 
divensis?

rwe-MNHN 1920-7
rnae-Upper Callovian of the Middle Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Marnes de Dives Formation of

France
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDrBs-Piveteau, 1923; Taquet and Welles,

7977

IVpe
KTLOGRAMMAGE- -50?

Proceratosaurus bradleyi $pe
BMNH R4860
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The few skeletal elements and a battered braincase indicate
that this is an ornitholestian, instead of the megalosaur or allo-
saur it is often thought to be. Since it is so close in time and place,
it may belong to the same genus as its fellow ornitholestian pro-
cerofoscurus.

GENUS ORI/1?HOLES?ES Osborn. 1903
s\NoNMM-Coelurus

ORNI?HOIES"ES HER ,4/1AnV Osborn, 1903
S\NONrvrV{ 

-Coelurus 
herman n i

'rr?E, BEST AND Drspr,ty spECrvex-AMNH 619
rrue-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRIZON AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Morrison Formation of the Rocky

Mountain states
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDres-Osborn, 1903 ,1916; Paul, I987c

r),pe
sKULL LENGTH- 138 mm
TorAL LENGTH- -2.08 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 207 mm
HrP HETcHT- .47 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 12.6

This is the only good small theropod known from the Mor-
rison, a formation in which giants were the most common crea-
tures. Fragments are scattered around the Moruison, but only
one fairly complete skeleton with a complete skull has been
found. This species has been mixed up with Coelurus, but by
1980 John ostrom had shown that they are really quite different
animals.

In my restorations I used allosaur parts to fill in gaps in the
skeleton. My drawings differ much from Charles I(night's famous

Ornitholestes herm anni type
A INH 619
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and beautiful sketch of Ornithole.stes catching an early bird.3 His
restoration was based on Henry Osborn's first skeletal drawing,
which Osborn later realtzed was much too long in the neck and
trunk.

The head is unusually small for a predator-even this
jackal-sized one-and so are the very short tooth rows, especially
the lower set. Aside from fi.sh, terrestrial prey consisted of larger
insects, assorted lizards, rhlmchocephalians (primitive bzard-
like reptiles), hatchling dinosaurs snatched from under their par-
ents' noses, and assorted small mammals. Why the lower jaw is
so deep is unclear. The bar over the nostrils is very intriguing.
Broken, it seems to flare upward at its two bases, so it probably
supporte d a Procerotosaurus-like nasal horn.

The hand of AMNH 619 is very incomplete. The hand used
in the restoration is an isolated specimen that appears to belong
to this species, but this is hard to prove. The hip seems to be very
like that of Allosaurus. O. hermonni is often put forth as an
archtypical fast theropod. Actually, the lower limb elements are
surprisingly short for an animal of this size. But as discussed in
Chapter 6, this may not tell us much about its speed.

*GENUS RIPATOR Huene, 1932

* RAPATOR ORIrIITHOLESTOIDES Huene, 1932

npB-BMNH R3718
rnraB-Albian of the late Earlv Cretaceous

Su4prrsingly, it oppears thqt little
Ornitholestes hermanni has c
nosol horn. For a change of pace,
I drew the head unfeathered and
unsccled. like ir is in some birds.
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HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Griman Formation of New South
Wales, Australia

r),pe
ToNNAGE- -I?

Based only on a thumb metacarpal with a peculiar inner
process found elsewhere only in Ornirholestes, its placement in
this group is hence very tentative. some other large theropod
bones from the Griman may belong to the species. Described as
allosaur-like, they seem to fit the bill. However, Ralph Mo1nar
has told me of his suspicions that Rapotor is an abelisaur instead.

SUBFAMILY ALLOSAURINAE (tr{arsh, 1878)

A new and very nicely preserved skull from the Late Jurassic
of China is very close to Allosaurus, except that the nasal ridges
and orbital horn are combined into a prominent pair of long, low,
rugose-surfaced crests. It has informally been titled "Jiangjun-
miaosaurus," and other excellent bones may also belong to this
taxon.a

GENUS ALLOSAURUS Marsh. 1877
S\NoNM\4s-An frodemus, Creosaurus, Eponterios?,sourophcgus

Next to 7Jrrannosourus, this is the theropod best known to
the public. It is also the quintessential theropod, being a big-
bodied, big-game predator that lacks most of the specializations
of other species. Probably the best knownAllosourus illustrations
are Charles lfuight's two versions of A. atrox feeding on a dead
brontosaur.s Interestingly, the sketchier of these drawings is the
better, both in accurary and feel. The more finished painting has
overly large scales, and too simplistic a form. Stephen Czerkas
has recently made a more up to date full size sculpture of this
theropod.6

The skull is much stronger than a ceratosaur's, but still more
open than in tyrannosaurs. on the other hand, Robert Bakker
pointed out in 1986 that as in tyrannosaurs, the lower jaw's extra
hinge joint was even more flexible than in most other avethero-
pods, to compensate for the skull's rigidity. The large snout and
large cheek box contained an abundance of jaw-closing muscles,
and the palate was strengthened to support an enlarged posterior
pterygoideus muscle (these trends would be taken even further



in tyrannosaurs). The serrated, blade teeth were rather stout,
but surprisingly modest in size. Indeed, Allosaurus had a head

that was not all that large for a theropod of its size. The head was

marked by long horn ridges the edge of both nasals, and by atall
triangular hornlet tn front of and above each orbit (not directly
obove the eye, as artists often show). These fairly sharp-rimmed
ridges could have been used to deliver painful but noncutting
head blows to other members of the species. This and other
allosaurs are odd in that the quadrate and other jaw-supporting
bones slope down and backward. Similar to Ceratosaurus, the
backward-sloping quadrate is a return to the old archosaur con-

dition.
Allosaurs are like tyrannosaurs in that they have an enlarged

transverse crest at the back of the skull, atop the braincase. This
supported a "bulldog" neck of powerful upper cervical muscles.

This effect was enhanced by the unusually strong S curve of the
neck. The neck wa.s more flexible than in tyrannosaurs because

of the vertebrae's forward-facing ball-and-socket joints. The
trunk and front tail vertebrae are distinctive because the main
bodies are pinched, hourglass-shaped spools, rather like those of
the heruerasaurs.

The forelimbs were large and powerful, and bore three large

claws, the inner being much the largest. Such well-developed
arms must have been helpful in grappling with prey and dismem-
bering carcasses. The moderately long hind limbs were not as

specialized for speed as they were in tyrannosaurs. Although the
tail was long and deep, it was rather narrow, and the toe claws
were reduced and more hooflike than in earlier theropods.

Allosaurus was the most corrunon predator in the Moruison
fauna. In fact, Allosaurus is sort of symbolic of the Morrison, as

are the great brontosaurs. Yet, there is something perplexing
about the situation. The cow-to-rhino-sized camptosaurs and ar-
mored stegosaurs posed no special problem. But the Morrison
herbivore fauna was dominated by 10-to-50-tonne colossi, the
brontosaurs. Although not fast, brontosaurs were powerfuIly
armed with clawed feet and long tails. One mlght expect the main
Morrison predator to be a big-headed, big-toothed, 4-to-20-tonne
brute capable of dispatching the brontosaurs on a regular basis,

something like Chinese Metriocanthosaurus shongtouensfs.

Great A. amplexus wffi, at least in size, the kind of Morrison
allosaur we are looking for, but it is apparently found only in the
latest part of the formation. The main Morrison Alloscurus spe-
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cies was at best a two-tonner, and its head and teeth were rather
small. Big-toothed Cerarosourus appears to have been a better
sauropod killer, except that it was yet smaller in size, and uncom-
mon. But the situation in the Moruison maSr not have been all that
bad. A pack of ten typical allosaurs would have weighed about
fifteen tons, enough to take on brontosaurs of about that size.7
Allosaurs could have also concentrated on the young, ill, and
aged, using slash wounds to weaken and kill them. Oh, to see
such a conflict! A pack of allosaurs splashing through the shal-
lows of a stream, hoping to cull out a baby brontosaur from its
herd. Some of the sauropods rear to swing out with their forefeet;
others retreat to firmer ground, with the juveniles clustered
among them. Brontosaur tails swish through the air.

The rather limited ability of most allosaurs to contend with
adult brontosaurs may explain why their predator&rey ratios
were about the lowest known in a dinosaur community (see
Chapter 7, pages 164-69). Allosaurus was apparently much rarer
in the contemporary, brontosaur-dominated Tendaguru Forma-
tion of East Africa.

ALLOSAURUS FRAGII/S Marsh, 7877
s\NoNna4s-An f rodem us vc Ie ns, Antr o d emr"rs /rag.r I ls, A I losa u rus

atox
rype-YPM 1930

BEST AND DrspL{y spECrvBx-USNM 4734
rnap-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Morrison Formation of the Rocky

Mountain states
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Gilmore, I9Z4

T}pe AMNH 600
sKULL LENGTH- 682 mm 810
TorAL LENGTH- 7.4 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 770 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.8 m
ToNNAGE- 1.01 -I.7

Allosaurus /rcgrlis is another taxonomic nightmare. It all
started with part of a tail vertebra that Leidy in 1873 named
Antrodemr.n vclens. The vertebra is definitely allosaurid, and
Antrodemus has been used by many authorities. But where the
vertebra carne from is uncertain (although the Morrison is prob-
able), and it is hopelessly inadequate to determine the species.



So, most dinosaurologists have abandoned the name Antrode-
mus. Little better is the small assortment of \?M bones from the

Garden Park quarry of Colorado that are the type of Allosaurus

frogilis. These are not diagnostic to the species level either, but
at least they definitely are Morrison. Better yet, the nearly com-

plete skull and skeleton USNM 4734 comes from this quarry.
Used as a"parat5pe," it can serve to define the speciesA. fragilis.

In looking at various Allosourus restorations, you might
wonder why some show a short, triangular-skulled creature,
while others show a longer-snouted version. These unwittingly
represent the two species of medium-sized allosaurs, A. fragilis
andA. atrox. A. fragilis has taller, more pointed preorbital horns,

and the only good skeleton is much more slenderly built than any
A. otrox, especially in the neck and forelimb. One reason that
these two types do not appear to represent the two sexes is that
A. frogilis is much rarer than the other. And it is missing entirely
from many quaruies, including the Cleveland-Lloyd allosaur site.
Robert Bakker believes that this species is found only in the
Garden Park and other quarries of the lower Morrison forma-
tion,8 but I think that the AMNH 600 skull, which comes from
high up in the Morrison, is an A. fragilis.e Whether this species

lasted until the very end of the Morrison, when giant A. amplexus
reigned, is another question.

Although most of the skull bclnes of USNM are preserved,
they are disarticulated and somewhat deformed. My restoration
of the skull is somewhat different from Charles Gilmore's often-
reproduced version, but it confirms that the skull was shorter in
length and greater in height than most other theropods.

Allosaurus fragilis USAft4 4734
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SKULL LENGTH_
TOTAL LENGTH-
FEMUR LENGTH- 245 MM
HIP HEIGHT-
KILOGRAMMAGE- -30

845 mm
7.9 m
860 905
2m
1.32 tonnes -1.55 tonnes

ALLOSAUR US ATROX (N4arsh, 1878)
S\NoNrvlv{S-Alloscu rus fragilis, Antrodemus yo lens, Antrodemus

fragilis, Creosaurus c f rox
rvpe-YPM 1890
BEST SPECTMEN-UWP 6000
DISeI-Av SpECIMENs-in many of the world's museums, most

being casts of CLQ specimens
rrue-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-MOrriSON FOTMAIiON Of thc ROCKV

Mountain states
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Mads en, 1976

L'TJVP 6023 I.IWP 6000 UWP 3694

This has long been lumped in with A. fragilis, but Robert
Bakker finds that this is a different species.r' The type is not at
all good, so I am not entirely sure atrox is the proper species
title. Bakker also thinks it is a different genus, Creoscurus, a
name invented by Marsh in 1878. This probably goes too far with
the separation. The common Morrison theropod that shows up
in almost all the quarries, it is in extreme abundance at the
cleveland-Lloyd quarry of utah, where some four dozen individ-
uals have been found. Juveniles down to almost one quarter
adult size are common, but even these were well past the hatch-
ling stage. This quarry also produced Mcrshosourus and sroke-
sosourus; it may have been a predator trap, rather like the Ice
Age La Brea Tar Pits of Los Angeles. No tar was involved at the
Cleveland-Lloyd, only mud, but as in the tar pits the bones are
always found completely disarticulated and mixed together. Re-



cent suggestions that a sudden flood created the quarry would
not seem to explain why the herbivorous dinosaurs are so rare.

Compared to A. frogilis, A. atrox has a bigger, lower, more

rectangular skull adorned with smaller, less triangular preorbital
horns. The neck is shorter, and this and the forelimbs are more

robustly built. I think it is a better proportioned and handsomer

creature than A. frogilis. The skull of I,(JVP 6000 is one of the

better preserved theropod skulls around. The tail and forelimb
come from other specimens. No complete Allosaurus tail is

known. James Madsen suggests there were fifty tail vertebrae,

but this appears too high for such advanced theropods. Forty-
five or less is more likely. Because abdominal "ribs," the gas-

tralia, are so rare in the Cleveland-Lloyd quarry, Madsen be-

lieves thatAllosourus lacked them. This would be extraordinary
for a theropod; their rarity is more probably due to the poor

ossification of these flexible elements. The big specimen massed

above is a Cleveland-Lloyd quarry femur; Edwin Colbert's 1962

2-tonne mass for an average specimen of this theropod is on the

high side, even when they were carrying fat reserves.

A. atrox did not have much competition, for A. fragilis was

unconunon and giant A. amplexus was apparently limited to only
the upper Moruison. Indeed, it is possible that A. otrox did not
make it into the upper Momison; not enough is known to tell at

this time. IfA. otrox andA. amplexus did meet, then the first was

the potential victim of the second.

ALLOSAURUS? ANIPLEXUS (Osborn, 1878)

S\NoNM\4s-Ep a n f e r ics c mp lexus, S our oph o gris m cxf m us,

Allosourus /rcg'rlrs
rrpe-AMNH 5767
rnrre-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRrzoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-uppermost Moruison Formation of

the Rocky Mountain states and Oklahoma
ToNNAGE- -3-5

This is one of those dinosaurs you keep hearing about but
know almost nothing about because so little has yet been pub-
lished. The few original AMNH bones were first thought to be-

long to a brontosaur, but during 1921 Osborn and Mook showed
that they were very much like Alloseurus, only much bigger.
More complete remains were found in Oklahoma in 7934. These

consist of two partial, very big skeletons, belonging to the MUO
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collections, from near the top of the Moruison Formation.u Such
oversize allosaurs seem to show up only near the formation's top,
so Robert Bakker notes that they cannot represent adults of the
smaller Allosauru.s species as others have implied. Alternately, if
it turns out that the big allosaurs also lived in the earlier Morri-
son too, then they are too rare to be grown-ups of the smaller
allosaurs. Instead, these specimens must be from at least one
different species. It is always possible that more complete re-
mains may yet prove that this is its own genus, Epanterias. The
name saurophagus moril'mus is probably redundant. This allo-
saur is about the same size as TJrrannosourus rex, but more
robust. on the other hand, this theropod was certainly less pow-
erful than the great-skulled r. rex.lts stout bulk has caused some
to think of it as a slow scavenger that specialized in taking over
carcasses from more agle smaller allosaurs. This is an obsolete
concept, and A. mcxr'mus was really a good runner and hunter,
like all predaceous theropods.

It is not known whether A. amplexus evolved from one of the
other two Morrison allosaurs, or moved in from someplace else.
That A. amplexus may come from the last part of the Morrison is
interesting because the formation's brontosaurs mav have been
becoming much bigger at this time. If so, then A. omplexus was
the kind of theropod that had long been missing from the Morri-
son, one that may have come in to kill the formation's giant bron-
tosaurs. Certainly a pack of these behemoths could bring down
even a healthy adult sauropod. Dinosaurs remains above the
Morrison Formation are rare, making it hard to tell lf A. am-
plexus was ultimately successful at this life-sWle.

GENUS CHII,A /TAISAURUS Hu,1964

Although it has been suggested that these species were cer-
atosaurs or megalosaurs, they are clearly allosaurs, with down-
swept back wings of the braincase and a medium-sized,
L-shaped central cannon bone. Along with indosaurs and labo-
canians, these seem to be heavily built advanced allosaurs fairlv
close to the tyrannosaur's ancestry.

CHILA ITAISAURUS? MAOR"UEI/SIS Hu, t964
rype-NPP V. 2885
rnan-late Earlv? Cretaceous



HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Maortu deposits of Inner Mongolia
.IVpe

KTLocRAMMAGE- -600?

This species is so poorly known that it is not possible to tell
whether it really is in the same genus as C. fcshuikouensls
(below), or if on the other hand it is the sarne species. What is

known suggests that they are similar animals.

CHII"ANTHISA UR US TASHUIKOUEI/SIS Hu, 19 64
TypE AND BEST SpECTMEN-IVPP V. 2884
TIME-early Late? Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Tashuikou deposits of Inner

Mongolia 
rl)rpe

FEMUR- 1190 mm
ToNNAGE- -4?

This is a very big allosaur, approaching the bigger tyranno-
saurs in size. The arm is very massive and big-clawed, even for a
big allosaur, and the humerus has avery prominent deltoid crest.

In addition to a few skull and arm bones most of the hind limb is
known. but not much else.

GENUS ACROCAI{"FIOSAURUS Stovall and Lansston, 1950

syNoN\A4s-Altisp inofr , Me galosaunrs?

ACROCA.NITHOSA U RU 3? ALTISPII{AX new species
s\NoNM\4 s-M e galoscu rus bucklandi, M e galoscu rus dunkeri,

Altispinat< dunkerf
rvpe-BMNH R1828
rnran-Hauterivian? of the early Early Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Wealden Formation of Enqland

Ilpe
ToNNAGE- -1?

The type, which is just three tall-spined trunk vertebrae, was
first placed in the much earlier Megalosaurus bucklandi by Sir
Richard Owen in 1855. By 1926, Friedrich von Huene had asso-

ciated them with another supposed megalosaur,M.dunkeri, from
the Wealden, noting that neither could beMegolosourus and pro-
posing the new generic titleAlrl'spinox. But the type ofM. dunkeri
is only a tooth that may or may not go with the vertebrae, and a

new species name has never been proposed, so von Huene's ge-
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neric narne has never been validated. Besides, the vertebrae are
very similar to Acroccnthoscurus ofokensrs, and are best placed
in that genus. Because this British acrocanthosaur is somewhat
older than the American one, a new species is prudent, so I
reemploy the name von Huene invented for it. If the one specimen
is adult, and it may not be, then the species is smaller than A.
atokensis. The spines'heights were moderate at about 350 mm.

A cR ocAlf"HosA uR us A 
"oKEr/sIs 

s toval I and Lanss ton.
1950

rypn-MUO 8-0-S9
lMe-Aptian-Albian of the late Early Cretaceous
HORTZON AND DTSTRTBUTTON-TriniIy Formation of Oklahoma

T),pe MUO 8-0-S8
ToTAL LENGTH- -8 m?
ToNNAGE- -Z.A? -3.1?

This is a special allosaur genus because the greatly elongated
vertebral spines gave it a "fin" running atop the neck, back, and
tail. Much of the rest of this large animal is rather straightfor-
ward allosaur, including the downswept braincase wings, flexible
ball-and-socket neck vertebrae, long yet shallow pubic boot, and
L-shaped central cannon bone. The preorbital horn was low, and
it seems to have the same kind of projection of postorbital bone
into the orbit seen in abelisaurs and some tyrannosaurs. The
latter, among other things, has led to suggestions that this is in
fact a $rrannosaur, but although it has a number of tyrannosaur
features, it definitely is not one yet. only two incomplete skele-
tons are published, but a newly found, bigger, and much better
specimen will tell us a lot more.

suggestions that this finback is a close relative of fln-backed
Spinosaurus are falsified by the extreme differences in the rest
of their morphology. Actually, even the fins differ. The acrocan-
thosaur fin starts just behind the skull and runs back to at least
the front half of the tail. In the type specimen, it is some 200 to
300 mm tall over the neck and tail. The spines are incomplete
over the back; if they were like those of A. altispinox then they
were perhaps 500 mm tall. If so, then the Acroc anthosaurus sail
was a very long but only moderately tall one; a better-developed
copy of what is found in ceratosaurs and metriacanthosaurs, but
quite unlike the short fore and aft length, ultra-tall fin of Spino-
scurus.



GENUS IIfl)OSAURUS Huene and Matley, 1933

II{DOSAURUS MATLEYI Huene and Matley, 1933

rrpe-Gsl l<271565

rnrap-Coniacian-Santonian of the mid Late Cretaceous

HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTTON-Iower Lameta Group of central
India

Tlpe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -700?

Like the other late allosaurs, not much of this animal has

been found. And also like most of the other late allosaurs, it was

a heavily built, if small creature. It may have had big preorbital

horns. This advanced Indian allosaur competed for armored an-

kylosaurs and brontosaurs with the early tyrannosaur lndosu-

chus.

GENUS IABOCN'{lAMolnar, 797 4

IABOCAIIIA NJOMAI'\ Molnar, 1974

rwB-LACM20877
rnae-Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTIoN-La Bocana Roja Formation of Baja

California 
,rlpe

ToNNAGE- -1.5?

The few known bones share similarities with chilantaisaurs

and indosaurs on the one hand and tyrannosaurs on the other,

and they have some peculiarities of their own. For instance, the

hip's pubes and ischia are tyrannosaurian. Yet, the short back-

ward-sloping, jaw-supporting quadrate is classic allosaur, and

the front teeth are not yet D-cross-sectioned. So this is another

specialized allosaur competing with tyrannosaur relatives. It is
the last known allosaur, but allosaurs may well have surviveC

right up to the final extinction. Although the skull seems rather

small for the animal, it is very heavily built.

GENUS ERECTOPUS Huene, 7923
SYNO\M\4 

-Megalosourus
ERECTOPUS SUPERBUS (Sauvage, 1882)

S\NoNrnv{ s-,M e goloscu rus supe rbus, Er ectopus souvagi
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TIME-Albian of the late Early Cretaceous
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-SAbICS dU GAUIT Of FTANCC

T),pe
FEMUR LENGTH- 470 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -200

By no means a megalosaur as first named, this little-known
theropod seems to be another advanced allosaur approaching the
tyrannosaur condition. I say so because even though it appears
that there are still three fingers left on the hand, they and their
claws are reduced, like those of the two-fingered tyrannosaurs.
other details, on the femur and the long foot, also suggest such a
posilion, but we need more remains to be sure. In particular, the
possibility that Erecfopus is a primitive aublysodont cannot be
dismissed. As with the following Ccrch arodontosourus saharf-
cus, I have not been able to pin down the location or number of
the type specimen.

GENUS CARCHARODOI{TOSA UR US Stromer. 193 1

s\NoNrrM-Megalosourus

CARCHARODOI{TOSA UR US SAHAR/CUS (Deperet and
Savornin,7925)

S\,IJoNM\4 -M e galoso u rus sc h a ricus
rnae-Albian-early Cenomanian of the Early -Late Cretaceous
HORTZON AND DTSTRTBUTTON-Baharij a and other beds of north

Africa
ToNNAGE- -4?

Both Carcharodontosaurus and Bohariasourus, @elou') are
based on such scrappy remains that I am not sure exactly what
to make of them. The material does seem to show that two differ-
ent, gigantic, and advanced tyrannosaur-like allosaurs lived to-
gether in the Baharija beds, alongside the much more archaic
Spfnoscurus. The type of C. soharicus is some distinctively
straight-shafted teeth and some heavy-set advanced allosaurian
skull bones bear such teeth. These vaguely sharklike teeth hint
that Cqrcharodonfosaurus had independently developed a
unique way of cutting out wounds, rather than slicing the victim.
Assorted skeletal elements have also been assigned to the spe-
cies.



GENUS BNIARASAURUS Stromer, 1934

B1JIAR/,4^SAURUS /l/GE IS Stromer, 1934
rvpB-destroyed in WW II
rlve-Albian-early Cenomanian of the Early-Late Cretaceous
HORIZoN AND DISTRTBUTIoN-Baharij a and other beds of north

Africa
TONNAGE- -4?

Like Carcharodontosaurus, this theropod was tossed off as

a megalosaur. But a femur attributed to this species is classic

allosaur, the pubes are very narrow like tyrannosaur's, and in
the shank the fibula is of the tyrannosaur mold also. In fact, this
advanced allosaur's gracile build is the most tyrannosaur-like of
the group.

The Greot TJnonnoscurs ond Their Relafives

Although complete skeletons of Allosaurus were discovered

first, tyrannosaurs are the classic big theropods in the public's

eye, especially TJrrannoscurus rex. Some fragmentary theropods

rival the biggest tyrannosaurs in size, but no other theropod

group is as well-known anatomically, ranges so much in size, or
shows such a formidable combination of size, speed, and weap-

onry. These facts help make tyrannosaurs tunong my favorite
dinosaurs. Although the small aublysodonts are poorly known,
their combination of a very short arm, D-cross-sectioned front
teeth, and other details indicate that these are a very close sister
group to tyrannosaurs.

As for the tyrannosaurs proper, their basic characteristics
are known to most children: a very big heavy skull, powerful
bulldog neck, diminutive two-fingered forelimbs, and long pow-

erful hind limbs. To this can be added a short, deep, and very
broad chest, a rather short, slender tail, and a deep but remark-
ably namow hip. The big tyrannosaurs are anatomically quite
uniform; once you've seen one you have kind of seen them all.
But they are worth seeing; their form is exceptionally beautiful
and elegant, yet teruible and formidable.

The tyrannosaurs are very advanced theropods, birdlike in
some ways, but also their own in having a suite of distinctive
adaptations not found elsewhere. All these adaptations define
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Thrs sketch of the jaw-closing
muscles o/ Tlrannosaurus torosus
shows fhe immensepower behind
rhe bires of tyrannosours. .l{of ice
fhe muscles supported by the
cresf afop the back of the skull,
and the dcshed line shows fhe
path taken info the hollow lower
jaw by some of the muscleTtbers.
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how they hunted. In fact, one of the nice things about tyran-
nosaurs is that it is obvious what they were up to-unlike
undersized Allosaurus or weird Carnotaurus. These were
superpredators, built to tackle the biggest, most powerful game
they could find.

To start with, no other known theropods had such large,
stoutly constructed skulls and jaws. The broad snout, with its
upcurved tooth row, is deep and heavily constructed. Both ty-
rannosaurs and aublysodonts had reduced preorbital openings;
deepened maxillas and short premaxillas added strength to their
snouts. Their premaxillas are deep, heavy, and support an excep-
tional and critical skull feature, D-cross-sectioned premaxillary
teeth. The teeth increase rapidly in size going toward the mid
jaw, so more of the teeth would cut into the flesh. Hence the
"scoop bite" was further elongated and deepened. In tyranno-
saurs the cheekbones are unusually massive, especially the
greatly expanded squamosal and quadratojugal articulation that
almost splits the cheek opening in two. Even the vomer bones in
the front of the roof of the mouth have a unique, broad dia-
mond shape that further strengthens the snout.l2 In two tyranno-
saurs of very different size, A. Iancensrs and r. rex, many of the
skull bones are tightly ossified together. All this bracing greatly
reduced the skull's flexibility, to the point that it was probably
no longer critical to the function of the skull. Sheer strength was
the main criterion.

Tlrrannosaur lower jaws are also exceptionaily strong and
deep, especially aft, where they may be almost as deep as the
skull. Even the side of the back half of the lower jaw bulges
outward to help accommodate more jaw muscles. The dentaries
are rather short and stout. However, one head joint was made
more flexible in order to compensate for the inflexible skull: the
lower jaw's mid-length hinge joint.rr rhese jaws must have been
powered by massive muscles, and the cheek box wcrs enormous,
\Mith an exceptionally large transverse crest at the top of the
braincase expanded into a small frill that helped provide vast
space for temporal muscles. The heavily built roof of the mouth
and the deep rear section of the mandible show that the posterior
pterygoideous muscle was more expanded than in other thero-
pods. This gave tyrannosaurs an unusually and wickedly strong
bite. The very large back surface of the skull, which included the
transverse braincase crest, and the large neck vertebrae sup-



ported the most powerful "bulldog" set of neck muscles found in

the theropods. The power of the neck directly enhanced the

power of the skull.
Another sftiking feature of the tyrannosaur skull is the for-

ward orientation of the eye sockets. Albertosaurs are broader

behind the orbits than are allosaurs;Alberfosourus lcncensts and

IJnonnoscunls are even more so. The resulting binocular vision

was Somewhat less than a dog's, and much less than a human'S,

but it was quite good, especially in ?. rex. It must have allowed

them to deliver wounds more accurately than most other preda-

cous dinosaurs. Some frontal bones from above the eye sockets

may belong to aublysodonts, and they indicate that their binocu-

lar vision was limited.ta
As detailed in Chapter 6, the tyrannosaur's unusually long,

powerful, and gracile hind limbs (equaled only in some proto-

birds) made them among the fastest animals in earth's history.

Their hips were not only very large, they are remarkably narrow

from side to side. Certainly no known animal as big as T. rex was

ever any faster.
The tyrannosaurs' and aublysodonts' very small forelimbs

were useless for grappling with prey. Much speculation has been

directed toward the use of these forelimbs, which, in tyranno-

saurs at least, had only two fingers. This obsession is misplaced

-the reduced size of the forelimbs shows they were not impor-

tant to their owners, so they should not be important to us. In
fact, in Tj,.rcnnoscurus and even more so in Albertosaurus the

forelimbs became ever smcller with time and were on their way

to complete loss. The shoulder blade did remain a strong rod,

The musculature of the tyro,nno-
sour Albertosaurus libratus
A 'tNH 5458. The great Power of
fhe legs confrasrs shorply with the
atrophied /orelimbs.
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but this was because it anchored powerful neck-skull muscles.
Newman's suggestion of 1970 that tyrannosaurs used their arms
to stabilize their bodies as they got up from the ground is un-
likely. The forelimbs are so short that using them to help stand
would require an awkward rear-end-up-first motion. It must
have been easier to just stand straight up on the hind limbs alone,
like a big bird does. That tyrannosaur humeri were often broken
in life shows they were too unimportant to be strong enough for
such functions. It is possible that at least the more slender-
necked species used their fingers to pick their teeth, but even
here the longer forelimbs of other theropods would have done a
better job.

One often reads about the t_vrannosaur's supposedly "eagle-
like" feet and how they did nasty things to their prey with them.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Tlrannosaur hind claws
are greatly reduced, being short, broad, and rounded. Only os-
trich-mimics have equally blunt, hooflike claws. Like some other
avetheropods, tyrannosaurs could deliver a stun-mean kick with
their powerful hind limbs. They probably fought intraspecific
disputes like overgrown ostriches, balancing on one foot and
pushing out with the other. But the claws were not important in
dispatching prey.A couple o/Tlrannosaurus toro-

sns seffle an argument by kicking
at each other like overgrown os-
friches. Although rhe kicks were
immensely powerful, the blunt toe
clows did not inflict much dam-
age. The setting is a cattail
morsh.
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Now we can get down to the real reason for the reduction of
the arms, toe claws, and tail in aublysodont-tyrannosaurs. It was

a way of directing a larger portion of their body mass to what
was important to them-their head and legs.rs Hence they were

fast predators that dispatched prey with the head alone. Along
with their binocular vision and D-shaped front teeth, these fac-

tors are clues to how tyrannosaurs hunted. It was an especially
devilish variation of the big theropod tactic of avoiding a danger-
ous, extended grapple with the prey. They dashed in at speeds

that may have rivaled those on the racetrack, then, as the tyran-
nosaur's binocular vision suggests, they accurately bit down and
forward. Powering the tooth arc with their immense jaw and neck
muscles, aublysodonts and tyrannosaurs could quickly cut out
long, deep, cup-shaped wounds much worse than the slash marks
made by other theropods. Considering that many or most of the

Late Cretaceous prey animals were the great, fast-horned dino-
saurs, the ability to cripple the target in one stroke was vital.
Tlrannosaurs were especially adapted for this task.

Display devices in this group include a row of rugose irreg-
ularities atop the long, narrow nasal bones. This centerline ridge,

which had replaced the twin nasal ridges of the ancestral allo-
saurs, supported a long, low, narrow horn boss. Whether this
ridge boss was smooth, rough, or made of individual hornlets, is
not certain. I suspect one of the latter two. Certainly this was not
a tall horn as in ceratosaurs, because a prominent horn core is
absent. There are also two paired horn bosses over the eyes. The
aft set tends to be semicircular, and varies in size. The more
ridgelike forward set varies a good deal more among the species.

In albertosaurs the preorbital horn tends to be taller than the
postorbitals. In TJnannosourus the aft set tends to become the
taller one, while the preorbital horns flatten out and merge to-
ward the skull roof midline, forming a broad plate. All of these

may have been butting weapons, used like the short horns of
giraffes to pummel the heads and sides of opponents of their own
species. The boss on the cheek below the orbits is distinctive to
tyrannosaurs, and I am sure it bore a little hornlet.

Aublysodonts and tyrannosaurs appear to have been the cul-
mination of the ornitholestid-allosaur-tyrannosaur group. As
such, they were protobird relatives. Appearing on the Mesozoic
scene rather late, around the middle of the Cretaceous, they con-

tinued on until the final dinosaur extinction at 65lvIYBP. These

theropods are best known from western North America and Cen-
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tral Asia, where tyrannosaurs were spectacularly successful. In
America, species of Albertosourus were the first to appear and
were common until they were partly displaced by species of Tlz-
rannosaurus. There always seem to have been two, three, or even
more tyrannosaur species living at the same time and place in
western North America. Notably, the massive skulls and speed
of the tyrannosaurs allowed them, and the smaller aublysodonts,
to partly suppress both allosaurs and the big-brained sickle-
clawed protobirds. Things were somewhat different in arid Mon-
golia. Here tyrannosaurs were small and not that common until
near the end, when one giant TJnannosourus species became
common and coexisted with the still abundant sickle-claws.

For many years the tyrannosaur family was named Deino-
dontidae. But because Deinodon itself was based on some hope-
lessly fragmentary remains, in I97A Dale Russell resurrected
Osborn's Tlrannosauridae. Actually, the Rules of Zoological No-
menclature favor the older name, but Tlrannosauridae has un-
derstandably become accepted. Aublysodon is different enough
to d.eserve its own subfamily. A number of people are getting
involved in taking a second look at tyrannosaurs. Robert Bakker
has some new, interesting, and controversial ideas about them,
Ken Carpenter is conducting research, and Philip Currie and I
are engaged in a long-term study of the group. To arrive at a solid.
understanding of tyrannosaurs will take time. A lot of the genera
and species are poorly defined, and many new and old specimens
have to be prepared or reworked before we can figure out what
is really going on.

Because they are the second largest theropod family, and
particularly because more tyrannosaur species-six-are known
by complete remains than in any other family, there are many
tyrannosaur illustrations in this book. Besides, they are iruesist-
ible subjects. TVrannosaurs were the final and greatest expres-
sion of big theropod evolution, and the best looking. Never before
or since has the world seen anvthinq like them.

FAMILY TYRANNOSAURIDAE Osborn, 7906

Aublysodon mfrandrs
A. huoyanshonensis
A. molnarrs new species

lndosuchus nrpforius?



Alioromus remofus

Albertosourus? olseni
A. Iibratus
A. orctunguis
A. megagracihs new species
A. scrcophagus
A.? ('Nanotyrannus") loncensis

TJrranno scurus @ospletosaurus) forosus
T. ( TJnannoscururs) batoor
T. (7) rex

SUBFAMILY AUBLYSODONTINAE Nopsca, 7928

These small, lightly built tyrannosaurids differ from more
advanced tytannosaurs in that the front teeth are unserrated.
Their snouts are also distinctive, having low nasals and a sharp
triangular profile. And their lower jaws are slender. But they
were big-game hunters nonetheless-all, except perhaps for a

tiny theropod from the Late Cretaceous of Mongolia whose snout
Andrei Elzanowski is studying. It looks aublysodont to me, but it
has conical piercing teeth for hunting insects and very small ver-
tebrates. Another unanswered question is whether their very
short forelimbs had only two fingers. Not quite enough is known
about these theropods to do a skeletal restoration yet, but we can
describe them as basically small, sharp-snouted t5rannosaurs
with an upturned dentary tip.

GENUS AUBLYSODOI/ Leidy, 1868
SYNol\Mvl-Shonshonoscu rus

AUBLYSODOI{ MIRAI{DIS (Leidy, 1868)
rvpB-ANSP 9535
rnae-late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Judith River Formation of Alberta

and Montana
NMC 343

KTLocRAMMAGE- -80?

This species is based on an unserrated D-cross-sectioned
premaxillary tooth from the Judith River. Philip Cumie has some
new Judith River bones that may belong to this primitive tyran-
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nosaurid; I hope more complete remains will show up and tell us
more.

AU BLY SODOI/ H UOyAr[SFlAl/ElfSIS (Dong, 19 Z Z )
S\NoI\ryN4-Shc nsh ono s aurus huoy ansh o nens rs
rrpn-NPP V4878
rnae-Campanian? to Maastrichtian of the late Late cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Subash Formation of China

Tlpe
SKLTLL LENGTH- -280 mm
FEMUR LENGTH- 275 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -50?

The snout and premaxillary teeth of this again fragmentary
form are very like those of the American remains above and can
be put in the same genus.r6 Its tyrannosaurid skeletal elements
prove that it was not a dromaeosaur.

AU BLYSODOAT MOLI{AR1S new species
rwe-[ACM 28741
rrue-Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND Dr.srRrBUTroN-Hell Creek Formations of Montana
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Molnar, I97 8

Tlpe
sKULL LENGTH- -450 mm?
KTLocRAMMAGE- -200?

The "Jordon theropod" type snout from Montana has the
sarne shape and front teeth as the other aublysodonts, so it most
likely belongs to the same genus. This specimen's bigger size,
bigger teeth and more robust snout indicate it is a little closer to
tyrannosaurs proper than the other two species are. I have named
it after its describer.

SUBFAMILY T\RANNOSAURINAE (Osborn, 1906)

Allosaur-like lndosuchus and knobby-nosed Alioramus are
rather odd, but the rest of the tyrannosaur genera and species
are distinctly uniform. Still a few distinctive characters, includ-
ing size, robustness, and features of the skull mark these genera
and species. Generally, aL 2500-to-10,000 + -kg TJnonnoscurus is



bigger, more robust (even when similar in size), bigger-toothed,
deeper-j awed, and shorter-snouted than 500-to-2500-kg Alberto-
sourus. The two groups are further distinguished by the way they
evolved. Big albertosaurs appear to have become increasingly
more gracile, while remaining about the same size. TJnonnosou-
ms became ever larger and more robust with time. At the same

time the two clades parallel one another. For example, both in-
dependently develop a bony process in the orbit, and both reduce
their forelimbs with time.

Other tyrannosaur taxa have been described, but most are

dubious. Philip Currie believes that some teeth and other bones

suggest that a new, small gracile tyrannosaur was present in the
Judith River Formation. There is also. from what I have seen of
it, what appears to be a gracile late Late Cretaceous albertosaur
newly found in Alabama.

GENUS II/DOSUCHUS Huene, 1933

/I{DOSUCHUS RAP"ORIUS Huene, 1933

rree-GSI I<27 /685
rnap-Coniacian-Santonian of the mid Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-lower Lameta Group of central

India
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDtns-Huene, 1933 ; Chatterje e, 197 8

Tlrpe
sKULL LENGTH- -750 mm
ToNNAGE- -1?

Only well-preserved but isolated skull pieces have been
found. I was skeptical about identi$ring them, but Sankar Chat-
terjee showed that they have D-cross-sectioned premaxillary
teeth in the tip of the upper jaw, a tall, broad-tipped snout, a

heaqr dorsally convex maxilla, tyrannosaurian-type skull roof
openings, and a narrowing of the skull bones above the orbits
which suggests that binocular vision was already present. Be-

cause India was supposed to have been an isolated continent at
this time, with its own unique fauna, there have been arguments
that lndosuchus could not have been a tyrannosaur. But the
bones say lndosuchus really was a small, heavily built, and very
primitive tyrannosaur that in many ways was still like the ad-
vanced allosaurs it evolved from. Along 

"vith 
the allosaur lndo-

sourus, lndosuchus probably hunted the ankylosaurs and
juvenile brontosaurs that shared its habitat.
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GENUS ALIOR1d'IUS Kurzanov, 197 6

ALIORAITIUS &EMOTL8 Kurzanov, 197 6
r.!?E-Gl314V1
TIME-early Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DTSTRTBUTToN-Nogon-tsav Formation, Mongolia

Tlpe
sKULL LENGTH- -700 mm
TorAL LENGTH- -6 m?
KTLocRAMMAGE- -700?

This is the most recently discovered and unusual tyranno-
saur. There is only one species, and since only an incomplete
skull and skeleton is known, a skeletal restoration is not possible.
One unusual point about this animal is the prominent, crinkly
horn ridge on the nasals. However, such variation in horn mor-
phology is just the kind expected between species, so this is not
what makes this a seperate genus. What is really different about
Alioramus is the lower jaw, which is much slimmer, straighter,
longer in the dentary, and less advanced than the tyrannosaurs
discussed below. The upper jaw's large maxillary bone is also
lightly built, with a larger preorbital depression. In these re-
spects this is one of the least advanced tyrannosaurs.

Otherwise, what is known of this genus and species is typical
tyrannosaur in design, and looks rather like a small Albertosau-
rus. The unusual nasal ridge probably supported a much more
prominent and irregular nasal horn than in other t5lrannosaurs,
but still not as tall a one as in Cercfoscunn.

GENUS ALBERTOSAURUS Osborn. 1905

s\Nor\rr 4s-Alecrroscu rus ? Deinodon, Gor go scu rus

For a long time, Albertosauns was better known as Gorgo-
sourus, but in 1970 Dale Russell decided that the first name has
priority. This may not have been the best thing. The problem is
that the type skull ofAlberfosourus, which is that ofA. sarcopha-
g'us, is so badly preserved that much work will have to be done
on it and other specimens in order to determine exactly what the
genus encompasses. Alberfosourus appears to be restricted to
North America, with the apparent exception of the Mongolian A.
olsenf. Perhaps it did not favor the drier habitats of Asia. Why
this would be so is not obvious since big predators are often
catholic in habitat choice.



This genus is generally less advanced than TJ,ronnoscurus
in having a lower, longer-snouted, shallower-jawed, lighter skull
with less interbracing in the skull roof. 'fhe adult's teeth are

smaller, and point more backward than rnTJnonnosourus. There
are fewer differences in the skeleton, thoughAlbertosourus never
got larger than a white rhino. In a sense the species of Alberto-
sourus can be regarded as tyrannosaurian "foxes" relative to the
more robust T5ronnosourus "wolves and jackals." Russell made

the pertinent observation that the slender albertosaurs may have

tended to hunt the more easily dispatched duckbills, leaving the
formidable horned d.inosaurs for stouter TJnannosourus.

The members of this genus are very similar, except for A.
loncensrs, which is more TJrrannosourus-like than the others, and
at the least needs its own subgenus. A. Iibrotus, A. crcrung'urs

and A. megagrocilrs appear to form an increasingly advanced,

shorter-armed, and gracile lineage.

ALBERTO SAUR US ? (ALE CTROSAURUS?) OI-SEI/I ( Gi lmo r e,

1933)
S\Not\\M 

-AIe 
c tr oscu rus o Isen i

rwB-AMNH 6554
TIME-early? Late Cretaceous
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-ITCN DAbASU FOTMAIiON Of

Mongolia
Tlpe

sKULL LENGTH- -600 mm
TorAL LENGTH- -5 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- -500?

This poorly known species has a number of uncertainties
about it. It is usually placed in its own genus because of the
enormous forelimb bones found with the very incomplete type
specimen. I am very skeptical about these forelimbs, however,
because they look very like those of Therizinosourus and segno-
saurs, which are also in Mongolia. In fact, more recent finds
assigned by Perle in 1977 to A. olseni show a typically slender
tyrannosaur shoulder blade that could not support such a big
arm. Perle drew a nearly complete skull reconstruction which,
although too schematic to adapt for use here, is very like other
albertosaurs, including the short teeth. It also lacks Aliorcmus's
peculiar nasal ridge. The hind limb is long and in most ways
Albertosaurus-like. All in all, this looks like a small, primitive
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Albertosaurus libratus adult and
youngster? Or two species?
Drawn to the scme sccle. note
thcrt the smaller individucil's teeth,
which are partly covered by the
lrps, cre obsolutely larger than
the bigger one's. On the srde o/
the lower jaw, the bulge of the
surongular bone gpical of tyran-
nosours con clearlv be seen.
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Asian albertosaur, primitive enough that it may be its own
subgenus, or even genus, Alecfrosourus. It hunted the segno-
saurs, protoceratopsids, and iuvenile hadrosaurs in its area.

ALBERTOSAUR US LIRRATU S (Lambe, I9I4)
S\NoNMMs-Go 4gosou rus libratus, AIb er to sou rus sternb er gi
rwe-NMC 2120
BEST SeECTMENS-I)4)e, TMP 85.62.1, AMNH S4SB, FMNH

PR308?, AMNH 5336?, USNM 12814? (uvenile?), AMNH
5664? (uvenile?), ROM 1247? (juvenile?)

SPECIMENS oN DISPL{Y aT-AMNH, FMNH, .TMP, ROM, NMC,
USNM

rnvln-late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-JUdiIh RiVCr FOTMAIiON. WCSICTN

North America
MAIN ANAToMICAL STUDy-Lamb e, I9I7

AMNH 5664 AMNH 5158
sKULL LENGTH- 678 mm 1040
TorAL LENGTH- 5.8 m 8.6
FEMUR LENGTH- 700 mm L025
HrP HETcHT- 1.9 m 2.8
MASS- 700 ke 2.5 tonnes



This is the best known of the gnannosaurs in terms of known
remains, which include a number of fine skulls and skeletons of
varying ages. Many more are being found. First discovered in the
Canadian section of the Judith River (formerly Oldman) Forma-
tion in the late 1800s, Lawrence Lambe named and described the
type skeleton in the WW I years. Unfortuantely, he characterized
it as a sluggish scavenger. Just to look at the form of the Lambe's
skeleton as it was found in the ground belies this image.

It is interesting and important that two types of A. "Iibretus"
heads have been found. In both the preorbital horn, which is
much larger than the postorbital horn, is rather cylindrical. In
the type and some others the rylinder points up and forward and
forms a shorter triangle. In others the horn is more horizontal,
rectangular, and longer; this second kind is seen in the FMNH
skull. The suture patterns of the skull roof bones also differ, and

A running Albertosaurus libratus
youngster, or on adult Alberto-
saurus sternbergi.
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the first form has bigger, and perhaps fewer, teeth. It may be that
these types represent "gracile" and "robust" forms of the sort
seen in the primitive coelophysians. But the skeletons of tyran-
nosaurs do not show as much dual divergence as the coelophy-
sians do, and it has not yet been shown that theropod species in
general are split into two such variants. Whether the differences
indicate sexes or very similar species-d la lions and tigers-is
not obvious at this time. Certainly the variation in A. Iibrcfus is
more than within T. rex and some other theropod species. So
those specimens that may, or may not, belong to the second tlpe
have been indicated with question marks. There are more of the
second type than the first, yet most of the second group seem to
be juveniles.

This brings us to another point. During 1970, Dale Russell
noted that the much smaller A. sternbeqE, based on skeleton
5664, is probably a juvenile. Also observe (see pages 334-35) that
its orbital horns are of the FMNH skull type. One thing Russell
did not notice is that the teeth of this two-thirds-sized albertosaur
are literally larger than those of the big specimen. This may mean
that they are different species after all. Yet, a few skulls of differ-
ing sizes do seem to show that the teeth get smaller as they
approach full size, and this supports the possibilty that these
skulls do represent a growth series. If so, such a dramatic tooth
reduction is rare. That it can happen at all is because the teeth
are continually replaced by new sets. If juveniles were aban-
doned by their parents at half size, their big teeth may have
helped them get along in what was a very hard world. Or per-
haps, like the needle-sharp teeth and claws of lion cubs, the
youngsters'big teeth allowed them to protect themselves against
nonrelations that wished them harm. Possibly it was just a ge-
netic quirk of no particular meaning.

Other possible growth changes include a moderate decrease
in relative limb length, especially the extremities, with increasing
size. The transverse crest atop the braincase did not become
large until adulthood, and the adult's skull was relatively bigger.
There does not appear to be a consistent change in the length and
depth of the snout relative to the rest of the head between differ-
ent specimens.

Most A. Iibrotus skulls have been flattened from side to side
by the pressure of overlaying sediments, and this obscures the
breadth of the back of the skull and the forward-facing of the
eyes. This is shown by AMNH S336 and the new skull TMP



85.62.L. Somewhat crushed from top to bottom, they show the
truly heavy build of the back of the head and the good binocular
vision. Even worse is the oblique down and forward crushing a
few skulls have experienced. Some artists have innocently failed
to account for this, and drawn A. Iibrarus with a weird, sort of
pig-like snout. Like all big albertosaurs, it has smaller forelimbs
than TJnannosourus. A few adult skulls show the beginnings of
the kind of orbital process that becomes so well developed in
later tyrannosaurs.

The adult skeleton is restored after the nearly complete New
York specimen, whose skull horns are like the tvpe's. FMNH
PR308 is used to show the alternate skull form. The juvenile
skeleton is one of the most complete dinosaur skeletons known,
it lacks only a few tail tip vertebrae. I find this a particularly
attractive dinosaur. With its big size, long limbs, long upturned
skull, compact body, and long bulldog neck, it combines grace,
speed, and power in an elegant hunting machine.

White-rhino-sized Albertosaurus was the dominant predator
of the Judith River, making up about 75 percent of the big-pred-
ator fauna. The equally big llrannosourus torosus was its main
competitor, the smaller gracile albertosaur less so. The Judith
River's most numerous inhabitants were rhino-sized duckbills,
and they were probably the main prey of A. Iibratus. The duck-
bill's main defense was to run, perhaps into dense brush to try
and lose the albertosaurs. However, the more powerful horned
dinosaurs were by no means immune to the depredations of this
tyrannosaur either.

N-BERTO SAUR US ARCTLNG UIS Parks . 1928 a
rvpn-ROM 807
BEST SPECTMENS-type, TMP 81.10.1?
rnae-latest Campanian to early Maastrichtian of the late Late

Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Horseshoe Canvon Formation of

Alberta
\,pe TMP 81.10.1

970 mm
-8.6 m -8.0

1020 mm 950
2.7 m 2.5
2.5 2.0

SKL'LL LENGTH-
TOTAL LENGTH-
FEMUR LENGTH-
HIP HEIGHT-
TONNAGE-
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To be frank, I am not sure what to do with this species and
the below A. scrcophagus, which are both from the Horseshoe
Canyon Formation. This is because both species' old type re-
mains leave a lot to be desired, and new specimens do not have
enough comparable parts. This species' tytrre, for example, is
missing its head. There do appear to be two big, common tyran-
nosaurs in the Horseshoe Canyon. One is a robust species that
may be A. sarcophagus, the other is gracile. The type of A. arc-
tunguis is lightly built and long legged, and the same is true of
the very nice new skull and partial skeleton, TMP 81.10.1 @oth
are missing their tails). So these may be the same gracile species.
I have taken a bit of a risk and combined the two individuals to
come up with a skeletal drawing that it is hoped represents A.
orctungurs. If so then A. arctungurs had smaller arms and finger
claws, and longer legs, than A. Iibrotus. Also, the orbit is nearly
cut in half by a postorbital bar like that of TJnonnosourus. These
characters imply thatA. arctungurs was a direct descendant ofA.
Iibratus, and the direct ancestor of later A. megogrocilfs.

ALBERTOSAUR US SARCOPIAG US Osborn, 1905

S\NOI\M\4 s- Laelaps f n crcss atus, Dryp to s ou rus incrcssa fus
rrpB-NMC 6500
rruB-latest Campanian to early Maastrichtian of the late Late

Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Horseshoe Canvon Formation of

Alberta
\,pe

sKULL LENGTH- -1000 mm
ToNNAGE- -2.4

As I said above, this and the other Horseshoe Canyon ty-
rannosaur A. orctungurs are real headaches. The type of this
species is a partial, badly preserved skull, not enough to really
tell us what kind of animal it is. Hopefully better remains will
eventually help better define the species. Until then about all we
can say is that it appears to be more heavily constructed than A.
orctungufs. Just how closely related this species is to the other
albertosaurs is not clear either.

ALBERTO SAUR US MEGAGRAC ILI S new species
rr'pE AND BESr SeECTMEN-LACM 23845 (subadult?)
rntB-latest Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous



HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Hell Creek Formation of Montana
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDv-Moln ar, I97 8

Tlrpe
sKULL LENGTH- -900 mm
TorAL LENGTH- -7.5 m
ToNNAGE- -1.7

In describing the one partial skeleton, Ralph Molnar tenta-
tively assigned it to the contemporaryA. lancensis. While looking
over the remains I became convinced that they are much too big
and too immature-the poorly ossified elements and moderate
sized transverse crest atop the braincase suggest it was not fully
grown-to belong in the much smaller species. This animal is
clearly not $rrcnnosounrs either. The next question is whether
it is A. Iibratus or A. arctungurs. The LACM animal's extremely
atrophied forelimbs, down-bent nasals, very long snout, and long
hind limbs strongly indicate that it is not. A new species is there-
fore named, one that describes its combination of large size and
gracile build. In fact, this species probably got as big as A. Iibra-
fus. Not enough is known to allow a skeletal restoration.

A. megogracfhs is similar to and may be a direct descendant
of the earlier A. arctunguis, which in turn may be a direct descen-

dant of the yet earlier A. Iibratus. So these three species may
represent a lineage in which size and basic design remained re-
markably consistent, but the legs became increasingly long, the
arms ever smaller, the snout longer, and the form overall more
gracile.

Not only are the hand claws small, but their very small tub-
ers for muscle insertion show that the arm was very weak. A.
megogracilis is more advanced than even Tnannosourus rex in

Albertosaurus libratus? A.AlNFl
5664 juvenile
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Albertosaurus libratus A {NH
5458 o,nd TMP 85.62.1

Albertosaurus libratus A.il.0{Fl
5458

Albertosaurus libratus? FtrAJH
PR3O8

Albertosaurus arcfunzuis? TMP
81.10.1

Albertosaurus arctunguis ROM
807 qnd TMP 81.10.1

'\'o-L



forelimb reduction, and this indicates that given a little more time
albertosaurs would have abandoned them altogether.

Time it did not have, for the rarity of A. megagrctcihs relative
to T. rex suggests that, like many other latest Cretaceous dino-
saurs, it was in trouble. If so, then the big albertosaur lineage
may have been doomed even if the great extinction had not taken
place. This lineage's decline seems to have been due to the less-
ening numbers of their preferued prey, duckbills, in Maastrich-
tian time, not because the genus was intrinsically inferior to
TJnannosourus. Aside from T. rex, the competitor ofA. megagro-
cilis was the small and equally rare A. lcncensis.

SUBGENUS ALBER?OSA UR US ('NANOT\RANNUS") (Bakker
et al., unofficial)

S\NoNMM 
-Alb 

e r tosc u rus (" Cleve lano$lrannus ")

ALBERTO SAUR US? ("NANOT\RANNUS") r/l/CEt/S/S
(Gilmore ,7946)

.S\NC)I\MM-Go 4gosc u rus lo n cens rs

nee-CMNH 5741
rtve-latest Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRIZON AND DrsrRrBlrrroN-Lance Formation of Montana

Tlpe
sKULL LENGTH- 602 mm
TOTAL LENGTH- -5 m
KTLOGRAMMAGE- -500

The only good specimen we have got of this one is a skull.
Although small, it is not a young juvenile because of its combi-
nation of extremely good ossification, with some sufures obliter-
ated by the bones' intergrowth, a large transverse braincase
crest, and a big rugosity on the lower edge of the cheeks. Even
big Tlrannosourus rex skulls are no better ossified, so this indi-
vidual was at least fairly close to being fully grown. A. lcncensrs
was not necessarily faster than its giant relative, but this small
animal could use its superior manueverablity to escape.

Note the smaller teeth of this adult tyrannosaur compared to
similar-sized but big-toothed juveniles of A. Iibratus. The skull is
oddly crushed, with the snout pinched naruower than it should
be, and the back crushed down and backward so it is even
broader than it really was. However, the truly greater breadth of
the back of the skull, the more forward-facing eyes, and an ad-
vanced braincase make this the most TYrannoscurus-like of the

Albertosaurus ('l{cn o gn onnus")
lancensis type CMNH 5741
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albertosaurs, despite its small size. Indeed, the smallness, ry-
rcnnosourus-like features, and the late appearance of this animal
imply that it underwent a separate evolution from the big-bodied
A, Iibratus-A. arctungurs-A. megogracilrs lineage. It may also be
more closely related to lJtronnosourus rhan the other alberto-
saurs. Robert Bakker and associates intend to give this species
the new generic title'Nanotyrannus" (which replaces the aborted
"Clevelanotyrannus").tz Alternately, it could be a subgenus of
either Albertosaurus or Tlrannoscurus. The very long, low
snout, big preorbital opening, shallow mandible, small teeth, and
skull roof sutures cause me to keep it in Alberfosourus. An inter-
esting and unanswered question is whether this species evolved
from a big ancestor, or if they were always small likeAlbertosou-
rus olseni.

As with A. megagrocilis, the rarity of this species suggests
that it was in trouble. T. rex was a direct danger toA. loncensrs,
but was too big to be a direct rival. Its main competition came
from the moderately larger A. megagracilis, and possibly from
some of the larger, also rare sickle-claws. Certainly, small-bodied
and small-toothed A. Iancensrs avoided the gigantic adult cera-
topsids and duckbills in its habitat. It probably went after im-
mature duckbills and other medium-sized herbivores such as

dome-headed Pachycephalosau rus.

GENUS TISAANOSAURUS Osborn, 1905

syNoNyMs-Dcsp letosourus, DSmamosourus, Goqgosourus,
Torbosourus

Traditionally, TJnannosourus is considered to consist of
only one species, T. rex. However, tyrannosaurs are so like one
another that all the usual genera cannot be justified; they are
oversplit. In particular, Daspletoscurus and Tarbosourus share
most of the key characters that characterize T. rex: a stocky,
heavy-boned build, relatively short lower hind limbs and large
arms, a short snout, smaller preorbital horns, nasal bones that
are tightly constricted between the preorbital bones, deep lower
jau's, and long yet stout teeth that point a little more forward
than they do in Albertoscurus. These three species form their
own clade, and the amount of variation between them is less than
that seen in some well-established modern or recent genera such
as CcnIs (wolves and jackals) and even our own genus Homo.
Daspleto,scurus and Tarbosourus are, therefore, junior synon-



)trns of lJrcannosaurus. However, Dosplefoscurus is different
enough from the other two species to warrant its own subgenus.

To a fair extent the TJnannosourus species are the tyranno-
saur's tyrannosaurs; they have taken to an extreme the develop-
ment of skull size, strength, and power. This and the larger, more
forward-pointing mid-upper-jaw teeth suggest a more potent
wounding ability than the albertosaur's. The stoutness of Tlron-
noscurus relative to albertosaurs is readily apparent in the
skeletal restorations. They are not as graceful, but they have a

well-proportioned, majestic attractiveness of their own.
Because TJnannosourus is shorter and stockier-limbed than

Albertosourus, it is tempting to ascribe slower speeds to it. How-
ever, the proportional differences are not great, while the mor-
phology is almost identical. Perhaps [,rcnnoscurus used the
power of its stouter limbs to equal the running performance of
Albertosaurus. Or perhaps the former were better sprinters and
the latter better long distance runners. The very size of T. rex
may have made it the fastest tyrannosaur; there is no way to be
certain. Stout TJnonnoscurus was well built for ceratopsian kill-
ing. To safely and successfully hunt ceratopsians, tyrannosaurs
probably had to surprise them, or panic them into a run in which
they could be approached from the rear. Otherwise the powerful
horned dinosaurs may have reared like enraged bears to try and
intimidate the tyrannosaurs. If that failed, a running charge was
the horned dinosaur's answer, and then the tyrannosaur often
did the fleeing!

Unlike Albertosourus, which remained pretty much the same
size and became a little more gracile over ten or so million years,
TJnannosourus became much larger and stouter during this same
time. TJrrannosourus may have evolved from unknown tyranno-
saurs, but the fact that T. rorosus andA. Iibratus were long con-
fused suggests that a form of Alberfosourus may have been its
ancestor. Because T. botaar and ?. rex are so similar, they must
have shared a recent, conunon ancestor, if they were not geo-

graphic subspecies of one another.
There is more variation in this genus than in Albertoscurus,

and the lightly built skull of ?. forosus makes it a subgenus
separate from T. bataar and T. rex. In his 1970 study, Dale Rus-
sell reported a juvenile T. rorosus-type skeleton from the Horse-
shoe Canvon Formation.
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Oblique profiIe of a Tyrannosau-
rus torosus head. Nofe fhe good
degree of binocular vision, and
the bulging jaw-closing muscles
onwhat is in effect a little frill at
the back-top of the head.
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SUBGENUS TI?AAN{OSA UR US DASPLETOSA UR US)
(Russell, 1970)

Tl?A,NOSAURUS (DASPLETOSAURUS) 
"OROSUS 

(Russell,
re70)

S\NoNM\4 
-AIb 

ertosourus libr atus
T!?E, BEST AND DISPI-AY SPECIUAX-NMC 8506
TIME-late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZON AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Judith River Formation of Alberta

Tlpe/AMNH 5438
sKULL LENGTH- 1107 mm
TOTAL LENGTH- 9.0 M
FEMUR LENGTH- 1000 mm
HrP HETcHT- 2.55 m
TONNAGE- 2.3

Until recently, this species' remains were lumped in with A.
Iibratus of the same formation. But even as he dug up the first
good skull and skeleton in 192I, Sternberg suggested that it was
a new taxa, and Dale Russell made it the type of the evocatively
titled Daspletosourus torosus. However, as explained above, this
species belongs in TJnannosounn, of which it is the earliest. No
complete skeleton is known, but Russell combined the skull and



partial skeleton of the type with the hind limbs of equal-sized

AMNH 5436 and restored a few parts to make a very good resto-

ration, one that has been modified here. Philip Cumie has a hefty

new preorbital horn that may come from a somewhat larger ex-

ample of this species.
As well as being smaller than those of the other genus mem-

bers, the skull has bigger openings and lacks the bar that nearly

cuts the orbit in two. On the other hand the skull is quite big for
the body. The best skull of the species, ROM 8506, is oushed
from side to side and obscures the fact that ?. forosus had a good

degree of binocular vision. The moderate-sized preorbital horn

is triangular; the forelimbs are the biggest known in an advanced

tyrannosaur. Russell has explained that since ?. torosus is more

robust than, and one fourth as ntunerous as similar-sized A. Ii-
bratus, it probably went after the relatively less common and

powerful horned dinosaurs more often than the albertosaur did.

SUBGENUS T\?A*NOSAURUS €rRA D{OSAURUS) (Osborn,
1e06)

T1GAANOSA UR US (ft?ADfOSA UR US) BATAAR Maleev,
1955

Synon5rm s-T arb osou rus b otaar, T arbo saurus efr emovi,
Gor go sourus lanci notor, Gor gosourus novoj ilovi

npB-PIN 551-1

BEST spECIMENS-t),pe (skull), PIN 551-3 , ZPAL MgD-V3
(uvenile)

TIME-early to mid-Maastrichtian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND LocALITy-Nemegt Formation of Mongolia
MArN ANAToMICAL sruDy-Maleev 1974

MgD-V3 551-3

sKLTLL LENGTH- 745 mm 1135

Tlpe
-1350

Tlrannosaurus (Daspletosaurus)
torosus typeNMC 8506 and
ALINH 5438

Tlrrannosaurus (Daspletosaurus)
torosus typeNMC 8506
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Tlrannosaurus (\rrannosaurus)
bataar PIN 551-3

Tlrannosaurus (Tlrannosaurus)
bataar type PIN 551-1and PIN
551-3

Tlrannosaurus (Tlrannosaurus)
bataar ZPAL MgD-1/3 juvenile

Tlrannosaurus (Tlrannosaurus)
rexA.illl{H 5027

Tlrannosaurus (Tlrannosaurus)
rex type CM 9380 and ANINH
5027



To'rAL LENGTH- 5.8 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 700 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.9 m
MASS- 760 ks,

7.7 -10
970 -1200
2.4 -2.9
2.1 tonnes -5

Discovered by the Soviet expedition of 1949, this taxa was at

first correctly named TJnonnoscturus bataar by E. Maleev. But
then he gave a smaller specimen the fine generic title, Tarbosou-
rus, and T. botaor is often sunk into the latter. But if the very big
type skull had been found in North America it would have been

assigned to ?. rex: they are that alike! So much so that if they did
overlap in time-the exact age of the Nemegt is hard to pin down

-T. bataor may have even been an interbreeding, geographical

subspecies of T. rex, much as the Eurasian brown bear and Amer-
ican grizzly are subspecies of Ursus crctos. T. bataar's somewhat

smaller size might be due to its living in a harsher, more arid
habitat. So Maleev was rlght the first time in making this [,rcn-
noscurus. The Mongolian predator does have smaller teeth, a
shallower snout and mandible, and somewhat different skull roof
bones than T. rex. Also, T. batoar's orbital horns, both before

and behind the eye socket, appear to be the smallest among ty-
rannosaurs. The biggest complete T. bataar and T. rex skulls are

the same length, so these individuals were about equal in size.

Their skulls also share the same degree of binocular vision.

A more serious taxonomic problem is that the many good

skulls and skeletons may represent more than one species.rs Ma-
leev and Osmolska believe in two or more, Rhozhdestvensky ar-
gues for one.re Initially, I inclined toward the former view. After
all, three species of the big-cat genus Panthera are found in India
(lion, tiger, and leopard), and there is always more than one

tyrannosaur present in North American formations. That the Ne-
megt had only one seemed wrong. Yet, careful examination of
published remains and those I saw in Warsaw leaves me pretty
sure that Rhozhdestvensky is right. Whatever the specimen's

size, the teeth of all the specimens are alike in size and design,
the orbital horns are the sarne, and there just is no significant
variation in morphology. One small, partial skull ("Gorgosaurus
novojilovi," Maleev, I955'o) has been restored as very long and
low, quite different from the others. But the individual bones

match other T. batoar skulls, and restored properly they form a
normal skull. There have been suggestions that this specimen's

foot bones are unique, but as far as I can tell they are not.

All Nemegt tyrannosaurs may therefore represent a growth
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series of ?. bataar. As the species grew up, the body became
more robust, the shank and feet somewhat shorter, and the trans-
verse braincase crest seems to have enlarged, rather like what
appears to occur in A. Iibratus. Unlike the latter, T. bataar teeth
show no dramatic alteration in size relative to the skull. but the
snout did became longer as they matured.

Note that the larger skeletal restoration (see page 341) is of
a fairly complete subadult skull and skeleton. Full adults were
even more like T. rex, as shown by the big type skull. The juvenile
skeleton is based on a superb individual that lacks only the tail.

Prior to the Nemegt deposition, Mongolia was too arid to
support big herbivore populations large enough to feed big ty-
rannosaurs, so only a few big theropod teeth are known. Even
the Nemegt was a dryer, more open, savanna-tike habitat than
were the heavily forested North American tyrannosaur environ-
ments. T. bataor's prey consisted mainly of armored ankylo-
saurs, the big duckbill Sourolophus, and one or two of species
of medium-sized brontosaurs. There is little doubt that S-tonne
T. bataar could bring down the 5-to-10-tonne brontosaurs in its
neighborhood. So, although T. rex never met Bronfoscurus itself,
the comic books are correct in showing t5rannosaurs preying on
its relative. These bulky herbivores may have provided most of
T. batoar's prey biomass. With the possible exception of the rare
and possibly herbivorous Deinocherius, ?. bataar had no com-
petitors.

?1?A DJOSAURUS (Tt?A NOSAURUS) REX Osborn, 1905
sr,NolvyM 

-Dynamosourus 
imperiosus

npB-CM 9380
BEST SPECIMENS-Iype, AMNH 5027 , TMP 81.6.1
SeECTMENS oN Drspra,y ar-AMNH, CM, LACM (skull), SDSM

(skull), ANSP (cast), TMP
rnrae-late Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Lance, Hell Creek, Scollard,

Willow Creek, Frenchman, and upper Kirtland? Formations
of western North America

MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDrBs-Osborn, 1906, I9I2, 1916
AMNH 5027/Iype UCMP 118742

sKULL LENGTH- 1355 mm
TorAL LENGTH- 10.6 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 1300 mm
HrP HETcHT- 3.4 m
ToNNAGE- 5.7

-r750
-r3.6
-1675
-4.4
-72



This is the theropod. Indeed, excepting perhaps Brontosou-

rus, this is the public's favorite dinosaur, having fought King
Kong for the forced favor of Fay Wray and smashed Tokyo (rvith

inferior special effects) in the guise of Godzilla. Even the forma-

tions it is found in have fantastic names like Hell Creek and

Lance. Its place as the greatest of known land predators remains

secure-no other giant consists of such complete skeletons, is
bigger, or as powerful. Everything said about t5rannosaur

strength goes furthest with this species, and no other theropod

has such a large, thickly built, powerfully muscled skull, and

such large teeth for its bulk. Only Dilophosourus and juvenile A.

Iibratus have teeth that are nearly as large in relative measure.

Sickle-clawed Velociraptor ontirrhopus may be as formidably
armed for its weight, but it is a small animal. And along with its
power, T. rex is the fastest known animal for its size!

A number of new finds are coming onto 1ine, including the

first combination of a skull with a fairly complete skeleton, at the

TMP. The skeletal restoration is after the composite New York
mount. Made from the first two known skeletons, these are iden-

tical in size. 5027 provides the skull, vertebral column, rib cage,

and hips; 9380 the fore and hind limbs. The 5027 skull is crushed

a little, grving it a falsely dished dorsal profile and little more

breadth at its back end than it really had. Since this is the most

complete and best known skull, these crushed features have mis-

led many. On the other hand, Ralph Molnar has made the back

of the skull too narrow and triangular.2l The new skulls prove that
this animal really was a very broad-cheeked animal. The roguse

posterior orbital horn is larger than the reduced preorbital one,

much as in T. batoar. The lower arm and hand are not known,
but since the humerus is smaller than in other TJnonnoscurus

species, it is likely that the arm as a whole was also. It was not

until 1970 that Newman noted that the partial tail was restored

with too many vertebrae. With a proper tyrannosaur tail count of
thirty-seven to thirty-nine vertebrae,5027 is thirty-four feet long,

not forty-five as once claimed. Kenneth Carpenter has recently

mounted. a cast of this skeleton in a modern, accurate, and dy-
namic pose in Philadelphia. Estimates that 5027 massed close to

7 tonnes 22 are reasonable if they are presumed to include fat
reserves, but these estimates are not really useful because they

were based on unreliable museum models, and a commercial toy

made by the BMNH. Substantial growth is possible even after the

skull bones start to fuse together as in 5027.I note this because
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this and the other big 
". 

rex specimens may or may not be sub-
adults. This is possible because the biggest specimen is a tooth-
bearing ucMP maxilla from the upper jaw that is 29 percent
longer than 5027. It indicates a l2-tonne individual that could
rear its head some twenty-three feet high, and could slide some-
thing the size of a whole human body down its gullet as if it were
a raw oyster.23 It is possible that this titan, known as it is from
only one bone, represents a different species. If not, then 15-
tonne individuals were probably fairly corrunon, 2O-tonne ,,rec-

ord holders" were possible-though so rare that they may never
be found. For comparison, most bull African elephants are 5-
tonners and a fair number reach 7.5 tonnes; extremely rare are
lO-tonners.

suggestions that T. rex is really two species, or even two
genera, have been circulating lately. Two genera is completely
out of the question; at most it is a-lion-versus-a-tiger kind of
species separation. But the t5,pe of DSmamosourus imperfosus (a
wonderful name) is a front lower jaw that is hardly distinguish-
able from the ?. rex t5,pe. The somewhat distorted AMNH s\zz
skull may be adding to the confusion because the upper jaw's left
maxilla is too low. The right side is not so crushed and looks like
other T. rex specimens. The hind limbs of some specimens do
seem to be longer and more slender than those of the t5pe, and
they vary somewhat in the teeth. on the other hand, all the skulls
are quite consistent in the preorbital horns and other skull de-
tails, more so than in A. Iibratus. So one species is most likely,
perhaps one that came in "robust" and "gracile" versions, but the
verdict is not in.2a

of course, T.rex is the most illustrated of theropods, and
the most famous rendition is Charres lfuight's FMNH painting of
a confrontation with Triceratops.2s The horizontal body pose is
ahead of its time; on the debit side are such anatomical mistakes
as the overly shallow back of the head and a small chest. Another
well-known Knrght T. rex effort26 is much ress satis&ing, espe-
cially since the head is too small and lizard-like. Burian's often-
reproduced r. rex27 has a badly dwarfed head and lipless teeth

-it is not at all good. Neither is Rudolph zalringer's bloated and
simplistic version in the \?M mural.2. The rather uninspired
conunercial model put out by the BMNH is too small in the head
and chest, too long-tailed, and has inappropriate plated skin.

The reason for the bulk and firepower of ?. rex is apparent
when one considers its main prey, Triceratop.s. prior tyranno-



saurs were going after rhino-sized duckbills and ceratopsids, but
by the late Maastrichtian, elephant-sized Triceratops was far and

away the most numerous herbivore. Triceratops was horuen-

dously big, fast, and agile, and it was well-armed with beak and

horns. Hungrng it required an equally gigantic, faster, and even

more formidably armed predator. Just how formidable only be-

carne clear to me as I did the illustration of ?. rex biting Tricera-

tops in Figure 2-6 (ptage 35). I had to measure things out, and

was appalled to find that the tyrannosaur could bite out a wound

a yard long, and well over a foot deep and wide. This would have

wrecked the entire upper thigh of Tbiceratops, and cut down to

the femur. Some "scavenger"! It is hard to conceive of such titanic

battles, with elephant-sized predators sprinting alongside a thun-

dering herd of horned dinosaurs.
Some remains indicate that ?. rex lived in New Mexico's

Kirtland Shale; if so, it hunted the brontosaurs there, while Tri-
ceratops was absent. As for competition, the smaller, more gra-

cile and rare Albertoscurus megogracills was about all, and it
preferred the duckbills. A. Iancensis was too small to be much

more than its occasional prey, except when the albertosaur dared

pick off a juvenile T. rex from under its parents'noses!

The culmination of tyrannosaur evolution, T. r*. was one of
the very last North American dinosaurs. Nothing else combined

its size, speed, and power. Since its demise we have had to make

do with lions and tigers and bears, and other "little" mammalian

carnivores.

MYSTERI OUS DRYP"OSA UR US

SUBORDER IINCERTAIN

FAMILY DR\?TOSAURIDAE Marsh, 1890

GENUS DRWTOSAURUS Marsh, 1877

S\NOI\M\4 
-Laelaps

DRI/P"OSA UR US AQU ILU'{ GI S (Cope, 1866)

S\NoNrvrv{ 
-Loelap 

s oquilungi s
rrpe-ANSP 9995
TI\4E-LateMaastrichtian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-New Egypt Formation of New

Jersey
MArN ANATOMTCAL STUDY-cope, 1870

Tlpe
FEMUR LENGTH- 890 MM
TONNAGE- -1.5?
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I discuss this species here for a lack of anywhere better to
do it; it is being reexamined by Kenneth Carpenter and Dale
Russell. This large, gracile, aberuant, and poorly known theropod
has been considered everything from a megalosaur to a tyranno-
saur, to even a dromaeosaur protobird. It is none of these. The
ankle is advanced and looks avetheropodian, but it is also differ-
ent from other theropods, so this taxa is a unique form. A number
of other theropod remains in the united States have been placed
in this genus; all are dubious at best. It seems that the forelimbs
are large and have very big claws, and. the teeth are fairly normal
blades. Duckbills were among this big animal's prey.

The members of this clade-the sister group to the allosaur-
tyrannosaurs-did a fantastic and wonderful thing. They learned
to fly (again, we assurne that Triassic herrerasaurs and "pro-
toavis" are bird mimics that did not contribute to earlv bird
evolution). Long-fingered, climbing small avetheropods tf the
Jurassic rather like Compsognathus and ornirholestes may have
been the beginnings of this group, which soon developed flyrng
forms, the only known one of which is Archae opteryx. what hap-
pened to the protobirds a/rer Archaeopteryx is as interesting as
what went on before. This is because most of the theropods clos-
est to Archaeoptryx and birds lived after Archaeopter5n<, and,
these Cretaceous protobirds-although nonflying-are in many
important ways more birdlike thanArch oeopteryx itself. It would
seem that these were the secondarily flightless progeny of the



***,

first flying protobirds. So, as true flying birds evolved, there may

have been a parallel radiation of grounded protobirds. This is a
new idea, and an unproven one. But as we shall see below, it is
also logical. These long-forelimbed ground protobirds developed

a number of pecubar adaptations, and seem to have displaced

other theropods from the small-to-medium-predator roles. Oth-

ers became herbivores, and one of the ostrich-mimics may have

been gigantic.
Many feafures link protobirds and birds. For one example,

in birds the snout is reduced. The maxilla, preorbital openings,
jaw-closing muscles, and smell organs the snout contains are all
reduced or lost. These things can be seen developing in proto-

birds; even the preorbital opening of Velociroptor is small com-

pared to nonprotobird theropods. A common, but not strict,
protobird trait is to have well-developed binocular vision. The

way in which protobird eyes faced forward usually differed from

that of tyrannosaurs (for an exception, See comments on Dro-

moeosaurus, pages 349-51). In protobirds the frontals that make

Velociraptor mongoliensis cnd
Troodon mongoliensis squabble
over e Protoceratops andrewsi
corcoss. ?he f rsr's greater fire-
power matched rhe second's
Iorger size.
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up the skull roof above the eye sockets are triangular and broader
over the back of the eye socket; this is the bird way of binocular
vision. But the purpose of stereo vision was the same in tyran-
nosaurs, protobirds, and birds: to improve the precision of head
strikes.

Notice that unlike the hips of other theropods, here the long
rod is missing from the end of the ischium bone. This means that
the ischial-based limb muscles again anchored along most of the
bones' length, as they had in the earliest dinosaurs. This is also
an avian feature, and it probably had to do with the eclually
birdlike initial backward-swinging of the pubis. ln 1969, Dale
Russell suggested that the slender, bowed outermost digit of the
hand of Troodon could rotate backward on the r"vrist bones and
oppose the other fingers, somewhat the way our thumb does. If
correct, then this would apply to ArchoeopterSn<, dromaeosaurs,
and perhaps oviraptors too, because they have similar hands.

It is remarkable how ready for avian-style flight the Jurassic
avetheropods were. All they had to do was elongate their fore-
limbs, modiff them a little, and increase their power, and they
could have flown.

SUBORDER PROTOAVIA new

ARCFI,AEOPIERYGIANS AND DROMAEOSAURS

Many theropods have been united into new groups in this
book, but the placement of Archaeopteryx and the sickle-clawed
dromaeosaurs in the same family is by far the most radical-yet
it is also one of the most necessary. It used to be thought that the
good-sized, sickle-clawed, ground-dwelling dromaeosaurs and
troodonts were in the same theropod family, while little-winged
Archaeopteryx was the first bird. But as Kenneth Carpenter and
I worked on these animals, we were astonished at how alike. in
detail after detail, dromaeosaurs and Archaeopter5n< were. In
some ways they were almost identical. Troodon, in contrast, is
much different when one looks below its surface. If alive tod.ay,
the dromaeosaurs and Arch aeopteryx would very probably be in
one family, so I have grouped them that way here. small Ar-
chaeopteryx deserves its own subfamily, much as the small au-
blysodonts are in a distinct subfamily from the big tyrannosaurs.

some will object that feathered flying Archaeopteryx must
be a bird, while the ground-dwelling dromaeosaurs, for which
feathers are not known, are theropods; hence they cannot be put



in the salne lamily. But, as explained in Chapter 4, small thero-

pods may have been feathered, and the lack of feather preserva-

tion is not a valid taxonomic character. Nor is flight critical at the

family level, since many living bird families have both flying and

flightless members. The Rallidae and Anatidae-geese and ducks

-are especially notorious for this. (The flightless Hawaiian

goose, for instance, was eaten and killed off by the Pol5rnesians')

To list and explain all the minutiae that put archaeopterygi-

ans and dromaeosaurs in the same family would take a few

pages, so I will just touch on the highlights. Being avetheropod

protobirds, they already share the many characters that unite the

members of this group. These include the shoulder girdle, fore-

limbs, wrist, hand, and the peculiar, slender protobird tail with
its elongated processes. Additional features of this particular
family's skull include the odd inverted-T shape of the quadrato-

jugal, just above the jaw joint. At this stage, the upper process of
the quadratojugal was moving forward and getting shorter; it was

on its way to being lost and making this bone into the simple rod

that it is in birds. Another skull detail is the pit on the top of the

ectopterygoid, one of the mouth roof bones, in Archaeopteryx.

The only other place this distinctive character is found is in the

dromaeosaurs. And above the braincase's opening for the spinal

cord is a bone that has a special diamond shape, the supraoccip-

ital.
The most telling similarities are in the peculiar hips, which

are virtually the same in tiny Archaeopteryx and big dromaeo-

saurs. The overall design of the long parallelogram-shaped ilia,

The muscles o/Velociraptor antir-
rhopus \PM 5232 ond 

'tt^irvfr'JH
3015. While the hip muscles ore
somewhcf different from those of
mosf other rheroPods, theY are
lfke those o/Archaeopteryx litho-
graphica (see FIg'ure 9-4, Pqge
213).
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with their big, back-swept bases for the pubis and simple circular
hip sockets, is the same. so are the long backward-tilted pubes,
whose aprons are triangular in cross section. The ischia seem the
most different, because Archaeopteryx has some extra processes
on its ischia, but they actually share the same short length and
forward-pointing apron. The articulation between the ilium and
pubis in both Archaeopteryx and dromaeosaurs has the sarne
scalloped inverted-w shape. one will find that little item no-
where else. Archaeopter5n< even has a hyperextendable second
toe, as explained below. All in all, dromaeosaurs are larger, non-
flying versions of earlier Archoeopterym. other protobirds are
also very similar in some ways, such as the shoulder girdle and
forelimbs of oviraptors. But they differ so much in other respects,
such as the skull, that they cannot be put in the same family.

Why archaeopterygids had backward-poinring pubes is ob-
vious. Actually they, and birds too, were doubty "retroverted" in
that the coracoid below the shoulder joint is also tilted back.
These parallel retroversions occurred because their tails were
much more slender, and in the case of Archceopteryx much
shorter, than in other theropods. with less mass back aft, proto-
birds had to shift the belly, and the pubes that supported it, back
under the hips to keep the overall center of gravity close to the
hind limbs. As the belly was pulled back, the chest tended to go
back along with it, causing the coracoid to swing backward too.

since the big-booted pubes of these dinosaurs projected be-
hind the ischium, some of the lower tail muscles probably at-
tached directly to the ischium, which is avian. Another feature
peculiar to this group and to troodonts as well, is the modification
of the tail's first vertebrae so that the tail could bend 90 degrees
upward at its base. This is proven by the articulated "fighting"
Velocirap tor mongoliensis specimen.

Archaeopterygians and dromaeosaurs were in manv ways
the most primitive of protobirds. And the longest lived, too, for
they were successful from the Late Jurassic, over 145 million
years ago, to the end of the Cretaceous, 65 million vears ago.

FAMILY ARCFTAEOPIERYGIDAE Huxlev. 1872

Ar ch ae op t erry Ii th o gr aphi c o

.Dromoeosou rus olberrens rs

Adosaurus ? mongolfensrs



V elo c ir op tor an tir rh opus
V.Iongstoni
V. mongolfensis

SUBFAMILY ARCFTAEOPTERYGINAE (Huxley, 187 2)

In 1984, Eugen Kessler reported that Archoeopterry-like
bones have been found in Beruiasian age beds of Romania. Not
enough has been published to be sure, but if this is true they are

only a little younger than the GermanArchaeopterq remains. It
is notable that the Romanian finds also come from what were

once islands.

GENUS ARCHAEOPTER\X Meyer, 1861

S\NOI\M\4 -Ar choeo rn rs, J ur ap teryx

ARCIIAEOPTERYX LITHOGR'4PHICA Meyer, 1861

s\Nor\r\Ms-A rchaeorn rs s iem ensi, J ur ap terw r ecurv a
IwB-BMNH 37001
BEST AND DrspI-Ay spECIMENs-type, HMN MB. 1880/81

(subadult) and JM SoS 2257 (juvenile)
lue-Tithonian of the Late Jurassic
HoRrzoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Solnhofen of Bavaria
MAIN ANAToMICAL STUDtBs-Bee r, 19 54; Wellnhofet, 197 4;

Ostrom, I976a: Walker, 1984
ru HMN Tlrpe

sKULL LENGTH- 39 mm 45

Archaeopteryx lithographica's
heqd was a complex srrucrure,
with paired nasal horn ridges and
preorbital hornlets.
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ToTAL LENGTH- .29 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 37 mm
HIP HETcHT- .12 m
cRAMMAGE- 69

.405 .46
52.5 60.5
.15 .77

260 370

It is a remarkable coincidence that this most famous of the
protobirds was first discovered just two years after the publica-
tion of Darwin's The origin o/ Specfes. Darwin's detractors had
been using the lack of any known links between reptiles and
birds to challenge his theory. Those deities of a fundamentalist
sort must have been in a self-destructive frame of mind, because
Archaeopteryx gave the aggressive Thomas Huxley just the am-
munition he needed to blast away at those skeptical of evolution.
A solnhofen feather was found a year before, but whether it
belongs to Archoeopterry or something else is not knowable. In
the decades since, five other skeletons have shown up, three at
first misidentified as a pterosaur and a theropod. The ultrafine-
grained Solnhofen limestones, laid down in a large lagoon in what
was then the European island archipelago, were once coveted as
high-quality lithographic stones. The Archoeopterry we know
from these limestones were therefore islanders. The quarries are
still being worked, and a sixth headless skeleton has just come
to light. New JM 2257 with its fine skull and further preparation
of the type have revealed so much information that most of this
animal's morphology is now known. All this has greatly refined
the study of bird origins, and the combination of complete re-
mains with well-preserved feathers makes Archaeopteryx among
the most restorable of Mesozoic vertebrates. Yet some details
remain obscure. HMN 1880 is the most complete and has su-
perbly preserved wing, tail, and body feathers. The skull is
crushed, though, and many of the skeletal bones are in bad shape
after all these years. An old drawing of this specimen is supposed
to show a small crest of head feathers that were removed during
attempts to expose more of the skull bones. one good question is
whether a flap of tissue stretched from the shoulder to the wrist
in front of the arm, as in modern birds. one may have; but I
cannot see a good impression of one among the specimens, so I
leave it out of my restorations. There is no reason at allto believe
that a membrane of skin was stretched between the flngers as
walter Bock implied in 1986. Instead, the fingers were free from
one another and supple. The outermost wing feathers were sup-
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Archaeopteryx lithographica
FnO{ MB. 1880181 subadult

Archaeopteryx lithographica JM
SoS 2257 juvenile

ported by the central finger-which explains why this finger was

the most robust of the three.
In size, Archaeopteryx is similar to a crow and, as shown in

Chapter 9, it was probably a good flier. Although there is no way
to be sure, the big wing-depressing pectoralis muscles are re-
stored as making up 15 percent of the total mass in the two bigger
specimens, and 8 percent in the seemingly juvenile and smaller-
armed JM 2257. This brings us to the question of how early in
lifeArchaeopterry flew. While a few birds like the mound-nesting
megapode fowl can fly very soon after they are hatched, most
cannot manage it until they are fully grown. Large wing feathers
are preserved with young JM 2257's forelimbs, but the arms are

a good deal shorter than in the bigger specimens, so flight must
have been limited at best.
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There have been suggestions over the years that one or more
of the various specimens are distinct species. HMN 1gg0 was
sometimes thought to be a distinct species. HMN 18g0 was some-
times thought to be a distinct genus from the t}pe. The current
issue is the claim that little JM 22s7 is different enough in its
teeth, proportions, and other details to be its own adult taxa,
Jurapter5n< recuwa Howgate, 1984. Dispute over some of the
specimen's features helps fuel these speculations. The most im-
portant centers around the orientation of the hip's pubis. It varies
among the specimens, so people argue about which if any of these
are broken at the base. I have inspected HMN 1880, and am
perplexed as to why a break has been suggested. Although the
area has been damaged by preparation, the pubis is normally
attached to the ilium and the characteristic scalloped articulation
can be made out. The other specimens are less well preserved
and/or juvenile, so I have much less confidence in what they tell
us. This is especially true of the JM example, whose ischium is
as vertical as the pubis. No theropod, bird, or other Archaeopte-
ryar specimen has so verticar an ischium; obviously, both it and
the pubis were pushed forward from their true, backward-point-
ing poses. The skulls of HMN 1880 and JM z2s7 seem to show
more differences, since the flrst has a shorter lower jaw and a
more forwardly sloping cheek region than the latter. I have re-
stored HMN 1880's and JM 2257's skeletons so that you can
compare them. To make them separate genera is too extreme,
but it would be well within reason that more than one Arch oeop-
tery< species patrolled the solnhofen lagoons. personaily, I am
not sure what to think, but I suspect that the differences have
been exaggerated, and that those that can be proven real are the
result of the specimen's differing ages.

Much more incredible claims have been made, among them
that one of the outer finger joints is really a break. If true, then
the hand would not be theropod-like after all. Every hand shows
the joint, however, so a fantastic scenario was devised in which
individuals broke their fingers as they crashed into the lagoon.
This was little help since the articular surfaces of the joint are
well preserved.r Just as bad were recent assertions that Ar-
chaeopteryxhad a direct articulation between the furcula process
of the shoulder blade and the vertebrae or ribs, and that the
furcula articulated with the process of the coracoid in front of the
shoulder joint instead.2 Then there are the suggestions that the
braincase articulated in a strange way with the jaw-supporting



bones. Nothing alive or dead has heads or shoulders like these,

and HMN 1880 and JM 2257 prove that Archoeopteryx did not
either.3 Instead, Archoeopteryx was a normal, if birdlike, thero-
pod in every way.Alas, all these speculations have fed the notion
thatArchaeopteryx is well off the mainstream of early bird radia-
tion. In reaiity, there is nothing in its design that prevents it from
being the great-great-grandparent of all birds, although its re-
mains appear a little too late for this to be literally true.

Something that A. Iithogrophico did have was a fair degree

of binocular vision, since the frontals were triangular like in most

other protobirds.
One point about Archaeopteryx has been missed. Once, at a

little gathering, I was looking over a high-quality cast of JM 2257.

I was struck by something in the foot. Examination under a mi-
croscope confirmed that the roller joint surfaces on the middle
joint of toe two are enlarged dorsally. Found elsewhere only in
sickle-claws, this allowed the digit to hyperextend like a cat's

claw. Not only that, but the three main toes have the same pecu-

liar proportions seen in sickle-claws, with the hyperextendable

toe shortened and the other two toes nearly the same in length to

carry the load. This suggests, but does not prove, that Archoeop-

teryx walked with toe number two held clear of the ground. The

claw of this toe is not exceptional in size or shape, but the sickle
claw of Adcscurus is not very large either. Why Archaeopteryx
had such an extra-supple toe is not clear. Perhaps it evolved as a

hook-and-spike climbing aid in eary protobirds, and developed
into a weapon in the sickle-claws. An unanswered question is
whether Archoeopteryx drooped its toes when a foot swung for-
ward for the next step, as I show it doing, or clenched them like
perching birds do. The foot is preserved both ways in different
specimens.

Although, as explored in Chapter 9 (page 209), Archaeop-
ter5m was well adapted for climbing and leaping, it turns out that
all the pictures showing Archoeopterq high in the branches of
trees are probably wrong. Paleogeographical and paleoecological
work on the Solnhofen environment and plants shows that they
were then in the northern tropical desert zone, and that the semi-
arid islands supported only a low scrub of conifer bushes.a

So what was Archaeopteryx up to? We have already seen

how the conical, unsenated, large-rooted teeth and hooked claws
of Archaeopteryx were good for snatching aqtatic life, and small
Iand creatures and insects too. Chapter 9 also explains that Ar-
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chaeopteryD( was a seemingly good flyer and swimmer that lived
on oceanic islands covered by low scrub and suruounded by la-
goons. It is possible that Archaeopteryx was a crude "shorebird"
that used its climbing and leaping heritage to live and nest like
the South American hoatzin among the near-shore bushes.s It
may have patrolled the shoreline for cast-up aquatic life. Or, it
could have even flown slowly over the lagoons dropping down
upon the disabled fish and squid-like creatures found near the
surface, or pursuing them a short distance underwater. As it was
a rather generalized animal, insects and small land animals may
have made up part of its diet too. It could have flown from island
to island if need be. Archoeopterry was only modestly successful
at this life-style, for its pterosaurian feeding competitors were far
more numerous in the Solnhofen. On land, its known enemy and
possible competitor was larger Compsogn othus, from which it
ran or flew toward safety.

Most restorations of Archaeopteryx give it a kind of "climb-
ing bird" coloration, and this is quite possible. But if it was a
"shorebird," then it may have been patterned more like gulls and
terns, in greys, whites, and blacks. A serious mistake common to
manyArchaeoptery< illustrations is to show it with a short, thick,
pigeon- or gull-like neck. Instead, its neck was long and slender,
Iike in other small theropods.

The Wonderful and Specfccular
Dr omqeo saur ian Sick Ie - Clcws

This is one of the two sickle-clawed protobird groups-the
much more advanced troodonts also have sickle claws. In addi-
tion to being hyperextendable, the second toe bears a deepened,
transversely flattened, and strongly curved killing claw. The cen-
tral bone of the second toe also has a large heel, the sickle claw
an even bigger one. These increased the leverage and effective
power of toe's retracting muscles. The dromaeosaurs' sickle-
clawed toe differs from the troodonts'in that the central toe bone
is about the same length as the first, not shorter.

The dromaeosaurs'short posterior ilium in the hip and small
knee crest imply good leaping abilities, and along with the hyper-
extendable toe they may have inherited these features from ar-
chaeopterygians. That the modified toe may have evolved as a
climbing aid in early protobirds and was fhen found suitable for



alteration into a sickle-clawed weapon explains how some thero-
pods could end up using their feet as primary weapons-this
when most theropods reduced their foot firepower in favor of
head power.

What all this means is that dromaeosaurs must have killed
much differently than other theropods.6 They probably ran
alongside their prey and leaped onto their backs. Using their
long, strong, big-clawed fingers to hold on, they could then
wound the prey, leaping off before the latter could roll over and
crush them. After this, it would have been a matter of waiting for
the prey to weaken before the predator or the pack started eating.

Quite big prey could be handled in this manner, although every-
thing down to insects probably found its way into the bellies of
sickle-claws-with the caution that small prey was caught in the
jaws, not killed with the sickled claws as a few illustrations have

shown.
As explained below, Dromceosourus and Velociraptor had

different means for wounding their victims. The first used its
jaws, the second its feet. That these two genera are still very close

relatives is proven by the detailed design of many skull bones

and the second. toes. In particular, both have fully developed,
inverted-T-shaped quadratojugals in the cheek, a classic dro-
maeosaur character. But each genus went on to develop its own
distinctive way of killing.

It is likely that dromaeosaurs, and trood.onts too, caruied the

sickle-clawed toe fully retracted so as to save it from wear on the
ground. Indeed, the two other main toes, the third and fourth,
were nearly equal in length-in most theropods the fourth toe is
a good deal shorter than the third-and the entire locomotory
load had passed onto them. While this is unusual for theropods,
many other animals have only two running toes-or even one.
To help strengthen the two running toes a mod.est flange of the
fourth cannon bone backed the third. Such a flange appears to
be present in ArchaeopterSx, and as explained below Troodon
has gone even further in this modiflcation.

The sickle-claw's toes are fascinating enough in their own
right, but the possibility that these creatures were the descen-
dcnts of the archaeopterygians makes them even more fascinat-
ing. This possibility is based on the fact that dromaeosaurs have

a number of avian features not found in Archoeopterry. At first
sight it seems to be the other wzry, since the latter is the one with
the long wings and most modified shoulder girdle. But these are
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not general bird adaptations-they are specific to flying birds
only. Flightless birds do not have them because they lost them
when they lost flight. Dromaeosaurs may have done the same.
The bird characters of dromaeosaurs are mostly subtle ones, yet
they hint at past flight abilities. Most obvious is the great breast-
plate. A few nonprotobird theropods have fairly large sternals,
but nothing as big or birdlike as the dromaeosaur breastplate. It
is also birdlike in shape, and articulates with the coracoid bones
in the avian manner. It is hard to imagine how such a breastplate
could have evolved outside the needs of flight-flight more ad-
vanced than that of ArchaeopterSn<, which had not yet evolved
such equipment. So, it appears that the dromaeosaurs had flying
ancestors. They certainly are very similar to the flying archaeop-
terygians, and have a number of bird characters that the former
lack. Dromaeosaurs even appear later. It therefore appears that
dromaeosaurs are secondarily flightless Cretaceous descendants
of the flying Jurassic archaeopterygians.

Other things that seem odd in a tenestrial animal start to
make sense when a flying past is considered-the sickle-claw's
well developed folding forelimbs for instance. Only flying ptero-
saurs, bats, and birds need to fold up their arms so tightly. Dro-
maeosaurs probably did not really need to, and may have
inherited the ability instead. Likewise, the dromaeosaurs'inter-
locking, immobile shoulder girdles, which reduced the reach of
the arms, make little sense in land predators. Instead, they look
like a flight adaptation that they had not lost (see the comments
on ornithomimid shoulders, page 380). The high-set shoulder
joint, virtually unknown among nonflyers, is a typical feature of
flying birds. Then there are the exceptionally upwardly bendable
tail bases, and the peculiar kind of ossified tail rods. These are
found elsewhere only in flying pterosaurs and ArchaeopterSm.
They probably evolved in archaeopterygians for flight control,
and were retained for dlmamic control on the ground-Rinchen
Barsbold has vividly compared the dromaeosaur tail to a stiff
riding crop. Even the bladed serrated teeth of dromaeosaurs can
be explained in this scenario. The ancestral archaeopterygians
had conical teeth, but after returning to a tenestrial existence
and big-game hunting, dromaeosaurs needed slicing teeth, so
they redeveloped them.

Dromaeosaurs may be just the first of an array of protobird
theropods that lost the ability to fly. This "radical" idea is not
really surprising. In fact, protobirds should have lost flight from



time to time. After all, they would have been more susceptible to
loss of flight than regular birds. Not only did they not fly as well
in the first place, but they still had clawed fingers that they could
use for predatory and other needs. Birds have lost working fin-
gers, and they can do little with their forelimbs if flight is lost.

The reader should note that it is the similar designs, not
their genealogical position vis-d-vis each other, that justifies plac-
ing the archaeopterygians and dromaeosaurs in one family. So

the unification holds even if dromaeosaurs were the more primi-
tive group. The earliest known dromaeosaurs are mid-Creta-
ceous, and they were already the dominant small predators. They
remained common until close to if not actually to the final extinc-

tion, although they seem to have suffered somewhat from com-

petition with aublysodonts and smaller tyrannosaurs. It may be

that both Dromceoscurus and Velociraptor were present in Asia

and North America, although this has yet to be confirmed. HUI'
sonpes perlef Osmolska , 1982 was named on the basis of a clearly
juvenile dromaeosaur foot from the Mongolian Barun Goyot For-
mation. It could belong to a species whose adults are already

known. so it is not considered valid. Phaedrolosourus flikensis

Dong, 1973, which is based on some seemingly dromaeosaurian
but unassociated Chinese remains, remains too poor to make

much of. 7

SUBFAMILY DROMAEOSAURINAE Matthew and Brown,
1922

GENUS DROMAEOSAURUS Matthew and Brown.1922
SYNoI\M\4-Adosaurus?

This was never a common genus; its teeth suggest that it was
present in the latest Cretaceous of the western United States, but
not in the same formation as in Alberta.

DROMAEOSA UR US ALBERTENS/S Matthew and Brown,
1922

TYPE AND BEST SPECIMEN-AMNH 5356
rnrae-late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Judith River Formation of Alberta
MArN ANAToMTCAL sruDy-Colbert and Russell, 1969

I)rpe
sKULL LENGTH- 230 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -15?
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This was the first described dromaeosaur, although at first
its big teeth caused it to be confused with tyrannosaurs. That it
had a sickle claw was not realized until John ostrom's work
revealed the true nature of these beasts. only the type skull,
which is not complete, and some of its foot bones are known. A
large, long claw of the velociraptor-sickle type referred to this
species could really belong to velociraptor langstonf. Besides, D.
clberfensu has very robust second-toe bones quite like those of
Adcscurus mongoliensrs from Mongolia (described below), and
much more robust than velociropfor's. Adasaurus has a surpris-
ingly short sickle claw, and D. albertensrs may well have too.

If D. albertensrs did have such a short sickle claw, this may
explain its exceptionally robust skull, big teeth, and broad front
tooth arcade. The skull certainly lacks the grace ofvelocirapfor's,
and at first glance it looks rather primitive. But it is really a very
specialized structure that has strayed far from the usual proto-
bird path. The back of the head is astonishingly broad, much
more so than in Velocfraptor, because the braincase wings are
greatly elongated. The frontals are not triangular like in velocr-
roptor or ?roodon, something that can lead one to believe Dro-
moeoscurus did not have binocular vision. But the cheeks are
much broader than the snout, so the eyes must have faced for-
ward for stereoscopic vision. In all these features, Dromoeosou-
rus converged with and mimicked the tyrannosaurs.s This was
because, like tyrannosaurs, its firepower was concentrated in its
head. so, after leaping onto its prey Dromaeoscurus probably bit
out wounds, rather than slicing with its claws velociraptor-style.
The short sickle claws may have been more defensive weapons.
Assuming D. albertensis did have a small sickle claw, it appears
to be a rather primitive member of the subfamily, but one spe-
cialized in its heavy build. A small, coyote-sized animal, its main
competitors were the more common aublysodonts, and other sic-
kle claws such as similar-sized velociraptor langsfoni and some-
what larger Ttoodonlormosus.

ADASAURUS? MONGOLIENSIS Barsbold, 1983

rypn-Gl7OO/20
TIME-early Maastrichtian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Nemegt Formation of Mongolia

\rpe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -15?



Since it is possible that this Asian species and Dromaeosau-
rus albertensfs share similar small second-toe claws, they may
be the srune genus. Skull bones are known, as are more skeletal
remains,e but not enough has been published for us to be certain
of anything.

GENUS VELOCIRAPTOR Osborn, 1924
syNoNMMs-Def no nychus, Sourorn f tholesres

These are among my very favorite dinosaurs. Their long up-
curved skulls, slender yet compact proportions, and great sickle
claws make these elegant, attractive, yet demonic animals. There
is nothing else like them.

Pound for pound, these are arnong the most powerful of
known predators; certainly no other theropod had such a com-

bination of foot, hand, and head weaponry. The jaws were well
powered and bore long rows of bladed teeth. Hands weJe large

and big-clawed. And of course there are the tremendous sickle
claws, far larger than in any other known predator. Artists often
understate the size of the claws. In some ways, they were the

equivalent of the saber teeth of some extinct cats, weapons of
power well beyond that normal for animals of their size. Espe-

cially so in dromaeosaurE, since the claws were worked by the
most powerful set of muscles on the animal-the legs. Put a

leopard and a V. antirrhopus together and the former would be

Dromaeosaurus albertensis rrpe
,4IvINH 5356

Velociraptor antirrhopus? YPM
5210 robust

Velociraptor antirrhopus? l?M
5120 and MCZ 4371 robust
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Velociraptor antirrhopus l?M
5232 and N,[l'tH 3015 sracile

Velociraptor antirrhopus YPM
5232 srecile

Velociraptor mongoliensis GI 100/
25
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in trouble. Among theropods only TJrrannoseurus, with its ex-

treme skull strength, equalled Velocirapfor in total power relative
to weight. These were big-game hunters, capable of bringing
down animals much bigger than themselves. The jaws were sec-

ondary weapons; undoubtedly Velociraptor killed by deeply rak-
ing the prey's limbs or belly with its sickle claws, likely
disemboweling the victim.to Both claws were probably used in
tandem, to double the effect. Cassowaries, which have long saber
claws on their second toes. do much the same to their enemies.

As for speed, these powerful-limbed dinosaurs were certainly
good runners. Perhaps not as good as the more gracile troodonts
or tyrannosaurs, but then agarn, maybe so.

In a 1987 study of the big-horned dinosaurs, Dawn Adams
noted that they were built in such a way that if the abdominal
muscles were cut, then the whole animal would collapse. She

suggested that the social sickle-claws were adept at leaping onto
the sides of horned dinosaurs and reaching under with their feet

to slice their belly muscles. This is a plausible idea. However, the
horned dinosaurs, which lived in Late Cretaceous North Amer-
ica, were rhino-to-elephant-sized. At that time, most Velociraptor
species were only jackal-sized, far, far too small to tackle such
behemoths, and the bigger, wolf-sizedVelociroptor species were

too few to be important killers of horned dinosaur.
Usually the three species are placed in genera of their owrl.

But bone for bone, and detail after detail, they are almost identi-
cal. The lightly built, upcurved skulls are quite distinctive and
similar, the curvature due in part to the depressed nasals. The
nasals are also L-shaped in cross section. At the front of the snout
the lower edge of the premaxilla is stepped down from the rest
of the tooth row. Preorbital bones, quadratojugals, and most
everything else are carbon copies. The dentaries have unusually
numerous small nerve and vessel openings, especially a distinc-
tive one near the tip, and tend to be upcurved like the snout. The
frontals are sharply triangular, so binocular vision was good.

Braincase size seems modest relative to the skull, but the skull is
strikingly large for the body and, as a consequence, the brain
was large. The skulls show no more differences than those of
modern jackals and wolves, which are in the same genus, and
critical functional difference between the species'skulls and skel-
etons are lacking. They should therefore be regarded as one
genns, one in which small gracile V. mongoliensrs and V. lcngs-
tonf are the'Jackals" to the V. ontirrhopus "wolf."tr
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The heads o/Velociraptor antir-
rhopus YPM 5232 ond V. mongo-
liensis are marked by their long
upcurved snoufs, with poired
nasal horn ridges. Binocular vi-
sion wos weII developed, ond pro-
iobeoks may have been presenf
foo. V. antirrhopus rs showzr hold-
ing on to the opossum-sized prim-
irive mommal Gobiconodon.
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The numerous vessel and nerve openings on the nasals sug-
gest that their sharp rims supported a well-developed horn ridge.
The downstepped premaxilla may have supported a horn sheath
contiguous with the nasal horn ridges, and the dentary's nurner-
ous foramina indicate it sported a long horn covering too. If true,
then the nasal's and premaxilla's horn coverings may have
formed a continuous protobeak, and the soft lips would have
been displaced from the front of the mouth-in fact, it is possible
that all protobirds had beaks of one sort or another. Velocirap-
for's bladed teeth are modest in size, and very distinctive because
the front keels' serrations are usually much fi.ner than those on
the rear. In most theropods the two sets are similar.

Birds have unique "saddle-shaped" neck articulations, and
these are starting to develop in Velociraptor. Nonoverlapping
neck ribs are bird adaptations, as are .the hooked "uncinate"
bones on the side of the rib cage. The last are obvious in the
fighting V. mongoliensis skeleton, and can also be identifled in
the remains of V. ontirrhopus.l2 The posterior trunk rib's shafts
are bent ninety degrees near the top, so the rear half of the rib
cage is square-topped in cross section, something also found in



troodonts. The slender tail is marked by two bands of very long,
ossified rods, one upper and one lower, which are forward exten-
sions of the top and bottom tail bones along the last two thirds of
its length. These made the latter section of the tail into a stiff
whip-action balance for hard maneuvers; in contrast, the first
few vertebrae just behind the hips could bend ninety degrees
upward. Specimens of both V. antirrhopus and V. mongolfensis
prove that the pubes pointed sharply backward, like in Ar-
choeoptery< and Adasaurus. Unfortunately, we cannot compare
Velocirapfor's skeleton to Dromaeosourus, except to say that the
former's foot is more slender.

Teeth and some slender second-toe bones indicate that a
new, small species of Velociraptor was present in the very latest
Cretaceous of western North America. Even more interesting is a
tooth of the same age that Malcolm McKenna has at the AMNH;
it indicates that a species as big or bigger than V. antirrhopus
was alive then, although it seems much less common than the
smaller form. Also at the AMNH is a hyper-extendable toe bone
from the Late Cretaceous of Mongolia that looks like a Velocirap-
for somewhat bigger than V. antirrhopus. So Velociroptor was a

very successful design that remained remarkably little changed
in form for some fifty million years or more, a rare achievement.
It was the arch medium-to-small-sized predator for this period,
although competition from the smaller tyrannosaurs seems to
have encouraged a partial trend toward smaller size as it evolved.

VELOCIRAPTORAI/?IRRHOPL/S (Ostom, 1969a)
s\ Jol\r\t4 

-Deinonychus 
cn f irrhopus

rype-YPM 5205
BESr SpECTMENS-AMNH 3015, MCZ 4371, \?M 5232, YPM 5210
rnre-Aptian-Nbian of the late Early Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Cloverly F ormation of Montana

and Wyoming
NL\rN ANAToMTcAL sruDres-Ostrom, 19 69 a, 197 6b : Paul, 19 87 c

3015/5232 5210 437r
sKULL LENGTH- 332 mm 364 -4L0
TorAL LENGTH- 3.06 m 3.43
FEMUR LENGTH- 284 mm 336
HrP HETcHT- .76 m .87
KTLocRAMMAGE- 45 -52 73

This is my favorite velociraptor, and that is saying a lot. The
long, low, streamlined skull 5232 is exceptionally attractive, and
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Velociraptor antirrhopus in c
Ieoping ottock ogainst a herd of
Tenontosaurus tilleti. The individ-
ual delivering the nvin sloshing
sfrokes wirh ifs sickle clows rs c
solid blackvqriant from fhe nor-
mal color pettern, cpossibility in-
spired by the rore block leopard.
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along with the fantastic claw-armament array, makes it a far
more interesting beast than any fantasy creature I know of. That
this species is sunk into Velociraptor is rather unfortunate, be-
cause the name Deinonychus Ostrom,l969a is a fine one. In this
regard, note how similar the slender, upcurved dentary of skull
5232 is to that of V. mongoliensrs. V. antiruhopus is usually con-
sidered a small dinosaur. But the largest individual was an
eleven-foot-long animal whose head approached half ayard long,
and was of male-timber-wolf mass. If alive today it would be
considered a big predator.

Most of the skull elements are disarticulated, and the skull
is usually drawn as rather allosaur-like. But the maxilla and
nasals of 5232 are well preserved, and the latter show the same
kind of depression seen in V. mongoliensrs-albeit less strongly.
The rest of the skull fits together in a long, low shape too. At one
time the shoulder girdle's coracoid bone was mistaken for the
hip's pubis, so initial restorations showed it with a shallow and
most untheropodian belly. The finding of the real pubis of MCZ



4371 straightened this matter out. John Ostrom also seems to
have switched the inner two fingers. He made the thumb the
biggest clawed, and the second finger the divergent one. Instead,
the hand was probably like Archoeopteryx, with the thumb diver-
gent and bearing the second biggest claw.

The situation with Cloverly V. antirrhopus is complicated by
the fact that two forms seem to be present. In the lower Cloverly
Formation the very large MCZ skeleton has a fairly straight sickle
claw. Higher in the Cloverly the smaller more gracile type foot
and skeleton AMNH 3015 have much more curved claws. This is
not a gowth feature because the feet of the various specimens
are about the same size. No skulls have been found attached to
these skeletons. However, skull YPM 5232 may be from the same
individual as the type foot. These have been combined with the
same-sized skeleton 3015 into a skeletal restoration of one of the
two forms. As for the other form, 5210 has a bigger and relatively
deeper skull than 5232, and its lower jaw's dentary is straighter
and stouter than the latter's. It is possible that the brg 5210 skull
goes with the big MCZ 4371kind of skeleton, and I have made a

restoration of this second form. So there may, and I repeat mcry,

be a big robust-skulled and straighter-clawed Velocirapfor in the
whole of the Cloverly, and a smaller, lower skulled, more curved-
clawed one in the upper part of the formation.t3

What do these forms represent? If the curved-claw form is
limited to the upper Cloverly, it is a species difference. And such
extreme variation in claw curvature is not found in living carni-
vores, so I suspect this to be the case. As stressed before, it is not
unusual for two similar species of a genus to cohabit the sarne
tenitory. But the sample size is too small to prove temporal seg-
regation at this time, and it is possible that the different forms
represent the two sexes, perhaps of the "gracile" and "robust"
sort that marks the earlier coelophysians (see pages 259-263).
The question remains open.

Robert Bakker's V. antirrhopus rendition has become one of
the most famous of dinosaur images.la It is, however, well out of
date, with a head too short in length and too tall, and a much too
shallow belly.

Velocirapfor had no equivalent competition in the Cloverly.
Its main prey was the abundant, half-tonne ornithischian Ten-
ontosourus. Tenontoscurus could bite with its beak and kick
hard, and it was a fair runner, but it was no more powerful than
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a big horse and fair game for sickle-claws. Indeed, the main YPM
Velociraptor quarry does include some pieces of a ?enonrosourus
the velociraptors may have been feeding upon when they all died
together.

VELOCIR 4PTOR LAI{GS?OIJI (Sues, 197 8)
s\NoNl\44-Saurornirholesres lcngsfoni
rren-TMP P74.I0.5
rrun-late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRTBUTToN-Judith River Formation of Alberta

Tlpe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -5

There is not much known of this species, just bits and pieces

of the skull and skeleton, yet it is an important one. Hans Dieter-
Sues noted its close similarity to V. ontirrhopus, so when I com-
pared its skull-roof frontals to the type of V. mongoliensis, it was

no big surprise to see they were virtually identical in shape and
size. Sues assigned some dentaries from the Judith River to Dro-
mceosourus,15 but these are also of the Velocirapfor mold, with
numerous foramina and a pit in the tip.'u Not only that, but they
are robust like V. antirrhopus, and strongly curved like V. mon-
goliensis. They are also the right size to belong to V. lcngtstoni. It
is possible that further remains will show that this species differs
more from its relatives than I think. But what is known indicates
that a species of Velociraptor, one intermediate to the other two
species, was alive in the Judith River. As such, this strengthens
the case for bringing them all into the same genus. Teeth and
skull-roof frontal bones indicate that V. Iangstoni was more com-
mon than Dromoeosourus albertensrs in the Judith River, and
that something very like it lived in the later Horseshoe Canyon
Formation.

VELOCIR APTOR MOI'{ GOLIEI{SIS Osborn, 1924
rype-AMNH 6515
BEST SPECTMENS-I),pe and GI 100/25
TllvlE-early-mid Campanian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Dj adokhta Formation of Mongolia
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDrps-Sue s, 197 7b ; Paul, 7987 c

Tlpe GI 100/25
sKULL LENGTH- 190 mm 249



TOTAL LENGTH-
FEMUR LENGTH-
HIP HEIGHT-
KILOGRAMMAGE- -6.7

2.07 m
-200 mm

.5m
15

This is the most advanced species of the genus, because of
its greatly elongated snout with sharply depressed nasals. The
rims of the L-cross-sectioned nasals are not as sharp as in V.

antirrhopus, so the horn ridges may have been a little lower. The
orbits are larger, but this is a simple function of the animal's
quite small size, which is about that of a jackal or coyote.

It is common for a clade's members to increase in size with
time. The velociraptor's seem to have done the opposite, but this
is by no means unprecedented. For instance, the modern cheetah
is smaller than the Ice Age species.

The type is an exquisitely preserved skull missing some of
its back end. A large sickle claw was found, but the fullnature of
the species was not known until the discovery of the marvelous
and famous "fighting" specimen GI 100/25.1? Virtually complete,
the skeleton is quite like that of V. antirrhopus. The few differ-
ences include a stouter lower arm, hand, and claws, and a

smaller deltoid crest on the humerus. A key item preserved on
the specimen is the very large, and very birdlike, sternal plates,
quite similar to those of oviraptors. It is presumed that the other
species of Velocfraptor had them too. The sternum replaces the
forward abdominal ribs, which have completely disappeared in
birds. The reader should know that the proportions of the skele-
tal restoration are approximate.

Protoceratopids were the most conunon Djadokhta herbi-
vores, and were the main prey of V. mongolfensrs. These were no
pushovers, having very big paruot-beaked skulls powered by
enormous jaw muscles. Indeed, the remains of GI 100/25 are
locked in mutually mortal combat with a small horned dinosaur,
the velociraptor's hand still gripped in protoceratopsid's beak!
Oviraptor was also its prey. This sickle-claw's main competitor
was the somewhat less corrunon Sourornffhoides mongolfensis,
which was larger but less formidably armed.

The.lrlonpre doceous and Bbarre Oviroptors

Although the name caenagnathids is more proper, I use ovi-
raptors informally because it is more familiar and easier to say.
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This animal reolly exr'sred/ Ovi-
raptor philoceratops in a fighting
mode, and bouncing on irs heovy
tqil.
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These are truly weird theropods, even more so than Carnotaurus.
It is the convoluted shape of the skull, and the strange arrange-
ment of the mouth roof and the jawbones that has us paleontolo-
gists scratching our heads, especially over Owrcpfor. That they
are beaked, however, is no more odd than it is for ostrich-mimics
and birds. And the skeleton is fairly normal, if birdtike.

Certainly these were not true predators, for although the
beak was somewhat parrot-like, it was not hooked as in preda-
tory birds. It has been suggested that they were semiaquatic
mollusk eaters, but the slender-boned skull seems too weak for
this. On the other hand, the skull was too strongly built and
specialized for picking up small mammals or stealing eggs, as has
been thought, although such items may have made up part of
their diet. Some sort of unusual herbivory was probable, but just
what kind is not possible to tell. Adding to the confusion are the
turo conical teeth in the roof of the mouth of Oviraptor. Quite



unheard of in other theropods, their function is a mystery. So is
the mandible's portion of the jaw joint, for it is bulbous instead
of being a grooved hinge. These jaw joints are most like those of
the bizarre dicynodont mammal-like reptiles, and they indicate
that Ovirapfor fed with an odd back-and-forth motion of the
jaws.t8

The design of the palate and the intensely pneumatic skull
bones indicate that these were somewhat closer to birds than
archaeopterygids. However, some of the avian features must have
been developed parallel to birds, for other, more advanced pro-
tobirds sometimes lack them.

FAMILY CAENAGNATHIDAE Sternber a. 19 40

*Microvenator celer

Ch irosfeno tes pergracf lfs
C. rarus

Ovirap tor (Oviraptor) philocero tops
O. (Ingenia) yanshini

SUBFAMILY CAENAGNATHINAE (Sternber g, 19 40)

*GENUS MICROVEIIATOR Ostrom, 1970

*M/CRO\IEI/ATOR CELER Ostrom, 197 0
rrpB-AMNH 3041 (juvenile?)
rur,ln-Aptian-Albian of the late Early Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Cloverlv Formation of Montana

Tlpe
FEMUR LENGTH- 724 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -3?

Only parts of the skeleton are known; its poorly ossified
vertebrae indicate it was a young one. The hyperelongated upper
ankle process is the sort advanced avetheropods had, while the
lack of tall spines on the neck vertebrae mimic the same condi-
tion in the abelisaurian megalosaurs. These spineless neck
bones, and the fact that the limb bones look very much like those
of Chirostenofes, (see below) cause Philip Currie and Dale Rus-
sell to suspect that this is an early oviraptor . Microvenator lacks
the back-swept pubes in the hips and coracoids in the shoulder
seen in dromaeosaurs. Microvenctor was alwavs in danger from
V elo c ir ap tor antirrh op us.
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GENUS CHIROSTEI/O?ES Gilmore. 1924
SYNoNMV{ s-Macrophalongia, Elmisaurus, Ccen agnathus?

At first, only a hand and foot from Alberta were known, but
they came from different sites and were thought to be two differ-
ent taxa, Chirosrenotes and Macrophalongia.le Then a similar
hand and foot were found together in Mongolia, showing that
they were from the same kind of creature. Yet more recently,
much of a skeleton has shown up in Alberta. The long thumb of
this genus looks rather like that of a primitive ostrich-mimic, and
is quite different from the short one of Oviraptor. Likewise, the
feet are similar to the early ornithomimid Gorudimius. So I was
quite skeptical of Philip Currie's and Dale Russell's .suggestion
that this was really an oviraptor, but having seen the new skele-
ton, it is plain that they were right.2o The finger claws have a little
lip at the joint like Ow'rcptor's, and the hip's ilium and ischium
are clearly of the oviraptor type. This means that these primitive
oviraptors either converge with the ostrich-mimics in the thumb
and foot, or that they are closer relatives than we have realized.
Gauthier pointed out in 1986 that the second toe of Chirosfenofes
may be hyperextendable. If so, it was less well developed than in
Archaeopteryx, much less so than in the sickle-claws. Perhaps
the toe was in the process of losing its hyperextendability; her-
bivores such as these would not have had much use for it.

The story does not end here. Primitive, oviraptor-like jaws
have long been known from the same American sediments as

Chfrosfenofes.2l It is quite possible that these jaws, called Coen-
ognothus Sternberg, 1940, belong to Chirostenotes, and such is
assumed here. Remains suggest that this genus was present in
Alberta's Horseshoe Canvon Formation.

CHIROSTEI{OTES PERGRACIL/S Gilmore, 192 4
S\TJoI\M\4 s-Mocrophalangio concdens is, Caenagnathus

collinsi?, Caenagna fhus sternber gi?
rleB-NMC 2367
BEST SPECTMEN-TMP 79.20.1
rmB-late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HORIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Judith River Formation of Alberta

\rpe NMC 8538
KTLocRAMMAGE- -20? -50?

Most of the limbs are known from the new TMP skeleton,
but not enough of the skull and vertebrae have been found to



fashion a skeletal restoration. The "Coenognathus" lower jaws

that may belong to this species have at various times been con-

sidered as belonging to a bird.22 They are not especially odd in
gross proflle, but they have oviraptor feafures, including an un-
usually big opening in the lower jaw surrounded by slender in-
terlocking bones, and an upwardly bulging jaw joint. Both the
hand and legs are very long and gracile, and the central cannon
bone is strongly pinched at its upper end, a characteristic of the
genus.

There is a good amount of variation in the specimen's jaw
and foot bones, enough to imply that either distinct sexes or two
species may be involved. More remains are needed to see what is
going on. The array of Alberta sickle-claws and tyrannosaurs
were the nemesis of these more placid theropods.

CHIROSTEI{O"ES RARUS (Osmolska, 198D

SYNoIM\4-Elm iscu nrs ro rus
rsrye-ZPN-MgD-U172
TIME-early Maastrichtian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Nemegt Formation of Mongolia

Tlpe
KTLocRAMMAGE- -15?

The hand of this small, fragmentary species is virtually iden-
tical to that of C. pergracilis, and the feet of the two are also quite
alike. So, unless new remains prove otherwise, this should defi-
nitely be put in Chirostenofes. The cannon bones show a ten-
denry to fuse together, another feature corrunon to the genus.

SUBFAMILY OVIRAPTORINAE (Barsbold, 197 6)

Many skulls are known for the subfamily's two taxa. They
are so alike that taken alone they would easily be the same genus,

but the strong morphological and functional differences between
the hands supports a subgeneric distinction.

The skull is very short in length and tall in height for a

theropod. It looks something like a parrot's, and has slender
cheekbones. Unlike other protobirds, binocular vision has been

lost, a characteristic of herbivores that need to scan 360 degrees
for predators. The braincase elements are bulbous, so the brain
was quite large. The snout is especially short and deep, with a
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very reduced maxillary region. The roof of the mouth, instead of
being vaulted like that of a proper theropod, is depressed below
the upper jaw line. It is very unusual in detailed design, although
avian-like in basic motif. The contorted lower jarvs are also short
and deep, especially at mid length. These features are truly out
of the ordinary.

Somewhat more ordinary is the skeleton.23 The shoulder gir-
dle and forelimbs are very like those of Archaeopteryx andVelo-
ciraptor. They retain a big furcula, rather like Archaeopterry's
but more wishbone-shaped, and the very large breastplate is sim-
ilar to Velocirapfor's. The wrist's half-moon-shaped carpal block
is co-ossified to the hand. a birdlike feature. The hand itself is
surprisingly variable in the group, being ornithomimid-like in
Chirosfenofes, dromaeosaur-like in O. philocerafops, and quite
unique in O. yonshfnf. The tail is said to lack the ossified rods of
the sickle-claws-apparently the peaceful oviraptors did not
need such accessories-and it is said that the tail is exceptionally
deep. The parallelogram-shaped ilium and short triangualar-
aproned ischium are in the protobird model. But-although it
has been suggested otherwise-the pubes supposedly point a

little forward as in normal theropods, not backward as in ar-
chaeopterygrds." The type skeleton of O. philocerofops seems to
lack neural spines on the neck vertebrae. A close look leads me
to think they are broken off, but I could be wrong.

So far, these two oviraptors are known only from Mongoiia,
including remains from the Nemegt Formation. Velocfropfor and
Tloodon were constant dangers to them.

GENUS OWRAPTOR Osborn, 7924

SUBGENUS OWRAPTOR (OWRAPTOT (Osborn, 1924)

OWRAPTOR (OWRAPTOp PHILOCERATOPS Osborn, 1924
,rype-AIr,{NH 6517
BESr SPECTMENS-type and GI 100/42
TrME-early to late Campanian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoNS AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Djadokhta and Barun Goyot

Formations of Mongolia
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Barsbold, 19 83a

Tlpe G1100/42
sKULL LENGTH- 186 mm 2I0
TorAL LENGTH- -2.5 m



FEMUR LENGTH- -262? mm
HrP HETcHT- -.75 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 33

The type skeleton was described in the same brief yet sem-

inal paper as the two other Djadokhta protobirds, Velociraptor
mongoliensrs and Troodon mongoliensfs. The toothless skull and
skeleton had been only partly prepared, so the head's strange-
ness was obscured enough for Osborn to think it was an ostrich-
mimic, which are also toothless. In fact, a few restorations have

shown it as a low-headed, ornithomimid-like animal. This could
not be further from the truth.

O. philocerotops was not satisfied, figuratively speaking,
with the aberration of its skull, so it developed an intricately
pneumatic, flattened premaxillary-nasal crest.2s Presumably this
crest developed as a visual display device. Structurally, it is very
like the big head crest of the living cassowary, and it was proba-
bly enlarged by a light horn sheath. The shoulder and arm bones

were remarkably large and strong, and the long, big-clawed fin-
gers were very dromaeosaur-like. In fact, the thumb's short me-

tacarpal may be a retained feature shared with dromaeosaurs.

The unreql heqd o/Oviraptor
philoceratops. Exoctly whot the
cresf was for is nof cleqr. Obsewe
the two little teeth ostride fhe
midline of the mouth's roof.
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Oviraptor (Oviraptor) philocera-
tops qpe ,4 {NH 6517 ond GI 100/
42

Oviraptor (Oviraptor) philocera-
tops 0,?e AMNH 6517

Oviraptor (Ingenia) yanshini?
ZPAL MsD-1/95
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The skeletal drawing's front half is after the type, with the better
preserved GI loo/42 head standing in. Most of the hind limbs are
after other specimens, the lower hip bones are rather schematic,
and the proportions are approximate. More complete oviraptor
skeletons may be published soon.26

Peaceful o. philoceratops must have been the frequent vic-
tim of the sickle-claws. Speed was one of the oviraptor's defenses,
but it may have stood its ground too, lashing out like a glant
South American anteater with its powerful arms and biting like
a parrot. Note that o. yonshinf was a contemporary only later on,
in the Barun Goyot Formation. It is likely that the two species
prefened somewhat different kinds of vegetation, in order to
avoid direct competition.



SUBGENUS OWRAPTOR 0I'IGEIVA) (Barsbold, 198 1)

OWRAPTOR (II/GEI/IA) YAIJSHII{/ (Barsbold, 19 8 1)

rrpe-Gl 100/30
BEST spECtMENS-type and a number of others
TlME-mid-late Campanian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Barun Goyot Formation of

Mongolia
MArN ANATOMICAL sruDY-Osmolska, 197 6

ZPAL MgD-V9S
sKULL LENGTH- 105 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -6?

Although the skull lacks the crest of O. philocetatops, O.

ycnshini is weirdly unique in having fingers that not only are

very short, but become increasingly so going outward.2T The fin-

gers are also fairly stout, and the outer claws are reduced in size.

Why the hand is this way is yet another oviraptorian mystery,

though one suspects it has something to do with feeding habits. I

do not agree with Barsbold's idea that they were webbed for
swimming, because digits become longer to support webs, not

shorter. Otherwise this species seems to be a somewhat smaller

yet stouter version of O. philocerafops. It may have as many as

seven hip vertebrae28 and only eleven dorsals, which would be

more and fewer respectively than known in any other theropod.

The Enigmaf ic Osf rich-Mim ics

Along with oviraptors, the ostrich-mimics or ornithomimids
are another theropod group that is not in tune with the predatory

theme of this book. Toothless and small-skulled, the ostrich-
mimics were ostrich-like herbivores, not arch predators. In fact,

much else about these dinosaurs is also ostich-like-the big

eyes, long slender neck, compact body, and very long gracile

limbs. However, unlike the big ground birds, the forelimbs are

very long and have fingers, and of course there is a well-devel-
oped tail. I call them enigmatic because their feeding habits and

relationships have long been perplexing to dinosaurologists.

The ostrich-like nature of these animals was recognized

when the very first fragmentary remains, including a foot, were

described by Marsh in 1890. Indeed, it is too bad that the family

name is not Struthiomimidae (ostrich-mimic), instead of the less
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precise ornithomimidae @ird-mimic). After all, all theropods
are birdlike. until recently the only good remains came from a
handful of very similar and advanced species. In the last few
years, new, more primitive species have been discovered, and
these have been very helpful in eliminating some possible rela-
tionships of this group with others. The most primitive known
species even has a few very small teeth near the tip of its jaws.

The combination of the unusual skull and the long, slender
forelimbs bearing long, gently curved claws has long perplexed
those trying to understand ornithomimid feeding habits. The key
to understanding this problem is found in the small, beaked head
and the long neck. Clearly, these creafures cannot be true pred-
ators. It has often been suggested that ostrich-mimics were om-
nivorous, picking up small animals and insects along with fruits
and soft plants. or that they were experts in stealing dinosaur
and reptile eggs from their nests.

At this point we need to take a close look at the heads of big
ground birds. The ostrich and emu are often thought of as omni-
vores that will eat any items they can swallow. But field obser-
vations indicate they are really grazers and browsers; they
concentrate on picking up the higher quality plant parts that their
rather simple digestive systems can cope with. Small animals and
eggs are not on their menus, though emus do eat insects. Ostrich
and emu heads are amazing because of how weakly they are built
and muscled. Made of light struts and thin sheets of bone, their
jaw muscles are small and have little leverage.

Quite different are the great birds that lived in New zealanc
until recent centuries-the moas. Although their skulls are also
small, they are much more strongly built. The skull and jaws are
deep and heavily braced, and were operated by large muscles
that gave them a powerful bite. The moas' big, broad bellies
carried a more sophisticated digestive system for digesting
plants, and the stomach contents of natural mummies show that
they were biting off and eating more t-igs than leaves.2e

ornithomimid skulls are alleged to have been frail. But they
are really built more like those of moas than ostriches. The
snouts and lower jaw were fairly deep. In advanced species the
cheek opening is nearly closed off, and the quadrate sometimes
braces the jugal in the cheek. All this helps strengthen the jaw
joint. As for the muscles, the snout and strong roof of the mouth
supported large jaw-closers. The temporal muscles at the back of
the head are rather small, and ostrich-mimic skulls were not as



powerful as those of predatory theropods. But they were much
stronger than those of ostriches-an ornithomimid could proba-

bly bite your finger off, and could easily deal with twigs and other
tough plant material. The slender neck and its muscles are again

less so than in ostriches, so ornithomimids could peck and pull
harder. All this tells us a lot of things. Such powerful jaws are

not needed to eat eggs, nor are they necessary to grab and swal-

low small animals. Ostrich-mimic heads and necks can only be

explained as an adaptation for browsing, probably on tougher

grade plants than those consurned by ostriches. On the other
hand, these theropods' relatively small bellies suggest they

picked on less resistant plant parts more often than did moas.

But what about those peculiar forelimbs? Everything from
grasping eggs to raking open animal and insect nests has been

suggested for them. In 1985, Elizabeth Nicholls and Anthony Rus-

sell showed that, unlike those of other theropods, the thumb and

fingers of Ornithomimus swing toward each other when they are

flexed, so the hand works as a naruow hook rather than as a

broad rake or grasping tool. When faced with a branch beyond

the head's reach, ostrich-mimics may have hooked onto the

branch's lower portion with a hand or two and pulled to bring
the upper end within reach of the jaws. When not in use, the

forelimbs could not be folded up as well as those of other proto-

birds, as the simplified elbow and wrist would not allow it.
Nicholls and Russell also believe that ornithomimid shoulder

blades were mobile. This may well be conect, since the coracoid

is fairly short, and both the furcula and large breastplate are

missing so there is no interlocking between the bones. Perhaps

ornithomimids lost these protobird flight adaptations as a way of
freeing up the shoulder and increasing the reach of the arms.

Another idea about ostrich-mimics is that they were waders

that fed on small aquatic vertebrates.3o But we have already seen

that their heads and forelimbs are not built for feeding on small
animals. Besides, wading birds have long slender toes that pro-
vide good support on soft surfaces. Ostrich-mimics have much
shorter and stouter running toes that are similar to those of rheas

and emus.
An important thing is that ostrich-mimics'beaks, and ovirap-

tors' too, were ensheathed with horn or keratin, just like in tur-
tles and birds. Following the shape of the underlying bone, the

horn covering lengthened the beak. Growing constantly as its
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edges were worn down, it kept its owner equipped with sharp
cutting edges.

The smaller snout, relative to other theropods, suggests that
their sense of smell was not as well developed as in predatory
species. Confirmation comes from the brain's olfactory bulbs,
which were smaller than in other theropods. Having only a so-so
sense of smell, their big eyes served as the key food sensors and
predator detectors. ornithomimids might have bit and pecked at
smaller theropods, and they could give a hefty "ostrich kick"-
ostriches are known to kill lions with kicks-but their main de-
fense was high-speed flight. Tlrannosaurs and sickle-claws were
the main dangers to ostrich-mimics. In fact, being herbivores that
had to forage for large amounts of fodder, ornithomimids and
oviraptors must have slept much less than their predaceous rel-
atives. Being a vegetarian can be tough.

casts of brain cavities show that ostrich-mimic brains were
about as large relative to their bodies as those of ostriches.3r The
braincases are very birdlike, with bulbous and pneumatic lower
elements and the middle ear set in a circular depression.r2 A
distinctive feature of ornithomimids is the thumb and its meta-
carpal, which are both long relative to the other fingers.

A big part of the ornithomimid enigma is their place relative
to other theropods. They may have been members of the proto-
bird group. This is indicated by their very birdlike braincases,
middle ears and mouth roofs. As such, they may have descended
from flying ancestors similar toArchaeopteryx, then greatly mod-
ified their form to meet the demands of a herbivorous, tenestrial
life-style. The herbivory may have evolved in their flying ances-
tors, to be inherited by oviraptors, ostrich-mimics, and possibly
the avimimids discussed on page 402. rndeed, ornithomimids
may be close relatives of primitive oviraptors like Chirosfenofes
(see page 373). or, the herbivory could have evolved indepen-
dently. ostrich-mimics are like the other advanced protobirds in
that they have normal pubes, instead of the back-swept ones seen
in basal protobirds and birds proper. As discussed elsewhere,
this may or may not contradict their descent from protobirds. In
any case, the first ornithomimids appear fairly early in the Cre-
taceous. These early remains include fairly advanced as well as
primitive species, so they must have appeared even earlier in the
Cretaceous. They spread to North America and became more
conunon in the Late Cretaceous.



Most ostrich-mimics are small or medium-sized, but one

possible member is gigantic. There has been a tendenry to place

each of the most primitive species in a family of its own. But

there is as much or more variation in such single modern carni-

vore families as the Canidae. So I see no need for more than one

ostrich-mimic family-the third largest among theropods-with
a subfamily holding the primitive forms. Although the ostrich-

mimics are extinct, it is nice to know that in ostriches one sees a

modern evocation of their basic design. No other dinosaurs are

so closely reproduced in the modern fauna.

FA\4ILY ORNITHOMIMIDAE Marsh, 1890

Horpymim us ok la dnikovi

Gorudimimus brewpes

*Deinocheims m irrTtcus

Ornithomimus? offinis
O.? osiaticus
O. alrus
O. edmontonicus
O. samueli
O. brevitertius
O. velox
O. bullarus

SUBFAMILY GARUDIMIMINAE (Barsbold, 1981)

GENUS IARPYMIMUS Barsbold and Perle, 1984

IIARPYMIMUS OI{"ADI/IKOW Barsbold and Perle, 1984

rrpn-Gl100/29
TlME-Aptian-Albian? of the mid-Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-shinehuduk Formation of

Mongolia
Tlpe

sKULL LENGTH- -270 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -I25?

This is the second archaic ostrich-mimic to be known from
good remains, and the most primitive. The type consists of an

almost complete skull (albeit crushed) along with most of the PREDAToRY DINOSAURS

skeleton. As only a preliminary note showing a few of the bones oF rHE woRLD

is out, I could not do a skeletal restoration of this very intriguing 382



Garudimimus brevipes hcd c
strcrghr-edged beak qnd a pecu-
Iiar brow horn quite dffirent
from fhose of more advanced Or-
nithomimus.

Garudimimus brevipes type GI
100/13
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theropod. The most interesting thing about it is that although the
jaws are beaked, the tip of the lower jaw bears ten or eleven
small conical teeth, making this the only ostrich-mimic that still
has teeth. The mandible is down-curved, the hand is fairly un-
modified with a moderate-length thumb, and the central cannon
bone of the foot is only moderately compressed. Note that this
very primitive ostrich-mimic lived at the same time as much more
advanced species. Harpymimus was probably still eating small
animals, as well as plants.

GARUDIMIMUS BREWPES Barsbold, 198 I
rypB-GI 100/13
rnaB-Coniacian-Santonian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HORIZON AND DISTRIBUTION-BAYShCEN-ShirCh FOTMAtiON Of

Mongolia
Tlpe

sKULL LENGTH- 260 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -85?

This is the first primitive ostrich-mimic known from good
remains, including an excellent skull. The long, low, toothless
head is clearly ornithomimid, and the braincase includes the
bulbous lower elements. The skull's primitive features include a
normal theropodian cheek region and a straight, simple beak.
The tip of the beak has a little notch. The skull's roof also has a
rather strange little centerline horn in front of the eye socket.
Primitive features of the foot include a less reduced central can-
non bone, and a still present inner toe.



*SUBFAMILY DEINOCHEIRINAE (Osmolska and Roniewicz,
re6e)

*GENUS DEI IOCHEIRUS Osmolska and Roniewicz, 7969

*DEI^IOCHEIR US MIRIFICUS Osmolska and Roniewic z, 1969

wps-ZPAL MgD-V6
TIME-early Maastrichtian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Nemegt Formation of Mongolia

T),pe
ToNNAGE- 6-12

This is one of those enigmatic, poorly known dinosaurs that

has us dinosaurologists all agog and drumming our fingers as we

hope for more to show up. Only the arms and hands are known,

and they are2.4 m (almost 8 f0 long. Of course, some have not

been able to resist comparing this set to the forelimbs of TJnon-

nosourus rex and extrapolating fantastic sizes for the owner, but
this is a false comparison because tyrannosaurs have unusually

small arms for their size. Much more pertinent is John Ostrom's

observation of 1972 that the Deinocheirus forelimbs are, bone for

bone, much the same as those of ornithomimids. This includes

the long thumb metacarpal, and the slenderness of all the long

bones. However, the claws are more robust and strongly curved.

if this is an ornithomimid, then the forelimbs should be relatively

long relative to the body. But this still must have been an enor-

mous animal. In the mass estimates, it is assumed this had about

the same mass-to-scapula relationship as did small ostrich-mim-
ics. What it looked like and what it did is anybody's guess, but
its hands, which are more advanced looking than those of FIor-

p;.znfmus, suggest that it was a toothless ostrich-mimic. I place it
as more primitive than Ornithomimus because its humerus has a

bigger deltoid crest. The great claws may have evolved for non-

predatory feeding purposes, for they are too blunt for killing, but

would have been effective defensive weapons. Whatever it was,

Deinocheirus was a rare and bizarue member of the Mongolian
fauna.

SUBFAMILY ORNITHOMIMINAE (lr4arsh, 1890)

GENLIS ORI{ITHOMIMUS Marsh, 1890

s\NoNM\4s-Archceorn ithom imus?, Drom icefom imus,

G allimimus, S rru th iom imus

This is the archtypical ostrich-mimic genus, well known for
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decades from a number of skulls and skeletons. Usually it is split
into several genera, based on supposed differences in the beaks
and in the proportions of the skeleton. But while restoring their
skulls, I noticed that things were not as they had been believed.
Traditionally, the North American species were restored with
straight-edged upper and lower beaks.33 The new Mongolian
"Gallimimus" was given a very different upturned beak tip..,
Neither is right. Instead, the edge of the upper beak is fluted to
greater or lesser degrees, often with an especially large flute on
the maxilla, and the end of the lower jaw is kinked. Although the
details differ, this means that all these advanced ostrich-mimics
are. much more similar than previously thought. Many a genus of
living birds show more variation than this. The proportional dif-
ferences in the body and limbs are also minor, often no greater
than found in living species of ground birds. In fact, flipping
through my skeletal restorations I often have trouble figuring out
which is which. A good rule of thumb is that when fhrs happens,
you are dealing with species and not genera. Since there are no
major functional differences between these species, this certainly
is the way to go.

other skull characters that tlpiry this genus include the re-
duced cheek opening, bracing of the jaw-supporting quadrate by
the cheek's jugal bone in at least some species, and a strongly
forward-sloping quadrate. The eyes were bigger than those of
ostrichs-although they are sometimes overblown in illustrations

-yet their skulls were narrower. The eyeballs were therefore
flattened, and could not move much in their sockets, meaning
ostrich-mimics must have had to flick their heads to and fro to
slght in on various objects. Because the eyes faced somewhat
sideways, binocular vision was more limited than in some other
protobirds, a firical adaptation for improving an animals ability
to detect predators from behind.

An interesting feature is the tendenry for the top of the na-
sals to be rugose. The rugosity probably supported a long, low
nasal horn, similar to but lower than those of tyrannosaurs. This
is surprising, and shows that these peaceful ostrich-mimics are
not quite as ostrich-like as often supposed. In fact, this is a prob-
lem of many ornithomimus restorations-they are too ostrich-
like. After all, the skull is deeper and narrower than in ostriches,
and the neck is shorter and less supple. The chest is shallow and
not very broad. Abdominal ribs preserved in position show that
the belly's lower contour is not as hollow as in hungry predatory



theropods. This is so because ostrich-mimics always kept their
bellies at least partly filled with digesting plant material in order
to support the flora of microorganisms that do the actual break-
ing down of plant materials.

The humerus of this genus is odd in being very long and

slender, with only a tiny deltoid crest. The hand is also out of the

ordinary in that the thumb and its metacarpal are about as long

as the other fingers, and the claws are often very long, slender,

and only a little curved.. All in all, quite peculiar.
Well-preserved hips show that the pelvic canal is unusually

broad; it may have been that Ornithomimus laid big, ostrich-
sized eggs. Ornithomimus tails are shorter than in most other
theropods. This was probably a speed adaptation, a way of re-

ducing weight. Ostrich-mimic hips are exceptionally big, and the

hind limbs are extremely long, powerful, and gracile, with very
long, slender cannons. Few other dinosaurs are built as much for
speed, but ostrich-mimic limbs are closely matched by the re-

markably similar limbs of the tyrannosaurs that hunted them.

Ornithomimus is unusual among theropods and birds in having

lost the inner toe: yet another speed adaptation.

I have to admit I was disappointed in the appearance of the

skeletons as they turned out in restoration. They look rather

unelegant; I had hoped for something more graceful. Dale Rus-

sell's 1972 restorations of these animals are more aesthetically
pleasing, but this is because the backs are curved in the wrong
direction and the knees are too straight. Then agaun, when one

thinks about it, ostriches are not the most attractive of creatures

either.
I also wish that the name Srruthiomimus had priority, be-

cause it is much more appropriate. With its derived skull and
htghly modified limbs, this is easily the most advanced genus in
the family. Because O. affinis lived some sixty million years be-

fore the last species of this genus, I include it somewhat reluc-

tantly, even though it looks like it does belong. Otherwise, most

of the species are so similar that it is difficult to sort out their
relationships, so the order below is only approximate. In addition
to the named species, John Ostrom points to some probable Or-
nithomimus remains from the mid-Cretaceous Cloverly Forma-

tion of Montana.3s There are also a number of tenuous species

based on poor material from the Late Cretaceous formations of
the Rockies. Most of these probably belong to the better-known
species.
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oRr{ TTH)MTMU S? (ARCTTAEORTJ TTHOMTMU 3?) AFFltillS
Gilmore. 1920

syNoNM\4 
-Archoeornithomimus 

affinis?
T\?E-assorted USNM specimens
rtue-Hauterivian or Baruemian of the mid Early

Cretaceous
HORIZONS AND DISTRIBUTION-ArundeI Formation of New Jersev
KTLocRAMMAGE- -I25?

Primitive, curved toe claws led Dale Russell to place this in
Archoeornithomimus Russell, 1922, which has similar feet (see
next species). Although known only from scraps, it is an impor-
tant species because it shows how early the first advanced. orni-
thomimids appeared.

oRr{ ITHOMIMU S? (,4RCHAEOR),I ITHOMTMU S?) ASA?ICUS
Gilmore. 7933

S\ JONIylv{ 
-Ar chaeornithomimus csio f icus?

rrpe-AMNH 6569
TIME-early Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Iren Debasu Formation of

Mongolia
AMNH 6559

KTLocRAMMAGE- -20?

Because the fragmentary remains of this very small ostrich-
mimic include cannon bones and curved toe claws that are more
primitive than the later species of ornirhomimus, Russell gave it
the new narne Archaeornithomimr:rs. This does not seem enough
of a reason; for example, in the bear genus ursus there is as
much variation in claw shape. Actually, not enough is known to
tell if this is a valid genus, or subgenus, or neither.

ORIIITHOMIMUS ALTUS Lambe. tg\z
sYNo\lYM-Srru rh rom f mus olrus
rrep-NMC 930
BEST AND Drspr-Ay spECrMnx-AMNH 5339
rnaB-Late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoNS AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Judith River and Horseshoe

THE pREDAToRy DTNOSAURS Canyon? Formations of Alberta
387 MAIN ANAToMICAL sruDres-Osborn, 1916; Russell, 1972



Ornithomimus alnrs browsing!
nsing irs orms to hold down a
brqnch.

l,'f7'/"'t r/

AMNH 5339
SKULL LENGTH- 240 MM
TOTAL LENGTH- 4.3 M
FEMUR LENGTH- 480 MM
HIP HEIGHT- 1.4 M
KILOGR,AMMAGE- 153

The AMNH 5339 skeleton described by Fairfield Osborn was
the flrst complete ornithomimid skeleton discovered. It remains
the best. Unfortunately the back part of the skull is still unknown,
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and how square the beak's tip was is not clear. The fluting of the
upper beak seems to be simpler than in other members of the
genus, and the length of both the fore and hind limbs is moderate
relative to the other species. In fact, the lack of any special fea-
tures in this species makes it the most generalized member of the
group. Although the specimen is complete, the length of the back
is difficult to restore because the vertebrae are somewhat dis-
placed, and still partly buried in the sediments.

O. clrus appears to have been the most common ostrich-
mimic in the Judith River, where O. edmonfonicus and O. sc-
mueli were its companions. The modest differences in beak shape
that exist between these forms probablv indicate somewhat dif-
fering feeding habits, which heiped them avoid direct competi-
tion with one another. Packs of small sickle-claws, and big and
swift Albertosourus libratus, were the main predators of O. olrus.
The species'presence in the Horseshoe Canyon Formation is not
certain.

O RIIJ. I T H OMIMUS EDMO}/"OIilC US St e rnb e rg, I 93 3
SYNoNM\4-Sfru fh fom imus curreli
rree-NMC 8632
BEST AND DrspL\y spECrMex-ROM 851 (subadult?)
rnvre-Late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoNS AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Judith River? and Horseshoe

Canyon Formations of Alberta
ROM 851 NMC 12411?

sKULL LENGTH- 234 mm
TorAL LENGTH- 3.3 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 435 mm 500 mm
HrP HETcHT- I.25 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 110 -165

This species is well known from the virtually complete ROM
851, which lacks only most of the tail. The skull is crushed, but
it is fairly well preserved. Note that this is the only species of
ornithomimus for which the length of the trunk is certain. The
tip of the beak is very square, the beak fluting is very well devel-
oped, and the nasals are more rugose than in other members of
the genus. This is the sole theropod rvhose thumb metacarpal is
actually longer than the others. The limbs are very long for the
body, much as in O. breviterffus. O. edmontonicus was relativelv

J

uncorrunon in its two formations.



ORIJITHOMIMUS 5,4 /IUELI (Parks, 1928b)
syNoNryMs-Drom ice iom imus somueli. Stru th iom imus samuel i
rrpe-ROM 840
run-Late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTION-JudiIh River Formation of Alberta

IVpe
sKULL LENGTH- 258 mm
KTLocRAMMAcE- -150?

The only good remains of this species are a fine skull along
with the front part of the animal. The upper arms are exception-
ally long, and with details of the skull this suggests it is a close

relative of, or perhaps ancestral to, the later O. breviterfius. The

beak is straighter-edged with a sharper tip than in other mem-

bers of the genus, and the nasal horn ridge is weakly developed.

Ornithomimus alrus A.NINH 5339

Ornithomimus edmontonicus
ROM 851



Ornithomimus brevitertius $pe
ROM 867

Ornithomimus samueli type ROM
u0

Ornithomimus bullatus ZPAL
MgD-1/94 and GI 100/10 juvenile

Ornithomimus bullatus type Gl
100/11
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ORI'I ITHOMIMUS BREWTERTIU S (Parks, 192 6)
srrNo\IyMs-D rom ice iom im us b rew f e rtius, Stru rh f om f m us

brevitertius, Struthiomimus fngens
rrpe-RO}i4 867
BESr SPECTMEN-NMC 12228
rnae-latest Campanian to early Maastrichtian of the late Late

Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Horseshoe Canyon Formation of

Alberta
MArN ANAToMTcAL sruDrcs-Parks, 1926: Russell, 1972

IYpe
sKULL LENGTH* -240 mm
TorAL LENGTH- 3.66 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 468 mm
HrP HETcHT- 1.47 m
r<rlocnavvacp- 744

As possible descend.ants of O. scmueli, these two species
were placed in a new genus Dromiceiomimus Russell, 1972. But
as explained, all the advanced ostrich-mimics are too alike to be
put in different genera. This is the hardest to restore of the Or-
nfrhomimus skeletons. A fair portion of the skull is preserved,
but since it lacks the whole beak, I did not restore the head
separately. The beak on the skeleton is after O. scmueli. The
skeleton is modified from Dale Russell's: I have made the neck
and trunk a little longer and the forearm and hand a little shorter
than he did, but I cannot prove all this since much of these parts
are missing. What is known shows that this species is longer-
armed and longer-legged than other ostrich-mimics. Its remains
are abundant in the Horseshoe Canyon, much as O. olrus was
dominant in the Judith River. A contemporary of later popula-
tions of O. edmontonicus, these two risked ending up in the belly
of the big tyrannosaur Albertosaurus sarcophogus.

ORNITHOMIMUS VELOX Marsh, 1890
rren-YPM 542/548
rnae-late Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoNS AND DTsTRIBUTIoN-Denver Formation of Colorado

and Kaiparowits Formation of Utah
MNA PI7762A

KILocRAMMAGE- -175?
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Like aII ornirhomimids, Orni-
thomimus bullatus ho,d q fluted
upper beak, drsrinctive from that
of any living ground bird. Nofice
that there rs o low rugrose nascl
ridge like in 0,rronnosours.
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This is the first discovered of the ornithomimids, and still
one of the least known despite a new yet very fragmentary spec-
imen published by Frank DeCourten and Dale Russell in 1985.

ORI,IITHOMIMUS BULIA"US (Osmolska et al., ITZZ)
sYfJoN\a4 - G allimim us bullatu s
rren-Gl 100/11
BESr SpECTMENS-type, GI 100/10 (uvenile) , ZPAL MgD-V1

0urr.)
TIME-early Maastrichtian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRrzoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Nemegt Formation of Mongolia

MgD-U94 \pe
sKULL LENGTH- -170 mm 330
TorAL LENGTH- 2.75 m 6.0
FEMUR LENGTH- 267 mm 660
HrP HETcHT- .79 m I.9
KTLocRAMMAGE- 27 440

Discovered in the 1960s,36 this is the largest species of Ornr-
thomimus-and, judgrng by the exceptional reduction of the



cheek opening, the most advanced. On the other hand, the rela-
tively short legs are not so advanced. The hands are especially
small, and although it has been stated that the fingers could not
move much, this is probably exaggerated. Notice that the snout
is longer than in other species. Although the skull is attractive,
this is otherwise the least graceful of the Ornithomimus species.

GI 100/11 is not complete, so some of the neck and front trunk
vertebrae and part of the hip are restored from other smaller
specimens. Likewise, the restoration of baby MgD-U9a includes
the skull of 10040.

Indeed, some of the more interesting things about this spe-

cies are the juvenile skulls and skeletons, which gtve us a unique
opportunity to examine growth in an ostrich-mimic. The skull is
relatively larger and the snout is much shorter in the youngsters,
while their eyes are very big. This is the normal pattern in grow-
ing animals. The forelimbs and tail get longer with age; the neck,
trunk, and hind limbs seem to stay pretty much the same.

This was apparently the sole ornithomimid of the Nemegt. A
primary enemy was the gigantic lJreonnoscurus bataar, and the
sickle-claws gave it a hard time too.

More Sfckle-Clcws

Troodonts are the second radiation of fully predatory
ground-dwelling protobirds. As such, these have sickle-clawed
second toes and ossified-tendon tails, along with bladed teeth.
They very possibly inherited the claw and tail from the archaeop-
terygians and dromaeosaurs, which despite many similarities are
really much more primitive than troodonts. You can always tell a
troodont's second toe from a dromaeosaur's. because the former's
middle toe bone is much shorter than the inner toe bone. The
lightweight troodonts can be thought of as the dinosaurian equiv-
alent of the cheetah, compared to the velociraptors as heavier
"Ieopards."

FAMILY TROODONTIDAE Gilmore. 1924

TYoodonlormosus
T. mongolfensis
T.? ondrewsi
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xBradycneme droculae

GENUS TROODOI{ Leidy, 1856
S\NoNMv{s-Souro rnithoides, Sfenonychosourus, Pectinodon,

EIop teryx?, H ep tasteo rn rs ?

Tioodon's head differs from a dromaeosaur's in that it is
rather ornithomimid-like in its long, slender proportions, and
even more so in the braincase, middle ear, and roof of the
mouth.37 The parasphenoid, a frontward-pointing process of the
braincase, is a bulbous structure, and the middle ear is set in a
circular depression. As for the brain, it is quite large and well in
the avian range.38 Such similarities suggest that troodonts are
advanced members of the protobird radiation. Other differences
from dromaeosaurs include the tip of the snout and mandible,
which are blunt and U-shaped in top view instead of naruow. The
gracile snout has less room for jaw muscles and olfactory organs,
and the olfactory bulbs of the brain are reduced, so troodonts
smelled less adeptly than most other theropods. From what is
known of the jaw-supporting quadrate and the mouth roofs pter-
ygoid bone it articulated with, troodonts may have had the push-
pull skull kinesis of birds. In this the snout can be lifted relative
to the rest of the head. But it is hard to tell if Tboodon was reallv
like this without further remains.

There are many more teeth here than in most theropods.
They have expanded roots like in Archaeopteryx and early birds,
and are quite unusual in being short, small, semitriangular
blades with a small number of large serrations. The serrations
often do not reach the tip of the tooth. Leidy long ago described
such a tooth, with serrations on the front and back keels, and
named it T. formosus. Alas, things became increasingly confused
after that. Among other things, the two additional genera Scuror-
nithoides and Stenonychosourus were named from Asia and
North America. Their teeth often lack serrations on the front
edge. The original ?roodon tooth was itself thought to belong to
one or another kind of herbivorous dinosaur, and even to a ltz-
ard. So were some other troodont jaws and teeth. But with John
Horner's discovery of a jaw just outside the new Tlruell Museum
in the Horseshoe Canyon Formation,3e Tboodon was shown to
have very variable teeth, representing all the various types. So

there is only one basic kind of animal. Indeed, although future
remains may prove otherwise the differences in the skulls known
so far do not appear strong enough to establish a generic differ-



entiation as far as Kenneth Carpenter and I are concerned,ao

although others disagree.
Tioodon's frontals are sharply triangular, and its binocular

vision was better developed than in any other dinosaur. Although
the orbits were very large and circular along the upper rim, the
size of the eye is exaggerated in many restorations.at These fea-
tures led Dale Russell to speculate that this big-brained, small-
toothed predator was a nocturnal mammal-hunter.a2 This is pos-

sible, and it certainly did pick up small animals when it could.
The expanded crocodile-like tooth roots suggest it may have
fished some, too, and the big tooth serrations were good for hold-
ing on to slippery things. But the bladed teeth were also good

rippers, and the sickle claw a powerful weapon. So ?roodon
probably hunted large prey regularly, albeit prey that was

smaller relative to what dromaeosaurs went after.n3 As to whether
it was a nocfurnal hunter, both day and night living animals have

big eyes, so this does not tell us much. The real light-gathering
differences are found in the relative proportions of color-sensitive
cones and low-light-sensitive rods in the retina, and these are not
the sorts of things we can measure in extinct animals.

The skeleton is much less well known, and the pelvis is a
particular problem. A rather schematic drawing of a T. mongo-
Iiensis specimen is like archaeopterygids and oviraptors in the
ilium.aa The pubis seems to point forward, not backward. Ken
Carpenter and I reexamined the poorly preserved. pubis of the

Vpe T. mongoliensr,s and found its upper end to be a rather odd
structure, unlike that of other theropods. ?roodon is like dro-
maeosaurs in that the back half of its rib cage is squared off in
top cross section. And the tail seems to have very much the same
kind of elongated ossified rods found in dromaeosaurs.as Thul-
born believes troodonts had an ossified furcula,a6 but this moybe
a co-ossified abdominal rib instead. The hand is similar to a

dromaeosaur's, although much smaller. Yet the hand claws are
larger than the hind foot's, the thumb claw being bigger than the
sickle claw. It is not clear whether or not troodonts leapt onto
their victims' backs and hung on like dromaeosaurs, though I
doubt it.

Birdlike skeletal features are typified by the short, stout
femur, and long, slender extremities, which are like but not as

extreme as those in Awmimus. The ankle region is the most
avian, being laterally narrow, and the lower fibula is either.lost
or very slender. The fourth cannon bone is a special oddity. This
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outermost of the three main foot bones is much the largest, and
a large posterior flange of this bone backs the other two.47 All this
served to strengthen the functionally two-toed, sickle-clawed
foot.

In1982 Dale Russell and R. Sequin speculated on what might
have happened to Troodon if it had not become extinct. Its big
brain, binocular vision, bipedal stance, and grasping hands re-
minded them of protohumans, and they suggested that it could
have developed into a very big-brained tool user, a dinosaurian
version of humanity. The concept garnered much publicity, and
for Russell much friendly abuse from other dinosaurologists.
That tabloids cited Russell's work as confi.rmation that, among

other things, dino-humans are reemerging from the ground in
certain midwestern states has not helped! There cre serious
problems with the idea. Troodont brains were only about the size

of ostrich brains, or a little bigger. They were not anywhere
comparable to the much larger and more sophisticated brains of
primates. Nor were theropod fingers the fine-tuned grasping or-
gans of primates. Whether troodonts would ever become intellec-
tual tool users is dubious, though not totally impossible. As for
the postulated troodont "homonoid" itself, the model Russell and
Sequin made looks suspiciously human with its lost tail and ver-
tical body. One might expect a more theropod-like or birdlike
horizontal posture, with a long tail sticking out behind. What
bothers me is that the dino-homonoid speculation diverted public
attention from what is really important about troodonts. These

dinosaurs were more birdlike than Archaeopter5x, and were part
of the initial bird radiation. They were not pseudo-human.

Teeth indicate that Tboodon was present in a number of late
Late Cretaceous formations of North America and Asia. includinq
the Maastrichtian ones.

"ROODOI{ 
FORMOSUS Leidy, 1856

syNoNMMs-Sfeno nychosourus inegu olis, Pectinodon bakkeri
rypn-ANSP 9259
rtl,tn-late Campanian of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Judith River Formation of Alberta

and Montana
MAIN ANAToMICAL STuDtes-Russell, 1969; Curuie, 1985, 1987

NMC 72340
sKULL LENGTH- -330 mm
KTLocRAMMAGE- -50



In their life sculpture of T. formosus, R. Sequin and Dale
Russell give this species a much broader skull than T. mongolien-
sis,n8 but what bones are known are very like the latter's, so it rs

certain that T. /ormosus had a nanow skull too. I do not agree
with the rest of Russell and Sequin's life sculpture either. It is
overly scrawny, except for a too bulky trunk, and the leg muscles
are much too light. T. formosus is usually considered a small
species, but like V. antirrhopus it would be seen as a good-sized
predator by modern standards. Aublysodonts and dromaeosaur
sickle-claws were its prime rivals; small ornithischians, and per-
haps juvenile duckbills, its main meals.

"ROODOIV 
MOAIGOLIEI/SIS (Osborn, 1924)

syNoNyMs-Scuro rnithoide.s mongoliensis, Scurornithoides
junior?

rwn-A\4NH 6516
BEST SPECIMENS-t5r1re, GI 100/1

TIME-early Campanian to early Maastrichtian? of the late Late
Cretaceous

HoRrzoNS AND DrsrRrBUTroN-Dj adokhta and Nemegt?
Formations of Mongolia

MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDy-Barsbold, 797 4
Tlpe GI 100/1

sKULL LENGTH- -215 mm 275
TorAL LENGTH- -2.0 m
FEMUR LENGTH- -200 mm
HrP HEIGHT- .6 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- -13 -27

This species is much better known than the above, especially
via the new GI 100/1, which features a fine, nearly complete skull.
A big question is whether this is one or two species. GI 100i1 is
bigger and from a later formation than the type is. Rinchen Bars- Troodon mongoliensis GI 100/1

Troodon mongoliensis fpe
A INH 6516



tl

?hrs rnew shows to advontage the
sfrong binocular rn'sion o/Troo-
don mongoliensis, which mimics
that of the cat. Also characterrsfic
is fhe U-shaped tip of the lower
jaw.
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bold considered it a separate species, and this could well be true.
But the differences between the skulls are not great, and may be

due to different stages of growth. And the time separation be-
tween the formations may not be great either. So, they are tenta-
tively joined in one species as has been done elsewhere. Like T.

/ormosus, this was a substantial-sized species that dwarfed the
Velocirapfor species they both lived with. On the other hand, the
velociraptors were better armed, so the two genera were more
balanced in total firepower than size alone would indicate. The
skeletal restoration is of the type, with information from almost
all the other Troodon specimens thrown in. Even then much is
missing, especially the neck and chest.

TROODO^I? AI{DR EWS/ (Harrison and Walk er, I97 5)
s\NoNIYMS-Elopf erw nopscoi? , Heptasteornls? ondrewsf
rvpB-BMNH 44359
TlME-Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Sinpetru Formation of

Transylvania
IVpe

KTLocRAMMAGE- -3



This and its cohabiting Transylvanian relative Brodycneme
are examples of how big mistakes can be made on fragmentary
remains. The type Elopteryx femoral head and some ankles were
thought to belong to birds, perhaps pelicans. More recently, it
was thought they were owls, something no one now believes.
Actually, some of the ankle elements, the ones assigned to Hep-
fasfeornrs, are very like ?roodon, which of course was birdlike.
Likewise, the femoral head seems to be troodont, but it is not
known which kind of ankle goes with the femoral head. So I
consider Elopteryx indeterminate and invalid, and tentatively
sink Heptasreornrs into Tloodon. This too could prove inconect.
But if right, this seems to be a small-sized example of Troodon.

*GENUS BRN)YCIIEME Harrison and Walker,1975

*BRN)YCI'{EME DRACUI-\0 Hanison and Walker. 197 5

sYNo\M\4 - EIop terSn< n op s c ai?
rrryB-BMNH 41588
rnrae-Maastrichtian of the latest Late Cretaceous
HoRIZoN AND DISTRIBUTIoN-Sinpetru Formation of

Transylvania
Tlpe

KTLocRAMMAGE- -5?

The one good ankle is modeled after Tfoodon, but has a

contorted shape unique to itself. So this may be a member of the
family, or it may not.

Awmimids

In most respects, these are far and away the most birdlike of
the protobirds. The fusion of Awmimus's wrist and upper hand
bones into one unit, the ulnar ridge that may have borne an array
of "wing" feathers, and the very well developed arm-folding sys-
tem certainly appear to have evolved under the impetus of ad-
vanced flrght. At the sarne time, the forelimbs were much too
short for any kind of flight, and it was impossible for Awmimus
to manage even the "chicken flight" that some believe it could.
So, avimimids must have been secondarily flightless.

A possible relative of Awmfmus is Australian Kckuru kujoni
Molnar and Pledge, 1980. A small form from the middle of the
Cretaceous, the only known bone is preserved as opal! Sold at an
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auction, its current whereabouts are unknown. This tibia is very
slender, likeAwmimus. The depression in the tibia for the ankle's
ascending process is not only very tall, but is nanow like that of
living ground birds. It looks exceptionally birdlike.

FAMILY AVIMIMIDAE Kurzanov. 1981

GENUS AWMIMUS Kurzanov. 1981

AWMIMUS PORTEI{TOSUS Kurzanov. 198 1

rypB-PIN 3907-1
BEST SPECTMENS-Iype, PIN 3907-1
TtMf.-early mid-Campanian? of the late Late Cretaceous
HoRIZON AND DrsrRrBuTroN-Djadokhta Formation of Mongoiia
MAIN ANAToMTcAL sruDrns-Kurzanov, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985

'KULL 
LENGTH- 

TlPe 
-PoN 

3907-3

TorAL LENGTH- -1.6 m
FEMUR LENGTH- 205 mm
HrP HETcHT- .66 m
KTLocRAMMAGE- 74

Of the g4le's skull, only the braincase is present, and the rib
cage and tail are missing.tn Other specimens fill in some details,
and confirm others. It is very doubtful that this animal was tail-
less like birds, as Kurzanov believes. The broad posterior hips,
the well-developed projection on the femur for tail-based mus-
cles, and the forward-projecting pubes all mean that a well-de-

Avimimus portentosus PIN 3907-3

Avimimus portentosus fpe PlN
3907-1 qnd 3907-3



veloped tail was there. The breadth of the hips is remarkable;
indeed, no other theropod has hips as wide as Awmimus. A nicely
preserved and fairly complete second skull has been found; it
appears to have been startlingly short and deep, not very large,
and toothless. Instead, the upper beak had toothlike crenula-
tions. Binocular vision was modest. The number of neck and
trunk vertebrae is not certain, and the rib cage and breastplate
are restored. Since even the early flying bird Ambiorfus still had
clawed fingers, it is assumedAwmimus did also. For some reason
the fused wrist and hand elements were first misidentified as

hind-limb bones. Like Ornithomimus, the inner toe is lost for
speed and Awmimus is unique among theopods in having an
outer cannon splint that is fused to the others. Small-headed,
toothless Avimimus could not have been an archpredator. Her-
bivory is more likely, but just what role it played is not at aIl
clear. Its velociraptor and troodont cousins were predators of this
protobird.

The head is almost unbelieveably avian. Among many other
details, the postorbital bar is lost, and the lower cheek elements

Avimimus portentosus was the
mosr birdlike, longest-Iegged, and
certoinly omong fhe swrffest of di-
noscurs.
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are reduced to a slender bar. Some sort of kinetic system must
have been present, yet some parts of the head look like they have
been secondarily refused together. The expanded braincase is
bulbous, and the nostril's opening may reach back to the preor-
bital bar, a very birdlike feafure. The upwards facing ilial plates
of the hips are like birds. Then there are the bird-style lower
hind limbs, which are extremely long for the body and femur,
and very slender.

Avimimus is about as birdlike as "Protoavis" in the head "if
not more," very much more so in the arm, hand, and leg, and less

so in the pubis. It is heady and unsettling stuff-as early as the
Triassic and as late as the Cretaceous there existed taxathatwere
so avian looking, yet so archaic and disparate in other ways.so
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Assuming that dinosaurs were avian-mammalian-level en-
dothermic homeotherms as argued in Chapter 7, and having a

calculator capable of handling exponents on hand, we can calcu-
late various aspects of their energetics. Most important is the
metabolic rate, or calories burned over time. Standard metabolic
rate is the energy consumption when resting. But we are more
interested in the animals when they are active, and metabolic
rates are then usually about twice as hlgh. The equation for cal-
culating active metabolic rates in endotherms is:

M - l4o(W;o'zs

Where M is kcal burned per day, and W is mass in kilograms.l
One thing you should be aware of is that the "calorie" you guide
a diet by is really a kilocalorie; the food industry thought it
sounded better to drop the thousand prefix. Note that the meta-
bolic rate scales to mass to the 0.75 power, as discussed in Chap-
ters 6 and 7. So we can calculate that an 8-tonne Tyrannosourus
rex burns some 120,000 kcaUday, compared to about 3300 kcaU
day for a7okgVelociroptor antirrhopus or Homo sapfens. To get

estimates for ectotherms, just divide the value by from seven to
ten.2

Having the metabolic rate, we can easily figure out how
much our predators will need to eat for a given period of time.
Meat is rich in calories and easily digested; 90 percent of the
calories it contains are absorbed by the consumer. The equation
for calculating food consumption in endothermic predators is:

F : e.116440 2s

where F is kilograms of wet meat needed each day. Again, divide
the value by about ten to get an ectothermic estimate. Now we
can have some fun seeing what various theropods would have to
do to keep themselves going.

Alz-W Ornirholesfes hermannf needs to eat 0.7 Lgof flesh
per day, so it would have to pick up fourteen 0.05-kg
lizards and mammals daily.
Ten 12-kg Coelophysrs rhodesiensrs kill a 20-Irg prosauro-
pod. Since, like other theropods, their inegular, bladed
tooth rows were rather inefficient at taking flesh off the
bones and could not crush bones, only 75 percent of the
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animal can be eaten. The carcass would therefore supply
the pack with about 1.8 days'worth of energy.

o Ten 70-W Velociroptor antirrhopus kill a 400-kg tenonto-
saur. Predators can gorge themselves with about a quarter
of their own body weight of flesh at a sitting, so they could
eat most of the carcass the first time around. Waiting a
day or so, they could finish it off. This will keep the ther-
opods'energy needs satisfied for eleven days.

e A twelve-pack of l.S-tonne Allosaurus otrox bring down a
20-tonne brontosaur. In theory, this would keep them
going for forty-seven days, but the meat would rot well
before they could eat it all. More probably other theropods
joined in. The brontosaur could supply forty allosaurs
with a full meal and two weeks'worth of energy. Note that
because of their lower metabolic rates, the bigger thero-
pods could go longer between meals.

o Now let's get down to real business. On average, an 8-
tonne TJrronnosourus rex must bolt down 93 kg of meat
per day, or some 2000 tonnes in a sixty-year life, equal to
the weight of a World War II destroyer! It is also the equiv-
alent of nearly three thousand cattle, each of which could
be eaten in a few bites. Since T. rex had a uniquely strong
skull, it could consume more of a carcass than most ther-
opods-perhaps 85 percent. So about four hundred 6-
tonne Tiiceratops would feed a T. rex over its life. When
T. rex killed aTYiceratops, it took a few da5rs to eat it, and
then it had enough energy for fifty-flve days. It is more
likely that six tyrannosaurs organized to kill and eat the
herbivore. Since each could take in fivo tons of meat at a
sitting, they would leave the carcass a little hungry, but
with some eight days'worth of calories on hand.

A final important value is the energy consumed per distance
traveled. This is the same regardless of the metabolic rate of the
animal. Though it might seem surprising, limb design, posture,
and gait seem to have very little effect on the value-stumpy-
limbed sprawling animals locomote about as efficiently as gracile
erect ones (see pages 138-39 in Chapter 6). Also, energy cost
per distance traveled is about the same regardless of speed-it
costs much the same to walk as it does to run a kilometer. The
main effect is that of size-bigger is relativelv more enersv-



effrcient. The equation for calculating locomotory energy consump-
tion is:

L: 3.82@;o.zs

where L is kcal burned per kilometer traveled.3 Note that loco-
motory energy consumption and metabolic rates both scale close
to the 0.75 power, so the ability to travel distances is in this
respect independent of size. Big living predators generally travel
ten or so kilometers each day, so locomotion takes up about 25
percent of their total active metabolic rate.
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I(nowing how to calculate feeding rates in predatory dino-
saurs, we can now use the calculator to carry out some more
straightforward calculations and estimate what their populations
may have been like. one year's events in three of the best known
big-theropod formations are looked at, plus a modern African
corrununity for comparison. In the last, hyenas and lions make
up the bulk of the predator population. The titles Judith River
and Lance are here used to indicate the large areas of similar
floodplain deposits in their respective areas and times. The cal-
culations are simplified, ballpark estimates, and are rounded off
for clarity.

The primary factor in determining animal populations is the
rainfall, for this determines the amount of plant growth. So, while
even deserts can support surprisingly large-sized animals, they
can support only a few of them for every square kilometer. We
can only make rough estimates of past rainfalls, based on the
fossil soils, stream and lake sizes, floral elements, and the like.
The herbivore population in turn is dependent on the plant
growth, and the predator population on the herbivore population.
The Moruison appears to have been a seasonally wet-dry open
forest, something like the Ngorongoro. The Judith River and
Lance systems seem to have been even wetter forests.

Big herbivores eat only a small fraction of the available plant
growth; insects and small animals get most of the rest. It is prob-
able that the Morrison's greatbrontosaurs and shorter stegosaurs
could reach more of the available plants than could the low-built
duckbills and horned dinosaurs of the Judith River and Lance.
or the grazing ungulates of the Ngorongoro.r Note that the aver-
age masses of both the herbivores and predators includes juve-
niles as well as adults. I(nowing about how much each herbivore
will eat, at 40 percent digestive efficiencies, it is simple to calcu-
late their population densities and biomass. In general, the bigger
the animals are, and the higher their metabolic rates, the lower
their densities. Note that a theropod would usually have had to
search a good deal of territory in order to find a victim, especially
since dinosaurs tended to bunch together in big herds. This is
quite unlike the situation if herbivorous dinosaurs had had low,
ectothermic metabolic rates, in which case the herbivore popu-
lations would have been up to ten times as high per given area.
Prey would have been just around the corner, much as some
tropical islands are teeming with low-metabolic-rate giant tor-
tciises.407



The biggest problem in calculating the predator populations

is to estimate how much of the herbivore population ended up in
a theropod's belly each year. In living communities, predators
can take up to a third of the prey animals each year. So it proba-

bly was in the Judith River, where the medium-sized tyranno-
saurs were attacking duckbills of similar size. The Lance's giant

lJrconnosourus rex must have had a more difficult time with
Tticeratops, and the lower death rates of the big herbivores must
have reduced the number of carcasses available for scavengtng

too. In the Momison, the protective bulk and low death rates of
the brontosaurs must have limited the amount of meat the allo-

saurs could get from them. Again, it is assumed that about 75

percent of each carcass was actually consumed, except for T. re&

who consumed 85 percent. With the proceeding estimates in
hand, it is a simple matter to use the estimated values to come

up with some density and biomass estimates. ?. rex was probably

rare, with only one individual for every few square kilometers,

and its population over a good chunk of western North America

was only in the low hundreds of thousands. The Judith River

tryannosaurs, 75 percent of which were Albertosourus libratus,
were perhaps twice aS common. The even smaller allosaurs, Al-
Ioscurus atrox mainly, must have been much more abundant per

square kilometer, and the Monison was a very big place, so this

formation's theropod population may have been well over a mil-
lion. In comparison, lions, hyenas, leopards, and Cape hunting

dogs total some 7000 in the 25,000 sq km Serengeti ecosystem.2

Because of heavy poaching, and because many of the one million
big herbivores are migratory, the lion and hyena populations are

only about a third that for every kilometer as they are in the

nearby Ngorongoro Crater. And even the Ngorongoro does not
seem to be supporting relatively us many predators as did some

fossil mammal communities. The Alaskan wolf population is es-

timated to be only 25,0003 over 1,500,000 sq km, but the exten-

sive and harsh mountain and tundra environments, and modern
hunters, are keeping this figure way down.

Note that since all the dinosaurs looked at here were big, it
would not change things much if they had been bulk endotherms,
instead of truly bird- or manunal-like in physiology. Things
would, however, have been radically different in the unlikely
event that theropods were bulk homeotherms with low, reptilian
metabolic rates. The predators would then have been some fifty
to a hundred times more populous, with perhaps fifty big thero-
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NC,ORONGORO JLIDITH [.\\CE,
ANNUAL CRATER MORRISON RNER ETC.

Rainfall (mm) 1000 1000 2000 2000
Plant growth (kg/
km') 1,500,000 1,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000
Percent of growth
eaten by herbivores 6.7 l0 5 5
Herbivore's average
mass (kg) 100 10,000 1000 2500
Each herbivore's
plant consumption
at 4oo/o digestive
efficienry ftg) 1000 23,000 SZ00 11,300
Number of
herbivores/km2 100 6.5 2l.g ll.1
Herbivore biomass/
km2 10,000 65,000 21,900 22,750
Percent of
herbivores eaten by
predators 20 15 30 ZO

Above x0.75 or . . .

x 0.85 1500 7300 4900 4700
Predator's average
mass (kg) 50 750 1000 ZS00
Each herbivore's
meat consumption at
90% digestive
efficienry (kg) 755 5750 7100 14,200
Number of
predatorsAm'z 2.3 1.27 0.68 0.33
Predator biomass/
km2 115 950 680 825
Predator/prey
biomass ratio 1.15 1.45 3.1 3.0
Total land area
(l<m') 250 1,000,000 200,000 200,000
Area's total predator
population 570 1,220,000 135,000 60,000

pods packed into each square kilometer. Dale Russell commits
an interesting contradiction in his work on this problem. He
argues that big dinosaurs were bulk endotherms with high met-
abolic rates and low population densities like big mammals,3 but
elsewhere he suggests that dinosaurs had htgh population densi-
ties because they were reptiles with low metabolic rates.4 Both
cannot be true at the s.une time.



Notice that the predator/prey ratios of endothermic preda-

tors can be well above I percent; they do not have to be below

this figure as has been argued (see Chapter 7). This means that

the relatively high P/P ratios recorded in some fossil communities

are in the endothermic range, despite the likelihood that the

predator's numbers are inflated because their bones preserve

more readily. Also important is the low ratio in the Momison,

where the small allosaurs could not easily cope with the giant

brontosaurs, compared to the higher ratios in the Judith River

and Monison, where predator and prey were more equally

matched. As you can see in Chapter 7 and the relevant refer-

ences, the PIP ratios actually recorded in the sediments match

these calculated ratios fairlv well.
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THn LlpB axo EvoLUTroN on PRpoaroRv DrxosauRs

2. Lm'B-Snr-ES oF rue Brc aNo pownRFUL.
AND THE Svar_l aNo FrcRce Too

1. For studies of how some modern predators live, see Auffenburg,
1981; Craighead, 1979; Kruuk, I9Z2; Mech, 1970; Schaller, 1972.

2. Diamond, 1986;_Bryant and Churcher, l9gz. A big saber-toothed
marsupial from the South American Tertiary and. a number of saber-
toothed mammal-like reptiles from before dinosaurian times were slash-
ers too.

3. Bakker,1986; Paul, l987b.
4,.5. PauI,1987b
6. Halstead and Halstead, 1981, take an extreme view in favor of big-

j\-gropod scavengrng, and Barsbold, 1983a, does not think tyrannosauis
killed-see ref. 13 on page 420.

7. Houstan,1979; Bartam, 1979.
8. Paul, 1987b.
9. Schaller,7972; Bartam, 1979.
10. Marx. 1978.
rr, 72. Farlow, 1976a, 7987. Philip currie has told me about the pos-

sible new t5rannosaur bone beds.
13. Bird, 1985; Ostrom, 7972b,I986a; Lockley, 1984,198g; Lockley et

aI., 1986; Farlow, 1987 .

14. Bird, 1985; Farlow, 1987; Lockley, 1988.
15. Farlow,1987, is somewhat skeptical of these prints'meaning; Lock-

ley, 1988, believes they show a packgoing after the herd.
16. Leonardi, 1984; Lockley, 1988.
17. Diamond, 1986.
18. Kruuk,1972; Auffenburg, l98l; Bryant and Churcher, 19g7.
19. Paul, 1987b.
20. Information on the trackwavs is in Farlow, 19g6, lgg7; Kuban,

1-986^;.Hastings, 1987; Thulburn a.d wade, 1984; and see chapter 5. In
the film the herons were stalking doves, of all things.

21. when Ji"ilg predators are not on the hunt, their body language
says so and herbivores will let them openly approach quite itose.-r-iti-
wise, normally walking theropods may not hive spooked other dino-
saurs.

22. PauI,I987b.
23. There rs one very good motion picture dinosaurian wrestling

match, the classic match in the original-King Kong between the maii
character and ?. rex-not only because of t[e power and thrilling at-
mosphere of this cinematic tour de force, but because of its senJe of
humor. At one point Kong puts the t5rrannosaur in a text book half-
nelson.

24. ln 1986, Bakker made the plausible suggestion that the broad-
hipped brontosaurs dropped live calves.

25. As per Farlow,l976b.
26.It is hard to be certain about predator/prey footprint ratios because

of the difficulties in identi&ing prints (see ehapter 5), but the Triassic-
Jurassic Newark-Supergroup print faunas of the eastern United States
seem to have lots of small- to medium-sized theropod prints (Lull, l9s3),417



the Texas mid-Cretaceous sites an abundance of bigger ones (Farlow,
1987).

27 . Bak<ker.I97Ia.
28. Bakker, 1986.
29. Kruuk,7972.
30. Coombs, 1980. However, it is possible that these toe-only prints

are only merely poorly preserved "ghost" prints; see Chapter 5.
31. Not that these meat eaters were always archpredators. Like wild

cats and dogs, even they must have eaten some vegetation on occasion,
for nutrients, digestive problems, and the like.

3. A Hrsronv oF PREDAToRy DINoSAUn Succs&s ANo
FarrunB. AND oF Tunln AvteN Dnscpxoaxrs

1. Crompton, 1968; Hotton, 1980.
2,3. Bakker, 1980, 1986.
4. Haubold, 1986, suggests that trackways from the Early Triassic

were made by Lagerpeton-like protodinosaurs some ten million years
before their skeletons appear, but it is difficult to tell without better
evidence. Haubold also suggests that theropod trackways are known
from the beginning of the Ladinian, about ten million years before their
skeletons appear.

5. See Chapter 6 and ref. 14.

6. Olsen and Galton,7977.
7.Paul, in prep.; Bower, 1986; Olsen and Sues, f986; see the latter

and other papers in the salne volume for an in-depth survey of the
dinosaurian world around the Triassic-Jurassic boundary.

8. Schmidt-Nielsen, 7972.
9. See Bakker, l97la; Dodsen et al., 1980.
10. Jensen, 1981; none of the bones in this study are clearly those of

birds, see Olson, 1985, and Thulborn, 1984, for critiques.
11. Bakker, 1986.
12. Olson. 1985.
13. Kessler, 1984, and a notice in the February 1987 Society of Verte-

brcrte Paleontologr News Bulletin; one should be skeptical about the
ratites until more information is available.

14. Hou and Zhicheng, 1984.
15. See Olson, 1985, and references therein.
16. Paul, 1988b; and see Chapter 7.
17. Osmolska, 1980; Anderson 1987.
18. Russell, 1977 is an especially fine book on the Alberta dinosaur

habitiits, although it is becoming somewhat dated. Lehman, 1987; Jer-
zykiewiez and Sweet, 1987, and Currie, 1987, are important recent pa-
pers. As for the wetness issue, the Horseshoe Canyon Formation is
definitely wetter than the earlier Judith River in Alberta, but the relative
conditions of other formations are less clear. Rigby, 1987, thinks that the
last dinosaur-bearing formations of the western coastal floodplain were
rather dry, a minority opinion.

19. Kielan-Jaworow ska, 797 4.
20. PauI,1988a; it should be noted that some herbivorous dinosaurs

do add support to this idea, including certain nonpredaceous theropods.
Albertian Chirosfenotes pergrocihs and C. rcrus look very alike, as do
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the two continents' ornithomimus species. Among nontheropods, the
Mongolian and Albertian species of the duck-billed hadrosauiScurolo-
phus have long been known to be similar.

21. chatterjee, 1984; however, chatterjee ignores the possible late
survival of armored stegosaur dinosaurs in Late Cretaceouslndia, which
may support a faunal separation.

22. Bakker,7977; Sloan et al., 1986.
23. Russell,7977, 1984; Retallack and Leahy, 1986, and other letters in

same volume; Sloan et al., 1986; Rigby, 1987; Leahy, \982. Russell also
argued that a nearby supernova may have caused the extinctions, an
idea that no longer receives much attention from him, or elsewhere.

24.Paul, in prep.; data on abundances in Lehman,I98Z.
25. The cheetah, which has a distressingly low breeding-success rate,

seems to be the victim of a series of past genetic bottlenecks; see Lewin,
1987 , and the references therein.

26: Nvarez et a1.,1980; Alvarez,1986.
27. Alvarez,1986; Raup, 1986; Hsu, 1986; Crutzon, 1987.
28. Paul,1988b.
29. Raup,1986.
30. Davis et al., f984.
31. The estimate that the terminal Cretaceous meteorite was 10 km

across, and that it dug out a l00-km-or-so crater, is a rough one based
on extrapolations from the amount of debris scattered over the globe.
The crater made at the Triassic-Jurassic boundary was definitelv made
by an object of about this size; indeed, there is iome evidence it was
larger. This is a problem, for if the Cretaceous impact did have a much
greater effect upon the world biota, then the meteorite and the crater (or
multiple craters) that it made should been much larger than thought.
Concerning the number of Mesozoic impacts, there are already three
gtant land craters known in the Triassic-Jurassic. Statistically, it is likely
that the oceans received twice this number of impacts, some of which
may be recorded in some new dust layers. More than half a dozen
Mesozoic_impacts as big as the last one are plausible; paul, in press.

32. Officer et al., 1987; see Weisburd, 1987b, for a more informal
discussion.

33. sloan et al., 1986; much skepticism should be directed toward this
report because isolated bones and teeth are often reworked from older
deposits into newer ones. Not until a number of articulated dinosaur
skeletons are found in post-Mesozoic deposits will I believe in such
dinosaurian survivors.

34. For more information on these fossil birds, see Feduccia, 1980,
and Olson, 1985.

4. THe Nurs AND Bor-rs oF PREDAToRy DTNOSAUR
Axarotr.ry AND AcrroN

1. Knight's classic artwork has been hiehliehted in czerkas and GIut.
1982.

2. See Paul, 1987a; Bakker, 1987; and other papers in the two volumes
of czerkas and olson, 1987, for the most extbnsive and up-to-date ex-
amination of dinosaur reconstruction; for basic instructions on restoring
fossil vertebrates, see Paul and Chase, in press.

3. Barsbold, 1983a, discusses the possibility of this kind of skull flex-
ibility.



4. Gingerich,I9T3; Bakker, 1986.
5. McGowen, 1979, 1982, 1986.
6. For a better understanding of bird muscles, see McGowen's papers,

and George and. Berger, 1966.
7. Walker, 1964; Bakker, 1986.
8. Bakker. 1986.
9. Bakker, 1986, jacket illustration shows lips.
10. See Hopson, 1980; Raath f977.
11. Spinar and Burian, 1972; Neave Parker in Swinton, 1970; Bakker,

1986.
12. Other dinosaurologists count nine neck and fourteen trunk verte-

brae; it depends on which vertebra is considered to be the first in the
trunk. I tag the first vertebra that bears a long rib that participates in
the rib cage as the first trunk vertebra; this is the eleventh in the series.
Note that, as shown in Fig. 6-6, the first neck vertebra is so small that it
is easy to miss; the first big vertebra is the second.

13. Except, as I note in Paul, 1988b, that polar dinosaurs may have
had heavy layers of fat in the winter for insulation like some pigs. This
could have slowed down both predator and prey a bit.

14. See Schmidt-Nielsen, 1972.
15. Nicholls and Russell, 1985.
16. See Bakker, 1975,1986; Bakker and Galton,1974; Paul, 1987a.
17. Bakker, 1968, I97Ib,1986; Ostrom, I969b; Paul, 1987a.
18. Bakker, 1986; Bakker and Galton,1974; Paul, 1987a.
19. Tarsitano's 1983 paper is one of the odder analyses of theropod

function. So is Jensen's l98l study in which theropod knees are shown
as not only straight but nearly unbendable, and their ankles as bending
backward; no animal's legs work this way.

20. Spinar and Burian,1972; Neave Parker in Swinton,1970; Bakker,
r986.

21. Martin,79B4a.
22. See Muybridge, 1887, which remains a classic study of animal

motion, and Cracr aft, l97lb.
23. See pp. 362-363 in Chadwick, 1983; a superb film of a running

ostrich was in the 1981 NOVA science series PBS broadcast "Animal
Ol5.'rnPians."

24. Thulborn and Wade, 1984; also, some such prints may be poor-
quality "ghost" tracks, see Chapter 5.

25. See Chapters 2 and 5.
26. Newman,1970.
27, 28. Bakker, 1986, and his illustrations in Glut, 1982: Bakker was

among the first to give theropods "drumsticks."
29. See Chapter 7 and its ref. 27 for more information on this.
30. Schaller,1972.
31. Dale Russell personal comment.
32. See Weisburd,1986; Morell, 1987; and Ccrnofcurus restoration on

page285.
33. In Paul, 1988b, I explain that even big dinosaurs could have borne

a winter pelage over their scales. Not that there is any renson to think
they did, it was just to point out that polar dinosaurs are not good
indicators of their habitat's climate.

34. Ellenberger, 1974.
35. I am therefore perplexed why some, such as Ostrom, who believe

that small theropods were endothermic object so strongly to insulating
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them. It should be noted that a few modest-sized ground-dwelling en-
dotherms are naked-skinned, like humans and sorie pigs, but sm-aller
ones never are.

36. In Paul, 1988b, I note that the nonscaly, pitted-skin pattern found
with one small herbivorous dinosaur specimen may have^borne insula-
tion.

37. See Feduccia, 1980; Olson, 1985.
38. Thulborn. 1985.
39. Bakker, 1986.

5. A Qurc< Loox AT PREDAToRv DrNosaun Foo.rpRwrs

1. Lockley et al., 1986.
2. For a bemused account of how this creationist nonsense started in

the 1930s, see Bird, 1985. For its solution, see Farlow 19g6, l9g7; Kuban,
1986; Hastings, 1987.

3. Hitchcock, 1848.
4. Lull, 1953, and Farlow, I98Z .

5. Lockley et al., 1986; Bakker, 1986.

6. PneoeroRy DTNOSAUR SpEED

1. For recent advocations of relatively slow dinosaurs, see Coombs,
1978, and Thulborn, 1982.

2. Halstead and Halstead, 1981, for example.
3..Myvbridge, 1887; note rhat Thulborn'i tqsz claim that rhinos only

trot is incorrect, as those of us who have seen the John Wa'rne African
safari film Hararil know.

4. McMahon, 1983, is a very good overview of animal rocomotion.
5. Alexander,1977; Garland, 1983.
6. Alexander,1976; Bakker, 1987, has more information on trackway-

speed formulas.
7. Bakker 1986. t982.
8. Thulborn and Wade, 1984.
9. Welles, 1970.

.. 10. The long-limbed theropod welles, rgz0, and rhulborn, 19g2, be-
lieve made this trackway would have had a foot onlv a tentir the ieg;s
length, impossible since even in ostriches this value ii a fifth, in kno#n
theropods around a quarter give or take some.

11. Halstead and Halstead, 1981. see Bird's delightful l9g5 account of
hunting_for dinosaur fossils for details on this trickway; however, Far-
low, 1987, and I disagree with his picture of a theropbd attacking the
brontosaur's tail, for it certainly would have been knodked over.

!2. \or a very readable book on the subject, see Gordon,197g.
13. Gregory,7912; Howell, 1944; Coombs, 1979.
14. Although Fedak and seeherman, r9zg, assert that "clumsv', ani-

mals are less energr-efficient, this has never been established jtatisti-
cally, and there are effrcient short-limbed animals as well as inefficient
gracile ones, as indicated by Taylor et al., rgz4. Data on stride frequen-
cies and limb excursion arcs were taken from Muvbridqe. lgg7.

15. McGowen, 1983.
16. Alexander, 1977 ; Garland, 1983.



17. Hotton, 1980.
18. Alexander.7977 .

19. Bakker,1986, suggests such T. rex speeds, an extension of his long-
standing advocacy of fast dinosaurs as per 1968, I97Ib, tr975,1980, 1987 .

Ostrom, 1987, calls the idea of such extreme speeds "preposterous," but
the biomechanical evidence is more agreeable.

7. Wanrra oR CooL PnnoaroRY DINosAURS?

l. For the most extensive technical examination of the dinosaur phys-
iologr issue, see Bakker; Beland and Russell; Hopson; Hotton; Ricqles;
and the other papers in the somewhat dated results of the 1980 AAAS
Symposium. There is a need for a follow-up volume.

2. Spotilla et al., 1973.
3. Hotton. 1980.
4. Berman and Meltzer,1978; Oliphant, 1983.
5. Ostrom .7969b: Bakker, \971b, 1975.
6. Seymour,1976.
7. Hopson, 1980.
8. Ricqles, 1980; Reid, 1984 Ostrom, 1987, does not acknowledge these

studies in his critical discussion of bone histology.
9. Laws et al., I975; Eltringham,1982.
10. Nelson and Bookhout, 1980.
11. Tropical mammals often have well-developed gfowth rings in the

outer enamel, but not the dentine.
12. One possible test would be the bird Hesperornts, which had re-

placeable feeth. Currently there is dispute over whether some small
teeth with growth rings belong to this bird, or to baby mososaur sea

reptiles from the same deposits.
13. Laws et al., 1975; Eltringham,IgS2; and the data in Laws et al.,

r975.
14. Russell, 7973; Douglas and Williams, 1982; Duscheck, 1985; Dav-

ies, 1987; Parrish et al., 1987.
15, 16. See Axelrod, 1985.
17. Crowley et a1., 1986, cite evidence for river and coastal ice, among

other things. Parrish et a1., 1987, believe that a sharp temperature de-
cline in Campanian time led to chronic freezing weather in the arctic
winter. Weisburd ,1987a, discusses some of the evidence for glaciers.

18 to 2I. PauI, 1988b, explores these various points in more detail.
22.Hotton, 1980.
23. Reid, 1984.
24. See Schmidt-Nielsen, 1972.
25. Bakker, 1986, 1987.
26. Bakker,1975,1980.
27 . Currie, 1987c; this contrad.icts Gauthier's 1986 suggestion that the

theropod's hollow bones would have been less liable to be preserved and
found.

28. Farlow, I976b; Beland and Russell, 1980. One thing it would be
helpful to know are the P/P ratios in the predatory ground bird and
herbivorous mammal communities of the South American Tertiary.

29. For example, Desmond's 1976 book was very popular, but its
arguments were flawed and did more harm than -good to the endo-
thermic hypothesis.
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30. I was most startled to hear Russell sav this over a dinner at the
1986 meeting of the society of Vertebrate paieontology. somerhing rhat
Russell would be most interested in are the recent r-eports that ltmo-
spheric oxygen levels in the Late Cretaceous were nbarh half asain
higher than today, which have been followed by argumenti to the ion-
trary. If oxygen levels were higher, the effects upon dinosaur physiology
may, or may not, be profound.

8. THB GBxEALoGY AND NoMENCL\TURE
oF PREDAToRY DINoSAURS axo Blnns

1. see Gould, 1985, for a readable explanation of DNA-DNA hybridi-
zation; his endorsement of the procedure may be premature.

2. See Bonaparte,1984; Parrish, 1986.
3. Paul, I984a; Gauthier, 1986.
4. PauI,l984a, 1984b; Sereno, 7984; Gauthier and padian. 1984: Ben-

ton, 1984; Bakker, 1986; Gauthier, 1986.
5. Bakker,7975,1986.
6. Bakker, 1986; I was therefore perplexed to see Gauthier, 1986, try

to maintain Saurischia as a formal monophyletic clade.
7. Paul,I984a.
8. on the other hand, Gauthier, 1986, suggests that a particular outer

shelf on the coelophysian's and ceratosaur's femoral heads make them a
united clacle. However, more advanced abelisaurs also have this shelf,
and there are remnants of it even in protobirds such asvelociraptor.

9. Paul, 1984a.
10. Late in 1986, Bakker and Gauthier referred to advanced theropods

of this general type as Dinoaves and Tetanurae, respectively. But Bakker
clouds the issue by referring both they and ceratosaurs to the higher-
ranking Neotheropoda, and neither of the workers'groups are assigned
taxonomic ranks. Nor is it clear which has priority. This presentedme,
who had alre_ady prytty much finished this book, with something of a
quandary. I decided to go ahead and start afresh with the ordei Ave-
theropoda.

11. welles and Long, 1974, grve a useful outline of theropod ankles,
but there are errors. In particular, new T. rex ankles are lil<e those of
other tyrannosaurs.

12. Outlined in Paul, I984a.
13. chatterjee, 1982, 1985; in the latter, chatteriee makes the rauis-

uchid Posfosuchuslook more theropod-like than it r-eauy was by drawing
the trunk shorter than the vertebrae's measurements indicate it was.

14. Ostrom, 797 4, 797 6a.
15. Paul, r984a; Gauthier and Padian,1984; Gauthier, 1986. The last-

na^med protobirds Maniraptora, but again no ranking was given, as per
ref. 10,-and his group differs somewhat from mine, sb I puithem in the
new suborder Protoavia.

16. Milner, 1985.
17. Walker, 1984.
18. Tarsitano and Hecht, 7982; Martin, 1984a however, these workers

have not been vigorously defending their ideas of late.
19. Contrast Feduccia's 1980 and 1986 conclusions. Bock's 1986 asser-

tion that there is not enough evidence yet available to decide which



archosaurs were ancestral to birds is just not so.
20. By Barsbold, 1983.
21. As explained by Kurten,1976.
22. See Kurten, 1969 and 7976; the latter is an especially enjoyable

explanation of how various aspects of paleontology are done.
23. Gauthier, 1986.
24. See Kurochkin, 1985; Marsh, 1880.
25. See Marsh, 1880.
26. Martin,7984b.

9. Tue BecwNrxcs oF Bno FlIcHr:
F nona rHE GRouNo Up oR THE Tnnps Up?

1. For the most extensive technical examination of the beginnings of
bird flight, see Yalden and the other results of the 1984 Eicfrstatt Sym-
posium; Ostrom, 1986b, and the other papers in that volume; and Bock,
1986, and the other papers in that volume.

2. See Heilmann,1926, for more details on the hoatzin.
3. Caple et al., 1983.
4. Bakker, 1986; Paul, I987b, a semiaquatic role is also postulated by

Thulborn and Hamley, 1984.
5. I completely disagree with Bock's idea that the ancestors of Ar-

chaeopteryx started out with arm and hand skin membranes that were
later replaced by feathers. If an animal starts out with a membrane, it
will end up with one like abat or pterosaur. Also, his reconstruction of
the proposed creature has no neck, but all theropods and birds have
long necks.

6. See Rietschel, 1984.
7. Kurochkin. 1985.

PART TWO:

THn Caraloc oF PREDAToRy DTNoSAURS

10. AN ExpraxarroN oF THE CATALoc

I, 2. For the methods of doing multiple views and cross-scaling,
Paul and Chase, in press.

3. Ages are from Harland et al., 7982.

11. THe PnroaroRY DTNoSAURS

1. It had recently been suggested, erroneously it rurns out, that one
kind of ornithischian dinosaur was a meat eater.

2. Benton, 1984, 1986; Galton, 1985.
3. Paul, I984b.
4. Benton,1984.
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Pruv rrnn ParBoorxosAURS

1. A photograph of the new staurikosaur skeleton is in Meyer, 1986.

Bmo-MUICKING Honnnnasauns

1. This herrerasaur is in Galton. 1985.
2. Brinkman and Sues, 7987; the comments on the humerus ioint are

from my examination of the specimen.
3. See Beardsley, 1986.

1. Eanry PerBorsERoPoDS

1.'Paul. 7984a.
2. A discussion of some of the problems with the nature of C. bauri is

in Padian, 1986.
3. An illustration of C. rhodesiensrs chasing a gliding Iizard is in Bak-

ker. 1975.
4. Russell,1972; Galton, 1982.
5. A mistake I published in I984a.
6. Taquet, 1984b; Taquet misidentified the snout tips as lower jaw

tips.
7. See Bunney, 1986, for a photograph of the skull, and Milner and

Croucher, 7987, for a schematic skeletal sketch.
8. Taquet,I984b.
9. Mass estimates in Glut, 1982, and Huene,1926.
10. Bakker, 1986.
11. Suggested by Marsh, 1884.
12. Ratkevich, 1976; easily one of the worst books on dinosaurs, it

includes the absurd claim that dinosaurs could grow back a torn off limb
or tail!

13. Janensch,7925; Russell and Beland, 1980.

2. [anB ParnorsERoPoDS

1. Paul, 7984a.
2. See Halstead, 7970.
3. In Glut.7982.
4. Jensen. 1985.
5. See Morell, 1987; and for a model of whole animal, see Volume I of

Czerkas and Olson. 1987.
6. Photograph of skeleton on p. 138 of Glut, 1982.
7. Walker,1964.
8. Taquet, I984a.
9. Waldman,1974.
10. Galton,1976.

B. BrnnlxB AvarsBRoPoDS

1. Thulborn,1984.
2. Taqtet,l984a.



3. Ostrom. 1980.
4. See Ostrom, 1970, for much of the story; also, Galton,7974, and

Owen, 7876, for more remains.

2. Tun AllosAUR-T\TANNosAUR Gnoup

1. Paul,1984a,1988a.
2. Molnar et al.. 1981.
3. In Czerkas and Glut, 1982.
4. Dong Zhiming told me about this new allosaur; some information is

in Anderson, 1987.
5. Fig. 47 in Czerkas and Glut, 1982, and Fig. 36 in Camp and Camp,

1968; the Camps' book, although now outdated, was one of the nicer
dinosaur publications of the time.

6. Photograph of model in Weisburd, 1986, and in Volume I of Czerkas
and Olson, 7987; this model's skin is based on Ccrnofcurus (see page
28s).

7. According to Earle's 1987 observations on predator pack and prey
size; see Chapter 2.

8. Bakker, in prep.
9. AMNH 600 is shown in Osborn,1912.
10. Bakker, in prep.
11. Ray, 1941; the bones in the posed photos are acfually casts and not

necessarily of A. amplexus.
12. See Fig. 6 in Osborn,7912.
13. Bakker, 1986; Barsbold, 1983a, says the lower jaw's extra hinge

joint was too weak for biting live prey, but its depth at this joint provided
the strength.

14. Currie , 1987b; this is an informative survey of this skull roof bone
in Alberta's theropods.

15. Bakker, 1986; Breithaupt, 1987, is not convinced by such argu-
ments on arm reduction, perhaps an example of the belief the reduction
must have an intrinsic value.

16. Paul, I987b.
17. This is a bit of a mess. "Clevelanotyrannus" appears in the bibli-

ography of Currie, 7987b; perhaps the worst name given to a dinosaur
of late; it has since been dropped in favor of 'Nanotyrannus" in reports
over the news service wires.

18. For a wonderful account of 1960's Polish-Mongolian Expeditions to
dig up tarbosaurs and other Gobi dinosaurs, read Kielan-Jaworowska,
1969; the juvenile specimen on pp. 56 and 57 is ZPAL MgD-V3.

19. Rhozhdestvensky,1965; Maleev, 1974; Osmolska, 1980.
20. In Maleev, 1974.
21. Molnar,1973.
22. Colbert, 1962 ; Alexander, 1985.
23. The frontispiece for this section is ?. rex scaled to the size of

UCMP 118742, and is to the same scale as Fig. 1-2. The human figure is
1626 mm (5'4") tall and 52kg (115 lbs).

24. Another enor is welles and Long's 1974 belief that T. rex had a
distinctive ankle that separated it from all other tyrannosaurs. The
"ankle bone" has such a contorted shape that it is not an astragalus.

25. Fig. 105 in Czerkas and Glut, 1982, and Fig. 4Z inCamp and Camp,
1968; also in Glut, 1982.
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26. Fig.48 in Czerkas and Glut, f982; this illustration was the basis
for the T. rex in the original film King Kong, and for many a plastic toy.

27.In Spinar and Burian,1972.
28. The version often published, as in Barnett, 1955, is the preliminary

sketch; the giant mural itself is a much more impressive piece of art.

3. PnoroerRDs: Fr-vrxc AND NoNFLyTNG

l. see Paul, 7984c, and references therein for discussion of this odd
and rather amusing issue.

2. Martin, 7984a, I984b ; Whetstone, 1983.
3. See Chapter 4 for how protobird shoulder girdles really go together,

and compare walker's careful 1984 analysis to whetstone's peculiar con-
clusions of 1983.

4. See Viohl, \984.
5,6. Paul. 1987b.
7. See comments by Sues, 1977b.
8. Paul, 1987b.
9. For hips, see Barsbold, 1979,1983a, 1983b.
10. Paul. 1987b.
11. Paul, 1984a, 7987b, 1988a.
12. Fig. 52A in Ostrom, 7969a, is an uncinate process.
13. Paul, 1988a.
14. Can be seen in Weisburd, 1986; Desmond, 1976; Glut, 1982.
15. Sues, 7977a.
16. Philip Currie informs me that he has dentaries of this type with V.

lcngsfoni teeth.
17. Barsbold, 1983a; photographs in Hasegawa, 1986, and on p. 61 in

Norman, 1985.
18. Cracraft.7977a.
19. Gilmore, 1924; Sternberg, 1932.
20. Personal comment on the new TMP specimen.
21. Sternb erg, 7940; Cracraft, 797Ia.
22. Cracraft,1977a.
23. Barsbotd,1976.
24. For hips, see Barsbotd, 1979, 1983a.
25. Also see Barsbold, 1981, 1983b; Hasegawa, 1986.
26. These are described in print, but not illustrated, in Barsbold,Ig76.
27,28. See Barsbold, 1983a; also see ref. 50.
29. Trotter and McCulloch,1984.
30. Osmolska, 1980.
31. Russell.7972.
32. Osmolska et aI., 7972; a number of people have questioned the

inset middle ear, but I have seen a cast of o, bullatus that indicates its
presence.

33. Parks, I928b; Russell, 1972.
34. Osmolska et a1.,7972.
35. Ostrom,7970.

REFERENCES 36. For the tale of the discovery of O. bullatus, see Kielan-Jawo-

AND NorES rowska' 1969'
37. Currie. 1985.

421 38. Russell, 1969.



39. Explained in Currie, 7987a.
40. Carpenter, 1982 (which is a survey of baby dinosaurs); Paul,

1984a;1987b,c.
41. Such as in Russell,l97l, and Russell and Sequin, 1982.
42. Russell contradicts himself in 1969, and with Sequin in1982, when

he argues that the troodont's large eyes indicate night time habits, com-
pared to 1973 when he suggested that the dinosaur's large eyes indicate
daylight habits.

43. Paul, 1987b.
44. See Barsbold, 1979,1983a.
45. Barsbold,lg74 and 1983a, says that Tboodon does not have ossified

rods, but most of the tail is missing. The design of the tail base and the
elongation of the processes is similar to dromaeosaurs and indicates
rods were present.

46. Thulborn. 1984.
47. Wilson and Currie, 1985.
48. Russell and Sequin, 1982.
49. Kurzanov, 1981-7987 . Photograph on p. 52 in Norman, 1985.

50. Slow communications prevented full consideration of the following
Mongolian protobirds. Conchoraptor grccilis Barsbold, 1986, is perhaps
a small crestless species of Ovirapfor from the Barun Goyot. Its status
vis-h-vis lngenia is unclear, and skull MgD-V9S may belong to it. Ow'-
roptor mongoliensls Barsbold, 1986, from the Nemegt has a taller, longer
crest than O. philoceratops. No skeletons were figured. Barsbold et al.,
1987, report on a foot of the oldest yet troodontid (unnamed) from the
Early Cretaceous. Borogoviagrccilicnrs Osmolska, 1987, is another troo-
dont foot from the Nemest.

AppeNox A: PnroaroRy DINoSAUR ExeRcnrlcs

1,.Data from Gessamen. 1979.
2. Data from Bennett and Dawson, 7976.
3. Data from Fedak and Seeherman, 1979, with the exponent changed

to M o 75 in accordance with elastic similarity, as per McMahon ,1984.

AppBuorx B: PnBnaroRy DINoSAUR PopurantoNs

I.Data from Schaller,1972, and Farlow,1976b.
2. Schaller.1972.
3. Mech, 1970.
4, 5. Contrast Russell et al., 1980, with Beland and Russell, 1980, but

note that Russell no longer supports ectothermic dinosaurs anyway.
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Albertosaurus ('Nanotyrannus), history of , 66-67,7I
336-37 hunting methods of, 39

Albertosourus crcfunguis,42, in phylogenetic tree of
328, 332-33,334, 335, 337 predatory dinosaurs,I93-

A. sarcophagus and, 333 I94,2OO
Albertosaunx ('Ilcnoqrrannus") population density of, 408, 410

lcncensrs, 319, 320, 328, Allosaurus, 19,2I, 87 , 277 ,278,
334, 336-37, 336, 346 292, 303, 306, 307-13, 319

447 Albertosaurus libratus, 97 , 142, ankles of ,182



Allosaurus (cont.) astralagus,112,181-83,782, hyperextendable second toes,
assigning to family, 302 184 195,356,357-58,373
birdlike braincase of, 199 beaks, I24,126,380-81 ilium, 7II,121,180-81, 185,

cannon bones of, 190 beginnings of bird flight and, 186,210
characteristics of, 3A7-8 209-10,215,216,277-19, integument or body covering,
claws of, 126, 308 217 127-24
eggs of, 42 belly, 120 ischium, IIO, 172,II9,I20
hunting methods of, 309 bones, 121 joint bone surfaces, II3-I4,
in Monison Formation,24, brain and braincase, 55, 98, I4O,156

63,74,129,164,203,266, 100-101, 153-54,163,169- kidneys, 106

283,308-9,3I1,312,3L3, I7O, 192,I93,I94, 199 knees, 111,7I2, 112,1I4,I15,
408 calcaneum,I40,180-83, 182 116,717,178, \20,141,143,

skull of,792,293,307-8 cannon bones, 113,I84,790, I84,2IO
species "lumped" in,2}3 I9l,193,194,207-8 lips, 97, 98,126-27
wrists of,109 cartilagenous discs, 96,10I-2 liver,706

Alloscurus cmplexus, 38,237, caudofemoralis, lO4-5,I2I lungs, 53, 6I, 104, I05,153,
308, 310, 312-13 chest, 103 163,241

Allosaurus etrox, 19, 30,45, &, circulatory system, 105 mouth, 97-98,98,727,153,
235, 307 ,309, 3ll-12, 311 claws, 34,124,126,19I,209- 184

energetics of, 405 210,272,213,213 neck, 29,31,91,95-97,96,
footprints of,129 collarbone, 183, 195 I01,I02,IO3-4,184
jaws of, 93 coloration,I26-27 physiology and, 151-52,153-
population density ol 408 digestive system, 106,106, 156

teeth of , 37, 33, 93 ears, 100 pubis, 118-19, 120,184,274
Allosourus frogilis, 35,276, elbows, 108-9, 108,7I0 reproductive organs, 106

309-10, 310,31I,3I2 eyes and eye sockets, 99-100, respiratory system, 104,l1s
hands of.,109 320 rib cage, 103, 105, 106,365
head of.,125 feet, 113, 113,116-17,I20,I21, shoulder girdle, 106-7,107,
hips of, ll9 124,147-43,147 ,209, 212 108, 183, 278, 359
musculature of, 9I femora, 110-11, 112,114-76, speed and, 138-43,142

Altispinax,zgz,3l4 115,117,LI8,I2I,I4I,I43, spinal column, 96,101-3,110
Altispinax dunkeri,3l4 145,180-81,787,233-34 sternum and clavicles, 107-8,
alula feathers, lL0,183,2I9 fibulas, lll-12, 112,141,143 107, 2I8
Ambiorfirs,68,2O7,2I9,402 finbacks, 103, 153, 163 tall,34,IO2,l03,IO4-5,I20,
American Museum Expeditions, fingers, 109,II0 12I,124,215,357,359

24, 25 forelimbs, 34, 57 ,108-10, l0& trachea, 98, 98
amphibians, 50, 50, 54,274 184,209-10,215,279,359 uniformity of, 151, 153

physiology ol 150 furcula, 107-8, 2I7-I8 vertebrae,95,96,101, 102, 103

predator/prey ratios ol 166 hands, 109,710,I24 see olso muscles; teeth
speed of,164 head, 88-101, 90 Ancalagon, 82

Anatidae, 350 heart, IO5, 106,153 Andrews, Roy Chapman,24
anatomical comparison, in hind limbs, 34, ll}-27,111, ankles:

phylogenetics,IT3-75,201, 712, 713, 115,748-47, 142 angle of knees vs., 116, 118

202 hips, 102,103,110-11, 112, 7I4- archosaur phylogenetics and,
anatomical features of predatory 115, 119, 119, I2I,180-181, 181-83, 182

dinosaurs, ST-I27 l8l, 183-84, 185, 186,2I0, astralagus in,772,787-83, 182,

ankles, IL2,I14,116-17, 118, 234 I84
720,140,181-83, 182,I84 horns, 124, 125, 726 avian features in,1I2,I74,720

armor, 124,126 humerus, I83, 216, 217,219 limb action and, lI4, 116-17
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mesotarsal vs. crurotarsal, characteristics of, 350-51 Archaeornis,3S2
18I-83,182 discovery of,24,25 Archaeornrs siemensi,3\z

musculature of, 120 dromaeosaurs as descendants Archaeornirhomimus, 384,387
speed and, 140 of,797,206,357-60 Archaeornithomimus offinis,

ankylosaurs, 67,70,7I,126,376, dromaeosaurs placed in same 387
326,343 family as,349-51 Archaeornifhomimus asiaficus,

anteaters, spiny, 151 ears of, 100 387
antelopes, 86,777 elbow-wrist system in, 109 Archosauria,ITg-80,204

hind-limb action in, 114, 115 feathers of,722,I23,I24 archosaurs,2l,195, 308
speed of,I46 as first member of Aves, 205- ankle design in, 181-83, 182
temperature regulation in, 162 206 erect gait of, 179, 180-81,181

Antrodemus,3O7,309-10 flying abilities of,2l7-I9,277, feathers of, 67,124
Antrodemrr /roglhs , 3O9, 3I7 354, 359 head ol 88
Antrodemus vclens, 309-10, 311 fully evolved birds vs.,204 heart of, 105
Apatornis, T6 furcula of,2I7-78 hips of, 180-81, l8l, 183

Apatosaurus loursae, 45 gait of, 114 overlapping neck ribs in, 96,
Aptian 49e,272,303 halluxes of,2o9 96
aquatic abilities: hands of,349,355, 368 phylogenetic classification of,

of Archoeoptetyx,270,213-14, hips of, 350-51, 355 178-83, 204,206
213, 356-57 insectivory ascribed to,2II-13 physiology of, 152, 180

and beginnings of bird flight, leaping and climbing abilities preorbital openings of, 178-
213-14 of,209-17,212,356 179,206

fish eating and,273-14,213 ostrich-mimics as descendants ribs of, 103

of ground birds, 45 of, 206, 381 spinal column of, 101

of herbivorous dinosaurs,45, in phylogenetic tree of therapsids vs., 53
45 predatory dinosaurs, 200 see clso birds; crocodilians;

of theropods, 45-46,46 physiology of.,I52,154 dinosaurs; pterosaurs;
Araeoscelis, S0 pubis of, 351, 366 thecodonts
arboreality: shoulder girdle of,107 Arctodus,62

beginnings of bird flight and, size of, 163 Arcucci, Andrea,Z44
209,214-75 skull of, 350 Argentavis, S6

fish eating and,2l4 at Solnhofen,66 Arrsrosuchus, 300
Archaeopterygidae, 351-70 tail of, 351 Arrsrosuchus oweni, 300
archaeopterygids, 351-70,372, teeth of ,2I3,395 armor, I24,126

375,396 troodonts as descendants of, arms, see forelimbs
Archaeopteryginae, 352-57 358,394 asteroids, 58, 59, 60,67, 6Z, Tg-
Archaeopteryx,zz, 50, 63,799, wings of,275,2I7-I8 8l

207 , 25I, 298, 347 , 352-57, Archoeopteryx lithographico, 66, astragalus ,l12,I8l-83, 182,184
373, 375, 397 210, 217, 350, 352-57, 352, Aublysodon, 71, 228, 323, 324-

aquatic abilities of,2l0,213- 354 325
274,213,356-57 as crude "shorebird ," 356-57 Aublysodon huoycnshcnensis,

beginnings of bird flight in, flying abilities of,212,213, 74,825
196,209-rr,212,213-14, 216,354 Aublysodon mirandrs,74,324-
213,2I5,217-79,217,359 hyperextendable second toe BZs

birdlike skeletal details of, ol 356 Aublysodon molnans,325
194-95,199,358 as more than one distinct Aublysodontinae, 324-25

bird origins and, 68, 69,I87, species, 355 aublysodonts, 193-94,30I,3I7,
188, 195, 196,197,200,356 at Solnhofen, 353, 355,356, 324-25,349,360,367,

brain size in, 100 357 398
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aublysodonts (conr.)
characteristics of, 318-22, 324
hunting methods of,322
reduced forelimbs of. 32O,

322,324
success of,322-23

auditory sense, 100
Auffenberg, Walter, 168-69
Aves,66, 180, 205-8

taxonomy of ,207-8
Theropoda vs., 205-6

Avetheropoda, 189, 296-403
avetheropods, 50, 279, 293,

296-403
arboreality in,209
cannon bones of. 193

characteristics of, 192-93,
296

jaws of, 9I, \92-93
lungs ol 61

paleotheropods vs., 254
in phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, 189,

792-200
"Protoavis" and,252
rib cage of, 105, 193

specific gravity of,234
see clso allosaurs;

archaeopterygians;
aublysodonts; avimimids;
coelurids ; compsognathids ;

dromaeosaurs;
ornitholestians;
ornithomimids ; oviraptors ;

troodonts ; tyrannosaurs
Avimimidae, 4Ol-3
avimimids, 146, 381, 400-403

in phylogenetic tree of
predatory dinosaurs, 199

Arnmimus, 71, I73,187 , 228, 251,
396,40t-3

Awmimus porfenfosus, 401-3,
401,402

Avipes,238
Arrr'saurus ar chibaldL 207 -8

Boharilsaurus, 317,318
Bcrharilsaunrs ingens, 318
Baharija beds, 317

Bakker, Robert, 17, 87, 277
on Allosaurus species, 310,

311,313
on bird origins, 209
on biting action of predatory

dinosaurs.96
on bouncing of theropods, 34
on coloration,126-27
dinosaur physiology and, 152
on late Cretaceous relinking of

isolated areas. 78-79
metabolic rates measured by,

163-64, 166
phylogenetic tree of predatory

dinosaurs and, 180, 184,

185, 191

reconstructions and, 227
sprawling gait and, 53
on swimming abilities, 45
on theropod pubis, 118

on theropod skull, 91

tyrannosaurs and, 307, 323,
337

Velociraptor ontirchopus and,
368

Barremian Age,67,68
Barsbold, Rinchen, 359, 378,

398-99
Barun Goyot Formation, 168,

360.377
Baryon5x, 67, I9I, 256, 269, 271,

272-73,299
Baryonyx walkeri, 270, 272-73,

272
bathing,4T
bats, 61, 2I8,359

explosive evolution of, 63, 69
fish-eating, 2I3, 213
taxonomic classification of.

204-5
Bqvarisaurus,298
beaks, I24,726

of birds, 93
ensheathed with horn or

keratin.380-81
bears, 43, 62, 1I7, 17 6-77

polar, 62,16I
speed ol 139-40

bee hummingbirds, 86
belly, 120

Benton, Michael, 52-53, 55
Bering land bridge, 70-7 4
Berriasian Age,352
Bidar, Alain,299
Binocular vision, 374

in protobirds, 100, 794,348-
349,395

scavenging argument and,
33

in thecodonts, 180-8I, 181

in ?roodon mongoliensis, 399
in tyrannosaurs, lO0, 32O

bipedalism, 179
anatomical adaptations and,

180-81. r8r
bird origins and, 57
metabolic rates and, 152-53
reasons for evolution of, 57
sprawling gait vs., 53
of staurikosaurs, 244, 246

Bird, Roland, 37,133
bird flight, beginnings of, 2O9-

220
aerodSmamic uncertainties

and,2I4
aquatic abilities and, 273-14
arboreality and, 209, 2I4-I5
climbing and, 195, 196,209-

2r0,211,212, 213,215
course of bird flight after,

2r9-20
feathers and, 215, 276-17,

2r9-20
gliding and, 195, 274,215,216
from ground up vs. from trees

down, 27I,2I5
insectivory and,217-73
leaping and, 196, 209,2I0,

271-72,215-16
quadrupedal vs. bipedal

branch landings and, 219
secondary flight loss and, 197,

199-200.206
speed of flight and,276
thecodonts and, 195

wings and, 275, 216, 2I7 -18
see also fhght

bird origins, 19-20,24, 50,83-
86, 84, 85,87, 173, lg7-88,
795-97.200
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Archaeopteryx and,68,69, and phylogenetic tree of environmental heat load and,
187, 188, I95,196,I97 ,20O, predatory dinosaurs ,I78- 163
356 179,180,180,18I,183-84 of protobirds, 153-54

coelophysians and,257 physiology of, 150, I51,I52, braincase,l0I, 792,193,I94, 199

crocodilians and, 196-97 156,763,769,770 brain size, 100-101
dinosaur bipedalism and,57 polar, 63, 84-85, 155 metabolic rates and, 153-54,
dromaeosaurs and, I95,197 predatory, 40-41 169-70
Herreravia and,2OS protobirds compared to, 348- breastplate:
"Protoavis" and, 68, 69,187- 349 bird flight and,2l8,2l9

188,25I-52 pubis of, 118 of dromaeosaurs, 359
thecodonts and, 195-97,257 S-curved neck of,95,96 breeding, see reproduction
theropods and,22-23,24,25, secondary flight loss in, 197 Brinkman,Donald,24S

204,253 shoulder girdle of, 107 brontosaurs, 34, 45,133,237,274
see clso protobirds specific gravity of,234 death rates ol 408

birds, 2I,IO3,754 spinal column of, 101, 102 herrerasaurs as, 250
ankles of,I81, 182 sternal plate of, 107 history of, 60, 67, 63, 67,70,
beak of, 93 success of, in Late Cretaceous, 71,,75

brain ol 55 75-77,75 in Morrison Formation, 63,
cartilagenous joints of, 140 in Tertiary, 83-86 65, 75,283, 308, 3O9, 3I2,
charadriiformes, 76,83 thumbs in, 110 313,407,470
claims of, in Jurassic, 63-66 biting action, 96-97 phylogenetic and taxonomic
Early Cretaceous finds of,67- Blattoidealestes, 52 classification of, 184, 185

69 blood pressure, 105, 153 with "predatory" heads, 238
enantiornithiformes, T6, TT, Bock, Walter, 353 as prey, 34,37-40, 88, 138,

207-8 body temperature, 170 278,279,288,307,309,316,
erect gait of, 181, 181 fluctuations of, 150, 151, 154, 326,343,346, 405, 470

eyes of, 99, 100 157-63 Bronfoscurus,343,344
feet of, I73, 113,I77 see clso thermoregulation Brookes, 281

fully-developed, first definite Bonaparte, Jose, 68,76,207, "brown" fat cells, I57,169
signs ol 68-69 283 Buckland, Rev. William, 24,287

gigantism in, 83-86 bones: bulk endothermy, 150-51, 170,
ground, 45, 55,713,170, 379 ability to crush, 69 409
growth rings in, 155 fi.brolamellar, 155 anatomical features and, 153

head of, 88, 97,92,94,95,98 growth rate of, 154-56 brain size and, I54,770
herrerasaurs and,247 growth rings in, 155-56, environmental heat load and,
hind limbs of, 114-16,120 169 163
history ol 83-86 histology of, as taxonomic food needs and, 154

ichthyornids,75,76,206,2O7 character, I79,I8O parenting and,l7O
joint bone surfaces in, 113-14 hallowness of, 121 polar conditions and, 161

knees of, 112,114 ossification of, 191 predator/prey ratios and, 166,

lungs of , 104, lO5 of predatory vs. herbivorous 168-69
neognathes,76,77,83-84, dinosaurs, 167 trackway speeds and,164

208 see also specr,ltc bones bulk homeothermy, 150-51
neornithes,2O7,2O8 brachiosaurians,266 brain size and, 154
paleognathes,76,77,83,208 Brochiosaurus brancai,279 energy efficienry and,757
parental care of young in, 44 Bradycneme, 400 food needs and, 154
passerine ("song"), 86,170 Brodycneme draculae, 4OO parenting and,156-57
phorusrhacids, 40, 84 brain, 98 polar conditions and,157-67,
phylogenetics and taxonomy of dinosaurs vs. birds or 159

of,204-8 mammals, 55 population density and, 408-9
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Burian, 345 Carrier, David, 53 Chatterjee, Sankar, rz3,194,
bustards, 85 cartilaqe: 250-5I.326

in d[cs, 96,107-2 cheetahs, 34, 86,I2I,I45, 370
in joint surfaces, I73-I4,I40, chest, 103

Caenagnathidae, 372-78 156 chilantaisaurs,316
caenagnathids, 370 cassowaries,364, 376 Chilanrcrsotiru.s, 66-67, 313-14

see clso oviraptors catalog of predatory dinosaurs, Chilanraiscunrs moortuensrs,
Caenagnathinae, 372-74 227-403 313-14
Caenagnathus,3T3 data sSmopses in, 229-35 Chilcntorsourus rashuikouensis,
Coenognafhus collinsi, 373 explanation of ,223-35 314
Caenagnathus sfernbergi,3T3 phylogenetic order in,223 Chinle Formation, 59,244,261
calcaneum,I40,lSO-83, 182 skeletal, muscle, and life Chirosrenotes,228,372, 373-
Camarasaurus supremus, 65 restorations in, 226-29 374,381
camouflage qualities, 127 cats, 44, 45, 84,I02,ll7 ,12I, Chirosren otes pergracilis, 373-
camptosaurs, 308 173-74,214 374
Canidae, 382 hunting methods of, 30, 38, Chirosfenofes rcrus, 374
canids, 30, 39 209 Chitake quarry, 166,262-64
canines, 30 caudofemoralis, 704-5,121 circulatory system, 105
Conis, 20I,202,337 Cenozoic Era,20,69 cladistics, 174-75
cannibalism, 43 center of gravity, 115-16, i18 cladograms,l74
cannon bones, 113,184 centra, 101 class names,229

predatory dinosaur ceratopsians, 38, 39,70,338 clavicles, 707-8, 107,2I8
phylogeneticsand, 190,797, ceratopsids,I47,337,345 claws, I24,126
\93,794 Ceratosaufia, 255-56 beginnings of bird flight and,

of theropods vs. birds, 207- Ceratosauridae, 275-79 2O9-1O,212,273, 213
208 ceratosaurs,2\4, 274-79,280, of.Velociraptor, 126, 362, 364

Cape buffalo, 40 307,313,322 as weapons, 34, 191

Cape hunting dogs, 40,408 characteristics of, 274 see clso sickle-claws
Caple, G. R.,2II,2I5,219 coelophysiansvs.,2T4 Cleveland-Lloyd quarry,166,
Corcharodontosoun-r, 317, 318 history of, 50, 58, 63 37O, 3II-12
Carcharodonfosourus sohorfcus, jaws of,791,277 "Clevelanotyrannus ," 336,337

317 spinal column of, 103, 315 climate, S0, 59, 6I, 67,70
caribou, 161 Ceratosaurus,24,63, 190,266, dinosaur extinction and,78
Carnian Age, 58, 200,267 275-79,280,283,29r, 302, physiology and,15T-68, ls9
carnivores: 308,309 climbing:

mammalian, see marrunalian armor of,726 Archoeopteryx adapted for,
carnivores characteristics of, 276-78 2o9-ro,212,3s6

modern, predatory dinosaurs horn of, 276-77 , 303 beginnings of bird flight and,
vs., 40 Procerataurus and, 304 lgs,l96, zo9-ro,2rL, 2r2,

see olso predation and pterygoid of,192 213, Zls
hunting methods Ceratosaun-rs ingens,237,278- Cloverly Formation,67,368-69,

Carnosauria, 188-89 279 386
carnosaurs,257,274 Cerofoscurus nosicornis, 35, coelophysians, 190, I91,232,
Carnotaurus, 67,228, 280, 283, 274, 275-78, 2zB 256-65, 265, 26T, z7l,2zg,

284-85,319,37I chameleon lizards, 108 Zg},2gg, 30A
skin of, 122 Chanaresuchus, 182 bird origins and, zs7

Carnotounrs sostrei,284-85, charadriiformes, 76, 83 ceratosaurs vs.,274
284, 285 Cqrcharodon megolodon, 63 characteristics of, 256-57

Carpenter, Kenneth,267,323, Charig, Alan, 785,27I evolutionary specializations
344,347,349,396 Chasmosaurus belli, 72 of,252
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"gracile" vs. "robust" type of, energetics of ,4O4-5 Creoscurus, 307,311
331, 368 hands of.,109 Creosaurus qtrox,37l

jaws and snout of, 50,255, Coeluria, 299-3OO Cretaceous Period, 20,36, 58,
256-57 Coeluridae,3OO 164,187,200,207,214,237,

in phylogenetic tree of coelurids, 193 254,255,256,265,279,
predatory dinosaurs, 200 Coelurosauria, 188-89 28O,283,286,288,296,

Coelophysidae, 258-7O coelurosaurs, 257,274, 299- 336, 347,351, 359, 381, 403
coelophysids, 256-70,265 300 bird origins in, 197

characteristics of, 190-91, Coelurus, 300, 305 feather impressions from, 122

254-55,258 Coelurus ogrhs, 300 footprints from, 732-33
crests of,258 Coelurus bauri,260 history of, 66-74,77-83
"robust" vs. "gracile" qpe, Coelurus/ragrhs, 300 polar theropods in, 159-61,

258 Coelurus hermcnni, 305 159

teeth of, 258 Colbert, Edwin, 312 Cretaceous Period, Early, 59,
Walkerio mcleriensis as, 250- coldbloodedness, 150 66-69,200,219,302

25I see also metabolic rates; bird "finds" in, 67-69
see clso coelophysians; physiology trackways from, 137

dilophosaurs collarbone, 183, 195 Cretaceous Period, Middle, 25,

Coelophysinae,25g-66 Colorado quarry, 282-83 274,322,360, 386
Coelophysis, 2I, 40, 74,164, 188, coloration ,126-27 climate in, 159

196,202,228,252,256, color vision, 99,I27 Cretaceous Period, Late,24, 54,

259-65,265, 266,267 ,270, comets, 58, 59, 60, 61, 67 ,79-81 69-83, 72-73, 75, 168, 2OO,

274,295 conununalism, see pack 2O7,214,238,280,283,30L,
beginnings of bird flight and, behavior 3O2, 322, 324, 326, 364,

217,218 communication, visual devices 366, 381, 386,397
birdlike braincase of, 199 in,44 abundance of tyrannosaurs in,
bird origins and,257 Compsognathia, 297-99 74-75
brain size in, 100 Compsognathidae, 297-99 asteroid or comet collision in,
cannon bones of,190 compsognathids, 193 79-80
characteristics of, 259-60 Compsogncfhus, 4I, 63,795, climate in,I59, 160

classified as bird, 206 255,295,297-99,303,347, connection of isolated
crests of,268 357 continents in,78-79
family of,258-59 discovery of,24,87 extinction in,77-83
feet of, ll3 lack of feathers in remains of, success of birds in,75*77 , 75
forelimbs of, 108 I23 Criocus,83
"gracile" vs "robust" t5rpe of, Compsogrothus corallestrrs, 297 crocodilians,2I,83, 88, 98, 103,

259 Compsognafhus longipes,66, 104, 105, 150,206
hind-limb action in, 117 297-99,298,299 ankles of ,18I, 182

history of,57,58, 59 condors, 33-34,85 bird origins and, 196-97
lungs of , 104 conifers, 67 cartilagenous limb joints of,
physiology, of,I52 continents, 50, 59, 6I, 67,70 II4,140
shoulder girdle of,107 connections of, determined by gait of, 118

wrists of,109 dinosaur remains, 7I-74 growth rate in, 155

Coelophysis bauri, 49, 57,235, extinction related to relinking history of, 69-70,77
259,260-62,261,262, 263 of,78-79 jaw-closing muscles in,94,95

S;mrcrsus rhodesiensrs vs., convergence, L73-75 and phylogenetic tree of
202-3 cooling mechanisms, 161-63 predatory dinosaurs,178-

Coelophysrs rhodesiensis, 59, Coomb, Walter, 46 779,l8O, 180,I87
I78,256,259,260,261, Cope, Edward Drinker, 24 polar conditions and, 159

262-65,263,264 coracoids, 106-7, 107,I08 rearing of juvenilesby, 42,157
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crocodilians (cont.)
spinosaurs and,27l
teeth of, 156, 273,272

crurotarsal ankle, l8l-83, 182
Currie, Philip, 36, 167, 323, 324,

326,340,372,373
Czerkas, Stephen,307

Darwin, Charles,353
Dcspletos etttu.s, 202, 337
Daspletoscunr torosus, 339
dating technique s, 231-32
Davis,80
death rates, 408
death sites, 36
decay, communal feeding habits

and.40
DeCourten, Frank,393
Deinocheirinae, 384
Deinocheirus, 228, 343, 384
Deinocheirus mirrficus, 237, 384
Deinodon, 323, 327
Deinodontidae, 323
Deinonychus, 362, 367
Deinonychus cntirrhopus, 366
Deltotherium, 33
dentary,91
Depression, Great,24
depth-perception, 100
diapsids, 778-79, 179, 180
Diatryrrna,84
dicroidium plants,56
diqmodonts,3T2
digestive tract, 706, 106
digitigrade creatures, 116-17,

132

dilophosaurs, 57, 790-9I, 256,
257 ,265, 266, 267-70,27r,
273

in phylogenetic tree of
predatory dinosaurs, 200

Dilophosaurus, 58, 188, 190,
257 , 259, 259, 267-69,
268-70,27r, 3O2, 344

lips of, 97,98
Dilophosourus wefh erilli, 9 8,

268-70,269,270
Dimetrodon, 50, 274
dingoes,276

Dfnornrs, 83,85
"dinosaur," origin of word, 21

dinosaur books:
illustrations in, 12

inaccuracies in, 1I-I2
dinosaur drawings and

restorations, 87
in catalog, 226-29
eyes in, 99
inaccuracies in, 12

Dinosauria. TS4

dinosaurologr:
diffrculties of identi&ing

. species in,223
frustrations of, 23
history of,23-26
indirect observation in, 149-

150

oversplitting of genera in,
20r-3

dinosaurs:
diversity ol 151

explosive evolution of, 57, 58,
68. 164

extinction of, 58, 77-83,232
popularity of, with pubIic,24-

25
size of, 54
see clso herbivorous

dinosaurs; predatory
dinosaurs; specl,ltc
dinosours and ropics

Diplodocus carnegii, 65
discs, cartilage, 96, lO7-2
disputes, intraspecies, 34-35
distance traveled, enerS/

consumed per, 405-6
distribution, 232
divergence, I74, I77
diversity, extinction in late

Cretaceous and, 77-79
Djadokhta , 37O, 376
DNA-DNA hybridization, 173,

175
Dockum deposits, 267
dogs, 44, 45, 84, IO2, I77, I4I,

t73-74
hunting methods of, 30, 38

drinking, 46-47
water needs and. 163

Dromaeosaurinae, 360-70
dromaeosaurs, 50, 153-5 4, 205,

325, 347, 349-51, 357 -70,
372, 394, 395, 396, 3gg

Archaeopteryx placed in same
family as,349-SI

avian features of. 358-59
bird origins and, I95,I97
characteristics of, 350-51,

357-59
as descendants of

ArchoeopterSm, 197, 206,
357-60

ears of. 100

emergence of,67
folding forelimbs of, 359
hunting methods of, 358
hyperextendable second toe

ol 357-58
in phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, 193,
795, r97, rgg,200,201

secondary flight loss in, 359-
360

troodonts vs., 357, 395,396
see also Velociraptor

Dromceos ctltrus, 24, 348, 360-
361,366,369

Velociraptor vs., 358, 361
Dromceosourus clberfensis,

360-61,362,369
Dromiceiomimus, 384, 392
Dr omiceiom imus br evi ter tius,

392
Dromiceiom imus samueli, 390
Dromornrs, 33-84
Dryoscurus lettowvorbecki, 265
Dryptosauridae, 346-47
dryptosaurs,280
Dryptosaurus, 7 4, 346-47
Dryptosaurus aquilungis, 3 46-

347
Dr'5rytosaur"us incrcss o.tus, 333
duckbills, 37, 72-73, 274, 407,

408
history of, 7O, 7I, 74, 75, 77
as prey, 39, 40,70,747,328,

337, 346,347,398
skin of, 122

speed of,70,147
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ducks, presbyornithiforme, 76- enantiornithiformes, T6, TT, Eustrepfospondylus oxoniensrs,
77 207-8 287-88,287

Qmamosaurus,337 endothermic homeothermy, 151, evaporation, in
Dymamoscunn imperrbsus, 343, 152,I57,169-70 thermoregulation, I57,162

345 endothermv, 150-51, I7O-71 evolution,353
anatomical design and, 153 of dinosaurs, explosive quality
bone gTowth and, 154-55 of,57,58,68,164

Earle, Michael,40 bulk, 150-51, 153,154,156- isolation and,74,78-79
ears, 100 I57 ,161, 163,764,166, 168- metabolic rates and,764
ectothermy, 150, 170 169,770,409 predators as major driving

bone growth and, 155 energetics and,4O4-5 force in,70,86
energetics and,4O4 erect gait and, 152-53 quick-burst character of, 68-
low-slung gait and, 153 food needs and, 154 69
polar conditions and, 159-61 .polar conditions and, 161 size squeezes in, 163,24O
population density and,407 population density and, 408, extinctions,232
predator/prey ratios and, 166 409-10 asteroid or comet and,79-87
in reptiles, 150 predator/prey ratios and, 166 climatic change and,78
size squeezes and, 163 size squeezes and, 163 in Late Cretaceous, TT-83
temperature fluctuations and, in small vs. large theropods, species formation rates and,

150 752 78-79
Edmontonia rugosidens, 73 trackway speeds and,764 Triassic-Jurassic, 58
eggs, 44,78 energetics,4o4-6 vulcanism and, 81

of elephant birds, 83 bipedalism vs. eyes, 99-100
of hummingbirds, 86 quadrupedalism and, 57 eye sockets, 99
nesting sites for, 42, 42, 43 distance traveled and, 4O5- of tyrannosaurs, 320

elaphrosaurs,256,257 406
Elaphrosaurus, 258,264,265- energy efficienry vs. energy

266,276 consumption and, 157 facial muscles, 97
Elaphrosaurus bambergi,265, food needs and, 404-5 falconets, 86

266,266 migrations and, 160-61 families, taxonomic,l76,229
elastic similarity,IS6-37, 136, physiology and,I57 Farlow, James, 137

143-45,145,746 Epanterias,3}7,3l3 fat:
predator/prey ratios and, 168- Epanterias amplexus, 312 "brown" cells and, I51,769

169 Erecfopus, 316-17 storage of, 105

elbows, 108-9, 108,I10 Erecfopus sauvagi,376 feathers, 122-24,234
elephant birds, 83 Erectopus superbus, 316-17 alula, II0,I83,279
elephants, 162 Erlikosaurus cndrewsi, 238 beginnings of bird flight and,

ankles of, 140, 141 Eryops, 50 215,216-17,279-20
growth of, 155, 156 Eubrontes, foolprints of, 129 of Early Cretaceous "bird," 67
locomotion of, 38, 47,116,I35, Eubronfes giganteus, footprints fluffing up of, 44

140,14I,743,147 of, 130 of polar dinosaurs, 161

as prey, 40, 62,747 Euparkeria,96, 104, 181 as taxonomic character,205-
elephant seals, 38 Euparkerra copensrs, 180 206,349-50
Elephrosourus,62 Eurolimnornrs, 68 Fedak, Michael, 57
Elmrscurus, 373 eustreptospondylians,l9I-92 Feduccia, Alan, I97 ,218
ElmIsourus rqrus,374 Eustreptospondylidae,2S6-93 feeding:
Elopteryx,395 Eustreptospondylinae,2ST-89 pack behavior and,19, 40
Elopteryx nopscci, 399, 400 eustreptospondyls, 279,280 teeth shed during,237
Elzanowski, Andrei, 324 Eusfrepfospondylus,190,287- see also predation and
emus, 208,379,380 288 hunting methods
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feeding rates:
calculation of, 404-5
gTowth rate and, 155

metabolic rates and, 154, 155
population densities and,

407
feet, 113, 113, 121, 124, I47

action of, 116-17
beginnings of bird flight and,

209,212
cannon bones in, 113, 184, 190,

191,193,194,207-g
hyperextendable second toes

in, 195, 356, 357-58, 373
muscles in,I2O
of ostrich-mimics vs.

tyrannosaurs, 141-43
as weapons, 358

femora, 110*11, 112,174-16, 115,

117, 118, 127,145
erect gait and, 180-81, 181

length of,233-34
of ostrich-mimics vs.

t5rrannosaurs, 141, 143

fibrolamellar bone, 155

fibulas, 7ll-I2,112
of ostrich-mimics vs.

tyrannosaurs, 141, 143

finback reptiles, 165, 766, 167
finbacks, 103

in thermoregulation, 153, 163
fingernails,126
fingers, 109,710
fish eating,2I3-I4, 213
flight:

folding of forelimbs in, 219,
359

loss of, 197, 199-200, 206,
347-48.359-60

as taxonomic character, 350
see also bird flight, begin-

nings of
footprints, 38, 129-33, 130, 132

generic and species names of,
r31-32

"ghost" prints, 131

information revealed by, 133
interaction between

appendage and ground in,
131

preservation of, 129
see olso trackways

forelimbs, 34, 108-10, 108,I84
beginnings of bird flight and,

209-to,2r5
bipedalism and,57
elbows and, 108-9, 108,I10
folding of, in flight, 279,359
hands and,709,IlO,I24
reduced, 320, 322, 324, 334-

336
wrists and, 108,109

Forest Sandstone, 59, 59
formations:

dating of,231-32
see also specific formcfions

foxes, 161

Frenguelhsourus, 246, 247,
249-49,250

Frenguelhscurus
Ischrgualostensrs, 248-49,
250

furcula, 107-8, 277-18

gait:
foot-to-ground contact in, 116-

r77

hind-limb action in, 114-18,
115

hopping in, 118

of lagosuchians, 240
sprawling vs. erect, 53
see olso bipedalism;

quadrupedalism
Gcllimimus, 202, 384, 385
Gollimimus bullatus, 393
Gallorator, footprints of, 129
Galton, Peter, 180, 184, 792,265
Ganius.68
Garden Park quarry, 266, 2Z 6,

310

Gqrudimiminoe. 382-83
Garudimimus, 373
Garudimimus brevrp es, 383,

383
Gasoscunx, 287, 289
Gososourus consrrucrus, 289
gastralia, 106
gastrocnemius muscle, 120

Gauthier, Jacques, 178, 188-89,
206,295,373

gazelles, 70, I2l, I43, 146
genera, 176, 177-78

with large number of species,
201-3

names of, in catalog,229
Genyodectes,2S3
Genyodecfes serus, 283
Ghost Ranch quarry, 166,256,

259, 260,26r, 262-64
G i gandipus c audotus, footprints

of,130
gigantism, in birds, 83-86
Gilmore, Charles, 27 6, 3lO
Gingerich, Philip,91
Glen Rose Formation, I30
gliding, I95, 2I4, 2I5, 216
Gobiconodon,365
Gorgosaurus, 230, 327 , 337
Gorgosaurus loncensis, 336
Gorgosaurus lancin ator, 340
Gorgosaurus librcrus, 329
Gorgosaurus novoTi lovi, 340
gradistic component, in

systematics, 777 , I78
grave sites, communal, 36
gravity, specific,234
Great Oolite, 304
greyhounds, 145

Griman,307
grooming practices, 47
ground birds, 55, I73, 170

head of.379
swimming by, 45

growth rates:
phylogenetic tree of predatory

dinosaurs and, 179, 180
physiology and, 154- 56, 156,

T7I
growth rings, 155-56, 769

habitats, 47, 59, 70, 71, 157 -63,
159

population densities and, 407
hadrosaurs,329
halluces,209
Halsteads, L. 8., 138
Halticosauridae,2Sg
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Halticosaurinae, 267 -7O
see clso dilophosaurs

Halticoscturus, 267
Halticosourus lilien sterni. 267
hamstrings, 120

hands, 109,1I0,124
of Archceopter5x, 349, 355,

368
Harpymimus, 228, 382-83, 384
Harpymimus oklcdn ikovi, 382-

383
Hartford Basin, 132

head,88-101. 90
of birds, 88, 91, 92,94,95,

98
biting action and, 96-97
bony bosses, ridges, or horn

cores on,124-26, 125

brain size and, 100-101
ears and, 100

eyes and, 99-100
facial muscles of,97
jaw-closing muscles of, 29, 3I,

33,88, 90,94-95,97
joint between neck and, 95
mouth and, 97-98, 98, 127,

153, 184

nostrils and,98,98
sinuses and,90,94,99
tongue and,99
see olso jaws; skull; teeth

hearing, 100

heart, I05, 106,153
Heilmann, Gerhard, 195, 257
Hell Creek Formation, 207, 344
Heptasteornrs, 395
Heptasteorn rs ondrewsi, 399
herbivores:

predator/prey ratios and, 164-
169.165

predators' impact on evolution
of,70

tongue ol 99
herbivorous dinosaurs, 32, 36,

46, 57, 58, 127-22,161, 186,

187 ,I95, 262, 343, 349
binocular vision in, 374
brain of, 55
brain size in, 100

death rates ol 408

457

as descendents of
paleodinosaurs, 239 -40

extinction of.77-78
footprints of , I29, I33
fossils of predatory dinosaurs

vs., 167

history of, 61, 67,75,77-78
leisure time of predators vs.,

29
mistakenly thought to be

predators , 237-38, 238
physiology of,I52
population density of, 37, 407,

408
as prey of theropods,27,28,

33, 36-40, 44-45, 45
reproduction of,42
speed of,764
staurikosaurs as ancestors of.

49
taxonomy of, 185

in water, 45,45
see also brontosaurs;

duckbills ; ornithomimids
herons,38
Herrerasauridae, 248-51
herrerasaurs, 56, 164, 186, 187,

188, 237 , 247-52,256, 308,
347

avian-like features of, 247
elbow-wrist system in, 108,

109

see also "Protoavis"
Herrercscunn. 56-57, 181, 785,

246,249-50,25r
Herreroscurus rsch ig'r"rc lcs fensis,

56, 245, 247, 249-50, 249
Srourikosourus pricei as

juvenile of ,249
Herreravia, 185, 187-88, 247-

252
bird origins and, 205

herreravians, 21, 49, 785, 787,
237,253

feet of, 113,113
history of, 56-58
see also herrerasaurs:

"Protoavis"
Hesperornis, 75, 7 5-7 6, 92, 206,

2r3

hesperornithiformes, 197
Heterodonroscurus rucki, 186
heterodon[/ , 298, 303, 304
heterothermy, 150
hibernation, 159, 161

hind limbs, 34, 710-21, 111

action of, 114-18, 115

ankles and, II2, I74, 176-77,
118, 120, 140, 191-93,182,
184

of birds, 114-16
cartilagenous joints in, 113-14,

r40
feet and, II3, 113,116-17,720,

r2l, r24, r4l-43, 147, 209,
212

hip and knee action in, 110-
Il2, 112 714-15,116, 117, 118

muscles in,12O-27
pubis and, 118-19,120
speed and, 140-41,142

hippos,35
hips, 702,I03,186,270

action of, 110-11, 112,714-15
of Archoe opter5m, 350-51,

aF-JOJ

erect gait and, 180-81, 181

height of,234
phylogenetic tree of predatory

dinosaurs and, 180-8I, 181,

183-84, 185

predation and,l2I
of protobirds,120, 349
of theropods, 719-20, 119

hoatzin, 209,2I4
holotypes ,223, 230
homeothermy, 150, 752, 163

bulk, 150-51, 154, ),56-6I, 759,

408-9
endothermic, 151, I52, I57,

169-70
hominids,5T

evolution of,49
Homo,20I,202, 337
Homo sopiens, see humans
hopping, 118

in intraspecies disputes, 34
horizons, 232-33
Horner, John,395
horns, 124,125,126



horses, 117,135,143,155 insects, 407 tyrannosaur finds at,324,
hind-limb action in, 114, 115, integument,I2I-24 326,330

115 feathers in,I22-24 Velociraptor finds at,369
speed of ,745,146 scales in,12I-22,I23,I24 Juropteryx, 352

Horseshoe Canyon Formation, interbreeding, L76 Juropteryx recuwa,352,355
130,333,338, 339, 369,373, Intertheropoda, 279-93 Jurassic Period, 19,20,22,23-
392,395 intertheropods, I9l-92,254-55, 24,25,282,298,347,349,

Hotton, Nicholas, 140,160,163 279-93,298 359
Huene, Friedrich von,275,281- in phylogenetic tree of beginnings of bird flight in,

282,283,3O4,374-15 predatory dinosaurs,20O 2O9-lI
Hulsonpes perlei,360 see also megalosaurs; bird origins in, 187-88
humans (I7omo scpiens), 40,43, metriacanthosaurs bird remains from, 63-66,68,

117,735,143, 145, 404 iridium, 79,81 251
humerus, I83,216, 217,279 irises, 99 Early, 58-61, 59, 67,74,132,
hummingbirds, 206 Ischichuca Formation,242,243 138, 200, 232,255,258,260,

bee, 86 Ischigualasto Formation,56, 295,296
hunting, see predation and 246,249,250 feather impressions from, 122

hunting methods Ischrscurus,246,249,25O flying protobirds in, 197

Hnxley, Thomas, 195,297,353 Ischrscurus cattoi, 246 fragmentary theropod remains
hybrids, 176 ischium, IlO, 712,779,120 from,293
hydrophobia, 45 isolation, evolution and,74,78- history of, 58-66, 68

hyenas, 30,34,38, 39, 40,45, 79 Late,24,6O,6I, &-65,132,
69, 407 , 4Og 133,200, 254, 28r, 3O2, 351

hyoid,99 Middle, 6\,200,279,280,
H5ryocrosounn casuorius, 72 jaw-closing muscles, 29,37,33, 288,3U',302
hypertherms, 166 88,90,94-95,97 juveniles:

jaws, 88-92,96,27I camouflaging of ,I27
ofavetheropods,9I,192-93 feathers of,124

ice ages, 50, 84, 3I7, 370 of ceratosaurs, I9I,277 parental care of, 42, 44,156-
Ichthyornis, 75,76,206,207 of coelophysians, 50,255, I57,16I
iguanodonts,36-37, 46,133, 256-57 physiology of, 156-57, 161

273 double-jointed,9l
ilio-costalis muscles, 104 kineticism in,88-92,93
Iliosuchidae, 294-95 of thecodonts vs. therapsids , Kakuru kujoni, 4OO-40I
lliosuchus, 294 53 kangaroo rats, 136, 139

lliosuchusincogninrs,294 Jensen, James ("Dinosaur"), kangaroos,57,136,I39,743,
iliotibialis, 120 792 170
ilium, II1,I21,185, 186, 210 jeroboas, 143 Kayenta Formation , 232,260,

erect gait and, 180-81 Johnston, P. A., 156 27O

of ostrich-mimics vs. joints, cartilagenous, 113-14, keratin, I24,126
tyrannosaurs, 141 140,156 Kessler, Eugen, 352

India, continental drift and,74 "Jordon theropod",325 kidneys, 106
indosaurs,373,316 Judith River Formation Kielan-Jaworowska, Zofia,7l
lndosaurus, 316,326 (formerly Oldman kineticism , 88-92, 93
Indosaurus matleyi,3l6 Formation), 72 kingdoms, 176
/ndosuchus,316,325, 326 Ornithomimus finds at,389, Kirtland Shale, 346
Indosuchns raptorius, 326 392 knees, II2,II5,I20,784,210
infraorders,IT6 population densities at, 407 , action of 111, 112, L16,117, 118

insectivory, beginnings of bird 408, 410 of birds, 112, II4
flight and,2l7-13 predators and prey of,332 cartila-ee in, 114
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of ostrich-mimics vs. Lance Formation , 164, 344, 407 , locomotion, see aquatic abilities;
tyrannosaurs, 141, 143 408 bipedalism; bird flight,

I(night, Charles R., 87, 305-6, Landinian Age, 56 beginnings of; climbing;
307,345 Las Hoyas Formation, 68 fltght; gait; leaping;

Komodo monitor lizards, 30,32, lattisimus dorsi, 110 quadrupedalism; swimming
38,152 leaping: Longosourus,Z19

predator/prey ratios in, 168- Archoeopteryx adapted for, Longosaurus long'rcollis,260,267
169 209.211,356 loons. 92,96

Krirosaurus norcbilis, 72-73 beginnings of bird flight and, Lukousourus, 238
Kurochkin, E. N., 68 196, 209, 2I0, 2Il.-I2, 2I5- lungs, 104, 105
Kurzanov, S. M., 401 276 air-sac systems and,6l,104,

by insectivorous ground 763,234
animals, 2II-I2 endothermy and, 153

Labocania,302,3l6 Leidy, J.,309,395 erect vs. sprawling gait and,
Labocenia" qnomalo,3l6 length, total,233 53
labocanians, 313 leopards, 289,362-64,4O8
LaBrea Tar Pits, 166,311 Lepidotes, 272
Labrosourus ferox,293 Lewisuchinae,242-43 McGowen, Chris, 33,93,I39
Lacasca, 68,207 Lewrsuchr"rs,242-43 McKenna, Malcolm, 366
Laelaps, 346 armor of,I26 McMahon, Thomas, 136

Laelaps aquilungis,346 Lewisuchus admixtus, 22,242- Mocrophalangio,3T3
Loelaps incrosscftrs, 333 243, 243 Macrophalangio ccncdensts,
lagerpetids, 186-87 life restorations, 228 373
Logerpeton,24l,242,243-44 Liliensternus, 58, 259,267-68 Madsen, James, 312

Logerpeton conarensis,243-44 Liliensternus liliensterni, 267- magnetic poles, reversals of,232
Lagerpetonidae, 243-44 268,270 Maleev, E.,I78,342
Lagosuchia,I87,24l-44 limbs: Momenchisaurus hochuonensls,
lagosuchians, 119, 240-44 of early mammals vs. 88

as first dinosaurs, 240 dinosaurs, 54 Mammalia, 180

locomotion of,240 see olso forelimbs; hind limbs manunalian carnivores, 54-55,
in phylogenetic tree of Linnaen system, 776,178 83,704

predatory dinosaurs,184, lions, 43,176,289, 407, 408 predator/prey ratios of, 165,

185,200 disputes among,34 766,167-68
primitiveness of, 240 1ips,97,98 return of, to sea, 62-63

size of, 240,241 coloration of,I26-27 size of, 6I-63
spinal column of, 101-2 liver, 106 skull of, 88

Lagosuchidae,24l-43 lizards, 42, 62,77,I50,174 speed of,164
lagosuchids, 49, 54, 57,747,164, biting action of,96 teeth of, 30, 30, 88

787 chameleon, 108 young cannibalized by, 43
gait of, 118 good binocular vision lacked mammals , 49, 77 ,94, 98, 108,

Lagosuchinae,Z4l-42 by,33 155,174
Lagosuchus,19, 56,86, 190, head of, 88, 9I,94,97 big, running abilities of, 135

241-42,243,244 monitor, 30,32,38,752,168- bipedalism in, 57
feet of, l/3 169 bone growth in, 154-55
size of, 163 and phylogenetic tree of brain ol 55

Lagosuchus lilloensis,24T predatory dinosaurs,ITS- explosive evolution of, 68
Lagosuehus talompayensis,22, 779,180 femora of, 114

241-42,241, 242 speed of,I39,I46 history ol 53-55
size of,237 sprawling gait of, 53 joint bone surfaces in, 113

Lambe, Lawrence,32,330 teeth and skull of, 30, 30,32 nocturnal, 100
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marnmals (conr.)
physiology of, 150, 751,152,

153, 162,769, r70
size of, 54
size squeeze in evolution of,

163
skull of, 88
smell and hearing organs of,

100

speed of,I37,L4O,764
spinal column of, 101, 102

structure of communities of,
74

supple limbs of,54
teeth of. 54-55
therapsids as ancestors of, 50,

54
see clso ungulates

marabou storks, 85
Marsh, Othniel, 24, 274, 31I, 378
Morshoscurus, 289,311
Marshosaurus brcen tesimus.

289
marsupials, 55, 84,770
Martin, Larry, 207
measurements of specimens,

233
Megolania,62
Megalosauridae, 27 5, 280-86,

302
Megalosaurinae, 280-83
megalosaurs, 50, 67, 70, I9I-92,

237, 279, 290-96, 305, 313,
314,3L7,319,347

eustreptospondylids vs., 286
see also abelisaurs

Megalosaurus, 23-24, 67, 77 5,
r88, 190, 7gr-92, 230, 27 5,
280-83,2g7,2gg

characteristics of. 280-81
Dilophosourus and,268
species "lumped" into, 203,

280, 299,293, 304, 3I4,
376-r7

Me galosaurus brqdleyi, 304
Megalosaunrs buck landi, 281-

282,314
Megalosaunrs cuvre ri, 287
Megalosaurus dunk eri, 3I4
Me galosaurus hesp eris, 29 4

Megalosaurus ingen s, 27 8
Megalosaurus nethercombensis,

293
Megalosaurus pcrk eri, 293
Megalosaurus saha ricus, 3I7
Megolosaurus superbis, 316
Megalosaurus tonneri, 759,

292-93,292
Megolosaurus weth erilli, 268
megapods,44
Megistotherium, 62
mesonychids,62
mesotarsal ankle, 787-83, 182
Mesozoic Era, 2O, 22, 49, 147,

237.322.353
history ol 50-86

metabolic rates, 54, 55,749-77
bone growth and, 155
brain size and, 153-54,169-

170
of early mammals, 54
energetics and,4O4-6
environmental heat load and,

16r-63
erect gait and, 152-53
evolutionary speed and, 764
feathers and.I23
food needs and, 154, 155
measuring of, for extinct

animals. 164
migration and, 160-61
phylogenetic tree of predatory

dinosaurs and, 179, 180
population densities and, 4O7,

408-10
predator/prey ratios and, 164-

169,165
of protoarchosaurs, 52
size and, 150, I57, 16l-63,

168-69
and size of mammalian

carnivores. 62
of thecodonts, 52, 53
of therapsids, 50, 52, 53
see also physiology

metatarsals,l90
meteorites, 58, 59, 60, 61, 67

dinosaur extinction and, 79-
81

Metriacanthosaurin ae, 289 -9 3

metriacanthosaurs, 50, 88, 103,
7gr,Ig2, 254, 279, 296,
289-93,315

Metriacanfhoscurus, 14, 61, I92,
289-93

Metriacanthoscurus parkeri,
277,293

Metriacanfhoscurus
shangtouensrs, 88, 237,
277, 2gg, 2gO-92, 291, 292,
293,309

Metriacanfhosourus sp., 289
Meyer,281
Microvenator, 286, 372
Microvenator celer, 372
migration s, 760-6I, 160
Milner, Angela,2TI
Miocene Epoch, 86
moas, 83,85

ankles of,182
feeding habits of,379

molars,30
molecular studies, phylogenetic,

r73
Molnar, Ralph, 307, 334, 344
Mongolia, 24, 25, 68, 232, 238,

327 , 360, 36r, 373, 375,
385

Late Cretaceous extinction in,
78

similarity of predatory
dinosaurs in North America
and,7l-74

monitor lizards, 30, 32,38,I52,
168-69

monkeys,5T
Monoclonius olber tensis. 149
Monoclonius apertus, 7 2
monophyletic group s, 17 4
monotremes, 151, 164
Mook, 312
morpholo g , 17 3-7 5, I77, 201,

202
cladistics in,174-75
sexual differences and. 176.

203-4
types of relationships in,l73-

174
Morrison Formation, &-65,

265-66, 293, 305, 310
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Allosaurus remains in,24, 63,
7 4, l2g, 164, 203, 266, 293,
308-9, 3r7, 312, 313, 409

discovery of,24
footprints in,I32
giants dominant in, 7 4, 7 5
habitat of, 63
Megalosaurus remains in,

282-83
population densities in, 4O7,

408.410
mouth, 97-98,98,784

coloration of,726-27
endothermy and, 153

lips and, 97,98,126-27
tongue and, 99
see clso teeth

muscle anchors, 94
muscle insertions, 94
muscle restorations, 227, 228

difficulties in, 93-94
lack of facial muscles and.

97
muscles:

of Allosau rus fragilis, 91

facial,97
in feet, 120
in forelimbs, 110

in hind limbs, 120-21
jaw-closing, 29, 37, 33, 88, 90,

94-95,97
in neck, 29, 31, 91, 96-97,

IO3-4
pectoralis , 213, 278
predation and,29,3I
speed and, 136, I37,I39
along spine, 103-4
in throat, 104
in trunk, 704-5

musk oxen, 161

mutations,22

'T.{anotyrannus," 336-37, 336
No nsh u ngn'scu rus b rew'sp inus,

238
nasal passages, 153

nasal ridges, 124
nasal sinuses, 90, 94, 99
Navajo dune deposits, 295,296
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neck, 95-97,101, 102

as dino-bird uniSring feature,
184

joint connecting head to, 95
muscles in, 29, 3I, 91, 96-97,

rffi-4
S-curve of, 95, 96,96,I01
vertebrae in, 95, 96,701,102,

103

walking or running and, 101

Nemegt Formation, 168, 342,
343,375,394

Neocomian Age, 303
neognathes, 76, 77 , 83-84, 208
neornithes, 207,208
Neotheropoda, 191

nesting sites, 42,42, 43
Newark supergroup, 130, 132
Newman, 8.H., 110, 117, 118,

321,344
Ngorongoro Crater, 407, 408
Nicholls, Elizabeth, 107, 108,380
night vision, 99-100
Noasaurinae, 285-86
noasaurs,35, 191

Noosouru s,7 O, 791, 228, 285-86
.l{ooscurus leali, 285-86
nonshivering thermogenesis,

151, 156, 169
Norberg, UIIa,2I4
Norian Age, 57-58, 2OO, 247,

267
North America, similarity of

predatory dinosaurs in
Mongolia and,7l-74

North Pole,159, 160,
nostrils, 98,98
Novas, Fernando, 248, 283

oceans, 50,6I,63
odontornithians, 207, 208
Oldman Formation, see Judith

River Formation
olfactory sense, 98, 100, 381
Oligocene Epoch, 86
Olson, Storrs, 84,2I8
orangutans, 140
orcas. 62-63
orders. 176

Origin o/Species, The (Darwin),
353

Ornithischia, 184, 185

ornithischians, 237, 249, 265,
273.368.398

hips of, 184, 185, 186
history of, 58, 61,63
running by, 139
skull and teeth of. 88

Ornirholestes, 24, 47, 74, I52,
190, 192, 260, 300, 302, 303,
305-6,307,347

teeth of,32
Ornifholestes hermonni, 271,

305-6, 305,306
energetics of,404

ornitholestians, I93, 27 6, 3Ol-7
characteristics of, 302
in phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, 200
ornitholestids, 322
Ornitholestinae, 303-7
Ornithomimidae, 265, 379,

382-94
ornithomimids (ostrich-mimics) :

50, 116, 153-54,199, 205,
205, 206, 234-35,265, 266,
327, 348, 359, 377, 373, 375,
376,379-94,395

ankles of, 141

beak of, 380-81
brain of, 381
characteristics of, 379-81
elastic similarity in, 144-45,

145

evolution of, 381
feeding habits of, 378, 379-

380.381
forelimbs of, 380
hind limbs of, 141-42,142
oversplitting of genera in,203
in phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, I99,
207

sense of smell in, 381
shoulder blades of. 380
size of,382
skull of, 379-80
speed of ,147-42, 742,144-45,

145.146



ornithomimids (conr.) Ostrom, John, 247,297,299, as ancestors of theropods and
thigh muscles of,l20-2I 300, 305, 367,368,384,386 herbivorous dinosaurs,
as wading birds, 380 beginnings of bird flight and, 239-40

Ornithomiminae, 384-94 217 armor of ,126
Ornithomimus, 2I,24,7I, 190, bird-theropod link and,25, brain size in, 100

260,380, 383, 384-94,402 I84,194-95,796 evolutionary advances of,
binocular vision in, 385 metabolic rates and,I52 239-40
similarity of species in, 385 parallel trackways and, 35 feet of, II3, 113,I47
speed of, 386 Ouronoscurus,ZT4 footprints of,729

Ornirhomimus affims, 386, 387 outgroups, 174 hands of, 110

Ornirhomimus alfus, 142, 387- overheating,16I-63 history of , 56-57
389,388, 390,392 Oviraptor,24,71,795,370,372, ilium ol 111

Ornirhomimus asiaficus, 387 373,375-78 in phSrlogenetic tree of
Ornithomimus brewferfirx, 389, Oviraptor (Ingenia),378 predatory dinosaurs, 185,

390,391,392 Oviraptor (Oviraptor),375-77 2O0

footprints of , 130 Oviraptor (Oviraptor) physiology of,I52
speed of, 135 philocerotops, 377, 375-77, rearing up by, 111

Ornithomimus bullatus, 142,204 376,378 rib cage of, 103, 105

391, 393-94,393 Oviroptor (Ingenio) yanshini, specific gravity of,234
Ornithomimus edmontonicus, 375,377, 377,378 thigh muscles of ,I2I

389,390,392 Oviraptorinae,3T4-78 see olso lagosuchians;
Ornfrhomimus scmueli, 39O, oviraptors (caenagnathids), 50, staurikosaurs

391,392 97,349,35I,370-78, 380, paleognathes, 76, 77,83,208
Ornirhomimus velox, 392-93 381, 396 paleontology, defined,zO
ornithopods, 63, 67,7I,266 diet of, 37I-72 paleopods, 238

footprints of, 130-31 in phylogenetic tree of Paleotheropoda, 189-92,I93,
speed of, 138 predatory dinosaurs,l99, 254-96

ornithosuchians, 240 20I paleotheropods, 50,190,254-
in phylogenetic tree of Owen, Sir Richard,l84,374 296

predatory dinosaurs, 183- owls, 85 avetheropods vs., 254
185, 183 oxen, musk, 161 early, 254-79

ornithosuchids, I8I,196,239, Oxfordian Age, 61 "gracile" vs. "robust" t5,pe of,
252 oxygen,l5l 254

Ornithosuchus rusconii,56 history of,57-6l,63,67
Ort cloud, 80 late,279-96
Osborn, Henry, 195, 306, 388 Pachycephalosaurus,33T with only fragmentary
Osmolska,Hatszka,168,342 Pachyhyaena, 6I-62 remains, 293-96
ossification, 191 pack behavior: procompsognathids,I89,247,
ostriches, 43,IO3,143,155,797, in feeding, 19, 40 252, 254-56

208 in hunting,36-37,39, 40 successfulness of,254
feeding habits of,379 reproduction and,42 see also ceratosaurs;
foot-to-ground contact in, 117 trackways as evidence of, 35- coelophysians;
hind-limb action in,Il4, 115, 37 dilophosaurs; megalosaurs;

116 Padian, Kevin, 188-89 metriacanthosaurs;
as largest living theropods, Pelceocursornis, 68 spinosaurs

83, 85 PaloeornIs,zSS-3g Panthera,34Z
skull of, 379, 380 Paleodinosauria, 185, 186-87, Po,nthera leo,289
speedof,l4l, 145-46 239-46 Pqntherapardus,Z89

ostrich-mimics, see paleodinosaurs, 21,49,54,87* panting, in thermoregulation,
ornithomimids 88,237, 239-46,253,254 163
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parallelism, 77 3, 17 4, 17 5
parasphenoids, 395
parat),pes , 223, 230
parental care,43-44

conununalism in, 42
physiology and, 156- 57, 16I
see also reproduction

Parker, Neave, 282
Parkinson, J.,28I
Parrish, Michael,267
passerine ("song") birds, 86,I70
Pectinodon,39S
Pectinodon bqkkeri, 397
pectoralis , 213, 2I8
penguins,63

giant,84-85
Perle, A.,328
Permian Period.274

history of,50-52,50
Petrified Forest, 49, 260
Pheedroloscurus ilikensis, 360
phobosuchids, 69, 759-60
phorusrhacid birds, 40, 84
Phorusrhacus, 34
phyla, 176
phylogenetic chart, 223, 223
phylogenetics, L73-75

molecular. fn.I75
structural comparison in, 173-

175,20I,202
in systematics, I77, 77 8

phylogenetic tree of predatory
dinosaurs , 178-204

ankle design and, 181-83,182
bird classification and, 204-8
diapsids as outgroup of, 178-

I79,l7g, 190
dino-bird uni$ring features

and. 184
erect gait and, 180-81, l8l
Herreravia in, 185, 187-88,

247-52
hip design and, 180-81, l8l,

183-94, 195
modern taxa compared to,

20r-2
monophyletic clade and, 184-

185

new superorders in, 185-86
oversplitting of taxa in, 201-3
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Paleodinosauria in, 185, 186-
tg7,239-46

Phytodinosauria and, 185

reptile classification and, 179-
180

Theropoda in, 185, 188-200,
253-403

time agreement in, 200
physiology, 2S, 54, 55, 149-7I

brain size and, 153-54,169-
170

details of theropod design
and, 153

.energy efficienry vs. energy
consumption and, 157

environmental heat load and,
161-63

erect gait and, 152-53
estimation vs. direct proof of,

149
gTowth rates and, 154-156,

156. r7r
parenting and, 156-57, 761
of polar theropods , 157-67,

159
predator/prey ratios and, 164-

169,165
size squeezes and, 163

speed of evolutionary change
and,764

terms in, 150-51
thermoregulation and, 150-51,

156, 157-63, 159
uniformity of design and, 151-

752,753
see olso metobolic rates

Phytodinosauria, 185
phytosaurs,23g
Piatnitzl<yseurlts, 287 , 288
Piatnitzl<ysourus floresi, 288,

288
Pivetecuscunn divensis, 304
plantigrade creatures, 717, 132
Plqteosaurus ccrinc tus, 59, 786
Plot, R.,281
plotopterids, 84-85
Podokesauridae. 258
Podokescurus, 258-59
Podokesc urus holyokensrs, 258
Poekiloplerron, 280, 283

Poekilopleuron bucklandi, 281
P o ekilopleur on p o ikilop leur on,

287
polar bears, 62,1,61
polar birds, 155

penguins, 63, 84-85
polar theropods, 80, I57 -61, 159

habitats ol 159-60
migration ol 160-61

polyphyletic groups, 174
population densities, 37, 407-10

feeding rates and, 4O7-8
metabolic rates and, 407,

408-10
postorbital openings, 94-95
predation and hunting methods:

approaching prey in, 38-39
of aublysodonts, 322
of birds, 40-4I
brain size and, 55
conununal feeding in, 40
depiction of,27
of dromaeosaurs, 358
neck and jaw muscles in, 29,

37,33
with no attempt to consume,

4l
pack behavior in, 36-37, 39,

40
scavenging myth and, 32-34,

37
along shorelines and in water,

44-46
sudden and s'uvift attack in,

39-40
teeth and, 28, 30-31, 31, 33,

33,34,54-55
time of day for,37
byyoung,43,44

predator/prey (PlP) ratios, 164-
769,165,409-10

fossil preservation and, 167
of Komodo monitor lizards,

t68-69
metabolic rates deduced from,

764-67
in modern vs. fossil

communities, 167-68
predators:

digestive system ol 106



predators (conr.) preorbital openings, 88,90,94, beginnings of bird flight and,
first large land, 50 98-99,178-79 194-95,797,209-19, 347 ,

as major driving force of presbyornithiforme ducks, 76- 349
evolution, 70,86 77 binocular vision in, 100, 194,

occasional scavenging by, 34 prey, see predator/prey ratios; 348-49,385
tongue of,99 specrTtc species bird classification and,204,

predator traps, 165,166 "Proaves," 257 205-6
predatory dinosaurs: proceratosaurs, 280 bird origins and, 200

anatomy and action of, 87- Procerafosourus, 67,3O2,3O3, birds compared to,348-49
127; see olso anatomical 304-5 brain of, 153-54
feature of predatory Procero.torscurus brodleyi,3O4, brain size in, 100

dinosaurs 304 collarbones of ,296
beginnings of bird flight in, Procerotoscurus divesensrs, Early Cretaceous "bird" finds

209-2O; see also bird flight, 304-5 and,67-69
beginnings of Procompsognathidae,255-56 elbow-wrist system of, 109

birds as direct descendents of, procompsognathids ,254,255- gait of, 114

19-20,24; see also bird 256 hips of, I2O,349
origins Procompsognothus, 789, 247, history of,77

defined, 237 252,255-56 insectivory ascribed to,2ll-13
energetics of,404-6 Procompsognathus friossicus, lungs of,104
explosive evolution of ,164 255-56 in phylogenetic tree of
first properly recognized,23- pronghorn antelopes, 86 predatory dinosaurs, 200

24 prosauropods,40, 58, 184, 185, pubis of, 118, 349
geographic distribution of, 786,237,250,264,269,296 secondary flight loss in, 197,

23
herbivores mistakenlv

history of,49,50-74
life-styles of,27-47

speed
stored fat in. 105

footprints of,I29
paleodinosaurs vs., 239

as prey, 404-s
proterosuchids, 50-52

r88,257-52
feathers of,122-23

799-200, 206, 347-48, 359-
360

shoulder girdle of,106-7, 107
skull ol 88
sternum of, 107, 108

traits linking birds and, 348-
349

vertebrae of. 102

protodinosaurs, 49, 56, 58
appearance of protomammals

identified as,237-39,238 "predatory,' 237-38

phylogeneticsandtaxonomy protoarchosaurs,50-54
of, L73-204; see also Protoatlantic, 61, 63
phylogenetic tree of Protoavia, 349-403

77 , r03
size of, 19,237

predatory dinosaurs protoavians, 57 see olso Archaeopteryx;
physiologr of,I49-7I: see also "Protoavis:' 49, 57, 63,164,I94, avimimids; dromaeosaurs;

physiology
populations of,407-10

200,205,251-52,253,347 ornithomimids; oviraptors;
archaic features of, 251 troodonts

Protocerafops andrewsi, 348reproduction of, 42-44,42, Arnmimus vs., 403
and beginnings of bird flight, protoceratopsids, 329, 370

209,219 protocrocodilians, 56,18I,196-
speed of, 19, 135-47; see clso bird origins and, 68, 69,187- I97

three basic types of,2I-23, as herrerasaur, 185, 247,25I vs., 53-54
49-50 in phylogenetic tree of feet of. 147

see olso specrfc predotory predatory dinosaurs, 200 lagosuchians as,240,241
dfnosaurs and topics protobirds, 50, 7I,1OO,I87 ,I91, in phylogenetic tree of

premaxillary teeth,32
preorbital bones, bosses or

hornlets on,124-26 4O3
preorbital depressions, 184 beak of,126

249,251-52,286,299,30I, predatorydinosaurs, 184
302,320,322,323,347- physiology of,I7O

shoulder joints of, 108

size of. 163
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protomammals, 53-55, 56, 241
pseudodontorns, 85
Pseudolag'rrsuch us, 2 4 4- 45
Pseudolcg'osuchus mojor, 244-

245
pterosaurs, 21, 58, 63, 65, 66,

77, 96, gg, 210, 251, 353,
357,359

in phylogenetic tree of
predatory dinosaurs, 779,
180, lg0, lg3, lg3

pterygoid , 192, I93
pterygoideus muscles, 90, 94,

95.96.97
pubis, 118-19, 120,I84

of Archaeopter5x, 357, 366
of ceratosaurs,2T4

pupil dilation, 99

quadrupedalism:
in beginnings of bird flight,

209,2L9-20
energy efficienry of,57
in herbivorous dinosaurs, 186

Quetzalcoatlus, 73, 86

Raath, Michael, Il8, 257, 264
radioactive isotopes, 232
rainfall, population density and,

407
Rallidae,350
Rapotor, i03, 306-7
Rapator ornirholesfoides, 306-7
raptors,83, 86
ratites, 68, 83, 84, 85,197,2O8
Ratkevich,R. P.,278
Rebbcchrsaurus,2T4
Reid, Robin, 155
Reig, O. A.,249
reproduction, 42-44, 77

displays and, 103

egg laying in,42
nesting sites in, 42,42, 43
parental care after hatching

in.42.43-44
reproductive organs, 106
reptiles, 50, 50, 58, 77, 94, 98,

155, 168, 274,306,372

459

bone growth in, 154, 155

brain ol 101

dinosaurs as,149,409
eyes of, 99, 100
and phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, 779-
180

physiology of, 150
predator/prey ratios of, 166,

767

skull openings in,179
speed of,764
spinal column in, 101, 102

Reptilia, 179-80
respiratory system, 104, I05
retinal cones. 99
reversals. 174
RhamphorSrnchus muensferi, 183
Rhea,92
rhinos, 735.162
Rhozhdestvensky, A. K., 342
rhSmchocelphalians, 306
rib cage, 103, 105, 106

of avetheropods, 105, 193

bird adaptations in, 365
Ricqles, Armand, 155

Rio.7'osuchus renuisc eps, 183
Romer, Alfred, I20,242
Rowe, Timothy,260
Rules of Zoological

Nomenclature, 323
running:

sickle-claw toes in, 358
see clso speed

Russell, Anthony, 107, 108, 380
Russell, Dale, I7I,328,331, 338,

347,349,372,373, 396,
397,392,393,396, 397,
3gg,40g

on ornithomimid thigh
muscles. 720-2I

taxonomic issues and, 323,
327

TJtrannoscu rus forosus and,
339-40

rymchosaurs,56

saber-toothed cats, 30, 40
Saltopus,252

Sclropus elg'rnensis, 252
Sanz, J. L., 68,207
Scrcoscurus,275
Scrcoscurus woodi,275
Saurischia, 184. 185

Scurolophus,343
Saurophcgus, 307
Saurophogus mcxr'mus, 3I2,

313
sauropods, 63, 266, 292, 309,

313
Saurornirhoides, 395
Sourornirhordes Tunior, 398
Sau rorn irhoides mongoliensrs,

370,398
Saurornif holestes, 362
Scurornirholesfes langstoni, 369
Scurosuchus, lSl
Saurosuch us galilei, 56
scales, l2l-22, I23, 124
Scaphonyx, 56
scars, where muscles were

attached to bone, 93-94
scavenging, 32-34, 37 ,735

by soaring flyers, 33-34
Scelidosaurus harrrs oni, 186

Schmidt-Nielsen, Knut, 162
Scrotum,280
Scrotum humanum,287
scutes, 126
seals, 62

elephant,38
secondary palates, 98
secondary types (paratypes),

223,230
secretary bird,47,41
Seerherman, Howard,57
Segisauridae, 295-96
Seg'r'scurus, 6I, I07 , 295-96
Seg'r'saurus halli, 29 5 -96
segnosaurs, 185, 186, 238, 238,

328,329
SENSCS:

auditory, 100
olfactory,98, 100,381
see clso vision

Sequin, R.,397,398
Serengeti,408
sexual differences, species

differences vs., 17 6. 203-4



Shanshanoscun s, 324-25
Shanshanoscunls

huoyonshanensis, 325
shared-derived characters. 174

sharks, 38,55, 63
shivering, in thermoregulation,

151

shoulder girdle, 106-7, 107, IO8,
183

beginnings of bird flight and,
2rg,35g

shoulder joints, 184

shrews, 166

sickle-claws, 35, 195, 232, 323,
374,375,377,38r

bird origins and,173
claws of Noasaurus vs., 286
hyperextendable second toes

of, 195, 356, 357 -58, 373
see clso dromaeosaurs;

troodonts
Sinemurian Age, 60
sinuses, 90,94,99
sister clades or groups, 175

size:
abundance related to, 74-7 5
of dinosaurs vs. mammals, 54
and gigantism in birds, 83-86
locomotory enerS/

consumption and, 405-6
of mammals vs. predatory

dinosaurs.6I-63
metabolic rates and, 150, 154,

757 .76r-63.168-69
running speed and, 135-37,

r4I-43,142
sexual variations in, 203-4
speed of growth and, 155

and survival of late
Cretaceous cataclysm, 83

temperature constanry and,
54, I5O, 162-63; see clso
bulk homeothermy

size squeezes, evolution and,
163,240

skeletal drawings, 226-27, 228-
229

sl<rn,I2I-22
skull, 88-92,90

of Archoeopteryx,3SO

of birds vs. predatory
dinosaurs, 92

braincase in, 101, 192,I93,
r94.199

diapsid openings in, 17 8-79,
179

drawings of,227-28
kinericrsm of, 88-92, 93
length of,233
preorbital openings in, 88, 90,

94,98-99, 178-79
see also head

sleep, 28-29,29
smell, sense of, 98, 100, 381

snout, 124

kinked, 197, 255, 256-57
Solnhofen Islands, 66, 66, 87,

353,355, 356,357
songbirds (passerines), 86, 170

Sousa Formation, 130

South Pole, 159

species:
as basic unit of taxonomy and

systematics,IT6
formation rates of , 7 8-79
genera with large number of,

20r-3
identification of. 17 6-77
names of.229

specific grawty,234
speed, 135-47

anatomical design and, 138-
r43,142

calculated from trackways,
137-38,139

elastic similarity and, 136-37,
136, 143-45,145,146

of flight, 216

locomotory energy
consumption and, 405

measuring of , 145-46, 764
of Ornirhomimus,386
size and, 135-37,I4I-43, 142

of tyrannosaurs, 147-42, 142,

144-45, 145, 146, 320, 364
sperm whales, 62-63
spinal column, 101-3, 110

cantilevered over hind limbs,
ro2-3

cartilage discs in, 96, 7Ol-2

of ceratosaurs, 103, 315

fins on, 103

musculature along, 103-4
Spinosauridae, 271-74
spinosaurs, 103, 257, 271-74

in phylogenetic tree of
predatory dinosaurs, 200

Spinosaunrs, 67, I9I, 228, 256,
27r, 273-74, 3r5, 3r7

Spinoscun-rc aegrptiocus, 237,
273-74

splenial,9l
sprawling gait, 53
stallions,35
Staurikos auria, I87, 244-46
Staurikosauridae, 244-46
staurikosaurE, 49, I87, 240,

244-46,247 ,248,267
bipedalism in,244,246
in phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, 185

Srourikosourus. 245-46
Staurikoscurus pricei, 245-46,

245,246
as juvenile of Herrerosounrs

ischrg'uclos tensis, 249
stegosaurs , 63, 67 , 266, 292,

308,407
Sfegosaurus ungulann, 65
Srenonychoscurus, 395
Srenonychosourus inequalis, 397
sternal plate, I07,107
Sternberg, C. M.,339
Srokesosaurus, 295,31I
Srokesosounrs clevelandi, 295
stomach, 106

storks, marabou, 85
Srreprospondylus, 287 , 288
Streptospondylus cuvieri, 287
stride length, 136,137
Struthiomimidae, 378
Srrurhiomimus, 202, 384, 486
Srruthiomimus alnrs, 387
Srrurhiomimus brern tertius. 392
Struthiomimus curreli, 389
Strurhiomimrx ingens, 392
Srrurhiomimrx scmueli, 390
Strzelecki,303
Stubensandstein, herrerasaur

remains in.247-48
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Styracocephqlus, 52
suborders, 176

Sues, Hans-Dieter,248
superorders, 176
supracoracoideus, 217, 278, 2I9
surangular,9l
suspensorium, 192, 193
swallowing,9I,93
swans,85
swimming, 45-46, 46, 2I0, 273-

2r4,213
see also aquatic abilities

Syntorsus, 202, 259
S;.'nfarsus rhodesien sis, 259,

262
Coelophysrs bouri vs., 202-3

systematic s, 77 3, 77 6, I77 -7 8
phylogenetic and gradistic

components of,I77,778
Szechuqnosqurus, 289
Szechuonoscurus campi, 290

taiI,I2O,l2I,I24
of Archoeopteryx,357
beginnings of bird flight and,

2r5,359
disputes between theropods

and,34
muscles in, 104-5
vertebrae in, 102, 103

Taquet, Philippe, 27I, 272, 293
Tarbosaurus, 202, 337, 342
Tarbosaurus bataor, 77 5, 34A

TJnannosaunis rex vs., 2O2,
203

Tarbosaurus e/remo vi, 34O
Tarsitano, Samuel, 95, I77 -78
taxonomy,773, f75-78

of birds, 204-8
of fossil prints, 137-32
modern taxa considered in,

20r
new dinosaur groups in, 185-

186

rankings in,776,778
systematics and, 773, 176,

777-78
time factor in,200,204
uniting taxa in, 178

46r

see also phylogenetic tree of
predatory dinosaurs

Taylor, C. Richard, 162

teeth, 28, 30-32, 34, 58, 88, 92-
93,93

of Archoe optetyx, 2I3, 39 5
baring of,44
biting action of,96-97
of coelophysids, 258
constant replacement of , 32,

93, 156
of crocodilians, 156,2I3, 272
dinosaur species determined

by,223
D-shaped cross section of,

92
grcwth rings in, 156
heterodonty and, 298, 303,

304
of ichthyornids, 76
of mammalian carnivores, 30.

30, 88
of mammals vs. theropods,

54-55
predation and, 28, 30*37, 31,

33, 33,34,54-55
premaxill ary, 32
of "Protoavis," 187
in roof of mouth, 377-72
serrations on, 30-31, 31, 92
set in deep sockets,92-93
shedding of, during feeding,

237
upper vs. lower, 92,93

temperanrre constancy, see
thermoregulation

temporalis muscles, 94-95
Tendaguru Formation, 63, 266,

279.309
tenontosaurs, 405
Tenontosaurus, 368-69
Tenontosaurus tillef i, 367
tenrecs, 157, I52, 754, 755, 164,

766
teratornes, 85-86
Teratosourus,237
Tertiary Period, 55, 77, 79

birds in, 83-86
Early, 6I-62
Late,62,84,85

size of mammalian carnivores
in,67-62

thecodonts, 27, IO2, I23,152,
787, 237, 239, 242, 246, 250,
260.26r-62.277

advantages of, over
therapsids , 52-53

ankles of, 181-82, 182, I83
bird origins and, 195-97,257
as competitors of dinosaurs in

Late Triassic, 55-56, 56
erect gait of, 180-81, 181

history of, 52-53, 55-56, 56,
58,61

lagosuchians as, 240
lungs of,104
neck of,96
in phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, I79,
180-81, 180, 183*84, 194

physiology of, 170
predator/prey ratios of, 165,

166,167
speed of,I47

therapsids, 163

history ol 50-56
predator/prey ratios and, 165

thecodonts' advantages over,
52-53

Therizinosourus, 238, 238, 328
thermogenesis, nonshivering,

75r,156, 169

thermoregulation, 150-51, 156,

r57-63
in birds vs. manunals, 151, 156

bulk in, 54, 150, 162-63; see
clso bulk homeothermy

environmental heat load and,
167-63

evaporation in, I57, 162

in polar theropods, I57 -6I,
159

temperature fluctuations and,
r57

Theropoda, 185, 188-200, 253-
403

bird classification and, 2O4-6,
208

theropods, 2I-23, I84, 787, 237,
253-403



theropods (cont.)
anatomy and function of, 87-

I27; see clso anatomical
features of predatory
dinosaurs

arboreality in, 2O9, 214-25
bird classification and, 204-6
bird origins and, 22-23,24,

25,204,253
bone crushing abilities lacked

by,69
as descendants of

paleodinosaurs, 239-40
disputes among, 34-35, 35
diversity of,253
dra'uvings of, 87
energetics of,404-5
extinction of .77-83
flat-footed crouch in, 38-39
footprints and trackways of,

35-37, 129-33, 130, 132

Freng'uelliscurus as fi rst
known, 248-49

general characteristics of, 21-
22, 49-50,253

growth rings in, 155

herbivores mistakenly
identified as, 237 -39, 238

history of, 56, 58-74,77-83
hunting tactics ol 36-40
hydrophobia ascribed to, 45
lack of return to sea in, 63
leanness of, 105

life-style of,27-47
with only fragmentary

remains,293-96
pack behavior in, 35-37, 39,

40
physiology of,149-71; see olso

physiology
polar, 80,157-6I, 159
predator/prey ratios of, 166-

168
predatory birds compared to,

40-41
reproduction of, 42-44
scavenging ascribed to, 32-

34,37
size of. 61-63
specific gravity of,234

speed of,32-33,135-47
swimming ability of, 45-46,

46
taxonomy of, 185, 187, 188-

200
two general types of,49-5O
upright vs. horizontal-backed

stance of. 110-11

visual communication devices
in,44

see olso specrytc fopics
thigh muscles, 720-27
thoroughbreds, 1.45, 146
throat:

bones in, 99
muscles in, 104

Thulborn, Richard, 36, lO7 -8,
r37-38, 206,296, 396

thumbs. 109,710
thylacines , 173-74, 276
tibias, III-12, I20, I84
tinamous,83,208
Tithonian Age, 63
Toarcian Age,293
toe claws, 34
toes, 113, 113, lI7, I47,184

beginnings of bird flight and,
209

running and, 358
second, hyperexpendable, 195,

356,357-59,373
tongue,99
tortoises, 135, 140, 147,I55
Towosaurus, 280
Torvo squrus tanneri, 282
trachea, 98,98
trackways, 35-37, 39, 43, 57,

r29
anatomy of predatory

dinosaurs and, 113, Il4,lI7,
rr8,727, r22

metabolic rates measured by,
164

pack hunting and,36-37
along shorelines, 44, 46, 46
speed calculated from, 137-

738.139
Tlialesres.56
Triassic Period, 20, 2I, 22, 22,

49,83,200, 403

beginnings of bird flight in,
209.2r9

feather prints from, 216

history of, 52-58, 63,68
"Protoavis" remains from,

187-88
trackways from,122

Triassic Period, Middle, 238,
239,241

history of, 54-58
Triassic Period, Late, 55-56, 56,

58-59, 67, 74, 232,239,
255,260

alleged "predatory
prosauropods" of, 237 -38

meteorite crash in, 58, 81

trackways from, 132

Triceratops, 27, 28, 33, 38, 7 8,
164, \79, 345, 346, 405

population density of, 408
Triceratops horcidus, 28
Tbochoscurus, 52
Troodon, 24, 7I, 349, 358, 36I,

375,395-400
avian features of, 799,396-

397
characteristics of, 395-97
feeding habits of, 396
as protohumans, 397
teeth of, 395

Troodon ondrewsi, 399 -4OO
Troodonlormosus, 7 I-7 4, 361.,

395,397-98,399
Tloodon mongoliensis, 7I, 348,

37 6, 393, 398-99, 398, 399
Troodontidae, 394-4OO
troodonts, 50, 146, 153-54, 199,

349, 35r, 364, 366, 394-
400

dromaeosaurs vs., 357, 395,
396

sickle claws of, 357, 358
trunk musculature, 104-5
trunk vertebrae, I0l-2, lO3
turtles, 77,I59,779
types (holoS,pes), 223, 230
Tlrannosauridae, 323-46
Tlrannosaurinae, 325-46
tyrannosaurs, 50, 69, 74, 77,

100, 108, 116, 130, 159, r88,
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232, 237 , 271, 273, 277, 293,
2gl, 292, 296, 297, 2gg, 307,
309, 315, 316,317, 3lg-46,
347, 349,349,360, 364,
374, 3gr, 394, 395, 396, 392,
393

ankles of, 141

cannon bones of.190
characteristics of, 318-22
communal grave sites of, 36
displays in,322
dromaeosaurs and,361
elastic similarity in, 144-45,

145

eye sockets of, 320
feet of, 321
forelimbs of,32O-21
history of,7l
hunting tactics of, 39, 40,322
jaws of, 319
ongoing research on, 323
in phylogenetic tree of

predatory dinosaurs, I93-
194, r99,200

population density of, 75,
408

pterygoid of,192
skin of, 122

skull, of,379-20
speed of, l4I-42, 742, 144-45,

145,146,320,364
spinal column of, 103

success of,322-23
see also Alberrosourus

TJrrannosaurus, 19, 21, 24, IIO,
r7g, 202, 307 , 320, 322, 323,
329, 332, 333, 334, 336,
337-46,364

Albertosaurus vs., 328, 337,
338

physiology of ,152
size of, 325-26

T),rcnnoscurus

@ aspletosou rus), 339 -4O
Tln'onnosourus

(IJn onno saurus), 3 40 - 46
TJn onno saurus (IJn an nosou rus)

bataar, 168, 237, 338, 340-
343,341,344,394

T. rex vs.,74
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TJn anno s aurus QJr an n oso u rus)
rex, 20, 22, 7I, 77, 78, 97,
164, 17 5, 273, 279, 313, 319,
319,337,337, 341, 342,
343-46,394

armor scutes of.,126
binocular vision in, 320
classified as bird. 206
drawing of,144,345
energetics of,4O4,4OS
eyes of, 99
forelimb reduction in, 334-36
hind limbs of, 116, 7I7-I8,
. 141-42,142,345

hunting by,27,28,38
juveniles of.,43
in Kirtland Shale. 346
knees of,112
population density ol 408
size of, 237, 338, 344-45
skeletal restorations of, 344
speed of, 135, I41,145,146,

146,339,344
strength of, 344, 345-46
Tarbosaurus bataar vs., 202,

203
teeth of,37,32,33,33
thin-walled bones of, l2l
Tliceratops as prey of,346
as two distinct species, 345
TJrannosaurus botaar vs., 7 4

[,.ronnoscurus
(Daspletoscurus) forosus,
72, 3lg, 321, 332, 339, 339-
340,339,340

Tlnell Museum, 395

ungulates, 54, I89, 278, 407
speed of, 137, I4c, 143, 146

unguligrade creatures, 117

uniformitarinism, 17 5-7 6, 201
[..Irsus, 207,387
Ursus arctos,342

Varqnus,2OI,202
Velociraptor, 21, 7 4, 106, 190,

206, 359, 360, 362-70, 375,
399

characteristics of, 364*66
claws of,126,362,364
discoveries of.,24,25
Dromaeoscurus vs., 358,

361
elbow-wrist system of, 108,

109
history of, 67,7I
horn ridge of, 365
hunting methods of,364
lungs of,104
neck of, 96
physiology of,l52
power of,362-64
predator/prey ratios of, 166
preorbital openings of, 348
shoulder girdle of,107
as single genus, 364
skull openings of,179

Velociraptor on tirrhop tts, 2 7,

344,350,362,362, 363,
364, 365, 366-69, 367, 370,
372,399

arms and legs of,111
birdlike qualities of ,173
in Cloverly Formation, 368-

369
elbows of.,108
energetics of,4O4,4OS
growth rate of, 156
hands of., 109,ll}
hip joints of, 114

prey of, 368-69
size of,367
skull and jaw muscles of , 90,

366-67,368
suspensorium and braincase

of,192
teeth of,31
two forms of, 368
Velociraptor langstoni, 7 I,

361,364,369
Velociraptor mongoliensis, 2 5,

29, 71, 349, 351, 363, 364,
365, 365, 366, 367 , 369-70,
376

prey of, 370
rib cage of,365-66

velociraptors, 362-70, 394, 399,
402



vertebrae:
of hips, I02,lO3
musculature along, lO4-5
ofneck, 95,96,101, 102, 103

nulnber of. 102

of tail, ro2,103
of trunk, 101-2, 103,

vision, 99-100
binocular, 33, 100, 794203,

348-49,374,385, 399
color, 99,I27
depth perception in, 100

night,99-100
volcanic ash, dating by, 231.-

232
vulcanism,8i
vultures. 33-34

Wade, Mary, 36,137-38
Walker, Alick, 196, 288, 293

Walker, William,272
Walkerie.2SO-51

Wqlkerio mc leriensls, 250-5 f
Walshlager, Rodger, 268
warmbloodedness. 150

see olso metabolic rates:
physiology

water:
conserving of, 53
drinking of,46-47
need for. 163

see also aquatic abilities;
swimming

Wealden Formation,314
weasels,30, 166
peight, in catalog entries, 234-

235
Welles, Samuel, 267, 268
whales, 62-63,155,213
wildebeests, 4O, 45
wings, beginnings of bird flight

and,275, 216,2I7-I8
Witmer, Lawrence, 94, 98-99
wolves, 16I,166,l7O

Alaskan.408

World War 11,24
wrists, 108,I09

Xenoforsoscurus bonapar tei,
283

Xuanhanosqurus, 294
Xucnhanoscurus qilxiaensis,

294

Yalden, Derik,209
Yangchuanosourus, 286, 289
Yangchuonosourus magnus, 29 0
Yangchuanosourus

shangtouensis, 290
Youngina,179
Youngina capensls, 180

Zallinger, Rudolph, 345
zebras.40
zygapophysis,95, 102
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